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Summary 

An industrial traffic management and control system based on Automated Guided Vehicles faces 

several combined problems. Decisions must be made concerning which vehicles will respond, or are 
allocated to each of the transport orders. Once a vehicle is allocated a transport order, a route has to 
be selected that allows it to reach its target location. In order for the vehicle to move efficiently along 
the selected route it must be provided with the means to recognise and adapt to the changing 
characteristics of the path it must follow. When several vehicles are involved these decisions are 
interrelated and must take into account the coordination of the movements of the vehicles in order to 

avoid collisions and maximise the performance of the transport system. This research concentrates on 
the problem of routing the vehicles that have already been assigned destinations associated with 
transport orders. 

In nearly all existing AGV systems this problem is simplified by considering there to be a fixed route 
between source and destination workstations. However if the system is to be used more efficiently, 
and particularly if it must support the requirements of modern manufacturing strategies, such as Just- 
in-Time and Flexible Manufacturing Systems, of moving very small batches more frequently, then 
there is a need for a system capable of dealing with the increased complexity of the routing problem. 

The consideration of alternative paths between any two workstations together with the possibility of 
other vehicles blocking routes while waiting at a particular location, increases enormously the number 
of alternatives that must be considered in order to identify the routes for each vehicle leading to an 
optimum solution. Current methods used to solve this type of problem do not provide satisfactory 
solutions for all cases, which leaves scope for improvement. The approach proposed in this work 
takes advantage of the use of Backpropagation Artificial Neural Networks to develop a solution for the 
routing problem. A novel aspect of the approach implemented is the use of a solution derived for 

routing a single vehicle in a physical layout when some pieces of track are set as unavailable, as the 
basis for the solution when several vehicles are involved. Another original aspect is the method 
developed to deal with the problem of selecting a route between two locations based on an analysis of 
the conditions of the traffic system, when each movement decision has to be made. This lead to the 
implementation of a step-by-step search of the available routes for each vehicle. 

Two distinct phases can be identified in the approach proposed. First the design of a solution based on 
an ANN to solve the single vehicle case, and subsequently the development and testing of a solution 
for a multi-vehicle case. To test and implement these phases a specific layout was selected, and an 
algorithm was implemented to generate the data required for the design of the ANN solution. 

During the development of alternative solutions it was found that the addition of simple rules provided 
a useful means to overcome some of the limitations of the ANN solution, and a "hybrid" solution was 
originated. Numerous computer simulations were performed to test the solutions developed against 
alternatives based on the best published heuristic rules. The results showed that while it was not 
possible to generate a globally optimal solution, near optimal solutions could be obtained and the best 
hybrid solution was marginally better than the best of the currently available heuristic rules. 
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Chapter 

Introduction 

The development of modern manufacturing concepts and the technology that supports them gives rise 

to an increased usage of automation at various levels within a manufacturing system. The goal to 

remain competitive in a more global open market was one of the reasons for these developments. The 

capability to respond more rapidly and efficiently to an increased demand for a higher variety of 

products was seen as a major requirement. The impact on manufacturing systems affects all its 

functions and activities, including at its operational level where they come under pressure to reduce 

lead-times, work with smaller batches, and adapt efficiently to different product mix. Dealing 

appropriately with these issues is a major step towards an overall manufacturing system whose 

response capability and competitiveness is not impaired by its operational level. Manufacturing 

concepts emerged to respond to the new challenges that manufacturing systems face at various levels. 

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) and Just-in-Time (JTT) illustrate well the new concepts and 

deserve a special reference due to their impact at the operations level, and particularly on the flow of 

materials. 

Among the various issues that contribute to an increase in the operational flexibility and response 

capability of a manufacturing system, the transport system presents specific problems that remain to be 

addressed. The increased level of transport flexibility made possible by the use of driverless, self- 

powered, individual vehicles brings an increased level of complexity to the problem associated with 

making decisions to efficiently control the transport system. Recognising the advantages of a transport 

system with an increased level of flexibility and the limitations of current existing systems, the main 
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objective of this research work is to investigate whether more efficient solutions to the problem of 

traffic management and control of automated guided vehicles can be developed. The limitations of 

current solutions for this type of problem and the recent developments in other areas of research 

directed the work to the application of artificial neural networks in seeking a solution to this problem. 

The development of a solution for this problem would be applicable in FMS type or any other 

manufacturing environment where possible alternative processing routes for the components or parts 

can be considered, and frequent deliveries of smaller quantities of materials are in demand. In such 

cases the implementation of the transport system assumes an increased importance due to the 

intensified repercussions it has on the job scheduling system. The flexibility associated with the 

connections or paths linking any two load/unload locations in the physical layout, and the capability of 

implementing these paths efficiently become important characteristics of the transport system. 

The concept of manufacturing flexibility recognises the importance of the operational level in the 

capability of a manufacturing system to respond adequately to the new challenges. This flexibility can 

be characterised from various perspectives, being most often associated with manufacturing systems 

producing a range of similar products or variants of a product, and where the cost of the products or 

components is less dependent on variations in production volumes, processing route sequences, 

product design, and also accommodating more easily the introduction of new equipment. The 

implementation of these systems can benefit from the identification of similarities within the range of 

products and its classification into product families, which leads to an ability to design more efficient 

layouts. 

Systems developed which are representative of the use of these organisational concepts generally use 

highly automated systems. The three main components usually present, are the machines or equipment 

used to process the materials into products, the transport and storage system, and an overall computer 

control system responsible for the planning and control of all systems. The use of programmable 

equipment and the possibility of preparing most of the operations in an off-line mode contributes 

significantly to a rapid change between products at a workstation and consequently allowing for 

smaller batches. The use of an automated transport and storage system gives the necessary control 
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over the flow of materials or tools. Different alternatives can be considered for an automated transport 

system [Ref. 1] but automated guided vehicles (AGVs) offer great potential to satisfy the flexibility 

requirements. They combine the flexibility of independent vehicles with a control system suitable for 

integration in the overall computerised control system. 

To make it possible for driverless vehicles to move within a manufacturing layout various issues must 

be addressed. They can be related to the problems of guiding a vehicle along its path, the selection of 

a route that leads the vehicle to its destination, the co-ordination of the movements of the various 

vehicles, the allocation of transport requests to the vehicles, while satisfying the safety requirements 

for the operation of the all system. Different approaches are possible to deal with these problems, as is 

described in the next chapter (Chapter 2). However it is possible to distinguish two perspectives from 

which a solution for these problems is sought, and that are dependent on the characteristics of the 

vehicles and the role of the centralised control system in charge of the various vehicles. At one 

extreme we can think of vehicles capable of recognising and following paths according to the 

directions received from the centralised control system that has the responsibility to optimise the 

decisions such as allocation, routing, and traffic management of all vehicles. At the other extreme we 

can have vehicles with a higher decision making ability, that makes them able to recognise and react 

within their environment, and in a way that allows them to move in less restricted paths and being less 

dependent on the directions received by a central system. Possibly they can even deal directly with 

other vehicles, select and plan their route, and decide how to respond to specific transport orders. 

These later systems are more frequently associated with 'autonomous mobile robots' which continue to 

be an active area of research [Ref. 2]. The systems commercially available and frequently used in 

current manufacturing systems are closer to the first type where the vehicles match adequately the 

designation of 'automated guided vehicles'. The use of 'free-ranging' vehicles represents the more 

recent evolution of these vehicles and originated from the elimination of the restrictions to move along 

pre-defined paths which define a physical layout by means of underground wires. 

Although AGVs have the potential to provide the required flexibility and controllability of the 

transport system, there are still fundamental problems which must be solved to take full advantage of 

their usage. An increased flexibility of the transport system allowing alternative routes between 
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locations in the physical layout creates the opportunity for an optimization of the transport system and 

consequently of the entire manufacturing system through its interaction with the job scheduling system. 

However when various vehicles are involved, their allocation to transport orders, the selection of a 

route among the several possible for each vehicle, and the co-ordination of the movements of all 

vehicles, are all interrelated problems whose complexity increases enormously when large systems are 

considered. The complexity will be even higher if the job scheduling and vehicle management 

problems are considered simultaneously. 

The solutions for these type of problems normally rely on the use of heuristic rules to support the 

decisions to be made, either for the job scheduling or AGVs related problems [i. e. Ref. 3, to Ref. 11]. 

In current AGVs systems these problems are frequently simplified either because only a small number 

of vehicles is required, or by imposing restrictions such as unidirectionality of paths and fixed paths 

between locations, which allows the use of simple heuristic rules. While heuristic rules provide a 

solution in real time, for a complex problem they do not normally guarantee it will be the optimum 

solution. Furthermore, specific rules are tested and validated for specific operating conditions which 

may not always be exactly the ones faced in the real system. Obtaining even good solutions is 

therefore dependent on the selection of the most appropriated heuristic for each specific case. 

In spite of the benefits already obtained with current solutions for the implementation of AGVs as the 

major transport system in a manufacturing environment, it is clear that they could take advantage of 

more efficient alternatives. This is even more significant when larger systems are envisaged and more 

vehicles are needed to satisfy the requirements of moving smaller quantities of materials more 

frequently. A transport system capable of satisfying these requirements provides a better support for 

the implementation of FMS and the pursuit of JIT objectives. The benefits of such a system, and the 

belief that the recent developments experienced in other areas of research such as artificial neural 

networks (ANNs) could be applied in an alternative solution for this problem, were the main 

motivation for this research work. Traffic management and control of AGVs includes the problems 

described so far related with AGV systems, but concentrating on the higher planning level of co- 

ordinating multiple vehicles rather than on the vehicle's lower control level. 
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Artificial neural networks (ANNs) can be considered as a problem solving technique with specific 

characteristics and a large application area. The distinguishing features were inspired by the superior 

performance of the human brain in applications such as image recognition, when compared with the 

possible solutions implemented in conventional von Neumann style computer systems. The superior 

capability is even more striking when only incomplete information or data is available, and when it is 

known that the elements, or neurons, in the brain work at much slower rates, i. e. few tens of 

milliseconds [Ref. 12] than the processors in computer systems. An explanation for the differences in 

performance lies on the use of many, i. e. 1011 in the human brain [Ref. 13], simpler elements working 

in parallel [Ref. 13]. This is one of the main distinguish features of ANN systems, which are 

sometimes described as parallel distributed processing systems [Ref. 14]. One of the difficulties 

associated with the traffic management and control of AGVs is the high number of alternatives that 

must be considered when a decision has to be made, and its strong dependency on the size of the 

system. The processing capability of an ANN provided by the multiple elements working in parallel, 

seemed therefore well suited to the requirements of this problem. 

Another feature of ANNs inspired by an analogy with the human brain, is the use of a learning scheme 

through which knowledge about a problem is incorporated into the system. An ANN adapts itself to 

produce a solution to a problem by being exposed to examples or instances of that problem, rather than 

using an explicit model of the problem and its solution. Even if enough processing capability is 

available to solve a problem of allocating, routing, and co-ordinating the movement of multiple 

vehicles, there is still a complex problem which is how to relate and take account of the various factors 

characterising the AGV system, and the interrelation of the decisions to be made. The capability of 

ANNs to learn these relations without the need for its explicit identification was considered to be a 

significant advantage in the application of ANNs to this problem. If an ANN is capable of recognising 

patterns, it could possibly be capable of recognising the actual traffic conditions of the system and 

identify the appropriate actions or decisions to be made. 

There appeared to be a high potential offered by the principles of ANNs to overcome the limitations of 

current solutions for AGVs systems. Exploring the application of ANNs to the AGV traffic 
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management and control problems, became then a major direction for this research work as is 

described in the next chapters. 

The following chapter, Chapter 2, presents a characterisation of the various issues related to a traffic 

management and control system for AGVs. Along with the alternatives available to deal with the 

different aspects of its implementation, it will also be important to characterise its interaction with 

other systems. Although 'autonomous mobile robots' represent a higher level of evolution than current 

AGV systems, they both face similar types of problems and a more general framework [Ref. 2] will be 

used to characterise these systems. 

In Chapter 3 the different types of ANNs and the issues related to their application to a particular 

problem are presented. Although ANNs are inspired by the human brain, the development and 

implementation of ANNs hardly relate to the real neurons in terms of the number of elements used and 

how they work. In part this is due to our limited knowledge of how the neurons in the brain really 

work, and also because the models used to develop and implement ANNs nevertheless provide 

encouraging solutions and alternatives to many problems in science and engineering. Particularly due 

to the developments in the last decade, ANNs have drawn enormous attention from researchers which 

has led to a great variety of ANN types and their applications to specific problems. In this 

characterisation special attention is given to ANNs more directly related to the traffic management and 

control problem. 

With a clearer perspective of the importance and type of problem faced in an AGV traffic management 

and control system, together with the various issues related to the development of a solution based on 

ANNs, Chapter 4 concentrates on the characterisation of the complexity and specific formulation of 

the problem. Backpropagation (BP) ANN is selected as the type of ANN used to model the routing 

problem of multiple AGVs in a physical layout. The relative advantages and limitations of ANNs over 

other possible alternatives including Genetic Algorithms and Fuzzy Logic are also discussed. 

The following chapters, Chapter 5 to Chapter 10, describe the approach derived to solve the problem 

and the work done to evaluate and test the solutions obtained. Chapter 5 presents and discusses 
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alternative representations of the single vehicle case into a BP ANN. Developing a BP ANN solution 

requires appropriate data about the problem and Chapter 6 describes the process used, and the 

characteristics of the generated data. Chapter 7 presents the results obtained with the BP ANN 

solutions for the single vehicle case and Chapter 8 proceeds with its application to a multi-vehicle 

case. At this stage it was perceived that a look-ahead' strategy would fit well our approach of using 

the single vehicle solution iteratively to each vehicle in turn, when multiple vehicles are involved. The 

evaluation of performance when multiple vehicles are involved is made by comparison with alternative 

methods, and these are also described. Chapter 9 presents the measures of performance used, the tests 

performed and the results obtained in the multiple vehicle's case. Having tested both the single and the 

multi-vehicle cases it became appropriate to discuss the overall approach and results obtained, together 

with the recommendations for further work, which is done in Chapter 10. Finally the major 

conclusions are collected in Chapter 11. 
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Chapter 

Traffic Management and Control of AGVs 

The implementation of a transport system based on AGVs involves a variety of issues ranging from the 

specific characteristics of its basic elements, to the interaction or impact it will have on other systems, 

such as job scheduling. Traffic management and control assists in the implementation of interrelated 

functions such as the co-ordination of multiple vehicles, assigning a transport task to each vehicle, and 

selecting a travel route for each vehicle. The implementation of these functions can be related to other 

characteristics of the AGV transport system, such as the type of vehicles' or other design parameters. 

Representing the highest control level of the AGV system it will have a direct influence in the 

integration with other systems (i. e. job scheduling). 

An overview of the characteristics of the basic elements of a transport system based on AGVs is 

presented first as it helps in clarifying the functions of the traffic management and control system. The 

alternatives range from the AGV systems used initially in FMS installations to the more sophisticated 

'autonomous mobile robots'. The issue of 'autonomy' together with a hierarchical structure are 

described in [Ref. 2] and were found useful in the characterisation of the problems faced by both 

systems. Subsequently focus will be on the type of decisions made and alternatives selected at the 

design stage of a transport system based on AGVs for an FMS. They play a major role in the 

performance of AGV transport systems and are directly related to the selection of specific alternatives 

for the traffic management and control system. Finally the interaction of the traffic management and 

control system with the job scheduling system is analysed. The main concern is with its application in 

an FMS environment whose characteristics must be clearly identified. 
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2.1 Components of a transport system based on AGVs 

A number of issues must be addressed when using a transport system based on AGVs to accomplish 

the basic functions of handling materials in a manufacturing environment, including: 

- loading/unloading materials for transportation at specific pick up/deposit stations; 

- guaranteeing a safe operation of the vehicles; 

- identifying the position of each vehicle in the system; 

- selecting the route a vehicle should follow to arrive at its destination; 

- co-ordinating the movement of the various vehicles in order to avoid collisions and congestions; 

- allocating vehicles to transport requests. 

An'automated guided vehicle system' (AGVS) represents a materials handling system addressing these 

issues, and is normally considered as an alternative in the implementation of the transport system for 

an FMS. Although different solutions to the implementation of AGV systems have been used, 

commercially available systems normally [Ref. 1, Ref. 15] involve the following basic elements: 

- self-propelled, driverless, independently operated vehicles; 

- specific methods to guide the vehicles within the physical layout; 

-a computer based control system that communicates with the vehicles. 

The characteristics of each of these elements are obviously interrelated. The level of autonomy of 

each vehicle in terms of decision making, recognising and interacting within its environment depends 

on how these elements are implemented. These systems normally follow a strategy that concentrates 

most of the analysis and decision making responsibilities in external computer systems, rather than on 

the on-board computer control system of each vehicle. The vehicles or AGVs can therefore be 

considered as 'automated' or 'automatic' vehicles which follow directions from an external system. 

These terms apply even more appropriately to the early systems where the vehicles movement was 

dependent on a physical definition of the paths, most often using an embedded wire or a reflective 
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paint strip. In more recent systems 'free-ranging' AGVs [Ref. 16] were developed which overcome 

this movement limitation. 

The principle used in wire guided vehicles is to have two inductive sensors, one on either side of the 

vehicle, to detect the magnetic field originated by an alternate current flowing through an insulated 

wire, buried about 25 millimetres deep [Ref. 16] in the shop floor. The signal from the sensors 

provides the reference position to the controller of the steering mechanism allowing it to follow the 

energised wire. When guide wires are replaced by painted strips on the floor, optical sensors are used. 

Out of range of these guide paths the vehicles will normally automatically stop for safety reasons; 

unless the vehicles capability to estimate its position based on its driving mechanism is used in a'dead 

reckoning' mode [Ref. 1], which might be effective over shorter distances and useful, for example, 

when docking. 

The use of a guide wire to control the position of the vehicle also provides the means to direct the 

vehicle along the selected route when the vehicle approaches a branching point. Using wire loops 

energised with different frequencies makes it possible to indicate which one the vehicle should follow. 

Alternatively the wire loops are energised with only one frequency and selected branches are switched 

on/off to leave only the ones which correspond to the selected route. 

In AGVS with 'free-ranging' vehicles one of the solutions used to define the position of the vehicles is 

through lasers mounted on the vehicles that scan reflective sensors positioned around the factory walls. 

Based on a map of the layout and the position of each vehicle the external control system has the 

information required to direct the vehicles. Using radio waves to communicate position and 

instructional data to the vehicles has also being referred to as another alternative [Ref. 16]; a vision 

system could be used to locate the vehicles in the physical layout. 

Having most of the capability to make decisions implemented in an external computer system, the 

communication links with the vehicles assume particular importance. Radio control is a common 

solution to implement this communication link. It allows two-way communication between the on- 

board computer and a remote computer, independently of the position of the vehicle. When wire- 
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guided vehicles are used, the wire grid can also include in-floor communication lines that facilitate the 

reception of the signals at specific communication points [Ref. 15]. 

Although the design of the vehicles must satisfy the specific needs of each application, they are 

normally equipped with batteries, an on-board computer, a steering and driving system, 

communication devices, sensors to detect the presence of other vehicles (i. e. optical sensors, ultrasonic 

systems), a safety bumper, emergency stop buttons, warning lights and bells, and other devices needed 

for their operation such as a on-board control panel which allows manual vehicle control, vehicle 

programming, and other functions [Ref. 1]. 

Apart from the on-board sensors for safety and traffic control a 'zone blocking' concept is also 

frequently used to avoid collisions between the vehicles [Ref. 1]. It consists of dividing the layout into 

separate zones and preventing more than one vehicle entering a zone. Also for safety reasons AGVs 

can only travel at slow speed but typically in the range of 10 to 70 m/min [Ref. 15]. 

One main difficulty when using AGVs is the automatic transfer on to and off the vehicle, especially if 

there are a wide variety of loads [Ref. 16]. The lower positioning accuracy of the vehicles must be 

matched to the normally higher accuracy of the loading/unloading stations, and this normally requires 

the design of special devices at the docking stations. In addition to the positioning interface problem it 

is also necessary to co-ordinate the operation of the transfer devices (i. e. motorised fixturing such as 

elevators or rollertables [Ref. 15]) on-board the vehicle and on the load/unload station. 

Various alternatives are available for the mechanical design of the vehicles based on the number of 

steering/driving wheels and fixed wheels, allowing for forward, reverse and also side travel. Three- 

wheeled vehicles with a single steering/driving wheel and two fixed rolling castors are typical, with 

larger vehicles containing two steering/driving wheels [Ref. 15]. Omnidirectional vehicles can also be 

designed using three or four steering/driving wheels independently powered or not; the higher 

manoeuvrability provided by these systems is normally exploited for the development of 'autonomous' 

vehicles [Ref. 17]. 
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Having a fleet of vehicles capable of moving, and methods used to identify and guide them around the 

facilities, a system is now required which has the responsibility to make decisions relative to the 

management of the AGVS, including vehicle allocation to transport requests, route selection and co- 

ordination of the movements of all vehicles, in order for the transport system to accomplish its 

functions and achieve its objectives. When integrated in a highly automated factory the solution 

normally consists of a remote computer system which monitors floor equipment status, supervises 

vehicle traffic, and has the software required to make the necessary decisions that are subsequently 

transmitted to the vehicles. The computer system normally also provides a visual display of the 

current situation. In [Ref. 15] an example is presented where a three level control system is 

implemented in a wire-guided system. The first level consists of a main (host) computer which 

monitors, supervises and make most of the decisions. The second level consists of several 

microcomputers located on the shop floor and whose functions are to generate the guidewire 

frequencies, process communications between the vehicles and the main computer, and often control 

factory floor equipment. The third level is implemented within each vehicle at the on-board 

microcomputer which co-ordinates the vehicle's functions (pre-programmed command outputs, 

initiates tasks by activating drives, transfer mechanisms, directional motors, transmit status data to the 

main computer through the regional microcomputers). In other less automated systems the alternatives 

involve using the vehicle's on-board control panel to manually dispatch the vehicles [Ref. 1]. It is also 

possible to have systems where the vehicles can be directly called and stopped at the load/unloading 

stations and subsequently programmed and sent to its next destination. 

The methods used by the computer system in making the decisions required to manage the fleet of 

vehicles will be addressed separately in a later section because of its interaction with the job 

scheduling system and with the specific design of the all AGVS. 

The next section will focus on the developments associated with an approach to AGVS which is based 

on an increased autonomy of the vehicles relative to a main computer system, and therefore closer to 

the developments in the area of 'autonomous mobile robots' [Ref. 2]. 
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2.2 Autonomous mobile vehicles 

The AGVS described so far (section 2.1) are representative of commercially available alternatives that 

have been used successfully as a material handling system satisfying the requirements of FMS 

implementations. However they are still limiting the flexibility potential that can be explored in an 

FMS. These limitations are apparent when wire guided vehicles are used but increasing the capability 

of the vehicles to autonomously make-decisions, rather than acting as pre-programmed devices, is a 

major contribution to cost-effectively extend the use of FMS [Ref. 2]. If each vehicle has the ability to 

autonomously deal with unexpected events, such as recognising and avoiding obstacles, plan its own 

route and co-ordinate its movements directly with other vehicles which may interfere with its path, 

being able to interact directly with the pick up and deposit stations, and even take part in the 

assignment of transport requests, then the concept of transport flexibility is greatly extended. 

Transport systems based on the development of autonomous mobile vehicles follow a strategy based 

on an increased level of intelligence at the vehicles rather than on relying mostly on external computer 

systems. The research and developments in mobile robots and artificial intelligence are therefore 

intimately related to the development of transport systems based on autonomous mobile vehicles. 

Although such systems have limited commercial availability at present [Ref. 17] extensive research has 

been devoted to them [Ref. 2]. 

An increased mobility and manoeuvrability of an autonomous vehicle must be complemented with 

sensor and control systems capable of endowing it with the perception of its environment and the 

capability to react to it. A multiple sensor system is suggested in [Ref. 17] differentiating between 

sensors used within the vehicle to monitor the operation of its mechanisms (i. e. incremental encoders 

in the drive wheels), sensors used on-board the vehicles to inspect its surrounding environment (i. e. 

vision systems, proximity sensors), and world-based sensor systems (i. e. infrared, ultra-sonic, laser or 

radiotelemetry principles) to provide a model of the facilities. This perception-cognition-control 

processing is typically implemented using a three level hierarchical structure [Ref. 2, Ref. 17] 

consisting of a strategic planning level, a tactical planning level, and an operational level. 
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When applied to autonomous mobile vehicles these three levels are sometimes called differently by 

different researchers. An interesting terminology described in [Ref. 2] derives from an analogy with 

the distribution of responsibilities in human crews controlling 'manned' moving vehicles and which 

include the planner level, the navigator level, and the pilot level. The basic function at the planner's 

level is to specify a global path whose main 'regions' or locations are passed to the lower level 

(navigator level). The planner defines this global path in response to an input consisting of 

instructions or a task to be performed, and using information describing the global environment 

conditions from a map of the facilities and global sensors. Path planning, strategic planning, and long 

range planning have also been used to describe this planning level. 

At the navigator's level, also sometimes referred to [Ref. 2] as obstacle avoidance, tactical planning, 

guidance execution, or intermediate range, the main objective is to produce a more refined planning of 

the path between the locations identified in the plans drafted on the level above. It consists of a 

sequence of actions which will be passed on to the next lower level, i. e. the pilot level, for 

implementation. A more detailed map and information from local sensors together with global 

information, is required in order to recognise unknown obstacles and to report abnormal situations to 

the planning system. 

Finally at the pilot's level, also sometimes referred to as local navigation, operative planning, 

manoeuvre planning, or short range, the instructions received from the navigator's level are translated 

into mechanical actions taking into account a detailed view of the vehicle's immediate range of action, 

obtained from local sensors. Below the pilot's level is the controller which implements the tasks 

decided by the pilot and acts directly upon the environment. 

When these autonomous vehicles are used as part of the transport system in a manufacturing 

environment, particular aspects which are not explicitly addressed in the hierarchical structure above 

described must be considered. These include [Ref. 17] the analysis of the transport requests and its 

allocation to vehicles, the docking/undocking operations, and the loading/unloading of the materials. 
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This hierarchical structure illustrates well the complexity of the problems faced when these tasks are to 

be solved on-board a vehicle which operates autonomously, that is without a link to a human operator. 

Knowledge from several areas of research, including sensor systems, computer systems, control, and 

artificial intelligence, must be brought together and further developed in order to increase the 

rudimentary forms of autonomy present in commercially available AGVS, such as the ones described 

in the previous section (section 2.1). Although many research efforts have been made to solve specific 

problems, such as local path planning [Ref. 18 to Ref. 24], and research projects have been undertaken 

[Ref. 17] to develop these systems, AGVS based on autonomous vehicles are not yet implemented in 

industrial environments. 

2.3 Design and operation of AGV systems and its interaction with 

other elements in an FMS 

In the previous sections the main objective was to describe the technological aspects that characterise 

the main components of a transport system based on automated guided vehicles and the possibility of 

using vehicles with a higher level of autonomy. However other problems arise when considering the 

selection and implementation of this type of transport system in an FMS facility. The interaction of 

the AGVS with other systems becomes apparent not only in terms of the issues directly related with 

the design aspects such as path layout, but also in the solutions used to manage the fleet of vehicles to 

accomplish its functions. 

The requirements for the transport system result from an analysis and characterisation of the transport 

requests. The type and quantities of materials to be moved, the origin/destination locations and the 

expected material flows, are the main aspects that must be taken into account. The FMS configuration 

and scheduling procedures used for its operation directly affect the materials flow and therefore must 

also be considered in the AGVS design. Furthermore the AGVS must satisfy the requirements for 

integration with other automated systems, such as tool management, fixturing, and auxiliary machines, 

frequently used in FMS. 
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The different implementations of FMS can be characterised in relation to various aspects but a 

distinction is usually made between dedicated and random FMS. While in a dedicated FMS machines 

are arranged in a flow configuration, random FMS's are capable of producing a higher variety of parts 

in random order [Ref. 1, Ref. 5]. It should therefore be expected that random FMS's use different 

scheduling procedures and require higher flexibility from the transport system. Due to the complexity 

of the problems involved the solutions are normally based on heuristic rules such as the ones described 

in [Ref. 31. A further clarification is made in [Ref. 6] of some terms used in relation to the scheduling 

procedures. Off-line scheduling is described as consisting of scheduling all operations of available 

jobs for the entire scheduling period while on-line scheduling concentrates on scheduling operations 

one at a time as they are needed. A distinction is also made between on-line and real-time scheduling 

where in the latter a short-term decision process is involved to generate and up-date schedules based 

on the current status of the system and overall requirements. Dynamic scheduling is used to emphasise 

the dynamic nature of real-time scheduling problems. The type of scheduling procedures used directly 

affects the transport request patterns and therefore it will have implications on the design and 

operation of the AGVS. 

With the set of requirements obtained from this analysis it will be possible to specify the design 

parameters of the AGVS including the number of vehicles and the characteristics of the path layout. 

Various alternatives can be evaluated such as using uni or bidirectional tracks, paths with one or more 

ways, arranged in one or several loops, or in grid configurations, the number and type of crossing 

junctions, the location of the docking/undocking stations relative to the path layout, having deviation 

zones that can be used to temporarily park vehicles obstructing paths, the number of pick-up and 

deposit locations, the size of input/output buffers used at the pick-up/deposit stations, loading each 

vehicle with one or more materials each time, and also the specific solutions used to manage the 

AGVS when in operation. Answering these questions is normally a very complex problem [i. e. Ref. 

25], even if the material flow patterns are well known and characterised. This complexity derives 

from the high number of interrelated parameters involved, along with its interdependence of the 

specific job scheduling procedures used [Ref. 5, Ref. 6, Ref. 25, Ref. 26]. 
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Ideally the decisions concerning the scheduling of jobs should be made taking into account also the 

possibility of implementing the associated transport tasks. Both the allocation in time of jobs to 

machines and the allocation of vehicles to transport tasks should be considered simultaneously in order 

to optimise the performance of the overall manufacturing system. However each of these problems per 

se turn out to be of high combinatorial complexity in most cases. 

Two distinct approaches have been followed when dealing with these problems. One sacrifices the 

transport flexibility by imposing restrictions on the path layout design, in favour of a simpler control 

system. Alternatively the problems are normally treated separately using heuristic rules. 

The simplifications on the path layout design allow for the use of analytical [Ref. 27] tools to model 

the problem. Simulation models are also extensively used [Ref. 4, Ref. 27 to Ref. 30] to test and 

evaluate design solutions, including specific rules for the scheduling of jobs and the allocation of 

vehicles. The simplifications imposed at the design stage imply a reduction in the transport flexibility 

and consequently of the overall system. Frequently these simplifications consist of allowing only 

unidirectional tracks [Ref. 31], assuming fixed routes between workstations, optimising the path layout 

design into a single loop [Ref. 32 to Ref. 34], and also exploring the use of control zones where only 

one vehicle is allowed at a time [Ref. 35]. This trend to explore the advantages of using simpler 

control systems to co-ordinate the AGVs has lead to the design of non-overlapping loops or cells [Ref. 

36 to Ref. 39]. The idea is to have only one vehicle circulating in each loop and serving the 

workstations that are arranged around that loop. The interface between adjacent loops is provided by 

transit areas. 

When the objective is to take advantage of increasing levels of transport flexibility the solutions 

normally consist of using scheduling procedures based on heuristic rules. The job scheduling problem 

is often considered separately of the vehicle's allocation and route selection problem. Alternatively a 

combination of rules can be used at a dynamic or real-time scheduling level to dispatch jobs to 

machines and allocate vehicles to transport tasks [Ref. 3, Ref. 4]. Specific rules can be derived that 

relate job scheduling and vehicle allocation problems. However in these cases the allocation of 
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vehicles does not directly take into account the route selection problem when multiple routes are 

available. 

Even if the routing problem is considered separately from the vehicle allocation and job dispatching, it 

can turn out to be of a high combinatorial complexity. If this complexity can be solved, then a 

centralised control system could find a solution that selects a route for each one of multiple vehicles 

when multiple paths are available, while avoiding collisions and satisfying a defined overall systems 

performance measure. The alternative to this centralised control system normally consists of having 

the vehicles deciding independently but using the same rules which are designed to obtain an overall 

good performance. While each vehicle concentrates on achieving its own objective, it uses rules 

which are intended to serve a common good [Ref. 40]. 

2.4 Conclusions 

This survey highlights the type of decisions faced by a traffic management and control system for 

AGVs, its interaction with job shop scheduling, and its functions within an evolution towards more 

autonomous vehicles. Allocation of vehicles, route selection and overall vehicle's co-ordination are 

the main functions of such a system. They can be placed at the higher levels of a hierarchical structure 

designed for autonomous vehicles, above local navigation or obstacle avoidance. Its interaction with 

job shop scheduling is mainly through dispatching rules and independently of the route selection 

problem. The high combinatorial complexity associated with either of these problems is most often 

dealed with using heuristic rules. 

With a clearer understanding of the type of problems involved with traffic management and control of 

AGVs, it is possible to proceed with an analysis of ANNs as a problem solving technique which is 

presented in next chapter, Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 

ANNs as a Problem Solving Technique 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have drawn the attention of researchers from various fields, 

particularly in the last decade. These efforts led to new developments and extensions of ANNs 

paradigms and to its application as an alternative solution to a great variety of problems. This last 

approach was followed in the current work that explores the application of available ANNs to the 

particular case of traffic management and control of AGVs. In line with this perspective this chapter 

presents a characterisation of ANNs starting with its main principles and the associated benefits that 

can be exploited in its application as a problem solving technique. The evolution experienced by 

ANNs since they first appeared produced a great diversity of paradigms having particular 

characteristics that must be taken into account in the process of applying them to specific problems. 

Backpropagation (BP) ANNs represent the most widely used ANNs and therefore special attention is 

given to its characterisation. Hopfield type ANNs are also discussed due to its inherent capability of 

modelling optimisation type problems illustrated by the extensive work concerning its application, 

among others, to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) and job shop scheduling problems. 

3.1 ANNs basic principles and characteristics 

Current ANNs have little to do with the complexity of the human brain, but nevertheless its 

development sought inspiration from our current understanding of how the human brain works and 

why it clearly outperforms available computer systems in some tasks, such as pattern recognition. The 

extremely high parallelism observed in the human brain as opposed to the traditional serial processing 
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on von Neuman style computer systems, is the underlying principle to explain this superiority and the 

basis for the development of mathematical models or devices associated with ANNs [Ref. 13]. 

Another distinguishing feature of ANNs is the process of incorporating or programming, the required 

information into these systems. Again, up to a certain extent a similar process to the one that can be 

associated with learning in the human brain is pursued in the implementation of ANNs. Rather than 

using an explicit identification and understanding of a given problem, ANNs model it based on limited 

information such as examples of the problem and the corresponding solutions. This model of the 

problem also benefits from the inherent parallelism of ANNs where the information is not only 

associated with each of the multiple processing elements but also with the links connecting these 

elements. The dispersion of the information gives these systems high robustness and fault tolerance 

characteristics, in addition to the increased computational power of parallel processing systems and its 

flexibility in adapting to a particular problem. 

ANNs main features derive from being a interlinked structure of simple processing elements working 

in parallel and using particular methods to represent a given problem into this structure. These 

processing elements also sometimes called, processing units, nodes or artificial neurons, typically 

implement a non-linearity which is considered to be an essential feature [Ref. 13]. The different 

ANNs paradigms represent alternative solutions in the definition of the links or connections between 

the various processing elements, the functions implemented on these processing elements, and the 

mechanism that relates their output with their respective input connections. When considering this 

mechanism over the global structure an ANN can be viewed as implementing a mapping function 

between a defined Input and Output vectors. Therefore when considering alternative ANNs it must be 

taken into account that a representation of the problem into such a structure is always required. 

Although variations occur in the terminology used to describe the mathematical models associated 

with the implementation of these multiprocessor structures the following terms and definitions [Ref. 

121 are useful to identify the essential aspects of an ANN and understand how they are implemented in 

different ANNs. This terminology is centred on the processing elements which represent the basics of 

ANNs. 
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Every processing element has a single output, and a number of inputs. These inputs represent the 

individual connections receiving the output of other processing elements, and possibly its own in some 

ANNs. A measure of the strength of the individual connections is defined by a quantity called its 

weight (w). The net input to a processing element is typically calculated by summing the input values 

multiplied by their respective weights. The activation value represents a function of the net input, and 

possibly previous states of the processing element, but is typically equal to the calculated net input. 

An output function, also sometimes called transfer function, is applied to the net input resulting in the 

output value of the processing element. The process of programming these structures to model a 

particular problem is called the learning or training process and is typically accomplished by the 

modification of the weight values. When considering the evolution over time of these systems, the 

weight changes can be described by a set of differential equations representing the learning law. 

Subsequent to the learning process, the ANNs can be used to provide information, or solutions, about 

the encoded problem which is normally described as a recall process. 

When multiple processing elements are organised to build an ANN structure, a variety of alternatives 

are typically used originating several ANN's paradigms as can be found in [Ref. 12 to Ref. 14, Ref. 41 

to Ref. 451. Basic differences occur in the definition of the topology or interconnection patterns, and 

in the selection of the output functions and learning law. 

At the interconnection pattern's level a distinction is normally made between ANNs which allow 

information to flow back within the structure, and feedforward ANNs which do not allow recurrent or 

feedback flow of information. Another distinction results from the connectivity patterns between the 

many processing elements when they are organised in one or more layers. Alternatives are available 

that allow interconnection between elements in the same layer while others do not. Connection 

patterns might also be defined with hidden elements, that are processing elements not directly 

connected to the processing elements associated with the input or output of the ANN structure. 

Although there are no restrictions to the type of output functions that can be explored [Ref. 14] and 

implemented on the processing elements, the threshold and sigmoid type functions are typically used 
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[Ref. 12 to Ref. 14]. They represent a form of nonlinear functions which is a main requirement for 

ANN's [Ref. 13], and which gives them the potential to model nonlinear problems. The use of sigmoid 

type functions, such as the logistic and hyperbolic tangent functions, instead of hard limiting or step 

threshold functions, has the advantage of using a continuous differentiable output function which is 

required in the implementation of specific learning laws. Moreover it allows the interpretation of the 

output from the processing elements to include a certain degree or level of confidence based on the 

processing element activation values [Ref. 14], rather than considering only two extreme values. 

Probabilistic type functions are also an alternative that has been explored in ANN's paradigms [Ref. 

45]. 

The objective of the learning process is to incorporate knowledge about a problem into the ANN 

structure. This is commonly achieved through an appropriate selection of the weights of the 

connections linking the processing elements. A distinction is normally made between supervised and 

unsupervised learning. Supervised learning, or learning with a 'teacher', requires external information 

in the form of desired solutions to specific examples or instances of the problem. A measure of the 

difference between these desired responses and the ANNs output is used to calculate the weight 

changes. Unsupervised learning does not rely on an external teacher but rather on internal control to 

self-organise the presented data and discover its emergent characteristics [Ref. 43]. 

Hebbian learning [Ref. 14, Ref. 43] represents one of the original learning rules which illustrates well 

the idea of including experience in the learning process. This is achieved by adpating the connectivity 

patterns to reflect the influence of the processing elements which participate persistently in the 

activation of another processing element. In its simpler form the weight associated with a connection 

between two processing elements change in proportion to the product of their activity levels [Ref. 14, 

Ref. 43]. This simpler form can even be extended to a more general formulation [Ref. 14] to cover a 

variety of rules commonly used, such as the'delta' rule which represents a type of supervised learning. 

Another characteristic of the learning process using specific learning rules in ANNs is the iterative 

nature of the process which can often be viewed as searching for a particular set of values in a multi- 
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dimension (equal to the number of weights or connections) space. The number of calculations 

involved and the difficulties to solve the explicit mathematical representation associated with this 

search is normally dealt with iterative techniques. An example which illustrates the need for an 

iterative search is provided by Backpropagation type ANNs, one of the most common ANNs, that 

implements an iterative search algorithm based on gradient descent. The capability of the learning 

process to converge to a desired solution is an important issue in these type of networks. Another 

important aspect particularly when feedback or recurrent ANNs are used is the requirement for 

stability due to the dynamic nature of their operation. 

The various aspects related with the structure of an ANN can be combined to produce a great variety 

of ANN models. What type of solutions can be expected from their application to a particular 

problem, and what type of problems can be cast into a ANN structure is discussed next. 

In a more general view an ANN represents a process for mapping an input vector to an output vector 

without the explicit need for the identification of the underlying function. Based on data from the 

problem it implements an approximation to that function. As such it is difficult to envisage a problem 

that can not be represented and modelled by an ANN structure. The limitations emerge normally at 

the design stage where a high number of parameters is involved and no explicit rules or techniques are 

available [Ref. 12 to Ref. 14] to select and completely define the most suitable ANN model of the 

problem. Obtaining the desired level of performance becomes highly dependent on the specific design 

and also on the data used. Although it can be viewed as a general problem solving technique its 

application to specific problems rely on extensive testing and experimentation. 

Regardless of the design issue the unique characteristics of ANNs, which include distributed 

processing over multiple elements and its inherent parallelism, make them especially capable of 

dealing with a set of problems generally identified with pattern recognition or classification. Image 

recognition is an example of these type of problems that illustrates well the power of ANNs when they 

are used as an associative memory [Ref. 12, Ref. 13]. In this case, the inherent capability of a ANN 

model to retrieve the complete information (i. e. image) even when the input data is not complete or has 
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been corrupted, is difficult to implement through a serial program running in conventional computers 

[Ref. 13]. 

Another set of problems which deserve extensive attention from the ANN's research community are 

optimisation type problems. The original idea [Ref. 46, Ref. 47] was implemented in Hopfield type 

ANNs, and consists of modelling the dynamic behaviour of an ANN structure using an energy function 

that is minimized by the changes occurring in the ANN. This energy function provides a more natural, 

or direct means to accommodate in an ANN the concept of a cost function and constraints normally 

associated with the formulation of an optimisation problem. 

A special type of mapping is provided by unsupervised ANN's which are capable of extracting patterns 

from the data presented to the network, without the need for external information indicating whether 

they are correct or what they should be. This type of mapping can be used for a variety of problems 

including clustering, encoding, and feature mapping [Ref. 131. The capability of feature mapping to 

associate similar input patterns to the physical organisation of the output elements is of particular 

interest to model problems that can be formulated in a two dimension space such as the well known 

Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) and other similar problems [Ref. 13, Ref. 48 to Ref. 53]. 

A great variety of problems can therefore be approached by the several ANNs models available. The 

performance obtained varies and is highly dependent on a specific design. In order to have a clearer 

evaluation it is necessary to concentrate on the details of specific ANNs paradigms. Taking into 

consideration the type of problems associated with a traffic management and control system for AGVs, 

as described in Chapter 2, it is plausible to think that they could be formulated as a pattern recognition 

or an optimisation type problem. Backpropagation (BP) type ANNs were considered because they 

represent one of the most commonly used ANNs that has been successfully used in many typical 

pattern recognition problems. The direct association of Hopfield type ANNs with optimisation type 

problems, particularly the TSP and scheduling problems, together with the opportunity to compare a 

different ANN structure with BP ANNs, were the main reasons that led to their selection for a more 

detailed analysis. These more detailed analysis is presented in the next two sections, starting with BP 

ANNs. 
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3.2 Backpropagation type ANNs 

The development of the Backpropagation ANNs played a central role in ANN's research and 

application areas. It represents a supervised learning type ANN, whose distinguishing feature lies in 

the learning algorithm that overcame the limitations of learning in hidden processing elements based 

on the global output error measure. Up to its development the basic processing element, the 

perceptron, was already available but it could only solve classification or decision problems which 

were linearly separable [Ref. 13]. Provided the input and output pairs or patterns used during learning 

were linearly separable the perceptron's learning rule was proved to converge in a finite number of 

steps to accomplish the desired association [Ref. 13]. However a simple problem like the Boolean 

exclusive 'OR' function could not be modelled by a perceptron. The use of hidden layers could 

provide the extra flexibility for separating more complex decision regions. However a method was 

required to allocate an error measure to the output of the processing elements in these hidden layers, 

required to calculate the changes to the weights of their respective input connections. 

Backpropagation provided such an algorithm. 

The structure of this Backpropagation ANN [Ref. 13, Ref. 14] consists of a multi-layer, feedforward 

network, with a supervised learning algorithm. Being based on perceptrons it is often also referred to 

as the feedforward multi-layer perceptron network. The learning algorithm uses the generalised delta 

rule [Ref. 121 and can be viewed as implementing the minimisation of a cost function, representing an 

error measure between the desired outputs and the ANN current outputs, through an iterative steepest- 

descent gradient technique [Ref. 12 to Ref. 141. The changes to the weights are made in proportion to 

the gradient of the function at that location. One requirement of these networks is the use of a 

continuous differentiable output function in the processing elements; nonlinear sigmoid functions such 

as the logistic function, are normally used. 

The basic learning procedure in BP ANNs [Ref. 12] consists of presenting an input pattern to the 

ANN, process these values through the network using the current weight values, calculate the error 

terms for the output processing elements based on the current and the desired output values, update the 
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weights on the output layer and update the weights on the hidden layer. When the error is acceptably 

small for each of the training patterns, learning can be discontinuous. 

Backpropagation (BP) ANNs illustrate the use of an ANN structure that is capable of approximating a 

mapping function from an input to an output vector. Although the number of hidden processing 

elements needed to implement this approximation is not known in general, it has been proved that only 

one hidden layer is enough to approximate any continuous function [Ref. 13]. 

How well the mapping implemented in a BP ANN suits a particular problem depends on many issues. 

Starting with the representation of the problem into the BP ANN structure, there might be different 

possible encodings of Input and Output vectors that can be associated with information about the 

problem. Different encodings translate into different patterns presented to the network. In addition to 

the selection of an encoding scheme, it has to be decided what and how many examples of the problem 

should be used. 

Having found a representation scheme that defines the processing elements in the network's input and 

output layers, the design process continues with the selection of the parameters which allow the 

network to accomplish the desired mapping. The number of hidden layers and hidden elements must 

be selected. The learning process being an iterative procedure requires the specification of the number 

of steps, or minimum error levels, that allow learning to stop; specifying a learning rate is also required 

to control the steps in each iteration. In addition to the learning rate a momentum term is often used 

that includes in each weight change a contribution from the previous time step. 

When the training or learning process ends, it becomes necessary to evaluate the performance of the 

BP ANN when patterns that were never used during training are presented at its input. This gives an 

indication of the generalisation obtained. The difficulties in designing a BP ANN solution derive from 

the various decisions and their interrelation, and the non existence of well proven methods or 

techniques to assist in these decisions apart from extensive replication of experiments and evaluation. 
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Despite the design difficulties its potential for solving different problems is illustrated by the variety of 

applications that have been reported [Ref. 13, Ref. 411 and which include among others image 

compression, speech recognition, signal prediction and forecasting, sonar target recognition, 

recognising hand-written numeric postal codes, navigation of a car, encoding problems. A number of 

solutions more directly related with job scheduling and AGVS or mobile robots have also been 

published [Ref. 54 to Ref. 59]. 

Various developments [Ref. 13, Ref. 45, Ref. 60] have been implemented to improve the performance 

of BP ANNs and reduce the training times. These include other minimisation procedures than 

simplest gradient descent [Ref. 13], involving methods which make use of the second-derivative (i. e. 

second-order methods) of the gradient [Ref. 451, or using heuristics to adapt the learning rate as during 

learning [Ref. 60]. The results obtained are nevertheless highly problem dependent [Ref. 45]. 

3.3 Hopfield type ANNs 

A fundamental difference between Hopfield ANNs and the BP ANNs described in the previous section 

(section 3.2), is the use of feedback or recurrent connections that link the output from every processing 

element to the input of all other processing elements. The dynamic behaviour inherent to these 

feedback connections exist even when the network is in a recall mode, being necessary to wait until the 

network stabilises to extract information from its processing elements. In a trained BP ANN a recall 

was deterministically defined. Another characteristic is the freedom to choose between a synchronous 

or asynchronous updating of the processing elements. 

There are two main applications for these networks, one as an associative memory and the other to 

solve optimisation type problems [Ref. 13, Ref. 41, Ref. 46]. The application to optimisation type 

problems has a particular interest deriving from the direct relationship that can be established between 

the cost function representing the optimisation problem and the function controlling the dynamic 

behaviour of the Hopfield ANN. The original application to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) 

[Ref. 46] and subsequent developments [Ref. 61 to Ref. 64] which include applications to job shop 
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scheduling and other similar problems [Ref. 65 to Ref. 73] illustrate its importance as an alternative 

approach to solve very difficult problems due to the high combinatorial complexity involved. 

As an associative memory, Hopfield ANN use the Hebb rule [Ref. 13] to select the weights based on 

the patterns to be stored. After a new pattern is initially imposed to the network, it will iterate in 

discrete time steps until changes no longer occur, corresponding to the stored pattern. The storage 

capacity of these networks has been investigated and various upper bound limits to the number of 

patterns that can be stored by a number of processing elements have been presented [Ref. 13]. 

The application of Hopfield type ANNs to solve optimisation problems is based on expressing the 

dynamic behaviour of the network by a function which always decreases, or remains constant, as the 

system evolves. Hopfield [Ref. 46, Ref. 47] proved that such a function exists provided the weights 

were symmetric, and making an analogy with physical systems called it an energy function. Initially 

binary processing elements, with asynchronous updating were considered, subsequently replacing the 

binary elements with a continuous function (sigmoid) a continuous version of the Hopfield ANN was 

developed. The continuous version formulation contains the discrete version as a special case [Ref. 

12]. These functions are also called Lyapunov functions which results from satisfying the Lyapunov 

method for convergence and stability [Ref. 12, Ref. 13, Ref. 43]. 

With the introduction of the energy function the emphasis can now turn to changing the weights in the 

Hopfield ANN in a more direct association with the representation of a problem by a cost function and 

its constraints, rather than training based on example patterns. The design problem now becomes 

matching the problem's cost function and constraints to the energy function of the Hopfield ANN. The 

evolution of the network minimising its energy function will also minimise the problem's cost function. 

The difficulties associated with this process lie on the requirement to include in the problem's cost 

function terms representing the constraints or restrictions of the problem. The minima obtained by the 

network might not correspond exactly to the minima of the problem's cost function because of the 

influence of the constraints terms. Moreover it might be difficult to guarantee that the restrictions are 

completely satisfied. 
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These type of problems were highlighted by [Ref. 74] which could not replicate the results obtained by 

the original application of the Hopfield ANN to model the TSP problem. These problems were 

overcame later with a re-analysis of the Hopfield ANNs, and the re-definition of the coefficients used 

in the cost function [i. e. Ref. 61, Ref. 63, Ref. 13]. Although Hopfield ANN can be used to solve 

optimisation type problems it must be taken into consideration the difficulties associated with the 

formulation of a cost function that guarantees the desired performance. 

3.4 Conclusions 

From this overview of ANNs it seems clear that they can be viewed as a general problem solving 

technique, with specific characteristics that can be used with advantage to solve problems. However it 

seems also clear, particularly from an analysis of the two ANNs models described in more detail, that 

designing a ANN solution which performs as desired, is in itself a non trivial problem. 

The description made of the BP and Hopfield ANNs also shows that different approaches can be 

followed when modelling a problem into a ANN solution. Although they both can be considered as 

implementing a technique to search for minima of a function, one is based only on changing the 

weights (BP) while the other also depends on the states of the processing elements (Hopfield ANN). 

While BP ANNs require examples and respective solutions about the problem, Hopfield ANNs 

involve the formulation of a cost function. Considering the type of decisions associated with a traffic 

management and control problem as described in the previous chapter, Chapter 2, it can be envisaged 

that pattern recognition and optimisation are involved and therefore both ANN alternatives could be 

considered. However as in many other ANN's applications the success obtained will be highly 

dependent on a specific design and problem formulation. The formulation issue will be dealt with in 

next chapter, Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 

Characterization of the Problem 

The previous analysis of the various aspects of traffic management and control of AGVs (Chapter 2), 

and of the characteristics of ANNs as a problem solving technique (Chapter 3), provided better 

grounds on which a more detailed formulation of the problem and the selection of a specific ANN to 

model it can be made. The main issues involved will be whether to separate or not the job shop 

scheduling and the traffic management problems, and also whether the problem should be formulated 

as an optimisation type problem or as involving a pattern recognition problem. The performance 

obtained when modelling a problem into an ANN structure is not only dependent on the type and 

complexity of the problem. It is also important the particular representation into the ANN structure, 

which in itself is one of the design parameters involved. A detailed analysis and formulation of the 

problem become thus even more significant. In the next section this detailed analysis is presented. 

Subsequently the approach chosen to model the problem into an ANN model is selected and described. 

4.1 Problem formulation 

One major issue in a detailed formulation is the relationship between the job shop scheduling problem 

and the traffic management and control problem. It is obvious that the job shop problem and the 

vehicle allocation/dispatching problems are in fact intimately related and could be formulated as only 

one optimization problem. Another possibility is to consider the problems independently in which 

case the traffic management and control system would be concerned mainly with the efficiency and 
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capability of the transport system to satisfy the requirements of the scheduling system. In such a case 

its major functions would be route selection, vehicle dispatching and traffic management (Chapter 2). 

A first indication of the type of problem can be given by a general formulation of the problem as 

involving the optimum (or near optimum) allocation/dispatching and route selection of 'p' AGVs 

among 'm' workstations in order to accomplish 'n' tasks. This general formulation implied an 

optimization type problem and also the consideration of the job shop scheduling problem together with 

the vehicle allocation or dispatching and route selection problem. As an optimization problem it can 

be considered an np-complete problem [Ref. 75], as the number of alternatives when at a decision 

point increases exponentially with the size of the problem thus limiting the practical use of 

mathematical optimization techniques. 

A more realistic insight on what is involved in the formulation of the problem when both systems are 

considered, either simultaneously or independently, can be obtained by the analysis of the type of 

decisions involved and the conditions on which these systems operate. When job shop scheduling and 

traffic management and control are considered simultaneously, the major elements of this analysis can 

be summarised as follows: 

- the scheduling problem can be considered as a real-time, dynamic scheduling system for a job shop 

type FMS operating in a random mode (Chapter 2); 

- all the information which defines the possible sequence, or alternative sequences, in which the 

operations of each job must be executed is defined previous to the release of the job orders. Other 

information such as due-dates, quantity of production, priorities, are also defined in the pre-release 

plans; 

- scheduling jobs will consist of selecting for each part the workstation most suitable for the next 

operation from among all the possible alternatives, and the starting time for its execution. The 

transport time between workstations must also be taken into account, and will be dependent on the 

availability of AGVs, the selected route and the traffic conditions at each instant; 
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- the decisions concerned with this problem are affected by the dynamic evolution of the system during 

its operation. Factors which contribute to this dynamic behaviour are: uncertainties related to 

workstations or AGV breakdown, variable execution times at the workstations, variable transport 

times, availability of resources, change of production objectives and priorities; 

- the type of decisions in the scheduling, vehicle allocation and dispatching problem could be for each 

operation of each job related to: 

- which workstation should the part go to? 

- when it should go? 

- which AGV should be selected to transport the part? 

- which route the AGV should follow? 

- also of all the parts, which should be selected first? 

- several criteria could be used to measure the performance of a manufacturing system and its 

scheduling system being most important [Ref. 3]: meeting due-date, maximisation of system/machine 

utilization, minimisation of work-in-progress. 

When the problems are treated independently, with the traffic management and control system 

concerned with the operation and performance of the transport system to satisfy the transport orders or 

requirements of the job shop scheduling system, the following aspects must be considered: 

- the characterisation of the physical path network, such as uni or bidirectional paths, number of 

crossings and alternative ways out of a crossing, docking or overtaking points; 

- alternative paths to link each pair of workstations; 

- route planning: selects a unique route for any given vehicle, and can be viewed as choosing the 

shortest path, or the shortest time for a vehicle to reach its destination. In order to account for time 
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dependent events and avoid track congestion it must be planned in a dynamic mode considering 

multiple objective functions and constraints; 

- vehicle dispatching: decides which vehicle to choose for a particular operation. Again in order to 

account for time dependent events such as blocking, and the current location and status of the vehicles 

(i. e. the nearest vehicle may not be the one which will take the least time to execute the transport 

order), the change of priorities of the transport orders, it should be solved using a dynamic model; 

- traffic management: deals with the control of the various vehicles in the route network; 

All aspects of the transport system are interrelated and should be considered at the same time. A key 

issue appears to be the ability to quickly and accurately forecast the presence of vehicle conflicts in 

order to prevent them through flexible route planning, vehicle dispatching and traffic control. 

As described before (Chapter 2) most systems normally use heuristic rules to deal with these problems, 

which in the case of a traffic management and control system basic functions the various levels of 

complexity or alternatives considered normally include [Ref. 40]. 

- the use of restricted paths; 

- the use of global rules that every vehicle, with equal priorities and taking no account of 

future implications of its decision, will apply each time it has to decide which of the alternative paths it 

should follow (or stay at the same location) in the next move step when the desired one (i. e. the one 

closer to the target) is blocked; 

- the use of a centralised system which is able to evaluate the overall system status and decide 

the best next step for each vehicle and/or decide when and what type of general rules should be 

applied in order to satisfy an overall objective. 
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From the previous analysis it seemed very difficult to envisage a solution or technique that can cope 

with this high combinatorial complexity, to produce an optimum solution, taking into account the high 

number of variables involved. Even if that is possible than there is a time constraint which must be 

taken into account due to the dynamic characteristics of manufacturing systems, which most probably 

would turn that optimum solution not adequate to the current existing conditions. 

Formulating the problem as an optimisation problem normally involves defining a cost function which 

includes all relevant variables, and which is to be maximised/minimised according to optimisation 

criteria. Too many variables and constraints are involved which makes the problem very complex to 

formulate and solve as an optimisation problem by identifying and selecting the best 

alternative/solution among the possible ones. Separating the job shop scheduling problem from the 

traffic management and control problem reduces the number of variables. However even when 

separated from the scheduling system, the decision problems associated with vehicle allocation, route 

selection and traffic management represent highly complex problems, particularly when they are 

considered simultaneously in highly flexible transport systems. 

Based on these considerations an approach was followed in which the two problems are separated and 

only considering directly the route selction problems. The objective was to develop a system that was 

capable of dealing efficiently with flexible routing so that the job scheduling system could reliable 

count on a transport system which was not impairing the flexibility of the all manufacturing system. 

The problem was then considered as a route selection problem in a system with multiple vehicles and 

where multiple routes are available. Each vehicle has assigned a target location and requires 

movement directions that lead it to the target or destination location. 

This problem can be formulated as an optimisation type problem involving the definition of a cost 

function that when minimised would represent global optimum performances. Alternatively, when 

thinking of vehicles moving around a network of paths in which conflicts and congestions must be 

prevented and avoided it seems also reasonable to consider that the vehicle's movements can be 

associated with patterns which if identified could be the basis to avoid those conflicts and therefore 
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provide the means to improve the performance of the system. This later approach fits well in the 

objective of having the capability to respond rapidly and adapt in real-time to dynamically changing 

environments. The availability of ANNs (i. e. BP ANNs) which have been extensively used in pattern 

recognition problems provide the opportunity to explore this later approach. The problem has 

therefore been considered has a recognition type problem. Its formulation will then involve the 

characterisation of the status of the transport system and of the associated movement decisions for the 

vehicles. 

4.2 BP ANN and alternative techniques 

Having favoured the formulation of the problem as involving the recognition of patterns, the 

Backpropagation type ANN was selected to model it. It represents one of the most commonly used 

ANN [Ref. 12 to Ref. 14, Ref. 41, Ref. 45] in a variety of problems, in spite of its associated 

problems. These can be associated with the high number of design parameters involved, the lack of 

explict rules which guarantee their adequate specification, the possibility to converge to local minima, 

the slow convergence, long training times. However it still remains a highly effective paradigm [Ref. 

45] and capable of providing accurate results in mapping nonlinear relationships. Its rapid 

computation in recall mode assumes particular importance in the envisaged approach to model a real- 

time route selection system in a dynamic environment. This provides an advantage over other more 

recent ANNs which compete with BP ANNs, such as Radial Basis Function Networks [Ref. 45]. 

There are other alternatives to ANNs, as a problem solving technique, that could be considered to 

model the route selection problem. One of these is represented by Genetic Algorithms which represent 

search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics [Ref. 76, Ref. 77]. 

They also require the codification of the problem in a specifc format, typically a string of 'O's and 'I's, 

and the definition of a cost function. Particular instances of the problem and respective cost values are 

generated. The algorithm is very effective in searching over that space of solutions. They can be 

viewed more as an optimisation type technique requiring a number of iterations to arrive at a good 

solution. However the proposed formulation of the route selection problem is to be used in a more 

dynamic and real-time mode, in which case the fast recall of BP ANNs fits better. Another alternative 
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which have many similarities to ANNs are Fuzzy Logic systems and an application to AGVs dynamic 

scheduling has been reported [Ref. 78]. In particular they also present theoretical and practical 

changes requiring a great deal of experimentation to determine the membership functions [Ref. 45]. It 

was decided therefore to proceed with the application of BP ANN to model the route selection 

problem and that is the objective of the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5 Strategy for the Application of 
Backpropagation 
to the Single Vehicle Case 

This chapter describes the approach chosen to model the single vehicle case using a backpropagation 

type ANN. It starts with an explanation of the basic idea behind the solution envisaged for the 

problem, and which consists of making use of the solution for the single vehicle case as the basis for a 

solution of the multiple vehicle case. Next it focuses on the process of representing the problem of the 

single vehicle case using a backpropagation type ANN. In order to implement and test ANN based on 

the representations proposed it was necessary to generate test data, thus the algorithm and conditions 

used to generate the required training and testing data are also described. 

5.1 Basic Approach 

The process of modelling a problem using a backpropagation type ANN must take various factors into 

consideration. Of most relevance are the ones related to the type and formulation of the problem, 

including those related to its representation using an ANN architecture. Both sets of factors will have 

implications for the size of the ANN and also on its ability to provide the desired solutions to the 

problem. The approach chosen and described below was derived from considerations relative to three 

factors: 

- local versus global information about the system; 

- single versus multi-vehicle cases; 

- and characterization of specific transport system layouts. 
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5.1.1 Local versus global information 

In the single vehicle case we would wish to obtain the most general formulation of the solution to the 

problem. However the implications this formulation will have on the implementation of an ANN 

architecture, particularly on the number of input and output elements required, must be considered. As 

a result an approach was chosen in which it was possible to model progressively more complex 

formulations of the problem. The more complex formulations are associated with the consideration of 

several vehicles, and also with the size of the physical transport system layout. The larger the 

transport system, the more information can be considered in the problem representation (i. e. the status 

of the elements in the physical layout), and consequently a larger ANN would typically be required. 

The approach chosen consists of developing a solution for a single vehicle case which can be used as 

part of the solution in a multiple vehicle system. It is also based on an assumption that in a larger 

system not all the information about the transport system has the same importance when a vehicle has 

to make a local movement decision. For example if a vehicle is well away from its target location then 

what happens there, at that time, might be of little interest compared with the status of the elements in 

its immediate vicinity. It is reasonable to expect that more information than just the information of the 

adjacent elements must be considered. It also seems reasonable to expect that a limited area around a 

vehicle may provide information to support decisions that are intended to satisfy an overall common 

good. If it was possible to identify and model all the information which characterizes the transport 

system then it would be possible to plan paths for each vehicle, optimally satisfying the global 

objectives. Furthermore it must be possible to generate these solutions in an acceptably short time 

because in a practical system conditions change with time. Therefore the approach chosen is based on 

the belief, that a more global and general solution could be developed from a solution to a more 

localized problem. 
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5.1.2 Specific layout 

At this point the main objective is to develop a control system capable of making real time decisions to 

manage the movements of multiple AGVs in any layout. It is also assumed that the logistical 

requirements were determined independently by the production schedule. However in order to 

proceed with the design and implementation of a Backpropagation ANN it was decided to start with a 

specific layout. A transport system was used that was based on a rectilinear grid consisting of "nodes" 

linked by "tracks". Inspired by what a practical case would require, two types of nodes were 

considered: the origin or destination nodes which are associated with machine locations and therefore 

with only two alternative movement directions; and the other junction nodes where a routing decision 

may be required. A track is a bi-directional path, one vehicle wide, that links any two nodes; and all 

tracks are of the same length. The minimum size of layout that contains all possible junction types is 

shown in Figure 5- 1. This layout is representative of a much larger grid and the results obtained from 

it are expected to be applicable to larger problems. 
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Figure 5- 1: Physical layout. 

5.1.3 Progressing from single to multi-vehicle cases 
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On the basis of modelling with progressively greater complexity, the simplest problem is to consider 

the case of routing a single vehicle from an origin to a destination. This is likely to be of little 

practical interest but is a building block in our progress toward a solution to the multiple vehicle case. 

In order to make this progress possible it is vital to consider the interaction with the decisions of other 
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vehicles. This will introduce not only the need to evaluate the status of the system at each stage but, 

also what will happen at a later stage. 

In this strategy we will firstly consider the possibility of using the solution for the one vehicle case 

iteratively for each vehicle when they have to make a decision. The interaction between the vehicles is 

accounted for by temporarily assigning unavailability states to those tracks which other vehicles 

occupy, or are intending to occupy. This method can be used as a look ahead policy and, together with 

simple heuristic rules, to provide solutions to successfully route each vehicle to its destination. 

In a multiple vehicle situation a solution based only on the ANN solution to the single vehicle case will 

most likely lead to solutions which optimize individual paths rather than global or overall co- 

ordination of the several vehicles. In order to overcome this limitation, information will be required 

relative to future occupation of tracks. The strategy proposed to account for this limitation is to use a 

look ahead policy and a hybrid system based on simple rules to interpret, analyse and update the 

information required for the single vehicle neural network (Figure 5- 2). Various alternatives relative 

to the interpretation and usage of the unavailable tracks can be explored in order to develop a system 

to provide close to optimal solutions in a multiple vehicle scenario. 

ANN output 
program 

A. N. N. ann interpretation » 
decision analysis 

ANN input « ann input update » 

Figure 5- 2: Hybrid solution in a multiple vehicle scenario. 
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5.1.4 Development of the BP ANN solution 

Following the established methodology and the chosen transport system layout (Figure 5- 1) the 

development of a BP ANN model of the single vehicle case was undertaken. Three main issues were 

involved: 

- choosing a representation of the problem which is suitable for the BP ANN architecture; 

- generating data for training and testing the ANN; 

- optimizing the values of the design parameters of the ANN through successive training and 

testing stages. 

One of the most important aspects in the development of a solution using ANNs is the particular 

representation or mapping of the problem onto an ANN architecture. This involves the identification 

of what type of information the neural network is given and what information is obtained from its 

output. By defining the type of information and a specific encoding we are defining how the neural 

network will perceive the information about the problem and therefore also its ability to distinguish 

different scenarios and learn how to provide solutions to them. If it is possible to find a representation 

and encoding of the information that makes it easier to distinguish between different cases, then the 

ability of BP ANN's to identify the desired pattern associations between its input and output elements 

demonstrated in various applications [i. e. Ref. 12] can be better exploited. 

Once a representation is selected, the next phase is to select the values of the design parameters for the 

backpropagation network so that its performance is optimized. The basic process is mainly based on 

successive experimentation with arbitrarily set values. Some heuristic rules have been reported [Ref. 

12, Ref. 13, Ref. 60, Ref. 79 to Ref. 81] but they are normally problem dependent. The procedure 

used to select the backpropagation design parameters (number of hidden layers and hidden elements, 

learning rate, momentum term, epoch size, number of training iterations, different initial random 

values) in these experiments, was to test each one independently for a set of pre-defined values, 

evaluate performance and define new values to be tested. 
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For the generation of the required training and testing data an exhaustive search type algorithm was 

implemented as described in section (5.3). For the particular layout chosen (Figure 5- 1) pseudo- 

random numbers were used to generate pairs of origin and destination nodes and the tracks which 

would be set as being temporarily unavailable. All possible paths, without repeated tracks or nodes, 

linking the origin and destinations nodes were found and all necessary information was stored in files 

for use during the training and testing phases of the ANN design. 

5.2 Representation of the problem in a way which is amenable to 

solution using a Backpropagation ANN 

The representation of the problem in a BP ANN consists basically of the definition of the ANN input 

and output elements. In most cases there will be various alternatives as to how to represent the 

solutions to a problem using an ANN. Variations might occur on what information about the problem, 

and what specific encoding of that information, should be provided to and obtained from the ANN. 

For the single vehicle case and the specific layout selected for the chosen methodology it is possible to 

consider an analysis of different possible representations based on the following two considerations: 

- will the ANN be designed so its output can provide a complete specification (i. e. all the 

tracks to be used) of the proposed solution path? Or will it be designed instead as an output which 

only provides the direction to be followed in the move from the current node and therefore requiring 

iterative use of the ANN at each current node until the destination node is reached? 

- when various solutions, i. e. paths linking the two nodes are possible, which ones should be 

used to train the ANN? Will only the optimum routes, i. e. the ones corresponding to the shortest 

length in the single vehicle case be used, or alternatively will "solution paths" with different lengths be 

used? It must be noted that in a'grid type' layout there are usually many equally short routes between 

two nodes, specially if only one vehicle is involved and all tracks are available. 

These considerations can be analysed from the perspective of the design of a BP ANN that has the 

ability to provide information in a single vehicle case, and also from a perspective of how useful that 
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information will be in a multiple vehicle scenario. We have to investigate whether or not the use of 

different types of information, such as when paths of different lengths are considered, provides a BP 

ANN which works best, i. e. that we can find the optimum solution paths easily. However, the explicit 

inclusion of more information about a particular problem into a BP ANN requiring more elements 

normally leads to a larger network (ANN), and consequently will normally require larger amounts of 

data for training and testing it. In the envisaged "hybrid" approach to the multiple vehicle case, a BP 

ANN which has the ability to distinguish between and select paths of different lengths can provide 

support for the consideration of a higher number of alternatives in the movements of the several 

vehicles. On the other hand increasing the number of alternatives to be analysed when making 

decisions may contribute to the approach suffering from scalability problems. Based on this analysis it 

is not possible to discard any of the approaches. 

5.2.1 Representation 1: complete path specification and using 

only optimum paths 

In this first representation of the problem of the single vehicle case using a BP ANN, the output 

elements must represent information which identifies a path linking two nodes in a specific layout. 

The input elements must be capable of representing the state of each track in the layout and an 

identification of which nodes have to be linked by the solution path. Also only optimum solution paths 

will be used to train and test this ANN. 

The representation chosen and particular encoding used consists of only binary elements and can be 

interpreted as follows (see also Figure 5- 3): 

Input: 40 elements whose values can be "0" or "I". 

The first 24 each correspond to one section of track (i. e. first element corresponds to track number 1), 

a "0" value means available, a "1" value means unavailable. The other 16 elements (25 to 40) 

represent each one of the existing nodes which can be used as origin or destination nodes. Only two of 

these nodes can have a value "1", representing the nodes to be linked, the others should be "0". No 

distinction is made as to which is the origin or the destination node because the path should be 

"reversible". 
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Output: 24 elements whose values are in the interval [0,11 and are associated with each of the 

existing tracks in the physical layout, i. e. the first element corresponds to track number 1. Each value 

will be converted, after specifying a threshold value, into a value of "1" which indicates a track which 

is used in the solution path, and a "0" value indicating a track not used in the solution path. 

Output layer 

(Hidden layer) 

Input layer 

123 24 25 39 40 

Figure 5- ,: Backpropagation neural network Representation l 

An example showing the input/desired output vectors in a particular case (and encoding) as 

represented in Figure 5- 4 is described next, 

INPUT vector: elements 1,..., 24: 000 10000001000000001 0000 

elements 25...., 40: 00000000000 101 00 

DESIRED OUTPUT vector: 

elements 1...., 24: 000000000000 1 00 1 01 1011 00 

12345 

1234 
5-67 

67 41 8 

$9 10 
10 11 12 

9"- 13 
12 * 13 14 

15 16,17 

14 " 15 41 16 

118 194 
20 

21 22 1 23 24 
17 

1- 
f" - 

18 19 20 21 

Figure 5- 4: Optimum solution path linking origin node (14) with destination node (12) when tracks 

(4,11,20) are unavailable. 
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One problem with this representation which can be anticipated by considering the example shown is 

the relatively large number of elements in the output, and even more in the input, which do not change 

state when cases change. 

In this representation the number of elements in the ANN output were chosen to minimise the 

information required to uniquely identify a path linking two nodes in the physical layout. When paths 

which include repeated tracks or nodes are not allowed, an identification of which of the tracks, 

defined in the physical layout, are used in the path is sufficient to characterize a path. The minimum 

number of the BP ANN output elements required will therefore be equal to the number of tracks 

defined in the physical layout. The possibility of the ANN producing impossible solutions, i. e. 

indicating tracks which do not form a continuous path between the origin and destination nodes must 

be considered because it only depends on how well the BP ANN learned the possible combinations of 

solution paths. 

The number of elements defined in the input of the BP ANN was based on the minimum number of 

binary elements required to represent the state of each track defined in the physical layout with the 

additional assumption that no distinction is made between the origin and the destination node. 

5.2.2 Representation 2: next step specification and only 

optimum solutions used 

Here the output of the backpropagation neural network is only required to give an indication relative to 

the direction which should be followed to move out of the current node. As in Representation 1 the 

training/testing data includes only the optimum solution paths. The input information indicating that 

the tracks are not available is also the same as in the previous representation but the input information 

indicating the nodes to be linked is different due to the need to be able to identify which is the origin 

node and which is the destination node. Having chosen to provide only information relative to two 

nodes it was possible to use an encoding system which uses less elements than in the encoding used in 

Representation 1. A five bit binary word was chosen to represent a number associated with a node in 

the numbering system in the physical layout. One group of five elements (bits) was used to represent 
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the origin node, followed by a second group of five elements (bits) associated with the destination 

node. In a step by step solution the origin node is updated, after each stage step it becomes the current 

node. This made it necessary to use five bit binary words to represent all of the twenty one existing 

nodes (i. e. origin/destination and nodes at junctions). In a step by step definition of the "solution path" 

we must take into account the fact that the current node may be one of the junction nodes. This 

particular encoding is described as follows (see also Figure 5- 5): 

Input: 34 elements whose values can be "0" or "1". 

The first 24 correspond to each one of the existing tracks on the physical layout. A value of "1" means 

track unavailable, a value of "0" means track available. The other 10 elements (25 to 29, and 30 to 34 

in Figure 5- 5) represent two five bit binary numbers, which are the numbers associated with the origin 

(or current) node and destination node respectively in the physical layout. 

Output: 2 elements whose values can vary in the interval [0,1]. These values are associated with two 

co-ordinates in the plane (x, y). The length and direction of the vector defined by these values will be 

used to define which of the five alternatives is indicated by the backpropagation neural network: move 

upwards, downwards, right, left or stop. This interpretation of the neural network output is illustrated 

in Figure 5- 6. It can be seen that with this interpretation we have reduced the possibility of having 

impossible solutions and also it profits from a consideration of the continuous values given by the 

neural network instead of converting each output element to a "0" or "1" using a threshold value of 0.5 

(i. e. "0" if less than 0.5; "1" if equal or greater than 0.5). The continuous values of the output elements 

of the network result from the requirement to use a continuous function to produce an output at the 

nodes, such as the sigmoid function which produces a range of values from 0 to 1. When we are 

interested in a binary type information from an ANN output element a threshold value (i. e. 0.5) is 

specified to convert the continuous values obtained from each ANN output element to binary 

information. However in this representation the two ANN output elements are associated with the two 

co-ordinates of a point in the xy-plane which defines a vector from its origin to that point. If we 

consider the origin of the xy-plane to be the current node where one of the possible moving 

alternatives out of that one must be selected, we can associate the vector obtained from the ANN to a 

moving direction. There is no need to apply a threshold directly to the values obtained from the ANN 
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output elements because any point in the plane can be used to define the direction vector. Threshold 

values in this case will only be required to classify the angle and the length of the moving direction 

vector to restrain the moving directions to the four available (move up, down, right, or left) or to stop. 

It is possible then with this interpretation to make use of a wider range of values obtained from the 

ANN output elements than if threshold values were applied to convert each ANN output element to a 

binary format. 

12 

Output layer 

(Hidden layer) 

Input layer 

Figure 5- 5: Backpropagation neural network Representation 2 

UP 

Ty UP up 

LEFT RIGHT 

LEFT 

Lto 

RIGHT 

LEFT /I\ RIGHT 

DOWN I DOWN 

DOWN 

Figure 5- 6: Interpretation of neural network output (Representation 2) 

Using the same case as the one used to illustrate Representation 1, the ANN of Representation 2 could 

be used in a sequence of steps as described below to provide the solution for this particular case (see 

Table 5- 1 and Figure 5- 7). 
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Fahle 5- I: Exemplification of input/desired output elements of the ANN Representation 2. 

Origin: node 14 

Target: node 12 

INPUT vector elements: 

1 ... 24 25... 29 30... 34 

Desired OUTPUT 

(x , y) (direction) 

step 1 000 1000000 100000000 10000 01110 01 100 0.5 ,0 
Down 

step 2 000! 000000! 0000000010000 10001 01100 10.5 Right 

step 3 000 1000000 100000000 10000 10010 01100 10.5 Right 

step 4 000 1000000 100000000 10000 10011 01100 0.5 ,1 
Up 

step 5 000 1000000 100000000 10000 1 01111 01 100 0.5 
,1 

Up 

step 6 00))100000010000000010000 01010 01100 1,0.5 Right 

12345 
" 

23 $$7 

67 40 g 

$9 1Q 
10 11 tep6 12 

9"- 13 
12 *1 14 

15 I-Q I 17 
steps 

14 41 " 15 16 
1 

step1 j 18 19 
1 step- 

21 22 23 24 

17 
1 

f" - 

step2 
18 19 20 21 
step3 

Figure 5- 7: Optimum solution path linking origin node (14) with destination node (12) when tracks 

(4, I I, 20) are unavailable. 

One of the characteristics of this representation relative to the one described previously, is the reduced 

number of elements, and consequently number of different combinations, of the output of the ANN. 

This also means training/testing the ANN will be more effective because fewer patterns are required. 

By reducing the possible combinations of the output the possibility of the ANN indicating an 

impossible solution is reduced, and also even if an impossible solution is given it will he easier to 

detect. This is an important aspect and combines well with the goal of using the ANN in a multiple 

vehicle situation: local decisions are made that can take into account other vehicles intentions using 

look ahead strategies (section 5.1.3, page 39). 
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5.2.3 Representations that make use of cases involving 

consideration of solution paths with different lengths 

In the previous two representations the idea was to have a backpropagation ANN which was capable 

of learning how to generate optimum solutions by training it only with cases where the solution was 

optimum. However in a multiple vehicle situation it is likely that not all vehicles will always be able 

to travel along a minimum distance path due to interference from other vehicles. It is therefore 

necessary to consider sub-optimal (i. e. longer than minimum distance) paths using an external system, 

that is the system which analyses and complements the ANN decisions in a "hybrid" solution (Figure 

5- 2). Even if the ANN based on these two representations were trained with cases which have 

solution paths of different lengths it would not be very beneficial in an "hybrid" solution because there 

would be no direct information relating to the quality of the solution path provided by the ANN, i. e. 

how much longer a path is compared with the minimum distance. Neither is it possible to indicate to 

the ANN what "level" of quality can be tolerated for each vehicle, i. e. how much longer than the 

minimum can be allowed. The representations discussed next are based on Representation 1 and 2 

previously presented and modified to account for its limitations when different quality solutions are 

used. 

The philosophy used here was that training a network only with optimum solutions may not be as 

effective as training it with both optimal and suboptimal solutions, provided that the suboptimal 

solutions are identified with a level of quality. This approach provides potentially far more training 

information (there are far more larger routes to travel between any two nodes) and takes advantage of 

the feature that BP ANNs can be used to distinguish between solutions of different quality. 

The first alternative was to assume that in a multiple vehicle situation the external system which uses 

the ANN could decide that for each vehicle only the best solutions must be considered; or alternatively 

that any of a limited number of the best, or closest to best possible solutions are acceptable. This 

analysis can be applied either in the complete path specification or in the step-by-step approach, as 

indicated respectively in the Figure 5- 8 and Figure 5- 9. The representations are exactly the same as 
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in representations 1 and 2 respectively except for the inclusion of more elements in the Input of each 

ANN to account for an explicit indication of the acceptability quality (i. e. length) of the paths. 

Of the different possible codifications for this information relating to the new elements of the ANN 

INPUT, one possibility is to add only one binary element. When its value is set to "1" it indicates to 

the ANN that we are only interested in one of the best solutions. When its value is set to "0" it 

indicates to the ANN that any possible solution, or any of a number (i. e. 4) of the best possible 

solutions, can be accepted. 

12 24 

Output layer 

(Hidden layer) 

Input layer I( IIII  
12 24 25 40 Num. elements associated 

with desired QUALITY path 

Figure 5- 8: Backpropagation ANN based on modification of Representation 1 to include Input 

elements associated with the quality allowed for the solution path. 

Output layer 

(Hidden layer) 

Input layer 

Figure 5- 9: Backpropagation ANN based on modification of Representation 2 to include Input 

elements associated with the quality allowed for the solution path. 

While this approach has potential for providing alternative decisions when used as the ANN basis for 

an "hybrid" solution to the multi-vehicle case, it has not being pursued in favour of the approach which 

only uses optimum solutions. The reasons behind this decision can be related to an indication from the 
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experiments with ANNs which favoured a step-by-step approach and the implications of the use of 

extra information, i. e. alternative decisions leading to sub-optimal solution paths, on the external 

system of the "hybrid" approach. Basically it is possible to think of two different schemes. One which 

uses an ANN which was developed to provide movement decisions which lead to a shortest path, and 

an external system which analyses that decision when made for all vehicles involved, decides whether 

they can be implemented and solves possible conflicts rapidly using simple heuristic rules. 

Alternatively we can use an ANN which is able of providing alternative movement decisions, i. e. 

along the optimum or sub-optimum paths. In this case the external system would have more 

alternatives to be considered and evaluated when applied to all vehicles involved, with a consequent 

increase in processing required. In a step-by-step approach the conditions of the system change at 

each step and therefore the current optimum solution may change in the next step. When considered 

over all steps this will eventually account for the impossibility of completing a path along the optimum 

solution and using instead a sub-optimal solution path. The first scheme was therefore selected and the 

approach which is based on using different quality solutions was considered no further. 

5.3 Program for generation of data 

Having established a specific physical layout and a methodology to map the single vehicle case onto a 

backpropagation type ANN, the next step was to generate data for training and testing the ANN. For 

this purpose it was necessary to devise a means of finding optimal and suboptimal solutions to many 

vehicle routing problems in many different layouts. The only difference from the task that the fully 

trained neural network had to deal with was that the time taken to generate solutions was not critical. 

Purely manual means were however far too slow so it was decided to model a variety of layouts and 

routing problems using a general purpose simulation package and solutions were found laboriously, 

but reliably, using an exhaustive search algorithm. A simulation package called WITNESS [Istel Ltd, 

Redditch, England] was used because it had a graphical user interface that allowed the validity of the 

solutions to be easily confirmed and it was relatively quick to learn. Since it was PC based, the very 

high number of computations needed for the search algorithm made it slow to generate solutions, but it 

could be arranged to run automatically. The main features of the program implemented in WITNESS 

were that it: 
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(1) allowed the specification of the two nodes to be linked 

(2) allowed the state of the tracks within the physical layout to be varied 

(3) was capable of finding all possible paths linking the two nodes. 

The information generated must then be presented in the formats defined for the input and output 

elements of the ANN. To account for all proposed representations of the single vehicle case in a 

backpropagation ANN, the information included in each case consists of: 

(1) the identification of two location nodes in the physical layout 

(2) the tracks which were set as unavailable 

(3) the tracks used in the path linking the two location nodes 

(4) the corresponding path length. 

The main parts of the program are described next with the aid of flowcharts (Figure 5- 10 to Figure 5- 

12), and considering the following conditions: 

-a definition of a physical layout as defined in Figure 5- 1 

- repeated nodes, or tracks, are not allowed in a solution path. 

The program starts with a specification of the number of cases to be generated by asking the user to 

specify the number of different layout states, i. e. number of selections of tracks available/not available, 

and the number of pairs of origin and destination nodes generated and tested in each layout. Then it is 

possible to specify manually, i. e. by the user, or randomly using a pseudo-random generator function, 

the selections for each case, see also Figure 5- 11: 

- the number of tracks to be set as unavailable 

- each of the track numbers to be set as unavailable 

- the origin node number 

- and the destination node number. 
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Based on the specifications for each case the program then calculates the number of possible ways out 

of each node, i. e. how many tracks at each node are available, and starts the search algorithm to find 

all possible solution paths. This exhaustive search algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 5- 12, consists of 

starting a path at the origin node and tries to include consecutively adjacent nodes in the path by 

testing a possible way out of the current node until it either gets to the destination node, a node already 

included on the current path, or to a node with no other possible way out. When a way out of a node is 

used the total number of ways out of that node is decreased by one. When it gets to the destination 

node a path is completed, and a new path is started which includes all the nodes of the path just 

completed except the destination node. The search continuous at that point in the new path by testing 

the number of ways still available out of the current node. The nodes which are released from the 

current path must have the number of ways out reset to the initial value so they can be included and 

tested when other paths may approach these nodes from other directions. The process ends when all 

ways out of the last node in the completed path have been tested and the last node has become the 

origin node. This algorithm can be included on what are usually [Ref. 82, Ref. 83] designed by 

"depth-first-search" exhaustive search algorithms associated with graphs in graphs theory, but in this 

application it involves a much higher number of calculations because every node as to be checked 

several times [Ref. 82, Ref. 831. 

This program was used to generate a large number of paths to be used in the design of the ANNs and a 

more complete characterization of the cases generated is presented in Chapter 6 next. An example of 

the data generated using this program is presented in Appendix A. 
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START 
PROGRAM 

Input conditions for generation of cases: 

- total number of layouts 
total number of pairs origiNdestination per 

process for generation of cases: 

- maximum number of tracks to be set as 
unavailable 

LAYOUT (Le. the numbers of the tracks set 
as unavailable) 

- the ORIGIN_NODE number 
- the DESTIN NODE (destination) number 

update variables representing the state of the system 
based on layout and origin/destination selection: 

(Le. for each node the total number of exisöng ways oul 
of the node) 

find all possible paths linking the 
selected origin and destination 

nodes, within the layout specified 

write data to 
results file 

(origin, destination) 
tested . 

'number of ` 
layouts tested 

YES 

CAD 
Figure 5- 10: Program used to generate training and testing data: main phases. 
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process for generation of cases: 

- mabmum number of tracks to be set as 
unavailable 

LAYOUT 0. e. the numbers of the tracks set 
as unavailable) 

- the ORIGIN_NODE number 
- the DESTINATION NODE number 

st rt 

/? N 
manual or random 
based selections 

N. ? 
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which will prompt the user : 

- the number of tracks to be set the maximum 
unavailable number of tracks to be set unavailable: 

- the number of each track to be Set YN s? 
unavailable 

a pseudo-random (unction generator is used, which allows the setting of the 
minimum and maximum numbers to be drawn, and also the seed number. 

YN   IUNIFORM (MIN_NUM, MAXNUM, seedsum) 

use routine user sets as desired: 

which will prompt the user :I MAX NUM  7 (maximum allowed: 24) 
MIN NUM .? (minimum ellowes: 0) 

- the number of the node to be to ocI n 
u, e number of the node to be the 

destination 

executes a loop YN times: 

number of track to be set as 
unavailable: 

YN2 . 
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origin nods : 

ORIGIN_NODE . 
(UNIFORM (1,16, seed_num) 

destination node : 

DESTIN NODE s 
IUNIFORM (1,16, seed_num) 

DESnN NODE 

Figure 5- 11: Program used to generate training and testing data: specification of the state of the 

tracks in the layout, origin and destination nodes. 
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Figure 5- 12: Program used to generate training and testing data: algorithm to search for all possible 

paths. 
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Chapter 

Characterization and Validation of 
Training and Testing Data 

The data used for training and testing is the basis for developing a BP ANN and therefore it must be 

characterized before describing the experiments done to select the design parameters of the BP ANN. 

The separation of the data into training and testing sets, is required in order to evaluate the 

performance of the BP ANN when exposed to new data (i. e. testing set), that is data which has not 

been used during learning of the BP ANN. This chapter concentrates on the various aspects that can 

be related to a characterization of the data obtained from the program for generation of data described 

in the previous chapter, Chapter 5. 

BP ANN data, whether used for training or testing, consists of a number of cases each consisting of a 

problem instance and its corresponding solution. These sets of data can be considered as representing 

a limited number of examples and the desired solution of all the possible occurrences in the problem 

and from which the BP ANN will learn how to provide solutions to other instances of the problem. It 

is therefore important to characterize the global set of cases possible in relation to the set of cases used 

for training or testing the BP ANN. One aspect to look at is the size of the data sets used but it is also 

important to evaluate how the individual cases represent different possible classes or types of 

information contained in the global set of all possible cases. 

A case can be characterized, when it is associated with the formulation of the problem and also when it 

is associated with the representation of the problem for use with an ANN which has specific 

requirements for input and output elements. First we will present a case derived from the formulation 

of the problem of the single vehicle case with aspects of the generated data which are relevant to all 
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representations and which can help in a perception of the size of the problem. The particular aspects 

of the data when it has been converted into a format suitable for an ANN based on the representations 

considered are presented subsequently. 

6.1 General aspects of the generated data 

The problem of the single vehicle case consists of routing a vehicle from an origin to a destination 

when some tracks are set unavailable (chapter 5, section 5.1). There are two aspects to look at when 

trying to characterize the total number of different cases that can occur in that problem: one is the 

total number of different problem instances that can be created when all possible combinations of 

origin/destination nodes and tracks states are specified, the other is the set of all possible different 

paths which contain any solution for any possible specification of the problem. Both of these sets will 

depend on the physical layout and the estimates presented below correspond to the physical layout of 

Figure 5- 1 with the following considerations: 

- there are 16 nodes available each time, from which a pair of (origin, destination) nodes can 

be chosen, with the condition that the origin and destination nodes cannot be the same, 

- the 5 nodes at junctions are not considered as possible origin or destination nodes in the 

general formulation of the problem, 

- there are 24 tracks which can be set as unavailable, but only a maximum of 4 tracks can be 

set as unavailable at the same time, 

- the solution paths cannot contain repeated nodes or tracks. 

On the basis of these assumptions the total number of cases possible, in terms of different 

specifications of origin/destination pairs and different track states, can be calculated based on the 

number of combinations possible for blocked tracks and pair of nodes chosen, as follows: 

Coo +Cl 24 + C24 + C34 +C a4) * L'2 =1554120 
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The calculation of the total number of different solutions (i. e. possible paths) involves a different 

analysis because the selection of tracks to form a path cannot simply be based on different 

combinations of the tracks available. However it should be noted that the total number of different 

paths possible will be a maximum when all tracks are available. A calculation of all possible paths 

with lengths ranging from one to eighteen tracks (maximum possible), assuming that all tracks are 

available on the physical layout is presented in Table 6- 2. Comparing the values in this table with the 

one calculated above we can see that the case of our single vehicle problem, as formulated, involves 

mapping a much larger set of cases (1554120), into a smaller, by several orders of magnitude, set of 

solution paths (1068). Also it should be noted that increasing the number of tracks set as unavailable 

at a time, further increases the difference in size between the two sets by enlarging the number of 

different combinations of layout states while reducing the number of different solutions paths that are 

possible. 

Table 6- 1: Total number of different paths with lengths 1 to 18 tracks, considering the 16 origin and 

destination nodes and all 24 tracks available. 

Num. of Tracks 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 

Num. of Paths 8 22 16 44 28 68 72 100 96 76 96 138 56 44 48 92 48 16 

Total Num. of Paths =1068 

The data sets used for training and testing were generated using the program for the generation of data 

described in section 5.3. Various sets of data were collected by setting the options for pseudo-random 

generation of the origin/destination pairs of nodes and the tracks unavailable. Taking into 

consideration the approach chosen (Chapter 5, section 5.1) that associates vehicles to unavailable 

tracks, the number of tracks to be set as unavailable was generated between 1 and 4. In our envisaged 

solution the four tracks set as unavailable would represent information that vehicles using the ANN 

would use relative to the intentions of movement of four other vehicles. Allowing five vehicles in the 

system, a maximum of four tracks set as unavailable seemed reasonable for the layout considered 

(Figure 6- 1). Furthermore it also provides the opportunity for us to evaluate the performance of the 

approach when a larger number of vehicles are involved, and experiments with up to 10 vehicles were 

performed using the ANN developed with this data. A case in the data generated can be considered to 
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be the pair of nodes to be linked when a number of tracks are set as unavailable. To each case 

corresponds a number of paths that link the two nodes. There maybe none, one, or more paths of the 

same or different lengths. 

Three sets were selected from the data collected: a training data set, a testing_1 data set, and a 

testing-2 data set. The testing data sets were selected to contain different cases and randomly 

comprised about 10% of the number of cases in the training set. Two sets of testing data were selected 

because the specification of a problem instance consists of the specification of a layout state and a pair 

of nodes origin/destination. Data set testing-1, contains cases where the layout state is one of the 

already used cases in the training data set but with a different pair of nodes origin/destination. Data set 

testing-2, contains cases which are different from the ones in the training set only in terms of layout 

state. 

It should be noted that when a distinction is made as to which is the origin node and which is the 

destination node, the number of cases generated can be duplicated by swapping the nodes 

origin/destination and considering the respective "forward" and "reverse" solution paths. This was in 

fact the case for Representation 2 and it was used also in order to evaluate the possibility of relating 

the direction of the paths with the performance of the ANN for that representation. The number of 

cases used in the training and testing data is summarized in Table 6- 3. which contains also values 

corresponding to the bi-direction cases. It should also be noted that because the program for 

generating the data does not check for repeated cases, the data sets generated contained some repeated 

cases. However these were less than 5% of the cases generated. The number of pairs of 

origin/destination generated for each layout state indicated in Table 6- 3 was also not always the same, 

because they were collected from different data sets. Appendix A contains drawings representing each 

of the different layout states used in training and testing. 
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Table 6- 2: Number of cases generated. 

Data sets: TOTAL Training Testing_i Testing-2 

NUMBER OF CASES 

- no distinction of origin/destination nodes: 1137 985 111 41 

- doubled by swapping origin/destination nodes: 2274 1970 222 82 

Number of layouts states: 85 74 70 11 

As indicated previously there might be cases where a specific pair of origin and destination nodes in a 

specific layout state can be linked by more than one solution path and also there might be more than 

one optimum path in some cases. The characteristics described below were based on considering only 

one of the best possible solutions for each case, when more than one was possible, and is addressed 

later in section 7.3.1. 

The objective was to relate the use of the individual elements defined in the physical layout with the 

origin/destination pairs of nodes, the layout states, and one of the optimum solution paths associated 

with these cases. Each Figure represents one of the characteristics chosen in relation to the data sets 

selected: training, testing-1 and testing-2; and considering the cases resulting from "forward" and 

"reverse" paths. 

For the layout states and origin/destination pairs of nodes these characteristics are: 

- the number of times each track was set as unavailable, 

- the number of tracks set as unavailable at the same time, 

- the number of times each node was used as an origin and as a destination node, 

- and also a matrix with the number of times each pair of nodes origin/destination was used. 

And for the solution paths: 

- the lengths of the solution paths, 

- the number of times each track was used in a solution path. 
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Next are presented graphical representations (Figure 6- 2 to Figure 6- 7) of these characteristics and 

their analysis. The number of each node and track used in the graphs corresponds to the ones 

represented in Figure 6- 1. 
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Figure 6- 1: Representation of the identification numbers for nodes and tracks in the physical layout. 

The graphs in Figure 6- 2 show distributions of the number of times each track was set unavailable in 

all the cases used for training, testing-1 and testing-2 data sets respectively. The scales used are not 

the same but they are set in relation to the relative size of the training and testing data sets. This is 

convenient to compare the evolution of the distributions, however for the values on each scale it must 

be noted that the maximum values on the scales of the graphs representing the testing cases are 10% of 

the ones on the graphs representing the cases used for training. The information represented on these 

graphs seems to confirm what could be expected by the generation of a number of layout states using 

pseudo-random numbers generation functions. The tracks were not equally used in either of the data 

sets, but it is plausible that this could be achieved with the generation of a higher number of cases. 

Nevertheless all tracks have been used extensively in relation to the maximum and minimum values 

obtained. The distribution of the testing-1 data set presents a similar distribution to the training data 

set. Which corresponds to what might be expected because it is based on cases using the same layout 

states. In relation to the testing-2 data set it shows considerable differences with some tracks never 

used, but this can be related to the limited number of layouts used (11) on this data set, and which are 

different from the layouts used on the other data sets. 
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Figure 6- 3 shows the other graphs used to characterize the layout states in terms of the number of 

tracks set unavailable at the same time. In the training data set the maximum number of cases 

consisted of cases which had 3 tracks unavailable, but overall it seems apparent that the number of 

tracks set unavailable is reasonably well spread between the minimum, 1, and the maximum of 4 

tracks. As in the graphs of Figure 6- 3 and due to the same reasons, the graph associated with 

testing-1 data set is again very similar to the graph associated with the training data. However the 

cases in the testing-2 data set are clearly more with 4 tracks unavailable. 

The graphs on Figure 6- 4 and the matrices on Figure 6- 5 show the other issue related to the 

specification of an instance of the problem, and which derives from the selection of pairs of origin and 

destination nodes. All three graphs show that all nodes have been used in a pair of origin and 

destination nodes, except the nodes at junctions which were specifically excluded. Also the variations 

in the number of times each node was used seem plausible in terms of corresponding to a limited 

number of cases that were generated using pseudo-random numbers. The differences now observed 

when comparing the graphs associated with the training data set and the one associated with the 

testing-1 data set were expected because what is being analysed now is what differentiates these 

testing cases from the cases used for training. 

The graphs of Figure 6- 6 and Figure 6- 7 characterise the paths that represent solutions to the problem 

instances or cases generated. It only considers one of the solutions if more than one was available. 

The distributions related to the length of the solution paths (Figure 6- 6) present a comparable 

evolution around the same, or similar values. That is a maximum, or close to maximum number of 

cases with length 4, most of the cases within lengths 1 to 8 and only a reduced number of cases with 

lengths longer than 8, or impossible paths (i. e. length equal 0). It is interesting to note that paths with 

length 4 represent half of the maximum optimum distance (i. e. length 8) between two nodes located at 

opposite extremes in the physical layout. It is also interesting to note that in the training case (Figure 

6- 6 (a)), paths with length 3 and 5 are fewer than with length 2 and 6, which is in line with the 

estimates made for the number of different paths possible with those lengths in a layout where all 

tracks available (Table 6- 1). However the number of cases selected for testing-1 data set include 

more solution paths with lengths 3 and 5 than 2 and 6. 
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In relation to Figure 6- 7 where the graphs represent the number of times each track was used as part 

of a solution path, all three graphs show distributions well spread over all tracks particularly in the 

training and testing_I data sets. The distribution associated with the testing_2 data set presents 

somewhat higher variations, which might be related to a reduced number of cases being considered. 
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Figure 6- 2: Number of times each track was set as unavailable(forward and reverse cases), 

(a)training, (b) testing_I, (c) testing-2. 
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Figure 6- 3: Number of tracks set as unavailable (forward and reverse cases), (a) training, 

(b)testing-1, (c) testing_2. 
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Figure 6- 4: Number of times each node was used (forward and reverse cases), (a) training, 

(b)testing_l, (c) testing-2. 
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Figure 6- 5: Combinations of pairs origin/destination nodes used (forward and reverse cases), 

(a)training, (b) testing_l, (c) testing-2. 
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cases; only one of the best solutions); (a) training, (b) testing_ 1, (c) testing-2. 
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Figure 6- 7: Number of times each track was used as part of a solution path (forward and reverse 

cases; only one of the best solutions); (a) training, (b) testing_l, (c) testing-2. 
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6.2 Characteristics of data as used in Representation 1 

The analysis made in the previous section (6.1) was based on the consideration of a case as derived 

from the formulation of the single vehicle problem. Such a case consisted of an identification of a 

given situation in terms of layout state, a pair of origin and destination nodes and the corresponding 

desired solution path. Representation 1 consists of encoding exactly the same type of information in 

the input and output elements of a BP ANN. Therefore the characterization of the training and testing 

data sets presented in section 6.1 completely describes the data generated when converted to a format 

suitable to a ANN derived from Representation 1. There is however one aspect which must be noted 

and that results from the encoding of the information as defined in Representation 1. This particular 

encoding consists of binary elements, 40 in the ANN input and 24 in the ANN output (section 5.2.1). 

The total number of combinations that can result from these elements of the BP ANN when we are not 

concerned with its association with the single vehicle problem can be calculated as 240 and 224 at its 

input and output respectively. These are very large numbers, which when compared with the estimates 

for the number of possible paths and instances of the problem considered in the previous section (6.1) 

indicate that only a reduced set of the different codifications possible in this representation is of 

interest to encode solutions for the single vehicle problem. 

6.3 Characteristics of data as used in Representation 2 

This representation uses the same data characterized in the two previous sections, but then transforms 

each complete solution path into as many cases as the number of tracks (or steps) used in the solution 

path. A case in Representation 2 can not be interpreted exactly as a case derived from the formulation 

of the problem or in Representation 1. It has to be defined according to the input and output elements 

of the ANN for Representation 2. This will have implications for the number of cases and the other 

characteristics of the training and testing data sets. 

The information associated with the input to the ANN is of the same type as in the ANN in 

Representation 1: the layout state is defined by the tracks set as unavailable, and a pair of origin and 

destination nodes. However since the path is defined in successive steps it now becomes necessary to 
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account for the location from where the search for the path is started. Also at each step the current 

node becomes the origin node number which makes it necessary to consider the nodes at junctions. 

These new conditions result in it being possible that there are a higher number of different cases at the 

ANN input. Considering the 5 junction nodes in the physical layout as possible current node numbers 

the total number of different combinations of origin/current nodes and destination nodes can be 

calculated as follows: 

P 16 
+5*16=320 

When the different combinations of layout states, with a maximum of 4 tracks set as unavailable each 

time are considered (as in section 6.1), the total number of different cases can be calculated as follows: 

24 (C0 + C124 + C'24 + C34 + C24) * 320 =4144320 

While the number of different input cases increases in this representation the number of different 

solutions that can be interpreted from the ANN output reduces significantly. The output vector only 

has 2 elements which are interpreted as two co-ordinates in an xy-plane, and therefore the total number 

of different combinations reduces to 5 different alternatives: move to the Right, Left, Up or Down, or 

Stop. 

These values represent estimates for the size of the input and output global set of different cases which 

may be of interest in the single vehicle problem. However, just as with Representation 1a larger 

number of possibilities is obtained when considering the global set of different combinations that 

result from considering the 34 binary elements in the input of the BP ANN, which provide 234 different 

combinations possible. And this is still a large number when compared with the cases that may be of 

interest to the problem and calculated above. 

The total number of cases which result from a conversion of the training and testing sets presented 

before are summarised in Table 6- 3. 
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Table 6- 3: Number of cases as used in Representation 2 ANNs. 

Data sets: TOTAL Training Testing 
-I 

Testing_2 

NUMBER OF CASES 

(forward and reverse paths considered) 10408 9068 1010 330 

Figure 6- 8 to Figure 6- 11 show the graphs representing the characteristics of the data that result from 

the separation of the complete path into steps. These graphs do not include tracks used to move out of 

each node in all cases because the paths linking the two nodes are the same in both representations. 

Also in a step-by-step approach each case will involve movement of one track length or else none if it 

is impossible to link the two nodes. 

The characteristics which are susceptible to change are the ones related to the input elements in the 

ANN, including the ones related to the layout state and pairs of origin destination nodes. For example 

the cases with longer paths will result in the corresponding layout states being used in more cases; also 

there are now nodes which can be used only as origin nodes, such as the node at junctions. 

Furthermore even when using reverse paths a node is not used equally as an origin and destination 

node. 

From the graphs of Figure 6- 8 it can be seen that the number of times each track is set as unavailable 

increased because the number of cases also increased. However apart from marginal changes 

associated with some tracks, in overall terms the distributions are comparable to the ones represented 

in Figure 6- 2. The same can be concluded in relation to the graphs on Figure 6- 9 which represent the 

number of tracks set as unavailable at the same time. 

In the graphs of Figure 6- 10 representing how each node was used it can be seen that each node was 

used more times, due to an increase in the number of cases considered. It can also be seen that there is 

an increase in the number of times each node was used as a destination node relative to its use as an 

origin node, except when the nodes at junctions are considered. 
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N_ORI 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 
N ORS 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
N ORS 2 2 1 1 1 
N OR7 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 11 
N OR9 1 2 3 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 
N ON9 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 
N OR10 1 2 1 1 
N ORII 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 4 2 2 2 31 
N OR12 2 $ 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 
N_ORI3 2 3 1 1 5 2 4 2 2 1 
N_OR14 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 
N_OR15 I 1 1 I 1 1 3 1 1 1 41 
N ORR 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 11 
N OR17 1 2 1 1 $ 1 2 2 
N_ON19 I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 21 
N_ON19 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 2 5 72 
N_O120 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 2 4 2 
N 0121 1 1 1 2 1 4 1 5 2 

(c) 

Figure 6- 11: Combinations of pairs origin/destination nodes used (forward and reverse cases), 

(a)training, (b) testing-1, (c) testing-2. 
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6.4 Overall conclusions 

A characterization of the different aspects of the data sets such as the ones associated with the 

specification of an instance of the problem (i. e. origin and destination nodes, availability of tracks), 

and the solution paths (i. e. path lengths, tracks used in the solution path) was presented. This analysis 

has shown that the method of generating the data appears fair and that the amount of training and 

testing data produced, although small in comparison to the total possible cases is acceptable. 
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Chapter 

Experiments and Results with ANN 
Solutions for the Single Vehicle Case 

Having data available for training and testing BP ANNs, experiments were performed in order to 

decide on the design parameters of the ANN under test. This chapter describes these experiments and 

the results obtained with the ANNs solutions to the single vehicle case. The ANNs were developed 

using the NeuralWorks Professional II [NeuralWare, Inc., Pittsburgh, USA], ANN software package . 

During this investigation it was found that the use of simple heuristic rules could significantly improve 

the performance of the ANN solution and thus an "hybrid solution" is proposed. 

7.1 Design parameters of a BP ANN 

The codification and number of Input and Output elements is only one of the design parameters that 

must be specified in a Backpropagation ANN. The other elements are the number of hidden layers 

and hidden neurons, the learning coefficient and momentum term, the epoch size and number of 

training iterations. 

The selection of the values for these parameters so that the best performance of the ANN is obtained, 

normally depends on the particularities of each application. Even though some guidelines are reported 

[i. e. Ref. 12, Ref. 13, Ref. 80] on how to proceed in the selection of the parameters, they cannot 

replace the replication of training and evaluation cycles. The way chosen to proceed here was starting 

with a set of values for each parameter, train the network, evaluate performance and repeat the process 

with new values until the results obtained were "satisfactory", that is the new values consistently result 

in the network performing no better than with values previously tried. 
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The following considerations were taken into account when deciding on how to choose the initial 

values and how to proceed from that point onwards with the tests: 

- always used a standard backpropagation ANN with a sigmoid transfer function and the generalized 

delta-rule [Ref. 12, Ref. 141; 

- number of hidden layers and neurons 

- generally one hidden layer is sufficient [Ref. 12]; 

- only one hidden layer is enough to approximate any continuous function, provided it has 

enough neurons [Ref. 13]; 

-sometimes, specifying more than one layer of hidden neurons can be more efficient, i. e. the 

network learns faster [Ref. 12]; 

- it is quite possible that a smaller network, whose minimum error distance is greater than 

zero can predict better than a larger network with a zero error distance [Ref. 84]; 

- too few neurons in the hidden layer can lead to underfitting. Too many neurons can 

contribute to overfitting [Ref. 60]; 

- the number of hidden neurons may lie between the total number of input and output 

elements [Ref. 80, Ref. 81]; 

-a widely used heuristic rule is that a network should average at least 10 samples per weight 

(connection) in the network [Ref. 84, Ref. 80, Ref. 81]. 

Based on these considerations it was decided to test an ANN with one and two hidden layers. For the 

number of hidden elements it was decided to start with 5 neurons and proceed iteratively with an 

increase of this number as long as performance increases or reducing it when performance starts to 

decline. 
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- initial values of weights 

- replicate training with different small initial values for the weights reduces the possibility of 

the solution found corresponding to a local minimum [Ref. 12, Ref. 13] 

- in order to reproduce the results obtained it is required to know the initial values of the 

weights 

Different random seed numbers were used to ensure the initial values were different and the results 

could be reproduced. 

- learning rate 

-a large learning rate leads to unstable learning [Ref. 60, Ref. 12, Ref. 13] 

-a small learning rate require longer to train [Ref. 60, Ref. 12, Ref. 13] 

- momentum term, includes in the new weight change a fraction of the last weight change: 

- if set to "0" the weight change does not include a fraction of last weight change 

- if set to "1" the weight change is the same as last weight change. 

The experiments done include ANNs based on representations 1 and 2. In both cases the performance 

of each ANN was evaluated after being trained, in terms of its capability to produce a value for each of 

its output elements that correspond to the value indicated in the desired output element when tested 

with testing data sets. However when considering the main objective of producing paths it was also 

necessary to evaluate how that performance was representative of a desired solution path. 

7.2 Initial experiments with ANNs based on representations 1 and 2 

Initial experiments were done in order to test whether an ANN based on representations 1 and 2 

presented considerable differences and if they indicated one as the more promising alternative. These 

initial experiments were performed using an initial set of data. Only one of the two possible paths 

("forward" and "reverse") that use the same tracks to link two nodes was considered in these patterns. 

When converted to the format of Representations I the data sets used contained 449 training patterns 

and 50 testing patterns. When converted to Representation 2 they represented 2105 training patterns 
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and 228 testing patterns. After the initial experiments described in this section the data sets were 

complemented with cases generated later and resulted in the data sets described in Chapter 6 which 

were used in the experiments described in the next section. 

All the experiments described in this section were based on a data format which derived from an initial 

ordering of the elements defined in the physical layout as represented in Figure 7- 1. 
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Figure 7- 1: Initial numbering (LAYOUT_1) of nodes and tracks in the physical layout. 

Starting with ANNs based on Representation 1a first indication, of its limitations in terms of its ability 

to produce the desired complete solution paths in the test cases, was apparent when testing ANNs with 

different numbers of hidden elements (Table 7- 1). This occurred even when its performance, 

measured by the number of correct elements in the ANN output, was relatively high. Observing the 

results in Table 7- 1 we can see that the maximum number of correct paths was 16%, obtained using an 

ANN with 50 elements in the hidden layer. These results were consistent when different initial values 

for the weights were generated. 

A possible interpretation of this relatively poor performance relates to the reduced number of training 

cases used or having not yet experimented with values for the other design parameters which could 

provide an optimized ANN. However, when relating to the particular representation and encoding of 

these ANN's it is apparent that an extremely high number of correct elements identified at the ANN 

Output will be required in order to produce solutions from which valid paths could be extracted. Also 
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when analysing the Input patterns, with a maximum of 4 tracks being set unavailable and two nodes to 

be linked, we can see that at least 36 of the 40 elements are in a state ("zero") that does not change in 

the various patterns. The similarity of the Input elements may result in an increased difficulty of the 

ANN to distinguish and identify valid solutions. It was thus decided to test ANNs based on 

Representation 2 which uses an encoding with fewer elements and is therefore likely to be less 

sensitive to the problems encountered in the ANNs tested thus far. 

Table 7- 1: Testing number of elements in one hidden layer (ANNs: Representation 1) 

ANN: input=40; output=24; learning rate=0.3; momentum term=0.2; epoch=16; 100000 iterations 

Num. elem. (%) Correct elements (%) Correct desired paths 
hidden layer TEST TRAINING TEST TRAINING 

5 80 83 46 
25 82 94 12 54 
50 84 95 16 77 
100 84 95 14 77 

The experiments performed with ANNs based on Representation 2 considered two measures to 

evaluate the performance of each ANN. One was the number of correct movement decisions that 

could be interpreted from a direction vector associated with the two output elements of the ANN. The 

other was the number of correct paths obtained by linking origin and destinations nodes using the 

tracks resulting from the movement decisions based on the ANN output direction vector. Both these 

measures were compared against the desired output for each case in the test or training sets. A more 

detailed analysis that includes checking other possible solution paths such as a longer path or even an 

equivalent shorter path but using different tracks, was left to a later stage and is described in the next 

section. 

The initial experiments with ANNs based on Representation 2 were used to investigate the number of 

hidden elements and also hidden layers which resulted in the best performances. As can be seen in 

Table 7- 2, the (%) of correct complete paths was generally higher than the ones obtained with the 

ANNs based on Representation 1. 
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Table 7- 2: Testing number of elements in one or two hidden layers (Representation 2) 

ANN: input=34; output=2; leaming rate=0 3; momentum term=0.2; epoch=16; 100000 iterations 

Hidden (%) Correct step decisions (%) Correct desired paths 
layer (s) TEST TRAINING TEST TRAINING 

5 66 60 33 27 
25 68 77 37 45 
50 70 81 37 48 
20 72 76 42 45 
10 66 70 35 33 

5+5 54 63 12 23 
10+5 59 62 23 26 
5+10 47 46 12 13 

Fixing the ANNs structure to one hidden layer and 20 hidden elements the same approach was 

followed to investigate whether changing values for the learning rate, and momentum term, epoch size 

and number of training cycles could improve these results. Table 7- 3 gives an indication of the results 

obtained with different learning rates and momentum terms. From these tests there seemed not to be 

one set of values which significantly improves the percentage of correct paths. Testing for three more 

different epoch sizes and different learning iterations the best value obtained for correct desired paths 

was 47% obtained with an epoch size of 50 and 100 000 iterations in a ANN with 20 hidden elements 

and learning rate and momentum term values of 0.7 and 0.6 respectively. 

Table 7- 3: Results obtained with different learning rates and momentum terms (Representation 2) 

ANN: input=34; output=2; hidden layer20; epoch=16; 100000 iterations 

Leamin rate ; Momentum term) (% )Correct step decision (% )Correct desired paths 
(0.1; 0) 56 21 
(0.7; 0) 71 35 
(0.9; 0) 69 37 
(0.5; 0) 65 33 
(0.3; 0) 66 33 

(0.70.9) 69 40 
(0.70.1) 71 30 
(0.70.6) 73 44 
(0.70.4) 61 28 
(0.70.3) 71 42 
(0.30.6) 72 37 
(0.3; 0.2) 72 42 

While these initial results do not represent a large number of desired correct paths it was considered 

appropriate to investigate whether: 
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- they could be confirmed and improved using a larger set of data, 

- through a more detailed analysis of the impossible solutions, simple heuristics could be 

derived that improve its performance, 

To investigate these issues more cases were generated and were combined with the cases already used 

to produce the data sets described previously in Chapter 6. The next section describes the experiments 

performed. 

7.3 Further experiments with ANNs based on Representation 2 

This new set of experiments concentrated first on the values of the design parameters using the new 

data sets. The same values were used in the ANNs now being trained and the results obtained were 

similar to the ones obtained previously. Table 7- 4 presents the results, in terms of number of correct 

step decisions and complete paths, obtained from training ANNs with 20 hidden elements, an epoch 

size of 50, and different combinations of learning rate, momentum term, and training iterations. 

The results in this table include ANNs trained first with cases which only use paths starting at one of 

the two possible nodes, and then duplicating the number of cases by considering the "forward" and 

"reverse" paths for each case. The testing data sets were also organized in "forward" and "reverse" 

paths depending on the position of the origin and destination nodes in the physical layout. In a 

"forward" path the destination node will always be to the right or below the origin node, considering 

the top and left corner as the one corresponding to node number 13 in the physical layout numbering 

of Figure 7- 1 (see previous section). 

While the experiments are not exhaustive it is possible to observe that in general the best results are 

marginally better than the results obtained in the initial set of experiments and they are obtained when 

using both "reverse" and "forward" cases during training. The results obtained when using the data 

sets without separating the cases into "reverse" and "forward" are marginally worse than the best one 

obtained in the initial set of experiments. In this case using a larger set of cases did not seem to be 

sufficient to obtain a best performance. 
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Using "forward" and "reverse" cases during training shows a more consistent improvement of 

performance when testing both "forward" and "reverse" cases, relative to using cases consisting only 

of one of the possible paths between two nodes. This is not unexpected because the training data 

includes the same number of cases in each of the two paths in opposite directions. 

There is however an exception which is when testing cases containing different layouts from the ones 

used for training, and using only "forward" paths (testing2_F, third ANN relative to second ANN in 

Table 7- 4). The number of correct complete paths given by the ANN, when trained using the same 

conditions but with both "reverse" and "forward" cases, is lower than when trained with cases using 

only one path. While this difference seems significant, it is much less so when only correct "step" 

decisions are considered. This makes it more plausible that the poor performance may derive from 

peculiarities of this set of testing data and training conditions. A more detailed analysis of the 

individual cases in the test set showed that the cases correctly identified by each ANN were not 

coincident. However in spite of this, if all equivalent shorter paths were considered, the percentile 

difference between these two solutions would only be of 2%. This 2% corresponds to 16 correct paths 

found in one solution against 15 in the other when 41 cases are tested. It seems therefore possible to 

conclude that using "forward" and "reverse" cases has potential for improving performance relative to 

only using one of the possible paths between each of the pair of nodes considered. 

The first two columns of results in Table 7- 4, obtained using ANNs trained with only one of the two 

possible paths between two nodes, show better performances when testing the "forward" cases 

(Testingl_F, Testing2_F) than when testing the "reverse" cases (Testingl_R, Testing2_R). This might 

be related to the fact that cases used for training were used as generated without a separation between 

"reverse" and "forward" paths, which was done with the testing cases. The "forward" cases present 

better results which might be related to the training cases used including more of this type of paths. 

That came as a result of the process used to identify one of the two nodes as the origin node which 

simply picked it up the node with the lower identification number. 
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Table 7- 4: Results of the 2 testing data sets, both with only "forward"(-F) or "reverse"`R) cases. 

ANN: input=34; output=2; hidden layer=20; epoch=50 
('stop' decision when modulus of movement direction vector < than 0.1) 

TRAINING DATA CASES USED: 
only one ath each case two paths each case 'forward' and 'reverse' 

Learning rate: 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 C) (") 
Moment. term: 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0 0 
Training iter.: 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 300000 

TEST steps paths steps paths steps paths steps paths steps paths steps paths 
DATA: (%) (%) ('6) (%) 

Testingi_F 74 40 72 39 74 45 69 38 57 24 67 35 

Testingl_R 59 22 54 16 76 46 69 40 54 17 69 32 

Testing2_F 70 34 69 39 68 34 72 39 58 22 73 51 

Testing2_R 52 24 50 20 78 46 72 39 62 24 72 37 

(*)(**) Learning rate changed during training. 

The number of correct complete paths which have been used as a performance measure thus far only 

considered as correct solutions, the paths that were exactly the same as the ones indicated in the 

desired output vector; or a "Stop" decision at the origin node when a path linking the two nodes was 

not possible. However there are cases where multiple solutions are possible, either equivalently 

shorter or longer. We must therefore investigate whether the ANN's incorrect solutions in the results 

already obtained may in fact correspond to possible paths linking the origin and destination nodes. At 

the same time the analysis of the impossible solutions may prove useful in deriving heuristics capable 

of preventing them and therefore being used as an alternative approach to increase the ANN 

performance due to the limitations of the optimization of the ANN design parameters through more 

training and testing experiments, possibly due to a lack of training data. The next section describes 

the results obtained when analysing, in detail, the solutions obtained with the ANNs. 
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7.3.1 Detailed analysis of solution paths with ANNs based on 

Representation 2 

The detailed analysis consists of an identification of three types of possible and three types of 

impossible solutions based only on the evaluation of complete paths linking the origin and destination 

nodes. The possible solutions are: 

- one associated with the desired output vector solution, 

- an equally short solution to the one associated with the desired output vector, but using 

different tracks, 

-a path capable of linking the origin and destination nodes but using more tracks. 

And the impossible solutions are where: 

- movement direction indicates a track not defined in the physical layout, 

- movement direction indicates a track temporarily set as not available, 

- deadlock situation characterised either by the movement direction indicating movement into 

a track already used in the path or indicating the need to stop at a node different from the destination 

node. 

The detailed analysis showed that the majority of the possible solutions correspond to the solution 

associated with the desired output vectors. That is the ANN very seldom finds a correct solution 

which is either longer than the one selected as the desired output vector or an equivalent solution but 

using different tracks. One reason that may explain these results has to do with using only one of the 

possible solutions when more than one was possible for each case in the training set. Table 7- 5 

presents results obtained when evaluating the three types of possible solutions. 
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Table 7- 5: Results considering the three possible solutions. Where "Des. ", "Equ. ", and "Long" 

represent respectively in relation to the desired output vector: exactly the same, same length but using 

different tracks, and longer paths. 

ANN: inaut=34: outout=2: hidden (aver=20: epoch=50 
('stop' decision when modulus of movement direction vector < than 0.1) 

TRAINING DATA CASES USED: 
only one path each case two paths each case ('forward' and 'reverse') 

Learn. rate 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 (') (") 
Mom. term 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 00 
Train. iter.: 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 300000 

TEST Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long 
DATA. (%) (%) (%) (%) (6) (%) (6) (%) (%) ("6) (%) (x) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Testingl_ 39.6 1.8 0.9 38.7 2.7 1.8 45 2.7 0 --- --- --- 

Testingi_ --- --- 45.9 1.8 0.9 --- --- --- 

Testing2_ 34.1 4.9 0 39 00 34.1 2.4 0 39 2.4 0 21.9 00 48.8 2.4 0 

Testing2_ 23.4 0 2.4 19.5 00 46.3 4.9 0 39 2.4 2.4 24.4 00 36.6 4.9 0 

(')(") Leamina rate chanced durina trainina. 

Table 7- 6: Results considering the three types of impossible solutions. Where "Impl", "Imp2", and 

"Imp3", represent respectively: movement into a non-defined track, movement into a track set 

unavailable, movement into a repeated track or stop before destination node. 

ANN: input=34: output=2: hidden (aver=20: epoch=50 
('stop' decision when modulus of movement direction vector < than 0.1) 

TRAINING DATA CASES USED: 
only one path each case two paths each case ('forward' and 'reverse') 

Learn. rate 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 (') (") 
Mom. term 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 00 
Train. iter.: 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 300000 

TEST Impf Imp Imp3 Impf Imp Im Impf imp2 Imp3 Impf Imp2 Imp Impf lmp2 lmp3 impl Imp Imp 
DATA: (%) (%) (%) 

Testingl_ 26.1 20.7 10.8 28.8 18.9 9.0 22.5 20.7 9.0 --- --- --- 

Testingl_ --- --- 15.3 25.2 10.8 --- --- --- 

Testing2_ 19.5 19.5 21.9 21.9 21.9 17.1 19.5 19.5 24.4 24.4 24.4 9.8 51.2 12.2 14.6 29.3 9.8 4.9 

Testing2_ 24.4 24.4 24.4 41.5 21.9 17.1 17.1 24.4 7.3 17.1 12.2 26.8 48.8 14.6 9.8 21.9 19.5 14.6 

(')(") Leamina rate chanced durina trainina. 
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Analysing the results (Table 7- 6) in terms of different types of impossible solutions it can be 

concluded that all three are significant and in the majority of the cases the number of "deadlock" type 

solutions is lower. This can be verified by the results in the third group of columns in (Table 7- 6) 

where three of the four data sets tested have lower values for the deadlock solutions and which range 

from 7.3% to 10.8%, against the two other types of impossible solutions which range respectively from 

15.3% to 22.5% and 20.7% to 25.2%. In the other data set of that column the number of deadlock 

type impossible solutions is 24% against 19.5% for each of the other two types of impossible 

solutions. 

While "deadlock" situations are of very little interest, in a practical situation moving into a non- 

existing track or a track which is temporarily blocked cannot be accepted. It was therefore decided to 

test an alternative interpretation of the ANN output which could prevent these situations from 

occurring. This heuristic was applied only when the movement direction indicated a non-existent or 

blocked track and consisted first of selecting a movement direction based only on the value of the 

element of the output vector which pointed to an available track. In the case that an alternative 

direction could not be implemented then it would stop at the current node. Tables (Table 7- 7 and 

Table 7- 8) present the results obtained when these alternative decisions are taken into account. The 

general increase in performance now places the number of correct paths almost always near or above 

the 50 % margin. However it must be noted that the number of "deadlock" situations, the only 

impossible situations now allowed, rose substantially which means that there are still a significant 

number of cases not solved. 
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Table 7- 7: Results in terms of the three types of possible decisions obtained using a heuristic to 

prevent movement to a non-existing or unavailable track. 

ANN: input=34: output=2: hidden (aver=20: epoch=50 
('stop' decision when modulus of movement direction vector < than 0.1) 

TRAINING DATA CASES USED: 
only one path each case two paths each case ('forward' and 'reverse') 

Learn. rate 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 (') ("") 
Mom. term 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 00 
Train. iter.: 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 300000 

TEST Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long Des. Equ. Long 
DATA: (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Testingl_ 53.2 2.7 1.8 45.9 3.6 2.7 57.7 4.5 0 --- --- --- 

Testingl_ --- --- 52.3 3.6 1.8 --- --- --- 

Testing2_ 43.9 4.9 0 41.5 00 46.3 2.4 0 53.7 2.4 0 31.7 4.9 2.4 61.0 2.4 0 

Testing2_ 29.3 0 2.4 29.3 00 56.1 4.9 0 43.9 4.9 2.4 39.0 4.9 0 46.3 7.3 2.4 

('1("1 Leamina rate chanaed durina trainina. 

Table 7- 8: Results in terms of impossible decisions (type "deadlock") obtained using a heuristic to 

prevent movement to a non-existing or unavailable track. 

ANN: input=34: output=2: hidden laver=20: eooch=50 
('stop' decision when modulus of movement direction vector < than 0.1) 

TRAINING DATA CASES USED: 
only one path each case two paths each case ('forward' and 'reverse') 

Learn. rate 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 ) ("") 
Mom. term 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0 0 
Train. iter.: 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 300000 

TEST Imp3 Imp3 Imp3 Imp3 Imp3 Imp3 
DATA: (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Testingl_ 42.3 47.8 37.8 - - - 

Testingt_ 42.3 - - - 

Testing2_ 51.2 58.5 51.2 43.9 61.0 36.6 

Testing2_ 68.3 70.1 39.0 48.8 56.1 43.9 

(')(*') Leamina rate chanced durina trainina. 
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7.3.2 Experiments using different identification numbers for the 

elements in the physical layout (ANNs Representation 2) 

The last set of these experiments was intended to investigate whether the order in which numbers were 

chosen to identify each track and node in the physical layout would make any difference to the 

performance of the ANNs, i. e. is the network learning the numbering pattern rather than 'real 

solutions'. Using different identification numbers for tracks and nodes the encoding, and therefore the 

"patterns" presented to ANN, appear different. All previous experiments were based on order 

numbering (Figure 7- 1) found convenient when implementing the program for generation of data, but 

three others were generated for comparison. One was based on a sequential ordering starting with the 

lowest number associated with a track or node at the top left corners (Figure 7- 2). The other two were 

based on random numbers (Figure 7- 3 and Figure 7- 4). The results obtained are presented in Table 

7- 9, and Table 7- 10. 

The sequential ordering LAYOUT 
_3 which identifies each element starting with lower numbers at the 

top left corner and using successively higher identification numbers for the elements to the right and 

down gives better results generally, except for testing2_R cases. The use of ordering numbers that 

tend to associate the same movement direction with the relative position of an element identified by a 

lower number and another with a higher number (i. e. move right and/or down to get to an element with 

a higher identification number) may be one of the reasons why LAYOUT 
-3 generally performs better. 

Obviously this depends on availability of the tracks which may require a movement in an opposite 

direction. 

One other relevant issue might be the association of each track element in the ANN INPUT with the 

relative position of the tracks in the physical layout. An order numbering which is more favourable to 

the use of similar (i. e. lower and higher) identification numbers with adjacent tracks might allow an 

easier identification of patterns. 
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Figure 7- 2: Sequential numbering (LAYOUT_3) of nodes and tracks in the physical layout. 
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Figure 7- 3: Random numbering (LAYOUT 2) of nodes and tracks in the physical layout. 
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Figure 7- 4: Random numbering (LAYOUT_4) of nodes and tracks in the physical layout. 
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Table 7- 9: Results (correct shorter paths) obtained with four different order numbers for the elements 

in the physical layout. Only the movement direction vector derived from the ANN was used. 

ANN: input=34; output=2; hidden layer=20; 
learning rate=0.3; moment. term=0.6; epoch=50; 100000 iterations 

('stop' decision when modulus of movement direction vector < than 0.1) 

Testing data Training data cases (forward and reverse) converted to ordering number as in: 
separated in: "La out_1" "Layout 2N "Layout 

-T 
"La out_4" 

(%> (%) (%> (%º 
Testingl_F 45 28 59 43 

Testingl_R 46 33 52 40 

Testing2_F 34 37 66 44 

Testing2_R 46 34 42 44 

Table 7- 10: Results (correct shorter paths) obtained with two different sequential order numbers for 

the elements in the physical layout. Using the interpretation of the ANN output to prevent movement 

into non-existent or unavailable tracks. 

ANN: input=34; output=2; hidden layer=20; 
learning rate=0.3; moment. term=0.6; epoch=50; 100000 iterations 

("stop" decision when modulus of movement direction vector < than 0.1) 

Testing data Training data cases (forward and reverse) converted to ordering number as in: 

separated in: "La out_1" "La out_3" 
(%) (%) 

Testingl_F 62.2 64.8 

Testingl 
_R 

55.9 60.3 

Testing2_F 48.7 73.2 

Testing2_R 61 56.1 
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7.4 Summary of results/conclusions 

At this stage an ANN solution based on a step-by-step approach (i. e. Representation 2) was 

implemented which is able to find 42% to 66% of correct solution paths on the two testing data sets 

used. These figures rise to 56% and 73% when a simple heuristic is used to prevent moving into 

impossible tracks (Table 7- 9, Table 7- 10). These results were obtained with a limited number of 

experiments and more exhaustive tests could be performed to try and optimize the representations 

proposed and ANNs tested. 

However it seems clear that success rate near 100% in terms of correct complete paths is a difficult 

task for the ANNs proposed and tested. One of the reasons is related to the difficulty in finding a 

representation which unambiguously identifies each layout state. Another aspect is the need to use an 

indirect measure of the ANN performance in relation to the objectives of implementing possible paths. 

One other issue can be related to the volume of training data used. A reduced number of training cases 

was generated and used in relation to the total number of possible combinations that can be associated 

either with the problem formulation or even more with the representations and encodings used in the 

ANNs proposed. Using a larger number of cases for training it is possible that the "deadlock" 

situations or movement into an impossible to use track could be better distinguished and identified by 

the ANNs. We have also obtained an indication (see Table 7- 9, Table 7- 10) that these situations can 

be improved by the use of simple heuristics to complement the ANNs solutions. It may therefore be 

questioned which of the approaches should be followed in order to significantly increase the 

performances already obtained. In order to decide on this issue it must not be forgotten that the 

ultimate objective is to develop a solution for the multiple vehicle case and the significance of the 

levels of performance of any solution have to be related to its use in a multiple vehicle case. It is 

envisaged that the use of additional simple heuristics (i. e. preventing a vehicle from moving backwards 

to avoid deadlock situations, and recognising the destination node when it passes by) can improve the 

results already obtained in a single vehicle case even if not always producing optimum paths. It is also 

acknowledged that the use of such rules have to be tested in a multi-vehicle situation. Furthermore 

when multiple vehicles are involved it may be expected that not all vehicles will be allowed to 

implement their own individual "optimum" solutions. These aspects taken together are the basis on 
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which we proceed to the multiple vehicle case based on the results obtained so far with the step-by- 

step approach (i. e. Representation 2). The approach based on 'complete paths', i. e. Representation 1 

will no longer be pursued. 
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Chapter 8 Strategy for the Application of 
Backpropagation 
to the Multi-Vehicle Case 

The solution envisaged for the multiple vehicle case is based on the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

solution previously developed for the single vehicle case. This chapter describes the various 

alternatives developed and the strategies chosen for performance comparison. 

The ANN for the single vehicle case consists of a BP type ANN which determines the movement 

direction out of a node when given information relating to the current node, target node, and the status 

(i. e. available, not available) of the tracks. In a multiple vehicle case the same ANN is used iteratively 

by each vehicle, one at a time, with the track status information representing the movement intentions 

of the vehicles which had already decided about their movement. This basic approach for the multiple 

vehicle case was employed to investigate "look-ahead" strategies which consist of analysing the 

implications of the movement of a vehicle with respect to the movement of other vehicles. 

Evaluation of the performance of the solutions developed was effected by comparison with two global 

heuristic rules [Ref. 40]: the "greedy policy" and the "benevolent counterclockwise flow policy"; and 

also solutions based on the use of pseudo-random number generators to specify the next movement 

direction for each vehicle. The "greedy policy" and the "benevolent counterclockwise flow policy" 

represent rules which are applied equally to every vehicle when a routing decision has to be made. 

While the "greedy policy" is based on always selecting the available movement direction which leads 

to a location closer to the destination, the "benevolent counterclockwise flow policy" uses a process in 

which the movement alternatives are evaluated according to each ones location in a pre-defined 
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referential system. This referential system is centred on the vehicles's current location and its 

quadrants numbered in a counterclockwise direction starting from the one which contains the location 

of the destination node. Each movement alternative is assigned the number of the quadrant which 

contains its location. The movement alternative selected will be the one which has a lower quadrant 

number and is available. Therefore the main idea behind this policy is to induce a consistent direction 

for the traffic flow, which in this case is counterclockwise but it should not be no different if a 

clockwise direction is selected. 

The two global heuristic rules were extended with the application of the "look-ahead" strategies 

developed for the ANN based solutions. All together, including the random choices, 14 cases have 

been proposed for testing and evaluation. 

8.1 Artificial Neural Network based solutions 

The ANN solution for the single vehicle case, which was chosen for use in the multiple vehicle case, 

consists of a backpropagation type ANN with 34 input neurons, an hidden layer, and 2 neurons in the 

output layer. The neurons in the input layer represent information about the track status (i. e. available 

or not available), and the origin and destination nodes. The two output neurons represent the co- 

ordinates of a vector which is used to indicate the movement direction out of the current node. A 

schematic representation of the ANN is represented in Figure 8- 1. Figure 8- 2 represents the 

interpretation of the two output elements as the co-ordinates of a vector which indicates the direction 

of the next move by transforming all possible directions in the plane into one of the five alternatives: 

UP, RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, and STOP. The STOP alternative is defined when the modulus of the 

output vector is below a specified minimum value. In the experiments performed so far this value was 

set to zero (0). The exact encoding and conditions of training and testing were described previously in 

Chapter 7 for the single vehicle case. 
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Figure 8- 1: Backpropagation artificial neural network representation. 
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Figure 8- 2: Interpretation of neural network output. 

This ANN was trained with 1970 optimum (shortest) paths and in the paths tested (304) it could find a 

complete, optimum, path in 42 to 66 % of those cases (Chapter 7). In the rest of the cases the 

majority consisted of an indication from the ANN to move onto a track that does not exist in the 

physical layout or is unavailable. In a real system it would be necessary to guarantee that all decisions 

made are possible, even if they do not lead to the optimum solution. Using simple rules together with 

the ANN solution ("hybrid solution") it is possible to achieve this, as is described in the following 

section. 

8.1.1 Hybrid solution 

The implementation of the "hybrid" solution was done with the aid of a program written in the "C" 

language which provides an interface with the neural network software. The program reads the ANN 
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output, analyses it, makes decisions and updates the ANN input based on these decisions. Figure 8- 3 

shows a schematic representation of the "hybrid" solution. 

12 
"C" program 

A. N. N. « ann interpretation » 
decision analysis » 
ann input update 

12 24 25 29 30 34 

Figure 8- 3: Hybrid solution. 

Such a scheme is useful not only to improve the utility of the ANN solution for the single vehicle case 

with unavailable pieces of tracks as already seen in Chapter 7, but it seems even more necessary to 

implement a solution for the multiple vehicle case because it provides a way to account for the 

interaction of the vehicle's movements that result from decisions based on the ANN. Since it is 

important to improve the performance of the ANN in a single vehicle case with blocked tracks, it 

seems at least as important to evaluate what the percentage of good solutions obtained represent in a 

multiple vehicle case where the dynamics of track status, due to the movements of the vehicles, 

assumes greater importance. 

The interface ("C" program in Figure 8- 3) to the ANN was then developed to allow the 

implementation of specific interpretations of the ANN output vector, the update of the ANN input, and 

also the consideration of specific "look-ahead" strategies. This led to the implementation and testing 

of four different strategies based on an ANN for the multiple vehicle case. Before describing these 

four strategies in the following sections, the main parts of the program developed will be described as 

represented by the flowcharts in Figure 8- 4 to Figure 8- 8. 
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8.1.1.1 Program development 

The method provided by the software package used to develop the ANN models to present data to, and 

access data from the network is through the use of a procedure written using the "C" program 

language, that is attached to the network. This program can only be executed from within the main 

program where it is possible to select it as an option in the specification of the learning or testing 

procedures. The communication between the user written program and the main program is achieved 

through the use of static data pointers. A listing of the code used is presented in Appendix C. 

The main phases of the program implemented using these facilities are represented in Figure 8- 4, 

where letters 'A', B', 'C', and D' are used to identify the main parts, and the boxes bold-faced represent 

parts of the program which are described in more detail in Figure 8- 5 to Figure 8- 8. It consists 

basically of using the possibilities of access to the output, and presenting information to the input of 

the network during the recall or test phases of the network; after the output access and before the input 

update, an evaluation and analysis is performed according to the strategies defined. Due to restrictions 

on size of the programs attached to the main program it was sometimes necessary to use different 

programs which implement the modifications required by different strategies. Using the identification 

letters in Figure 8- 4 the description of the program is presented next. 

Phase A= Represents the initial phase of the program where a number of parameters specifying 

the conditions of the simulation run have to be defined. These parameters are listed in the input box of 

Figure 8- 4 and are basically related with the specification of a number of vehicles in the system, a 

number of time steps for the system to run continuously, and the selection of strategies defined to 

evaluate, analyse and take decisions for each vehicle. The duration of the run is related to the number 

of network recall iterations and the number of vehicles in the system. Pseudo-random number 

generators are used and the specification of a seed number was introduced to allow the identification 

and selection of the series of pseudo-random numbers used. 

The next parameter, the number of time steps for deadlock reference is related with the solution used 

to deal with deadlock situations. In a system running continuously it becomes necessary to identify 
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possible deadlock situations so they can be accounted for and overcome in order for the system to 

proceed. As represented in Figure 8- 8 the solution used to prevent the system from remaining in a 

deadlock situation for the duration of the test, was to limit the number of time steps allowed for each 

vehicle to complete a path. The number chosen for this limit was 200 which was long enough for a 

vehicle to accomplish its transport task, and after which even if it was not in an indefinitely deadlock 

situation it would not be of much interest in a practical situation. In an attempt to correct a possible 

deadlock situation a value was specified for the number of steps each vehicle takes before the system 

gives particular attention to that vehicle. This value is the number of time steps for deadlock 

reference, and the particular attention consist of temporarily defining a new destination node for the 

vehicles exceeding the deadlock reference time, and then re-assigning it the original destination node 

number. 

The next parameter is the number of time steps that a vehicle could be waiting at a node before the 

track used by that vehicle, to get to that node, would be reset. This implied that a moving backwards 

alternative would be considered no differently than other movement alternatives when a decision was 

made as to what track to choose in the next movement. 

The next two parameters are user specified, one is related to the selection of the alternative strategies 

implemented to decide and analyse the implications of the movements of the various vehicles, and the 

other is related to the interpretation of the ANN output. Three different alternative "look-ahead" 

strategies (complete, limited, and none) (Figure 8- 7) and an indication as to whether or not a set of 

rules applied to extract a movement decision from the ANN output (Figure 8- 5 and Figure 8- 6) could 

be selected. These alternatives are described in detail in the next four sections corresponding to the 

different solutions tested. 

The last parameter provides the user with the alternative to use the two ANN output values in the 

system or replace them by two pseudo-random numbers making it possible to obtain results and 

compare the use of ANN with purely pseudo-random generators, when all other conditions are the 

same. 
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Following the specification of these initial parameters the system then proceeds with the generation of 

the starting cases for each vehicle. The initial origin and destination node numbers for each vehicle 

would be generated using pseudo-random generators. A new case for each vehicle would consist of 

the vehicle's current node as the origin node and a destination node selected using pseudo-random 

generators. A specific destination node can only be assigned to one vehicle. The solutions developed 

consisted of deciding what a vehicle should do, one vehicle at a time. In a multiple vehicle case, this 

requires assigning priorities to the vehicles. In the experiments done so far the initial priorities were 

arbitrarily pre-defined, but at each move the priorities were rotated to ensure that all vehicles would 

have overall equal priorities. 

Phase B= With each vehicle assigned a location node in the physical layout, a destination 

node, and a priority, the system now proceeds with the iterative usage of the ANN by each vehicle, one 

at a time according to its priorities. Starting with the higher priority vehicle first, the ANN input will 

be updated to include the status of the layout (all available for the first vehicle) and the identification 

of the vehicle's current and destination nodes. The ANN output will then be analysed and interpreted 

according to the two possibilities described in Figure 8- 5 and Figure 8- 6. Basically they both consist 

of converting the two ANN output elements into the co-ordinates of a vector representing the moving 

direction. While in Figure 8- 5 ("with heuristic") a set of rules is used to test in turn other moving 

possibilities if the first one is not available, in Figure 8- 6 ("without heuristic") only the moving 

direction obtained from the ANN is considered. One of the five possible movement decisions for the 

vehicle, i. e. move right, down, left, up, or stop is then obtained and kept as an intention of movement 

for the vehicle. The layout state is then updated based on the intention of the previous vehicle(s) to 

occupy a track and on the next vehicle's current location and destination nodes. This process is 

repeated until all vehicles have selected their intended next move. 

Phase C= It is now necessary for the system to analyse the movement intentions of each 

vehicle and decide whether it will be implemented or not. Each vehicle will have at most two 

possibilities either move along its chosen direction or stop at the current node, unless its intended 

decision is to stop in which case it will be allocated its current node. The decision for each vehicle, 
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whether to move or not, can therefore be made taking into consideration, or not, the implications its 

move will have on movements of the others vehicles. Three alternatives are implemented (Figure 8- 

7), a complete "look-ahead" strategy, a limited "look-ahead" strategy, and not using a "look-ahead" 

strategy. The complete look-ahead strategy, which analyses the vehicle's intention to move along a 

selected track will lead to a node occupied by either vehicle, or wanted by other vehicle(s) movement 

to its full extent. In case the node is not occupied but wanted by other vehicles, the other vehicles will 

be stopped at their current nodes to allow the movement of the first vehicle. If the node is occupied 

then it will be checked if the occupying vehicle wants to move out of the node and if that is possible, 

i. e. the same procedure is applied to that vehicle until a decision is made whether the movements are 

possible or not. The vehicles are analysed first by allocating the vehicles with a "stop" intention, then 

the vehicles which reach the destination nodes with the intended move, and then the remaining 

vehicles in order of their assigned priorities. The limited "look-ahead" strategy differs from the 

complete "look-ahead" strategy in that only two nodes ahead of the current node of the vehicle in 

analysis are checked. The alternative which does not use a "look-ahead" strategy consists of assigning 

the vehicles its intentions to move along the directions selected in phase B. These directions will 

always be possible without further checks for collisions at nodes because they are taken into 

consideration during phase B when "no look-ahead" strategy is selected. The characterization of these 

three strategies is completed in the following sections describing the solutions tested. 

Phase D= At this stage the paths are evaluated in order to account for and deal with their 

current situations (Figure 8- 8) such as vehicles terminating their paths, or deadlock type situations. 

One possibility is for vehicles which terminate their paths to be assigned a new destination node to link 

its current location with a new path. Another possibility is for vehicles which have used up the 200 

maximum number of time steps allowed and must therefore be accounted for as deadlock situations 

(i. e. paths not solved), to be assigned new destinations. Two other situations must be detected, one 

represents vehicles whose paths are overcoming the deadlock reference time and will be assigned a 

temporary new destination node, and the other represents vehicles which have already been assigned a 

temporary destination node for the maximum time allowed and will be re-assigned the original 

destination nodes. 
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For each vehicle, having being defined a current node and a destination node, the priorities will be 

rotated to ensure all vehicles will have overall equal priorities. After updating the results files with the 

current values, the process is repeated from phase B until the number of iterations specified is 

completed. 

To test the functionality of the program each function or routine was tested independently and also 

during the execution of the program with messages alerting us to impossible solutions such as having 

more than one vehicle at a node. 

The following four sections represent the alternatives tested based on this program and which consist 

of using the following selections for the ANN output interpretation and "look-ahead" strategy: 

- ANN with "heuristic" and complete "look-ahead" strategy; 

- ANN with "heuristic" and limited "look-ahead" strategy; 

- ANN with "heuristic" and no "look-ahead" strategy; 

- ANN only, i. e. without "heuristic", but complete "look-ahead" strategy. 
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START 

Input conditions for testing uses: 

- number of vehicles 
number of network recal fleratbns 

seed number for pseudo-random function generator 
number of time steps for possible deadlock reference 

number of time steps that a vehicle could be waiting at a node 
before the reset of the track used to yet to that node 

- select look-ahead strategy 
select heuristic applied to interpret the ANN output 

- select option to replace ANN output by random val 

generation of Initial cases for each vehicle: 
- origin nodes 

destination nodes 
-Priorities 

current vehicle: high priority vehicle 

update ANN Input based on: 
current vehide (current and destination nodes) 

layout state 

rocall/test ANN and read the output genersted 

propose a movement decision for the vehicle: 
(a) heuristic + ANN output; (b) only ANN output 

I update layout state I 

current vehicle: all 
vehicle with next lower vehicles dons 

priority ?/ 

based on the "look-ahead" strategy chosen 
decide for each vehicle whether to move or 

stop at the current locations C 

update all paths 

evaluate paths and generate new cases if necessary 
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reset layout state 

update results file with 
completed cases 

-N all iterations done? YE 

END 

Figure 8- 4: Interface program used to implement "hybrid solutions"; identification of main phases. 
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Figure 8- 5: Interface program used to implement "hybrid solutions"; propose movement decision 

(with heuristic applied to the ANN output). 
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Figure 8- 6: Interface program used to implement "hybrid solutions"; propose movement decision 

(considering only the ANN output, if not possible then stop). 

or 
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Figure 8- 7: Interface program used to implement "hybrid solutions"; decide whether to implement or 

not the movement previously proposed for each vehicle (with complete, limited, or no "look-ahead"). 
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Figure 8- 8: Interface program used to implement "hybrid solutions"; evaluate paths and generate 

cases if necessary. 
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8.1.2 ANN with heuristic and complete look-ahead strategy 

In this case, first the solution indicated by the output vector of the ANN is complemented with rules 

that basically prevent a decision to move to a unavailable track being taken; and also the vehicle does 

not stop unless no other movement alternative is possible. The exact rules implemented are described 

as follows (see Figure 8- 9, Figure 8- 5 and also Figure 8- 7): 

- first choose the direction indicated by the output vector of the ANN and test to see if it is 

possible; 

- second, if the first alternative is not possible, then follow the direction most nearly 

corresponding to the ANN output element that it is possible to implement; 

- third, if neither the first nor the second alternatives are possible then select the direction 

opposite to the direction of the ANN output vector co-ordinate considered in the second alternative; 

- fourth, if a possible direction has not yet been found, choose the remaining possibility; 

- fifth, if none of the previous alternatives are possible then stop at current location. 

The possibility is also considered of having repeated tracks and nodes in the path. Moreover going 

back to the previous track/node had to be the last possible alternative but it is possible to specify a 

time limit after which no distinction is made between tracks being used or not. The STOP at current 

node alternative in the cases tested was only considered if all directions out of the node were blocked 

because a value of zero (0) was defined for the minimum threshold value of the output vector modulus. 

UP 

2nd 
out. vector 

5th 4th 
LEFT Ist top RIGHT 

3rd 

DOWN 

Figure 8- 9: Sequence of decisions depending on the availability of the adjacent tracks and an 

example of the ANN output vector. 
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Using this first set of rules, each vehicle, one at a time according to the current priorities, makes its 

decision about what movement it desires to implement next. Once all vehicles have a decision the 

system analyses whether there will be conflicts, i. e. more than one vehicle desires to move to the same 

next node. A "look-ahead" strategy is used which consists basically of preventing these conflicts by 

assigning the nodes to only one vehicle while the other(s) who want the same node will wait at their 

current nodes. Each vehicle will therefore have only two possibilities: either move to its chosen track 

(or next node) or stop at its current node. The exact rules implemented are: 

- first give priority to a vehicle which will arrive at a target node if its movement intention is 

implemented. If more than one vehicle is in that situation, consider the priorities already assigned to 

the vehicles at the start of that iteration to establish a priority order between those vehicles; 

- second consider the priorities already assigned for the remaining vehicles, to decide which 

ones will have priority over the others, and therefore move, or remain at the current location, whenever 

conflicts exist in desired next node locations; 

- both these rules have to consider the implications of a decision (whether or not to move a 

vehicle) in all other vehicles movement. These implications were investigated considering all the 

possible implications of the movement of one vehicle on all other existing vehicles. 

An example illustrating this "look-ahead" strategy is represented in Figure 8- 10 and is described next: 

- is the node (nB) wanted by the vehicle (A) either free, occupied, or do other vehicles want to go 

to that node? 

- if node (nB) is free, or if it is free but wanted by other vehicles, then move vehicle (A) to node 

(nB), release node (nA), and stop the other vehicles who wanted node (nB), 

- if node (nB) is occupied can the occupying vehicle (i. e. B) move out to let it be free? 

- if vehicle (B) cannot move out because node (nC) was already assigned definitely to vehicle (C), 

then stop vehicle (A) definitely at node (nA), 

- if vehicle (C) is still not definitely assigned to a node can it move out to its desired location, i. e. 

node (nE)? 

- repeat the process until all vehicle movements, or stops, needed to make initial vehicles decision 

possible are investigated and solved according to the rules presented above. 
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node (nD) 
veh. (D) ? 

current node node (nB) " node (nC) 
veh. (CA) veh. (B) ?i veh. (C) ? node (nE) 

----- 10. ----0.1 ----- 00. 
Figure 8- 10: Example of look-ahead analysis implications. 

The philosophy behind this strategy was to test a look-ahead type solution and the benefits it could 

bring compared to other more local and distributed approaches. If the look-ahead analysis has to 

consider all possible implications of all possible movements of a vehicle in respect of all other 

vehicles then its complexity increases very rapidly in line with an increase in the number of vehicles in 

the system. For example if all movement alternatives for each vehicle were taken into account, the 

number of combinations possible would increase significantly with an increase in the number of 

vehicles. The approach would then suffer from the same scalability limitations as other solutions 

based on exhaustive search type algorithms. 

However in the "look-ahead" strategies implemented so far only two alternatives are considered for 

each vehicle, either move along its selected direction or stop at the current node. In this case the 

complexity of the "look-ahead" strategy can be directly related to the number of vehicles in the system: 

the number of operations involved when a vehicle is investigating the possibility of implementing its 

next move will be maximum when all vehicles are successively affected by that initial movement, and 

will consist of the number of operations performed to investigate the node where the first vehicle 

intends to move, repeated by each vehicle as it becomes the vehicle moving into an adjacent node. As 

such it can be assumed that the complexity increases linearly with the number of vehicles in the 

system. Nevertheless it was decided to implement a more limited version of the "look-ahead" strategy 

which is described next and in which the maximum complexity involved is limited independently of 

the number of vehicles in the system. 
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8.1.3 ANN with heuristic and limited look-ahead strategy 

This solution is basically identical to that presented in (section 8.1.2) except in the extent of the 

implications of each vehicle's movement on the other vehicles. It uses exactly the same heuristic to 

interpret and complement the ANN output vector. The ANN is used iteratively by each vehicle 

according to its assigned priority, and all the vehicles keep their decisions as an intention to move to 

the next selected node. The "look-ahead" strategy rules are implemented in exactly the same way 

except that in the complete "look-ahead" strategy the implication of a vehicle move in the other 

vehicles is considered in all its extension, in the limited "look-ahead" strategy the extension of these 

implications is limited to two nodes away from the vehicles current node. In the limited "look-ahead" 

strategy if there is a vehicle in the node desired by the first vehicle, and for the second vehicle to move 

out of that node it was necessary to move a third vehicle, then no further implications are investigated 

and the initial vehicle stays at its current node. An example of this limited "look-ahead" strategy is 

represented in Figure 8- 11 and is described as follows: 

- is the node (nB) wanted by the vehicle (A) either free, occupied, or do other vehicles want to go 

to that node? 

- if node (nB) is free, or if it is free but wanted by other vehicles, then move vehicle (A) to node 

(nB), release node (nA), and stop the other vehicles which wanted node (nB), 

- if node (nB) is occupied can the occupying vehicle (i. e. B) move out to let it be free? 

- if there is a vehicle in (nC) then vehicle A will stop at its current node (nA). However if node 

(nC) is currently free but other vehicles also want to go there then they will be stopped at their current 

locations to make vehicle movements possible (veh. A and veh. B). If the movement of a vehicle affects 

more than two nodes ahead of the desired node then the current vehicle stops, remaining at its current 

location. 
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node (nD) 
veh. (D) ? 

current node node (nB) node (nC) 
veh. (cA) veh. (B) ? 'i' veh. (C) ? 

---------- 

Figure 8- 11: Example of limited "look-ahead" analysis implications. 

8.1.4 ANN with heuristic and without look-ahead strategy 

This approach using the ANN plus heuristic in a multiple vehicle case differs from the previous 

strategy in that no look-ahead or analysis of movement implications is made. The only heuristic used 

is to complement the ANN output vector as described in Figure 8- 9. The decisions about movement 

for each vehicle are defined almost exactly as in a single vehicle case, except that: 

- each vehicle uses the ANN with heuristic, in the sequence defined by its currently assigned 

priority, 

- the tracks set as unavailable in the ANN input vector represents the tracks already selected 

by the vehicles with higher priority, 

- the simple rules used with the ANN solution take into consideration the movement of all the 

vehicles that have already made a decision, to avoid conflicts in the nodes wanted by each vehicle, 

- each vehicle's moves are decided sequentially according to priority, but the movements are 

executed at the same time. 

The implications of each vehicle movement is now only considered through the updating of the track 

status in the ANN input vector. The higher the priority a vehicle has assigned to it the less information 

is considered, relative to other vehicle movements, by the ANN and the heuristic implemented to avoid 

ANN decisions of moving onto unavailable or non existing tracks. In the limit, the higher priority 

vehicle has all tracks available when its decision about movement is being considered. However the 

vehicle will not implement a movement direction which leads to a currently occupied node but which 
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could be free by the time the vehicle would get there had that direction been chosen. After all vehicles 

have been moved according to the decisions made its priorities are rotated to guarantee that all 

vehicles will have equal priorities overall, and the process is then repeated. 

8.1.5 ANN without heuristic but with look-ahead strategy 

This case consists of using the ANN output vector without heuristics, or simple rules to prevent 

impossible solutions but with the use of a complete "look-ahead" strategy. It is implemented exactly 

as in the first ANN case (ANN with heuristic and with look-ahead) except that the heuristic which 

interprets and complements the ANN output vector is replaced by the movement direction indicated by 

the output of the ANN as represented in Figure 8- 12 (and also Figure 8- 6). If that movement is 

impossible then the decision will be to stop the vehicle at its current location. There are only two 

alternatives: move according to ANN output vector or stop. 

UP 

out. vector 

RIGHT LEFT Ist 2nd = STOP 

DOWN 

Figure 8- 12: Example of sequence of decisions based only on ANN output vector. 

8.2 Other alternative strategies used for comparison 

One major issue in the multiple vehicle case is the evaluation of a particular solution or approach. The 

increase in the number of possibilities and consequently the difficulty involved in finding the optimal 

solutions, makes use of comparisons between different approaches more practical than the comparison 

with an optimum. It was therefore decided that the results obtained with the solutions developed 

would be compared with other well known heuristic type solutions. Two heuristic type policies were 

used to evaluate the results obtained with ANN based solutions: the "greedy policy" and the 
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"benevolent counterclockwise flow policy" [Ref. 40]. These two policies were selected because they 

can be included in a strategy for controlling AGV traffic which has similarities with the proposed 

approaches based on ANN. None of the alternatives is based on a global optimization strategy, but 

rather on having the vehicles deciding autonomously on their routes using rules which are intended to 

serve a common good [Ref. 40], in a system where multiple routes are possible. While various rules 

could be derived and used in the same strategy, the "greedy policy" being a pragmatic implementation 

of a logical objective of always trying to get closer to the destination seemed an obvious choice to be 

tested. The other rule proposed by [Ref. 40] favouring a consistent direction had been shown to 

perform close to optimal and therefore it seemed satisfactory to test it also against the proposed 

solutions. 

A solution in which the rules were replaced by the use of pseudo-random numbers was also 

implemented and tested because it was felt that it could provide a lower bound on the performance of 

any solution and therefore provide more information about the relative merits of the different 

solutions. 

Another approach also implemented consists of the modification of the "greedy policy" that only 

considers two alternatives for each vehicle and which are: moving according to the first selected 

direction or else stop at current node. 

Combining these four types of solutions with the "look-ahead" strategies and considering, when 

appropriate, the heuristic used with the ANN output vector, 10 more different cases have been 

implemented and are described in the following sections. 

8.2.1 Greedy Policy and Benevolent Counterclockwise Flow 

Policy 

The two rules or policies used to compare the results obtained with the ANN based approaches are 

applied equally to all vehicles in the system. As mentioned above the "greedy policy" results in each 

vehicle always trying to move into a location nearer to destination while the "benevolent 
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counterclockwise flow policy" tries to get nearer to destination node but using consistently the same 

direction which in this case is "counterclockwise". As in the solutions developed so far an iterative 

process is also involved consisting, at each step, of: 

- selecting the higher priority vehicle; 

- making a decision about its movement, based on the system status (nodes occupied) and the 

particular rules; 

- updating system status (occupied nodes); 

- selecting the second highest priority vehicle; 

- making a decision about its movement, based on the system status (nodes occupied) and the 

particular rules; 

- updating system status (occupied nodes); 

- and so on until all vehicles have been considered. 

After all vehicles have been moved, according to the decisions made, its priorities are rotated to 

guarantee that all vehicles will have equal priorities overall, and the process is then repeated. 

The specific rules for the "greedy policy" consist of: 

- among all unblocked immediately adjacent nodes, choose the node closest to the target 

node; 

- if more than one node is equally close, choose randomly between them; 

- if all adjacent nodes are occupied, wait at current node. 

The specific rules for the "benevolent counterclockwise flow policy" are: 

- define a referential (xy) co-ordinated axes centred on the current node and sequentially 

number (in a counterclockwise direction) the four quadrants in that referential system; 

- locate the target node on the quadrants; 

- move to the adjacent node which is on the same quadrant as the target node; 

- if that node is occupied move to the node in the next quadrant (add 1 to the quadrant 

number); 

- repeat previous step until an unblocked adjacent node is found; 
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- if all adjacent nodes are occupied wait at current node. 

Comparing these two policies with the ANN plus simple rules approach they use more limited 

information about the system because they only consider the information about the immediate or 

adjacent nodes. Conversely, in the ANN information has been incorporated about all tracks in the 

system. 

8.2.2 Greedy Policy and Benevolent Counterclockwise Flow 

Policy with look-ahead strategy 

It was decided to extend the methods used by [Ref. 40] with the "look-ahead" strategy approaches 

already developed for the ANN based approaches. When this extension is applied to the greedy 

policy, each vehicle takes a decision using basically the same rules as the greedy policy. However 

instead of occupying the node selected based on the greedy policy rules, it keeps it as an intention 

movement which blocks the track used to arrive at that node. The next vehicle will then decide, based 

on the information about the tracks not available because they are reserved by the vehicles with higher 

priorities. After all vehicle's movements have been decided, then exactly the same "look-ahead" 

strategy as with the ANN based solutions is used: 

- "greedy policy" with "look-ahead" strategy; 

- "greedy policy" with limited "look-ahead" strategy. 

Using the same approach with the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy the following strategies 

have also been implemented: 

- "benevolent counterclockwise flow policy" with "look-ahead"; 

- "benevolent counterclockwise flow policy" with limited "look-ahead". 

8.2.3 Pure gradient with look-ahead 

Both the "greedy policy" and the "benevolent counterclockwise flow policy" consist of rules which 

always allow each vehicle to move in one of four possible alternative directions. It was therefore felt 
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that it would be comparing "like" with "like" if the ANN solution without heuristic (i. e. move along 

the direction of the ANN output vector, else stop) could be compared with a solution which only 

considers two alternative movements for each vehicle. A solution was therefore tested which was 

implemented in exactly the same way as the "greedy policy" except that if the closest node to the target 

is not available at the moment of decision it will stop. It is referred to here as "pure gradient" because 

it always tries to go to a closer to target path. 

8.2.4 Random solutions 

Testing solutions based on random decisions seemed to be worthy of consideration as they can provide 

a performance benchmark. A solution which consistently performs worse than one based on random 

decisions can be discarded. 

The implementation of a random solution was realised by replacing the system which makes a decision 

about one of the four alternative movements out of a node, by a pseudo-random generator. In order to 

compare the same alternatives in the same conditions three cases based on random solutions have been 

implemented and tested as follows: 

- "random choices" with heuristic with "look-ahead" strategy, which implements the same 

heuristic as the one defined to complement the ANN output vector (Figure 8- 9, except that the vector 

co-ordinates are randomly generated); and uses the same complete "look-ahead" strategy; 

- "random choices" without heuristic with "look-ahead" strategy, which considers only two 

alternative movements out of a node (the one indicated by the randomly generated output vector, or 

stop), but uses the complete "look-ahead" strategy; 

- "random choices" without heuristic without "look-ahead" strategy, which considers only two 

alternative movements out of a node (the one indicated by the randomly generated output vectors, or 

stop), and it does not use a "look-ahead" strategy. 

The ten strategies just presented together with the four ANN based strategies presented in section 8.1 

represent the fourteen strategies which were tested and evaluated as described in the following chapter, 

Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 9 
Experiments and Results with Solutions 
for the Multi-Vehicle Case 

The main objectives of this chapter are to describe the tests performed for the multi-vehicle case and 

to present the analysis and evaluation of the results obtained. The alternative solutions tested were 

described in the previous chapter, Chapter 8: based on ANNs, the global heuristic rules, and on the 

generation of pseudo-random numbers. 

Four different measures were used to evaluate and compare the performance of these alternatives. One 

was a metric defined to give an overall measure of the time taken to complete all paths relative to an 

absolute lower bound length of those paths defined by the length of the minimum geometric distance 

with no traffic congestion. A measure of throughput representing the number of paths (origin, 

destination) which were completed was also considered. To give an idea how the number of paths 

found by a solution were distributed relative to each one's absolute minimum distance (or time) a 

cumulative (%) distribution of the number of paths completed within the same time as the minimum 

geometric distance with no traffic congestion is presented; or within a certain number of time units 

more than that minimum absolute time, expressed as a ratio. No one strategy was based on the 

implementation of an exhaustive search of all possible solutions which would allow the selection of the 

one performing the best, due to the complexity of the problem as it increases in size. Therefore there 

was no guarantee that all paths would always be found and so there was a need to analyse the number 

of cases not solved within the maximum time allowed. 
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9.1 Test conditions 

Tests were done under the same conditions for all the 14 cases previously described and which will be 

designated from now on as represented next (Table 9- 1): 

Table 9- 1: Identification of curves in the graphs. 

Look-ahead strategy: 

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS complete limited none 

ANN based solutions, 

- ANN output and 'heuristic': ANN_H_LHO ANN_H_LHI ANN_H_NLH 

- only ANN output: ANN_0_LH0 

Greedy Policy: GREED_LHO GREED_LHI GREED POL 

Pure Gradient: GRADLLHO 

Benev. CounterClockwise Flow Policy: BENVO_LHO BENVO_LHI BENVO_POL 

Solutions based on random choices, 

- with 'heuristic': RAN_H_LH0 

- without 'heuristic': RAN_O_LHO RAN_0_NLH 
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Experiments consisted of having a pre-defined number of vehicles in a layout, just like the one used 

for the single vehicle case (Figure 9- 1), with each vehicle being automatically assigned an origin and 

destination node as required, and this system running continuously for a pre-defined time duration. 
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Figure 9- 1: Layout used for the tests. 
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Tests were made with the number of vehicles ranging from 1 to 10. Defining a unit of time as the time 

taken by a vehicle to travel along one track, with all tracks of the same length and all vehicles 

travelling with the same velocity. The duration of each test was 10000 units of time. When a vehicle 

had a decision to stop (i. e. is blocked) at a node, it would stay there until all vehicles move, i. e. for 1 

unit of time. This assumption might not be accurate but it is adequate to test the method. 

The initial pairs of origin and destination nodes were randomly generated using a pseudo-random 

number generator with the seed value set to 5. The destination nodes were generated from the 16 

machine location nodes, and not from the nodes at crosses (Figure 9- 1). A destination node could not 

be assigned to more than one vehicle. When a vehicle completed a path it was assigned a new path 

which consisted of the current node and a new randomly generated destination node. This means that 

if the average path length is 4 units (or tracks) and there are no stops at the nodes, one vehicle would 

complete 2500 paths within the duration of the test (10000 units of time). 

As already mentioned when describing the program which implements the interface to the ANN in the 

hybrid solution (section 8.1.1) a number of issues had to be resolved in order to overcome "deadlock" 
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situations (as described in Chapter 8) in a system running continuously. There is no guarantee that a 

situation would not occur where the decisions successively taken by a vehicle will result in with the 

vehicle always repeating, in cycles, a path which never includes the assigned destination node. Or 

even if this situation does not last indefinitely it is reasonable to accept that after a time it can be 

considered to be of little or no interest. At this point it was decided that a way to get out of these 

possible deadlock situations was to limit the time allowed for a vehicle to complete a path. This limit 

was set to 200 units of time which is more than 10 times the length of the longest possible path that 

does not include repeated tracks or nodes in the physical layout chosen. It was considered to provide a 

long enough time horizon to characterize the paths resulting from each test, and in a practical case 

other maximum limits could be selected and other strategies applied to these vehicles. 

When a vehicle reached 200 units of time a deadlock situation was assumed, a new destination is 

assigned to the vehicle and a new path is started from the current node to the newly assigned 

destination node. However before the 200 time units have elapsed a change was introduced into the 

system with the objective of avoiding a possible deadlock situation. The motivation behind this was to 

the alter the behaviour of the vehicle(s) by using different rules. This change consisted of assigning, 

temporarily, a new destination node to the vehicle while keeping in memory its original destination 

node. This new temporary destination node is maintained for a limited number of time units, or until 

the vehicle reaches it, after which the initial destination node is re-assigned to the vehicle. If the 

vehicle visits the initial destination node while searching for the temporary destination node it 

recognizes it and completes the initial path. Once again the time allowed for a vehicle to search for a 

path before this change is introduced, and the time before the initial destination node is re-assigned, 

were arbitrarily defined as 50 time units each. It was considered that in this physical layout more than 

twice the maximum path length, not containing repeated tracks or nodes, was a reasonable estimate for 

the reference time. In a practical case this time would be estimated based on the characteristics of the 

particular layout. 

The temporary destination node is selected from one of the nodes adjacent to the target node, or else 

another of the available nodes is randomly selected. In any case the selected node cannot be the one in 

use as destination node for other vehicles, nor the current node of the vehicle under analysis. Also it 
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will be selected from the 1 to 16 nodes considered as locations of machines, except when, due to the 

large number of vehicles in the system, only one of the nodes at junctions is available. 

A path is considered to be completed either when a vehicle arrives at the target node or uses up the 

200 units of time allowed to find the target. In this last case it would be counted as a 'non solved' path 

with a 200 units of time length. 

One other issue relevant in the ANN based solutions, is related to the alternative to move backwards 

through the track previously used to get to the current node. The heuristic applied to complement the 

decisions obtained from the ANN output vector, considered moving backwards as the last movement 

alternative. However the possibility to specify a time after which the moving backwards alternative is 

'forgotten' in the sense that it is considered no different from the others was also implemented. The 

reason behind this is to allow a vehicle which stays for several units of time waiting at the same node 

to follow the preferred moving direction even if moving backwards. It is just a way of assuming that 

after a certain time without moving it means that the traffic conditions may have changed and therefore 

the reasons that led to the current location are no longer valid. After several experiments with 

different values for this waiting time, it was decided to set it to 3 units of time, as this was the 

minimum figure which allowed the vehicle to use the backward move effectively. 

The results were collected in files which contained all the information about each path executed by 

each vehicle. A program (described in Appendix D) was written in "C" to analyse the data according 

to the measures of performance defined and it was used in all cases to collect the data required. 

Table 9- 2 shows how the total number of paths executed varied in the tests performed, while in Table 

9- 3 is represented an average estimate for the value of the path lengths (travel + waiting times). 
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Table 9- 2: Total number of paths executed during the 10000 time units duration of the tests performed 

with each of the alternative solutions. Number of vehicles ranged from 1 to 10. 

1 VEH 2_VEH 3_VEH 4_VEH 5_VEH 6_VEH 7_VEH 8_VEH 9_VEH 10 VEH 

ANN_H_LHO 2508 4676 6427 7871 8827 9800 10155 10189 10303 9574 

ANN_H_1H1 2508 4678 6444 7764 8620 9184 9546 9336 9044 8156 

ANN_H_NLH 2508 4483 5107 5677 6221 6210 6050 5838 5566 5349 

ANN_0_LHO 862 1001 967 919 744 1060 1003 946 954 995 

GREED_LHO 2569 4009 6269 7838 9002 9697 9666 9690 8695 8264 

GREED_LH1 2569 4009 6497 7665 8629 9039 8815 8000 6557 5968 

GREED-POL 2569 1871 5917 6637 7652 8089 8149 8212 7628 7258 

GRADI_LHO 2569 1368 914 982 856 745 765 707 725 721 

BENVO_LHO 502 935 1815 2634 3850 4926 5863 6371 6526 5103 

BENVO_LH1 502 935 1989 2366 4151 4622 5206 5049 4804 3966 

BENVO_POL 502 543 1820 2362 4147 4904 6194 6565 6623 8510 

RAN_H_LHO 551 1090 1566 2026 2457 2825 3223 3401 3620 3926 

RAN_O_LHO 137 254 373 430 532 600 639 722 761 785 

RAN 0 NLH 137 219 337 434 504 555 589 647 716 773 

Table 9- 3: Average length (including waiting time) per vehicle, of the paths executed during the 

10000 time units duration of the tests performed with each of the alternative solutions. Number of 

vehicles ranged from 1 to 10. 

1_VEH 2 VEH 3_VEH 4_VEH S_VEH 6_VEH 7_VEH 6_VEH 9_VEH 10_VEH 

ANN_H_LHO 3.99 4.28 4.67 5.08 5.66 6.12 6.89 7.85 8.74 10.44 

ANN H_LH1 3.99 4.28 4.66 5.15 5.80 6.53 7.33 8.57 9.95 12.26 

ANN_H_NLH 3.99 4.46 5.87 7.05 8.04 9.66 11.57 13.70 16.17 18.70 

AWN 0 LHO 11.60 19.98 31.02 43.53 67.20 56.60 69.79 84.57 94.34 100.50 

GREED_LHO 3.89 4.99 4.79 6.10 5.55 6.19 7.24 8.26 10.35 12.10 

GREED_LH1 3.89 4.99 4.62 5.22 5.79 6.64 7.94 10.00 13.73 16.76 

GREED POL 3.89 10.69 5.07 6.03 6.53 7.42 8.59 9.74 11.80 13.78 

GRADI_LHO 3.89 14.62 32.82 40.73 58.41 80.54 91.50 113.15 124.14 138.70 

BENVO_LHO 19.92 21.39 16.53 15.19 12.99 12.18 11.94 12.56 13.79 19.60 

BENVO_LHI 19.92 21.39 15.08 16.91 12.05 12.98 13.45 15.84 18.73 25.21 

BENVO_POL 19.92 36.83 16.48 16.93 12.06 12.23 11.30 12.19 13.59 15.36 

RAN_H_LHO 18.15 18.35 19.16 19.74 20.35 21.24 21.72 23.52 24.88 25.47 

RAN 0 LHO 72.99 78.74 80.43 93.02 93.98 100.00 109.55 110.80 118.27 127.39 

RAN_O_NLH 72.99 91.32 89.02 92.17 99.21 108.11 118.85 123.65 125.70 129.37 
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9.2 Performance measures 

The data collected from the various cases was evaluated using the following four types of measures: 

- METRIC, representing an overall measure of the time (travel + waiting) to execute all paths, 

including the ones which were not solved, relative to the time to travel directly along minimum 

geometric distance paths between origin and destination nodes. Obviously an absolute minimum value 

for this metric will be 1, which corresponds to no traffic congestion (no stops or waiting at a node) and 

all vehicles accomplish their paths using the minimum geometric distance. The lower the value of this 

metric the closer a solution will be to a minimum overall length of the executed paths. This metric is 

given by: 

NPaths NPathr It=1 TravelTimei+'i=1 WaitingTimei 
METRIC = NPaths ýi=1 T_ Min_ Pathi 

Where, 

NPaths: is the total number of paths completed (including not solved) 

TravelTime: is the travel time 

WaitTime: is the waiting time 

T Min_Path: is the time to travel the path along minimum geometric distance without traffic 

congestion. 

- THROUGHPUT, representing an average measure of the number of paths completed every unit of time 

by all vehicles in the system. This measure is intended to represent how effective an increase in the 

number of vehicles in the system can be in terms of increasing the number of transport orders 

accomplished. Increasing the number of vehicles in the system increases the means available to 

accomplish transport orders. However it also increases the possibility of having traffic congestion 

which in turn may affect the time to complete the transport orders. If increasing the number of 

vehicles in the system does not cause any traffic congestion then it can be assumed that the number of 

transport orders accomplished will increase linearly with the number of vehicles in the system. It is 

therefore reasonable to assume a linear increase until traffic congestion starts to have an effect. While 

one vehicle cannot experience traffic congestion, it is possible that 2 vehicles could. An overall 
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absolute best performance of a solution is a linear increase of the throughput with the number of 

vehicles and starting with the optimum performance for one vehicle. 

The THROUGHPUT' value for each test was derived as an average value considering the number of 

paths (i. e. transport orders) completed by each of the vehicles involved and the total time needed by 

each of the vehicles to accomplish their respective orders. This THROUGHPUT' value was 

calculated using the THROUGHPUT formula presented below where the average time per order for 

each of the vehicles involved in the test is calculated first. Adding these average times per order for 

all vehicles and dividing by the number of vehicles involved in the test we obtain the average time per 

order and per vehicle. When taking its inverse, this average time per order and per vehicle, becomes 

an average, over all vehicles and transport orders, of the number of orders completed per unit of time 

per vehicle. Multiplying the result obtained in the previous step by the number of vehicles involved in 

the test yields the THROUGHPUT' value; it represents an average value of the number of transport 

orders accomplished each time unit by all vehicles involved in the test. 

NumVeic TotalTime 
ýf=t 

THROUGHPUT= 
NumPaths 

NumVeic 
NumVeic 

Where, 

NumVeic: is the number of vehicles in the system 

NumPaths: is the total number of paths, or transport orders, completed by each vehicle in the system 

TotalTime: is the total time taken to complete all paths by each vehicle 

- NUMBER OF BAD SOLUTIONS, is the number of solutions, i. e. paths linking the origin and destination 

nodes, which were not accomplished before the maximum time allowed (200 units of time) was 

reached. 
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- DISTRIBUTION of K-RATIO, represents the number of paths that can be included in one of the classes 

defined for the 'K' ratio. This measure was developed to provide a more detailed characterization of 

the individual paths executed in each set of tests. The 'K' ratio represents the value obtained when 

dividing the time required to execute a path, using one of the strategies tested, by the time of the path 

along the minimum geometric distance without traffic congestion. The classes considered for the 'K' 

ratio are represented by the values ranging from 1.0 (minimum) to 200.0 (maximum), with increments 

of one tenth (0.1). This distribution is represented as an accumulated (%) distribution. For each path 

a 'K' value is calculated using the following expression, which is rounded to one decimal place so it 

can be associated with one of the 'K' classes considered: 

ki _ 
TimePathi 

T- Min_ Pathi 

Where, TimePath: is the total time (travel + waiting) to execute path '1' 

T Min_Path: is the time to travel the path along minimum geometric distance without traffic 

congestion, linking the origin and destination nodes as in path 'is. 

While the previous measures of performance ('metric' and 'throughput) represented an aggregate 

measure of performance which included all paths executed, the distribution of the 'K' values for each 

strategy represents individually the information for each of the paths executed. In either of these 

situations an overall lower bound on quality (i. e. time duration) is used which is based on a 

hypothetical possibility of executing all transport orders along the minimum distance paths without 

stopping (i. e. traffic congestion). Obviously this will not always be possible, especially if several 

vehicles are involved, and is used because the global optimum solution is not available and the 

objective is to evaluate each strategy by comparing it with the others when the same measures are 

used. 

9.3 Graphical analysis of results 

The results obtained with each of the tests performed were collected for presentation in the form of 

graphs which are organized sequentially for each of the described measures of performance. The first 
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graph shows data from all 14 cases tested and after selecting, when appropriate, from that graph only 

the cases to be compared in more detail and with a more suitable scale. 

The legend in the graphics representing each of the cases tested can be interpreted as indicated in 

Table 9- 1. 

9.3.1 Graphs of 'metric' performance measure 

The graphs in Figure 9- 2 to Figure 9- 9 represent the data of the 'metric' performance measure 

described in section (9.2). Each point in these graphs was obtained by adding the total time of all 

paths executed during 10000 time units (Table 9- 2) and dividing it by the time taken to complete the 

same transport orders along the minimum distance path and with no traffic congestion. 

The values for the 'metric' obtained when testing all type of solutions ranges from a maximum of 37.6 

to a minimum of 1. An obvious example where this minimum value of 1 is expected is in cases using 

greedy policy type solutions with one vehicle in the system. 

Starting with the graph in Figure 9- 2 representing all cases tested, the major conclusions can be 

summarized as follows: 

- there is a clear distinction between the best cases and the worst cases, which is represented 

by a difference of at least a factor of 7 in the 'metric'values (from below 5 to above 35), 

- the worst values were obtained in cases which only consider two alternative decisions at 

each node: either movement along a direction chosen according to a specific rule or stop if that 

movement is not possible (i. e. RAN_0_NLH, RAN_0 LHO, GRAD! LHO, ANN_0 LHO), 

- the group representing the best cases, is limited by a lower bound (best overall values) 

which in general (exception with 1 vehicle where strategies based on the greedy policy also reach the 

best value) were obtained with cases using the complete 'look-ahead' strategy. The larger values in this 

group are the values obtained with a random type strategy with 'look-ahead' (RAN_H LHO) except 

when the number of vehicles is 1 or 2, 
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- while in the best case the curve shows a continuous increase from 1 to 10 vehicles, other 

strategies especially the ones not based on the ANN with heuristics, present a significant alteration to 

the curve when the number of vehicles is equal to 2. 

A more detailed analysis of the worse cases shows the ones based on random choices as being 

generally worse, especially in cases with low numbers of vehicles in the system. With 8 and 9 vehicles 

in the system the pure gradient performs on a par with the two random based solutions; and with 10 

vehicles it becomes the worse solution as determined by this 'metric' measure. The direct ANN 

solution, i. e. without heuristic, performs the best with a large number of vehicles in the system (more 

than 5), being close to the pure gradient solution with a lower number of vehicles except with 1 and 2 

vehicles. With only 1 vehicle obviously the pure gradient will perform optimally as it always chooses 

the nearest nodes and for these there are no conflicts with other vehicles. 

A detailed analysis of the best cases becomes more clear when we consider the graph (Figure 9- 3) 

with only those cases using a higher resolution scale. The ANN solution with heuristic and 'look- 

ahead' (ANN H_LHO) and the greedy policy with 'look-ahead' (GREED_LHO) are better than any of 

the others (Figure 9- 3), in particular better than the solution based on the benevolent counterclockwise 

flow policy (BENVO_LHO). With only I vehicle the solution based on the greedy-policy is slightly 

better than the ANN solution, however with 2 vehicles the ANN is clearly better. With 3,4,5, and 6 

vehicles the two solutions are very close one to the other. However the ANN solutions can be seen to 

be significantly better in the cases with a larger number of vehicles (7 to 10). 

The particularly bad behaviour of the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy deserves a special 

reference as it has been shown to perform closely to optimum in a uniform rectilinear grid type layout 

[Ref. 401. The differences in performance now verified using this solution might be due to the 

comparatively reduced number of ways out that can be considered in most of the nodes in the current 

layout. In a uniform rectilinear grid type layout all the nodes except those on the outside limits of the 

layout have four alternative ways out, while in the current layout the machine nodes have only two 

ways out [see Figure 5-1 in pp. 39]. Therefore the use of a consistent flow direction in these 
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circumstances will tend to favour movements in the backward direction from the destination targets, 

rather than on a consistent movement around blocked paths to arrive at the destination targets. 

A similar behaviour to the one observed previously with solutions using the complete 'look-ahead' 

strategy can be observed in Figure 9- 4 with the curves representing the best solutions with only a 

limited 'look-ahead' strategy. In overall terms the ANN solution (ANN_H_LH1) continues to perform 

better with a number of vehicles equal to 2 or even better when the number of vehicles is more than 6. 

When comparing the solutions which do not use any 'look-ahead' strategy a different behaviour, from 

the one observed in the previous analysis, can be observed in the graph of Figure 9- 5. However the 

ANN solution (ANN_H_NLH) only becomes significantly better with a number of vehicles equal to 2. 

Above that number of vehicles the greedy-policy becomes increasingly better with an increase in the 

number of vehicles in the system. The ANN solution is worse than the benevolent counterclockwise 

solution (BENVO POL) when the number of vehicles increase above 7. 

In Figure 9- 6 we can observe the three cases based on random choices. They show a significant 

difference between using an heuristic to increase the number of alternative movement solutions 

considered by a vehicle when at a node, and only using two alternatives: either move to the direction 

chosen or else stop. 

The last graphs in Figure 9- 7, Figure 9- 8, and Figure 9- 9 show respectively how the use of a 'look- 

ahead' strategy (complete, limited, or none) affects performance when solutions based on the ANN, the 

greedy policy, or the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy are used. While in the ANN type 

solutions the use of a 'look-ahead' strategy always clearly improves performance. In the greedy policy 

type solutions this improvement is very significant when two vehicles are in the system but in general 

the differences in performance are less significant; the solution not using any 'look-ahead' performs 

ahead of the solution using limited 'look-ahead' when eight or mores vehicles are in the system. The 

solutions based on the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy have the peculiarity of performing 

badly both when a high and a reduced number of vehicles are in the system. Also, except when two 

vehicles are in the system, the solution not using any 'look-ahead' generally performs the best. 
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Figure 9- 2: 'nietric'relating the total time with the time corresponding to the minimum geometric 

distance. All strategies, I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 3: 'metric' relating the total time with the time corresponding to the minimum geometric 

distance. ANN, Greedy Policy, Benevolent Counterclockwise Flow Policy, with complete 'look- 

ahead' strategy, I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 4: 'metric' relating the total time with the time corresponding to the minimum geometric 

distance. ANN, Greedy Policy, and Benevolent Counterclockwise Flow Policy, with limited 'look- 

ahead' strategy, I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 5: 'metric' relating the total time with the time corresponding to the minimum geometric 

distance. ANN, Greedy Policy, and Benevolent Counterclockwise Flow Policy, without 'I ook- ahead 

strategy, Ito 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 6: 'metric' relating the total time with the time corresponding to the minimum geometric 

distance. Solutions based on random choices, I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 7: 'metric' relating the total time with the time corresponding to the minimum geometric 

distance. ANN based solutions (complete, limited, and no 'look-ahead' strategy), Ito 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 8: 'metric' relating the total time with the time corresponding to the minimum geometric 

distance. Greedy Policy based solutions (complete, limited, and no 'look-ahead' strategy), I to 10 

vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 9: 'metric' relating the total time with the time corresponding to the minimum geometric 

distance. Benevolent Counterclockwise Flow Policy based solutions (complete, limited, and no 

'look-ahead' strategy), Ito 10 vehicles. 
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9.3.2 Graphs of 'throughput' performance measure 

The graphs in Figure 9- 10 to Figure 9- 18 represent the data for the 'throughput' as a measure of 

performance. Each value in these graphs represents an average value for the number of transport 

orders accomplished in a unit of time, and was obtained as described in section 9.2. Using the values 

representing a linear increase in the 'throughput' with the number of vehicles (curve LINEAR_GR in 

the graphs), the 'throughput' values range in an overall upper bound of best performance, from 0.25 

with 1 vehicle to 2.5 with 10 vehicles. The 0.25 value indicates that in one unit of time only a quarter 

of a transport order has been performed, or put it in a another way, it requires 4 units of time to 

complete a transport order, on average. The major conclusions from an analysis of the graph in Figure 

9- 10, can be summarised as follows: 

- as expected the straight line (LINEAR-GR) representing a linear increase of 'throughput', 

starting with the maximum value of 'throughput' achieved with 1 vehicle, represents clearly an upper 

bound never reached by any of the solutions 

- also as expected, it can be seen that most of the curves representing solutions which perform 

better (i. e. higher values) show an initial increase of 'throughput' with an increase in the number of 

vehicles, but after a certain number of vehicles the 'throughput' starts to decrease 

- there is a group of solutions which perform rather badly, either in terms of low values (i. e. 

less than 0.1) of 'throughput' with a low number of vehicles and also because an increase in the 

number of vehicles does not significantly change these low figures of 'throughput' values 

- as in the 'metric' graphs the solutions based on 'look-ahead' strategies seem to perform the 

best, and present significant increases in the 'throughput' values with up to 6 vehicles. With more than 

6 vehicles only the curve ANN_H_LHO shows a small increase which starts to decay significantly with 

10 vehicles 

- the curves representing the solutions based on the greedy policy show, as in the 'metric' 

graphs also, a particular behaviour when the number of vehicles is 2. 

A more detailed analysis of these situations can be made by observing the other plots of the 

'throughput' graph as presented next: 
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- observing Figure 9- 11, of the solutions with the complete look-ahead' strategy the solution 

based on ANN with heuristic (ANN H_LH0) has a similar behaviour to the equivalent solution based 

on the greedy policy (GREED_LHO). Both of them perform better than the equivalent solution based 

on the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy (BENVO_LHO). The ANN solution performs 

significantly better than the greedy policy solution when the number of vehicles in the system is either 

2, or more than 6. Being quite similar to the rest of the points of the curves. Other than achieving 

higher values for the 'throughput' measure the ANN solutions also achieves its maximum 'throughput' 

later, with 9 vehicles, whereas the solution based on the greedy policy starts to look saturated with 6 

vehicles in the system and significantly decreasing with 9 vehicles. 

- in Figure 9- 12, a similar behaviour to that previously observed in Figure 9- 11, can be 

observed with the curves representing the three type of solutions, ANN, greedy policy, and benevolent 

counterclockwise flow policy, but with a limited 'look-ahead' strategy. The ANN (ANN_H_LH1) 

solution remains the overall best or close to the best performance, in terms of maximum 'throughput' 

values. However the ANN solution now starts to decline when the number of vehicles exceeds 7, and 

the solution based on the greedy policy (GREED_LH1) decreases significantly after 6 vehicles. The 

solution based on the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy (BENVO LH1) still remains the one 

which performs the worst of the three. 

- in Figure 9- 13, we can observe the curves representing the same three solutions, ANN, 

greedy policy, and benevolent counterclockwise flow policy, as before but now with no 'look-ahead' 

strategy. A similar behaviour to the one observed when analysing the 'metric' performance with the 

same solutions is observed. The ANN solution (ANN_H_NLH) significantly outperforms the other 

two solutions, the greedy policy (GREED_POL) and the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy 

(BENVO_POL), when the number of vehicles equals 2. With the number of vehicles ranging from 3 

to 6 the ANN solution performs worse than the greedy policy and better than the benevolent 

counterclockwise flow policy. With the number of vehicles increasing above 6 the ANN solution 

becomes the worse of the three. Also in terms of the number of vehicles where each strategy reaches 

its maximum 'throughput' the ANN is the one which reaches that value first, at 5 vehicles. 
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- in Figure 9- 14, it can be seen that the solutions based on only two alternatives for 

movement of a vehicle when at a node (moving in the first direction selected, or else stopped), the pure 

gradient (GRADI_LHO), the ANN solution (ANN_0_LHO), and a solution based on random choices 

(RAN_0_LHO), all perform rather badly, with low values of 'throughput' except for the pure gradient 

solution with 1 vehicle in the system. The worse of the three is the solution based on random choices 

up to 8 vehicles, after which the pure gradient solution becomes the one with lower 'throughput' 

values. The ANN solution is close to a flat curve and performs the best of the three for 6 to 10 

vehicles. 

- Figure 9- 15 represents the curves of the solutions based on random choices (RAN 0_LHO, 

RAN_0 NLH, RAN_H_LHO). Here the one using an heuristic which considers all possible 

movements out of a node for a vehicle is clearly the best. 

- Figure 9- 16, Figure 9- 17, and Figure 9- 18 represent respectively solutions based on the 

ANN, greedy policy, and benevolent counterclockwise flow policy, when different 'look-ahead' 

strategies (complete, limited, and none) are used. ANN based solutions always improve performance 

when using a 'look-ahead' strategy. Considering the solutions based on the greedy policy in Figure 9- 

17, it shows that not using a look-ahead' strategy is still the worst solution, in general, but to a less 

extent than in the ANN type solutions. The complete 'look-ahead' strategy performs the best and the 

limited 'look-ahead' strategy is surpassed by the solution without a 'look-ahead' when eight or more 

vehicles are in the system. The solutions based on the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy 

(Figure 9- 18) are all three very similar, with the solution not using alook-ahead' strategy performing 

the best when six or more vehicles are in the system. 
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Figure 9- 10: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). All strategies, with 1 to 10 

vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 11: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). ANN, GP. BCC, with 

complete 'look-ahead' strategy. with I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 12: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). ANN, GP, BCC, with limited 

'look-ahead' strategy, with I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 13: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). ANN, GP, BCC, without 

'look-ahead' strategy, with 1 to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 14: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). ANN direct/stop, Pure 

Gradient direct/stop, Random choice/stop, with complete 'look-ahead' strategy, with I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 15: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). Solutions based on random 

choices, with I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 16: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). ANN based solutions 

(complete, limited, and no 'look-ahead' strategy), with I to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 17: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). Greedy Policy based solutions 

(complete, limited, and no'look-ahead' strategy). with 1 to 10 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 18: 'throughput' measure (number of paths per unit of time). Benevolent Counterclockwise 

Flow Policy based solutions (complete, limited, and no 'look-ahead' strategy), with I to 10 vehicles. 
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9.3.3 Graphs of number of bad solutions ('bad paths) 

None of the strategies implemented so far can guarantee that a path will always be found because they 

do not implement an exhaustive search algorithm capable of investigating all possible alternatives and 

thus deciding if a path exists or not. Such an approach is limited by the size of the problem. 

Therefore we need to investigate how the strategies tested perform in terms of being able to find a path 

between the origin and destination nodes when various vehicles are in the system. The difficulty with 

finding a path when approaches based on heuristic rules are involved is related to the need for 

detecting deadlock situations. Deadlock situations may occur either when the vehicles are completely 

blocked, or when they move around the same paths and would remain there indefinitely. These may 

happen in various circumstances and are not always easy to identify quickly. The approach employed 

to deal with this problem was to specify a maximum time for a vehicle to complete a path that it has 

been assigned (already introduced in section 8.1.1). If the vehicle was not able to finish the path 

within that time then it was assumed some sort of deadlock situation had occurred. A figure of 200 

units of time was specified as the maximum time allowed after which time it was assumed a path was 

not found, or that it was unsuitable. The number of such 'bad paths' found by the strategies tested in 

these conditions, and the distribution of the times taken to find each path, can be used to decide 

whether the approach deserves consideration or not, as a valid solution in a real system. The 200 units 

of time were arbitrarily chosen only to allow enough time to evaluate the performance of the solution 

over a sufficiently long period of time; taking into consideration the maximum distance of 8 units of 

time (8 tracks) between the nodes in the layout used (Figure 9- 1) without traffic congestion. In a real 

case other maximum time limits could be imposed, and other methods used to identify and solve 

deadlock situations which could occasionally occur. 

The following histograms in Figure 9- 19 show, for each of the strategies tested, the number of 'bad 

paths', i. e. paths not found in less than 200 units of time. They present separately the total number of 

'bad paths' found when each strategy was tested with 1 to 10 vehicles at a time. Each strategy will 

have a maximum of 10 columns if 'bad paths' were found in each of the cases tested while varying the 

number of vehicles. Figure 9- 20 also show the same information, that is the total number of 'bad 
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paths', as in Figure 9- 19 but without separating out the cases for each strategy on the basis of the 

number of vehicles in the system. 

The major conclusions from an analysis of the information contained in these histograms can be 

summarised as follows: 

- it is possible to distinguish the cases which clearly perform worse by a factor of no less than 

10, and these correspond to strategies which only consider two alternative decisions at each node: 

move along the first selected direction, or else stop. Also in general the number of 'bad paths' in these 

cases increase with the number of vehicles in the system. 

- there is a group of strategies which perform the best with none, or less than 5 'bad paths', 

which includes the solutions based on ANN with heuristics 

- the number of 'bad paths' in the group of solutions based on the 'greedy policy' and the 

'benevolent counterclockwise flow policy' is of some significance, ranging from 41 to 135, when 

compared with the best solutions. Also in these solutions, the number of 'bad paths' does not always 

increases with the number of vehicles in the system. Particularly with 2 vehicles in the system the 

'greedy policy' type solutions seems to perform rather badly. 

In a more detailed analysis of the worst cases it can be seen that the solutions based on random choices 

(RAN 0_LHO and RAN 0_NLH) perform better than the pure gradient (GRADI_LHO), which is the 

one performing worst, and the solution based on the ANN (ANN_0_LHO). This might be explained 

by the lower number of total paths executed by the solutions based on random choices, and 

consequently with longer paths, when compared with the pure gradient and the solution based on 

ANN. If the number of 'bad paths' was presented as a (%) of the total paths executed then the 

solutions based on random choices would become the worst: 

- RAN O_NLH = 30 (%); RAN_0_LHO = 26 (%) 

- GRADI_LHO = 21 (%) 

- ANN_0 LHO = 20 (%). 
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When directly comparing the solutions based on the 'greedy policy' and the 'benevolent 

counterclockwise flow policy' it can be seen that the solutions based on the 'greedy policy' always 

perform better in terms of number of 'bad paths': 

- GREED_LHO=41; GREED_LH1=69; GREED_POL=41 

- BENVO_LHO=80; BENVO_LH1=135; BENVO LHO=77. 

Observing more closely the results of the greedy policy type solutions all 'bad paths' found when the 

number of vehicles in the system is 6 or less correspond to the 2 vehicles cases. This particular 

behaviour is even more visible in the greedy policy (GREED POL) cases in which all 41 'bad paths' 

were found when 2 vehicles were used. 

The strategies using the ANN together with the heuristic to allow for more alternatives to be 

considered at each node are the ones with a higher success rate of completed paths in terms of arriving 

at the specified destination nodes. The ANN with 'look-ahead' (ANN_H_LHO) has found all paths. 

The ANN solution with limited 'look-ahead' strategy (ANN_H_LH1) only has 5 'bad paths' and all 

with 10 vehicles in the system. The ANN without 'look-ahead' strategy (ANN_H_NLH) only has 1 

bad path when tested with 4 vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 19: Total number of bad solutions for each of Ito 10 cases. All strategies. 
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Figure 9- 20: Total number of bad solutions on all Ito 10 vehicles cases. All strategies. 
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9.3.4 Graphs of cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio 

As explained in section 9.2 these graphs describe how each path was executed using a particular 

strategy, and compares relative to a reference lower bound time duration, corresponding to each one's 

minimum distance path without traffic congestion. These graphs contain information relative to the 

execution of individual paths and can be used to characterize various aspects of the different strategies; 

and which may be given different levels of importance depending on the particular objectives in a 

practical situation. For example it might be important to have not only an acceptable aggregate or 

overall measure of performance but also to expect small variations in the estimates for the duration of 

each path. Or alternatively it may be acceptable to have greater variations in a few cases if the 

duration of the majority of the cases is close to an optimum. When considering the interaction of the 

transport system with the allocation of jobs to machines scheduling system, smaller variations in the 

times to execute paths seems important in order to reduce the probability of disruption in the 

scheduling system. However the exact values on which different alternatives must be considered 

depends on the particular implementation and its objectives. Therefore the analysis of the graphs 

representing the 'K' values concentrated on a comparison of the different strategies based on: 

- the maximum 'K'value for each strategy, 

- the number of cases completed with the minimum absolute time, 

- and the behaviour of the curve between these two values. 

The representation chosen for these graphs consist of the 'K' classes on the vertical axis and the 

number of paths, corresponding to each of the 'K' classes represented as an accumulated percentage on 

the horizontal axis. The minimum value on the vertical scale is 1 corresponding to cases completed 

with minimum absolute time ( 'K' = 1); and the maximum is 200, which was the maximum time 

allowed to execute a path (section 8.1.1.1). To help in the identification of the maximum 'K' value for 

each strategy a horizontal line was drawn when all cases (100 % on horizontal scale) have been 

classified. 

As in the presentation of previous graphs it was decided first to include all 14 strategies tested in a 

graph, and the curves were then selected to be observed in more detail, separately, using a more 
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suitable scale. A set of all the graphs considered is included in Appendix E. The ones containing all 

strategies are presented first and are followed by the graphs with complete 'look-ahead', limited 'look- 

ahead', and no 'look-ahead' strategies. A selection from these set of graphs corresponding to cases 

with two and three vehicles is presented in the following figures (Figure 9- 21 to Figure 9- 24). The 

first two represent all strategies while the other two represent the complete 'look-ahead' strategies in a 

more suitable scale. 

From an analysis of the graphs containing all 14 strategies it is possible to distinguish three main types 

of solutions: 

-a group of curves which differ significantly from the others by almost always presenting the 

highest maximum 'K' values, lowest percentages of paths with 'K' = 1, and with the remaining values 

on the curves spreading more clearly. These curves ( RAN_O_NLH, RAN. 
-0 

LHO) correspond to the 

strategies which generate its movement decisions based on random numbers and which consider only 

one of two alternative movement decisions at a node: move along the selected direction or stop. 

-a second group of curves which also present, in general, maximum 'K' values close to or 

equal to the highest observed, but with a much higher number of paths executed with 'K' = 1, and also 

a smaller dispersion of the remaining values on the curves when compared with the two curves 

previously analysed. This group consists of the other two strategies: the pure gradient (GRADI_LHO) 

and one based on the ANN solution (ANN_0_LH0), that only consider one of the alternative 

movement decisions at a node. 

- the remaining strategies can be included in a group of curves which have in common mainly 

the spread of the curves and which is clearly more concentrated than either of the two previous groups. 

The figures for maximum 'K' values do not always present a common pattern but can vary 

significantly, i. e. from the minimum to the highest possible, depending on the number of vehicles and 

on the strategies. In general the number of cases with 'K' = 1, also varies but to a lesser degree than 

the maximum 'K' values. This group of curves includes what can be considered to be the best curves 

in terms of the number of cases with 'K' =I and in terms of the lowest of maximum 'K' values. The 

strategies based on the ANN with complete and limited 'look-ahead', present in general the lowest, or 

close to the lowest of the maximum 'K' values. They are occasionally outperformed by the "greedy 

policy" (GREED_POL), and once by the "benevolent counterclockwise flow policy" (BENVO_POL), 
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but these perform very poorly (with the maximum possible 'K' value) when the number of vehicles in 

the system is equal to 2. The curve representing the strategy which is based on random decisions with 

heuristics (RAN_H_LHO) is also included in this group and presents what can be generally considered 

to be the worst of the solutions in this group, either in terms of number of cases with 'K'= 1 and the 

spread of the other values on the curve. In terms of maximum 'K' values it performs with high values 

in general, but these are not always the highest. 

Observing in more detail the solutions based on the ANN with heuristics, the greedy policy and the 

benevolent counterclockwise flow policy, each using a complete 'look-ahead' strategy, the major 

conclusions can be summarised as follows: 

- the solution based on the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy(BENVO LHO) clearly 

performs worse in terms of the maximum 'K' values, the number of cases with 'K' = 1, and with a 

greater dispersion of the remaining values on the curve, 

- the solutions based on the greedy policy (GREED LHO) and the ANN with heuristic 

(ANN_H_LHO) present curves which look very similar in most cases, but with the ANN type solution 

performing with much lower maximum 'K' values, except in three situations: when only one or five 

vehicles are in the system, in which case the solution based on the greedy policy performs the best; and 

also in cases with six vehicles where both strategies have the same maximum 'K' value. With an 

increase in the number of vehicles the number of cases with 'K' =1 is marginally higher with the 

greedy policy but the ANN type solution remains the one with the lowest maximum 'K' values and with 

the other values on the curve more concentrated around lower 'K'values. 

Similar conclusions are derived from an analysis of the graphs with these three types of solutions but 

with limited 'look-ahead' strategy (ANN_H_LH1, GREED_LH1, BENVO_LH1). The ANN type 

solution performs the best generally except in cases with seven vehicles, where it becomes second 

best, and with eight vehicles where it becomes only marginally different from the greedy policy, which 

is the best one. 

When these three types of solutions are tested without 'look-ahead' (ANN_H_NLH, GREED_POL, 

BENVO_POL) then a different behaviour is observed. The strategy based on the ANN continues to 
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be clearly better in cases with two vehicles in the system, and marginally better in cases with six 

vehicles. Of the remaining cases the greedy type policy performs the best overall, with the benevolent 

counterclockwise flow policy marginally outperforming the ANN type solution almost always in cases 

with more than 6 vehicles in the system. 
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Figure 9- 21: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. When 'K' =1 the paths were completed in the time required to complete the path 

along the minimum distance without stopping. All strategies, two vehicles. 
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Figure 9- 23: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. Complete 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 
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9.4 Overview of the results obtained 

In overall terms the results obtained using the four measures to evaluate and compare the performance 

of the different strategies in a multiple vehicle system can be summarized as follows: 

- in general the strategies which consider more than one possibility for movement by a vehicle 

when at a node always present better performances in all four measures (i. e. Figure 9- 2, Figure 9- 10, 

Figure 9- 22); 

- in general the use of a 'look-ahead' strategy normally increases the performance of the 

solutions. The solutions based on ANN's always increase performance with an increase of the 'look- 

ahead' range (i. e. none, limited, complete) (i. e. Figure 9- 7, Figure 9- 16). This consistent 

improvement in performance is not always realised when using solutions based on the greedy policy or 

the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy. This is especially so when a high number of vehicles are 

involved. In these cases, the solutions based on the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy using a 

complete or limited 'look-ahead' strategy perform no better, and sometimes are even worse than 

without using any 'look-ahead' strategy (i. e. Figure 9- 9, Figure 9- 18); the solutions based on the 

greedy policy using a complete 'look-ahead' strategy always performs the best, but using no 'look- 

ahead' strategy is better than the limited 'look-ahead' strategy when the number of vehicles in the 

system is 8 or more (i. e. Figure 9- 8, Figure 9- 17); 

- the solutions based on random decisions perform consistently the worst (i. e. Figure 9-2, 

Figure 9- 10); 

- in general the ANN and the greedy policy type solutions with complete 'look-ahead' perform 

similarly in overall terms and present the best performances. That is except in two situations where the 

ANN type solution clearly outperforms the greedy policy type solution. One is when the number of 

vehicles in the system is two, where the ANN performs the best in all four measures (i. e. Figure 9- 3, 

Figure 9- 11. Figure 9- 19, Figure 9- 23). The other is in relation to the number of paths not found 
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within the time allowed (i. e. 'bad paths'), with the ANN type solution performing better in general (i. e. 

Figure 9- 19, and Figure 9- 20), 

- when 2 vehicles are involved, the particularly poor performances of the greedy and 

benevolent counterclockwise flow policies comparatively to the ANN type solutions becomes 

significantly worse if no look-ahead' strategy is used (i. e. Figure 9- 7, Figure 9- 8, Figure 9- 9, Figure 

9-23), 

- the benevolent counterclockwise flow policy performs relatively badly in comparison with 

the greedy type and ANN solutions, but tends to improve when the number of vehicles in the system 

increases (i. e. Figure 9- 3, Figure 9- 21). 
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Chapter 10 
Discussion 
and 
Recommendations for Further Work 

Having presented and tested the approach envisaged for the development of a solution based on ANNs 

to route the vehicles in an AGV traffic management and control system, it is now possible to evaluate 

and discuss the results obtained and how they can be extended to a more general and 'real' AGV 

system. One of the main issues of the discussion is the use of the solution for the single vehicle case as 

the basis of the solution of the multi-vehicle case. Another issue is related to the applicability of a 

ANN to model and to solve these two cases (i. e. single and multi-vehicle cases), and the role of the 

simple heuristics used in a "hybrid" solution. The solutions were developed for a well defined and 

specific layout, it must therefore be discussed whether they can be applied to different layouts. 

Furthermore it must be discussed whether the solutions proposed produce results which can be 

accepted when areal' AGV system is considered. 

10.1 Using solutions to a simpler problem as the basis of solutions for 

more complex problems 

One of the main characteristics of the approach based on ANN's is the use of the simpler solution for 

the single vehicle case as the basis of the solution for the multi-vehicle case. One advantage of this 

approach is that it does not require a search for the optimal solutions in a multi-vehicle case, but at the 

expense of only being able to produce close to optimal solutions instead of the optimal solutions. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, finding the optimal solution in a multi-vehicle system is not a trivial problem, 

even if we are not including time constraints other than obtaining data for training/testing a ANN. The 

additional option for a vehicle to stop and wait at a node for as much time as desired, significantly 
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increases the number of possibilities that can be evaluated in the search for the optimum solution(s). 

The approach developed avoids this problem and produces an alternative that performs competitively 

relative to other alternatives which are based on finding close to optimal solutions. Furthermore the 

approach has potential for improvement because data representing global optimal solutions can still be 

used provided it is available. 

Another advantage of this approach is its potential for being used in a larger system, i. e. larger number 

of tracks and nodes. If the assumption is made that a limited area around the node, where a movement 

decision is required, contains information capable of supporting a specific movement decision then it 

is reasonable to expect that such an area can be identified and an ANN trained to identify movement 

directions for a vehicle at the nodes within that area (i. e. the centre node). As the vehicles move 

around in this larger layout, the limited area considered would be updated to represent information 

around the current location of the vehicle requiring a movement decision. It is even possible to 

consider training different ANNs to account for the particular characteristics of the nodes in the 

physical layout (i. e. nodes with four, three, or two possible ways out), each to be used in a specific 

node within that limited area. 

The results obtained with the specific layout proved that the approach is feasible and it performs 

comparatively well in relation to other alternatives. The question now is whether the use of ANNs 

contribute significantly to the implementation and performance or not. This is the object of discussion 

in next section. 

10.2 The role of ANNs in the approach developed 

The use of ANNs within the approach developed sought after a suitable and convenient form which 

allows for the consideration of more information than just that relating to the elements in the 

immediate vicinity of the node where a movement decision is required. In the systems implemented 

this information represents the status of the tracks (i. e. available or not available) in the physical 

layout, and was used as an indication of a vehicle's desire to move along a specific track. As was 

pointed out in the previous section, this approach cannot be considered as an example of a strategy 
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which bases its decisions on a complete analysis of the entire system with the objective of arriving at 

an overall optimum solution. It is more appropriate to include the approach developed in the type of 

strategies which are based on the use of heuristic rules that are applied equally to every vehicle in the 

system. However the use of ANNs provides an extension to these strategies, because it is now 

possible to think in terms of the ANNs decisions being made having to account for a more complete 

characterization of the system. That is the vehicle's location or intention to use specific tracks and the 

knowledge of the best decision at that instant for that vehicle to move along an individual optimum 

route. If ANNs can be designed to perform as expected then they are a crucial element to support the 

implementation of this approach. 

One of the major problems faced with using ANNs to model and solve the single vehicle case, was the 

difficulty in designing an ANN that always produced a movement decision at its output which was 

feasible within the physical layout restrictions (i. e. not leading to a non-existant or temporarily 

unavailable track). This issue is intrinsically linked to the representation of the problem onto the ANN 

and one solution was not found which proved more effective than the one based on a step-by-step 

definition of the complete route for the vehicle (ANN in Appendix B). The main problem can be 

related to the number of input/output elements in the ANN which do not change state in each case, 

making it difficult to distinguish between different patterns. The step-by-step representation 

significantly improved the capability of the ANNs to find correct complete paths, achieving 66% 

correct paths identified in the testing data (see Chapter 7). It must be noted that these results were 

obtained with ANNs trained with a reduced set of data and it can therefore be expected that using a 

larger set of data they can be improved. The same ANN was able to find 87% of the paths linking all 

possible combinations of nodes defined in the physical layout, assuming all tracks were available. 

This improvement in performance when all tracks are available revealed the capability of this ANN to 

recognise the locations of the origin and destination nodes more easily than to distinguish between the 

state of the tracks from 'available' to 'unavailable'. This is related to the less effective contribution of 

the ANN input elements associated with the tracks which are set as unavailable', relative to all the 

input elements. Although using a larger training data set would help the ANN to improve its 

performance when tracks are set unavailable, achieving a 100% effectiveness remains a very difficult 

task for a ANN based on this representation. In order to take advantage of the performance achieved 
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by this ANN it will always be required that its movement decisions are analysed to account for their 

feasibility. This was achieved through the implementation of a system external to the ANN which uses 

simple rules to complement the ANN decisions. The objective of these rules was always to favour the 

selection of the movement direction associated with the ANN output vector, or one of its co-ordinates, 

and only if those movement decisions could not be implemented would the remaining movement 

alternatives be considered. While the results obtained using the ANN on its own were not conclusive 

in relation to a 100% effectiveness, when used in this "hybrid" solution it was possible to solve the 

single vehicle case in 100% of the cases tested (see in Chapter 9 performance measures of ANN 

solutions with "heuristics" and 1 vehicle). This success of the "hybrid" solution provided the support 

for proceeding with the approach in a multi-vehicle case. 

The discussion of the approach and results obtained in a multi-vehicle case must account for the fact 

that, the optimum solution was not available and therefore the evaluation was based on comparing 

performances of different strategies (Chapter 8) used in similar conditions (Chapter 9). Another aspect 

in the approach to the multi-vehicle case was the development and use of a strategy which analysed, 

the implications of allocating the intended movement of a vehicle based on the movements of the other 

vehicles. The objective was to try to bias the search for a global optimum in the approaches where 

vehicles decide independently one at a time. With this purpose a "look-ahead" strategy (Chapter 8) 

was derived and tested. The discussion of the approach based on ANNs and the approaches used for 

comparison must therefore account for the effect of using this strategy. 

The results obtained proved that in general using the "look-ahead" strategy better performances are 

obtained. To a certain extent this might be expected because it provided for the co-ordination of the 

movement of the vehicles with interactions between them instead of each vehicle deciding 

independently. Furthermore it also allowed vehicles which were one track away from the respective 

target nodes to have higher priorities to terminate their paths. 

The use of a "look-ahead" strategy proved particularly beneficial for solutions based on the ANN with 

heuristics (i. e. "hybrid solution", Chapter 8). This might be explained by the way possible collisions 

are dealt with in these different cases. The ANN only has information relative to track availability, 
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and not of nodes occupancy. It is therefore valid from the perspective of the ANN that two vehicles 

decide to move along two available tracks but leading to the same node. To avoid this collision in the 

"look-ahead" strategy provisions are made to allocate the movement to the higher priority vehicle, and 

stop the other vehicle at its current node. Furthermore a vehicle which terminates its path with that 

movement is given higher priority. When no "look-ahead" strategy is used, a check is made on the 

validity of the ANN choice based not only on the selected track availability but also on the occupancy 

of the node at the end of that track. If the movement is not possible then the remaining movement 

alternatives are considered as described in Chapter 8. The "look-ahead" strategy can then be seen as 

been more favourable to the decisions based on track status and as such is more closely related to the 

knowledge expected from the ANN. It must not be forgotten however, that the heuristics required to 

restrain the direction associated with the ANN output vector are essential to produce feasible 

movement directions. The strategies which always consider various movement alternatives always 

performed better than the ones which only consider one alternative (i. e. "pure gradient" and ANN 

without heuristics, Chapter 8). 

It therefore seems reasonable to consider that the "look-ahead" strategy acts more as an extension of 

the ANN principles rather than providing for its limitations in finding the correct decisions and its 

performance can thus be associated with the use of an ANN in an "hybrid solution". When 

considering areal' AGV system it is more likely that the tracks will not be of the same length, or that 

the vehicles might be slightly delayed, and thus making the representation of information in the ANN 

relative to the node occupancy of lower importance than the track status. 

It was expected that the ANN solution could take advantage of its knowledge of a larger area of the 

physical layout to clearly outperform the other strategies. However the results obtained were not very 

conclusive. When comparing the best strategies, i. e. the ANN with heuristics ("hybrid solution") and 

the "greedy policy" (Chapter 9), both with a "look-ahead" strategy, the ANN based solution is only 

marginally better. While this may be seen from one perspective as proof that a ANN based solution 

can be used as part of a valid and best approach, on the other hand the question might be raised as to 

whether the ANN has just learned the "greedy policy". To be more conclusive about this question 
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would require the use of a larger data set to train the ANN in order to try to achieve a higher 

performance from the ANN and also testing different physical layouts. 

Testing different layouts would also prove useful to clarify another issue related to the generally poor 

performance of the approach based on the implementation of a consistent direction of traffic flow (i. e. 

"benevolent counterclockwise flow policy", Chapter 8 and 9). It is clear that this approach performs 

badly in the specific layout used and this might be related to the majority of the nodes having less than 

4 ways out (or adjacent tracks). 

Although it has been shown that a solution based on BP ANN is possible it must now be discussed 

whether or not the solution is also acceptable to route the vehicles in areal' AGV system. 

10.3 Applicability of the "hybrid solution" to a'real' AGV system 

One major issue in applying any of the approaches which performed best, in a'real' AGV system is to 

concede that some paths, or transport orders will be delayed and may possibly enter a deadlock 

situation. The solutions based on ANN's with heuristics and "look-ahead" strategy are the ones which 

perform best in deadlock situations. However, no guarantee can be made that always 100% of the 

paths are accomplished within a specified maximum time. In a 'real' system that might not be 

acceptable because of the interaction of the transport system with the job scheduling system. It might 

be possible for this approach to be used in a simulation mode which would allow for a number of steps 

to be simulated and thus making it possible to identify paths which are drifting significantly from an 

acceptable expected time duration. Once these cases are identified then methods need to be derived to 

avoid or correct them; for example changing priorities. Alternatively specific rules could be 

developed and tested for these situations. There will always be the possibility of instability occurring 

and, the possibility to simulate the system would help to identify such situations. The graphs 

representing the distribution of the relative duration of each path ("k-ratio", Chapter 9) shows that a 

minor percentage of paths significantly exceed the minimum absolute paths. These graphs can be used 

when deriving and testing solutions that bring down the maximum "k-ratios" and spread the overall 

length more evenly among all paths. 
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A major concern is then whether it is possible to run the simulation in an on-line mode or whether the 

time needed for the simulation requires it to be made off-line, that is all tests and decisions are made 

prior to the AGV starting to move. This is related to the time available and the time required to do the 

simulations. 

The time constraints of the proposed "hybrid solution" with complete "look-ahead" are mainly defined 

by the interface program which was implemented using the "C" programming language, because the 

ANN part runs almost instantaneously. This interface program implements simple rules which makes 

it run very quickly. A few measures of the time taken to produce solutions in a worst case condition, 

i. e. with 10 vehicles in the system, allowed more than 100 steps to be executed in a minute. 

Considering the response capability of a 'real' transport system, where the speed of the vehicles is 

normally limited for safety reasons to 1 m/s, and considering the lengths of the tracks, it is plausible 

that the proposed system can be used in an on-line mode. Furthermore it might even be considered to 

be worthwhile to explore the use of the data collected from the paths already performed to train the 

ANN. It seems therefore that the approach proposed has potential for application in a 'real' AGV 

system. 

10.4 Further work 

Further work will be required to verify the performance of the approach when the following cases are 

considered: 

- physical layouts with a different organisation of its elements, 

- larger systems. 

The solutions developed and tested were based on a specific physical layout, i. e. it has a well defined 

number of nodes and pieces of track, and these were associated in a particular configuration. This 

determines the number of alternatives out of a node, and the possible paths linking every pair of nodes. 

Using layouts which are of similar size, but with a different configuration, could be used to establish 
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whether the use of ANN in the solution developed gives it the capability to perform just as well 

independently of the characteristics of the physical layout. 

Further testing of the approach on larger physical layouts is required, i. e. layouts with a larger number 

of nodes and pieces of tracks. This will help to evaluate whether the physical layout considered, in the 

solution developed, can be used as the minimum local area around a vehicle that must be considered 

by an ANN representation to obtain good performance overall. It would also provide for the 

possibility of identifying and testing other sizes and configurations for this minimum local area. 

Another issue is whether it is possible to increase the performance of the ANN solution when data 

representing cases with the respective overall optimum solution is available. The main problem will 

be to develop an algorithm which can provide this data, particularly when large numbers of vehicles 

and larger systems are involved. One possibility to make the development of this algorithm more 

feasible would be to place a limit on the number of times a vehicle could be waiting at a node, and 

investigate the possible solutions when different values for this limit are considered. 
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Chapter 

Conclusions 

The development of traffic management and control systems capable of addressing the problems 

involved more efficiently can significantly extend the potential provided by the use of AGVs to 

implement the main transport system within a manufacturing environment. The main objective of this 

research was to derive more efficient solutions to the complex problems that arise from exploiting the 

increased levels of flexibility provided by transport systems based on AGVs. The work culminated 

with the development of a novel approach for the routing problem that was based on BP ANNs and the 

use of simple heuristic rules. The results obtained with this novel approach were better than the results 

obtained using the best published heuristic rules [Ref. 40] in the cases tested, and its iterative and 

localised characteristics give it potential to be used in different and larger cases. 

The routing flexibility provided by the use of AGVs is one of the aspects which assumes particular 

relevance in the ability of the manufacturing system to respond adequately to changes determined by 

the dynamic behaviour of its manufacturing operations, or to the changes determined at the systems 

planning level. This concept can be extended to the consideration of transport of increasingly smaller 

quantities more frequently, and consequently requiring a larger number of vehicles. This increases the 

complexity of the problems faced by the traffic management and control system, particularly the 

routing problem. 

The complexity of this problem arises from the huge increase of alternatives that must be evaluated as 

the problem increases in size, and as such is also representative of many other problems in related or 

different areas, including the shortest path and single-loop guide path layout problems [Ref. 251, 

sequencing, scheduling and network type problems [i. e. Ref. 75]. Very often these problems can be 
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formulated as optimisation problems, and although various approaches have been used in an attempt to 

solve these problems, normally they have limitations either related to the size of the problem, or the 

number of variables which must be considered to model the problem. The use of methods which at 

best can only guarantee a close to optimum solution is frequently the only alternative [i. e. Ref. 25] and 

was also the approach chosen in this research. A solution for the specific case of routing vehicles was 

derived and as such it cannot be considered as directly applicable to other problems of the same 

complexity. It can nevertheless be considered as another example of success of heuristic solutions and 

of the capabilities of ANNs to implement complex nonlinear mappings. 

The work focuses on the use of Backpropagation type ANNs as an alternative to the conventional 

methods of solution. The motivation for the use of this type of ANNs was their ability to recognise, 

and distinguish between, patterns. If a system had the ability to identify specific conditions in the 

traffic system then it could provide better grounds on which decisions could be made in relation to, for 

example, the routing problem. 

The approach derived is based on the development of a BP ANN solution to the simpler case of 

routing a single vehicle from its current location to another location in a physical layout, when some of 

the tracks are set as unavailable. Subsequently the solution for this single vehicle case is used as the 

basis for the solution of the multiple vehicle case. Each time a vehicle has to make a movement 

decision its current and destination locations are input information to the BP ANN designed for the 

single vehicle case. Based on this information and on the tracks current state of occupancy due to the 

intentions of movement of the remaining vehicles, the BP ANN produces movement decisions for the 

current vehicle. Using this scheme iteratively for each vehicle, movement decisions for all vehicles 

can be obtained which take into account each one's intended movements. 

The overall approach used illustrated the possibility of obtaining good solutions to the complex 

problem of routing multiple vehicles using data from a simpler one vehicle problem. Finding optimal 

solutions for a multi-vehicle route selection problem is in general a very difficult task even if we are 

not imposed time constraints to produce a solution. The solution proposed cannot be guaranteed to be 

optimal, but it was shown it performs comparatively well. Another advantage lies in its inherent 
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localised application that favours a more rapid response to dynamic changes, and allows the possibility 

for extension to larger systems. 

Defining the layout area associated with the input information to the BP ANN as a limited area of 

influence that must be considered, and repeats itself in a larger layout, the extension of this approach 

to larger systems is immediate by considering this area has moving with the vehicles using the BP 

ANN. The capabilities of BP ANNs to learn and recognise different patterns provide an added 

advantage to refine this solution. For example by redefining entirely the limited area that should be 

considered with a corresponding redesign of the BP ANN, or even by using BP ANNs which were 

specifically designed to account for the differences in the type of nodes (i. e. two, three, four ways out 

of the node). Alternatively it can also be envisaged its application in cases where the vehicles are 

restricted to move in limited areas of a larger layout with specific locations for exchanging loads 

crossing to other areas. 

Although a hybrid solution was required it was illustrated that BP ANN played an important role in 

arriving at a solution which, in spite of being localised, it can also include more global information 

about the traffic conditions. 

The major conclusions drawn from the work done can be summarised as follows: 

- the use of BP ANN as part of a solution to the routing problem of AGVs is possible and it 

plays an important role in an hybrid solution, with the results obtained showing that it has advantages 

over other existing solutions; 

- it is difficult to find a representation of the problem suitable for a BP ANN implementation 

and capable of satisfying all constraints of the routing problem, but this can nevertheless be overcome 

by the use of simple rules; 

- the approach developed can be extended to larger and more complex layouts, although 

further work is required in order to evaluate its performance in those cases. 
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Appendix 

Layouts Used in Training and 
Testing Data Sets 

This appendix contains examples of cases generated by the program for generation of data and also the 

drawings of the layouts corresponding to the cases used in the training data set and the two testing data 

sets (Testing1 and Testing2). 

1.1 Example of data obtained from program for data generation 

The examples shown next represent the cases found using the program for generation of data when 

tracks are set as available or not available (i. e. state "0" or "1") and two nodes are specified as the 

nodes to be linked. The format of the data corresponds to an identification of the tracks and nodes of 

the physical layout as represented in Figure A- 1 and a codification of the input and output elements as 

defined in Representation 1 (Chapter 5). This codification consists of each case having two lines with 

binary elements ("0" or "1"). The first line represent has 40 elements, of which the first 24 represent 

each the tracks defined in the physical layout (a value of "0" or "1" means respectively track available 

or not available), and the last 16 elements correspond each to the possible origin/destination nodes (a 

value of "1" means node to be linked). The 24 binary elements of the second line represent the 24 

tracks of the physical layout to indicate which are used in the solution path ("0" not used, "1" used). 

The third line of each case represents the path length (decimal notation) assuming each track is 10 

units long. 
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Figure A- 1: Numbering of nodes and tracks in the physical layout. 

Examples with four tracks blocked in each case: ! Inp. (1)( 1,1): 
0010000000000000010001010000000000100001 
&0 00000000011000000000010 
&30 

Inp. (1)( 1,2): 
0010000000000000010001010001001000000000 
&0 00011100000000100000000 
&60 

! Inp" (2) ( 1,2): 
0010000000000000010001010001001000000000 
&1 10000100000110010000000 
&60 

! Inp. (1)( 1,4): 
0010000000000000010001010001100000000000 
&0 00000100100000000010010 
&40 

! Inp. (1)( 1.5): 
0010000000000000010001010000000100000010 
&0 00000001100000010010010 
&50 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,5): 
0010000000000000010001010000000100000010 
&1 10011001100110100010010 
&110 

! Inp. (1)( 1,6): 
0010000000000000010001010001100000000000 
&0 00000100100000000010010 
&40 

! Inp. (1)( 1,8): 
0010000000000000010001010010000000000001 
&0 00001000011000000010010 
&50 

! Inp. (2)( 1,8): 
0010000000000000010001010010000000000001 
&1 10010000011110110010010 
&110 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,9): 
0010000000000000010001010000000000010001 
&0 00000110011000000011010 
&70 

! Inp. (1)( 1,10): 
0010000000000000010001010001000000010000 
&0 00000010000000000001000 
&20 

Examples with three tracks blocked in each case: llnp. (1)( 1,1): 
0010000000000000010001010000000000100001 
&0 00000000011000000000010 
00 

! Inp. (1)( 1.2): 
0010000000000000010001010001001000000000 
&0 00011100000000100000000 
&40 
! --------------- 
! InP"(2)( 1.2): 
0010000000000000010001010001001000000000 
61 10000100000110010000000 
&60 

1.1 

1$ 

21 

24 
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lInp. (1)( 1,4): 
0010000000000000010001010001100000000000 
&0 00000100100000000010010 
&40 

tInp. (1)( 1,5): 
0010000000000000010001010000000100000010 
&0 00000001100000010010010 
&50 

! Inp. (2)( 1,5): 
0010000000000000010001010000000100000010 
61 10011001100110100010010 
&110 

! --------------- ! Inp. (1)( 1,6): 
0010000000000000010001010001100000000000 
&0 00000100100000000010010 
&40 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,8): 
0010000000000000010001010010000000000001 
60 00001000011000000010010 
&50 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,8): 
0010000000000000010001010010000000000001 
61 10010000011110110010010 
&110 

! Inp. (1)( 1,9): 
0010000000000000010001010000000000010001 
&0 00000110011000000011010 
670 

! Inp (1)( 1,10): 
0010000000000000010001010001000000010000 
&0 00000010000000000001000 
&20 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 2,1): 
0001001000000000001000000000000000010010 
&0 00000001111000000000001 
&50 

! Inp. (1)( 2,2). - 
0001001000000000001000000010000001000000 
&0 00001001100000000010110 
&60 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 2,2): 
0001001000000000001000000010000001000000 
&1 10010001100110110010110 
&120 

! lnp. (1)( 2,3) 
0001001000000000001000000000010000000010 
&0 00000001110000000000000 
&30 
! --------°°--- 
! Inp. (1)( 2,4): 
0001001000000000001000000000100000010000 
&0 00000000111000000000001 
&40 
l--------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 2,5): 
0001001000000000001000001000000001000000 
&1 00011001100100100010110 
&100 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 2,5): 
0001001000000000001000001000000001000000 
&0 10000001100010010010110 
&80 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 2,6): 
0001001000000000001000000000010010000000 
&0 00000000001000001001001 
&40 

--------------- 
! Inp. (1)i 2,7)- 
0001001000000000001000000100001000000000 
&0 01011000000010110000000 
&60 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 2,7): 
0001001000000000001000000100001000000000 
&1 11000000000100000000000 
&40 

! Inp (1)( 2,8): 
0001001000000000001000000000000001000010 
&0 00000000000000000000100 
&10 

Examples with two tracks blocked in each case: 
lInp. (1)( 1,1): 
0000000000110000000000000001000000000100 
&0 00000010000001001000000 
&30 

! Inp. (2)( 1,1): 
0000000000110000000000000001000000000100 
&0 01100100000010010000000 
&50 

! Inp. (3)( 1,1): 
0000000000110000000000000001000000000100 
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&1 11111100000100100000000 
&90 
! --------------- 
! Inp. ({)( 1.1): 
0000000000110000000000000001000000000100 
&1 11100101100100100110110 
&130 
l--------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,2): 
0000000000110000000000000100000000000100 
&0 00100000000000000000000 
G10 
'"--------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1.2): 
0000000000110000000000000100000000000100 
&0 01000110000011011000000 
&70 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1.2): 
0000000000110000000000000100000000000100 
&1 11011110000101101000000 
fi110 

! lnp. (4)( 1.2): 
' 

0000000000110000000000000100000000000100 
&1 11000111100101101110110 
&150 

! Inp. (1)( 1.3): 
0000000000110000000000000010000000000100 
&0 00001110000001001000000 
&50 

! Inp. (2)( 1.3)" 
- 

0000000000110000000000000010000000000100 
41 11101001100100100110110 
&130 

!Ip. (3)( 1.3): 
0000000000110000000000000010000000000100 
i0 01101000000010010000000 
£50 

_ 
! Inp. (4)( 1.3)_ 
0000000000110000000000000010000000000100 
&0 00010111100001001110110 
4110 
. --------------- 
! Inp. (5)( 1,3): 
0000000000110000000000000010000000000100 
£0 01110001100010010110110 
£110 

--------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,3)- 
0000000000110000000000000010000000000100 
£1 11110000000100100000000 
£70 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 1,3): 
0000000000110000000000000010000000000100 
&1 10010110000111111000000 
4110 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,4)- 
0000000000110000000000001000100000000000 
G0 11100110100001001010010 
4100 

--------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,4): 
0000000000110000000000001000100000000000 
G1 00011000100100100010010 
480 

! Inp. (3)( 1.4): 
0000000000110000000000001000100000000000 
i0 10000000100010010010010 
£60 

! Inp. (4)( 1.4): 
0000000000110000000000001000100000000000 
L0 11111111000001001100100 
8120 

! Inp. (5)( 1.4): 
0000000000110000000000001000100000000000 
40 10011001000010010100100 
£80 

--------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,4)- 
0000000000110000000000001000100000000000 
61 00000001000100100100100 
£60 

! Inp. (1)( 1,5)- 
0000000000110000000000001000000000000100 
il 00000111100101101110110 
4130 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,5): 
0000000000110000000000001000000000000100 
G1 00011110000101101000000 
£90 
. _______________ 
! Inp. (3)( 1.5): 
0000000000110000000000001000000000000100 
40 10000110000011011000000 
£70 

! Xnp. (4)( 1.5): 
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0000000000110000000000001000000000000100 
81 01100001100110110110110 
4130 

ITnp. (5)( 1,5): 
0000000000110000000000001000000000000100 
41 01111000000110110000000 
890 

--------------- 
! Tnp. (6)( 1,5): 
0000000000110000000000001000000000000100 
40 11100000000000000000000 
830 

--------------- 
! Tnp. (1)( 1,8): 
0000000000110000000000000000000100000100 
80 00000110000001011000000 
450 
! --------------- 
lTnp. 12)t 1,8): 
0000000000110000000000000000000100000100 
81 11100001100100110110110 
4130 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1.8): 
0000000000110000000000000000000100000100 
81 11111000000100110000000 
890 

--------------- 
! Inp. (4)( 1,8): 
0000000000110000000000000000000100000100 
80 01100000000010000000000 
. 30 
! --------------- 
! Tnp. (5)( 1.8): 
0000000000110000000000000000000100000100 
&1 10011110000111101000000 
4110 

--------------- 
IXny. (6)( 1,8): 
0000000000110000000000000000000100000100 
81 10000111100111101110110 
4150 

! Inp. (1)( 1,9): 
0000000000110000000000001000000010000000 
&0 11100000000001000000000 
"0 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,91: 
0000000000110000000000001000000010000000 
40 10000110000010011000000 
460 

! Inp. (3)( 1.9)- 
0000000000110000000000001000000010000000 
&1 00011110000100101000000 
L80 

--------------- 
llnp. (4)( 1.9): 
0000000000110000000000001000000010000000 
&1 01111000000111110000000 
4100 

! Inp. (S)( 1,9) 
0000000000110000000000001000000010000000 
&1 00000111100100101110110 
4120 

--------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,9): 
0000000000110000000000001000000010000000 
11 01100001100111110110110 
1.140 

Examples with one track blocked in each case: ! Inp. (1)( 1,1). - 
0000000000000000100000000100000000010000 
1.0 00111111111001001100101 
4140 
1 --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1.1): 
0000000000000000100000000100000000010000 
41 11000001111100100100101 
4120 

--------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000100000000100000000010000 
&0 00100110011001001010011 
. 100 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (4)( 1.1): 
0000000000000000100000000100000000010000 
&1 11011000011100100010011 
1.120 

! Inp. (5)( 1.1)- 
_ 

0000000000000000100000000100000000010000 
41 11000111100100100111110 
1.140 
! ---------°°-- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000100000000100000000010000 
1.1 11011110000100100001000 
1.100 

! lnp"(7)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000100000000100000000010000 
&0 00100000000001001001000 
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&40 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,2): 
0000000000000000100000000000001000000010 
&0 00011111111000100001001 
&110 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1.2): 
0000000000000000100000000000001000000010 
&0 00011001100000100010010 
&70 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,2): 
0000000000000000100000000000001000000010 
&0 00000000000000100100100 
&30 

--------------- 
! Inp. (4)( 1.2)- 
0000000000000000100000000000001000000010 
&1 11100001111101001001001 
&130 

! --------------- 
! Inp"(5)( 1,2)- 
0000000000000000100000000000001000000010 
&1 11111000011101001111111 
&170 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,2): 
0000000000000000100000000000001000000010 
&1 11100111100101001010010 
&13 0 
! --------------- 
! inp. (7)( 1,2): 
0000000000000000100000000000001000000010 
&1 11111110000101001100100 
&130 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,3): 
0000000000000000100000000000000010000001 
&0 00000000000000001001001 
&30 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,3): 
0000000000000000100000000000000010000001 
&0 00000110011000001010010 
&70 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,3): 
0000000000000000100000000000000010000001 
&0 00011111111000001100100 
&110 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (4)( 1,3): 
0000000000000000100000000000000010000001 
&1 11111110000101100001001 
&130 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (5)( 1,3): 
0000000000000000100000000000000010000001 
&1 11111000011101100010010 
&130 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,3): 
0000000000000000100000000000000010000001 
&1 11100001111101100100100 
&130 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 1.3)- 
0000000000000000100000000000000010000001 
&1 11100111100101100111111 
&170 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,4): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&0 00010001111000000100100 
&70 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,4): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&1 11101111111101101100100 
&170 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,4): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&1 11110110011101101010010 
&150 

! Inp. (4)( 1,4): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&0 00001000011000000010010 
&50 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (5)( 1,4): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&0 00010111100000000111111 
&110 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,4): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&0 00001110000000000001001 
&50 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 1,4). - 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
1.1 11110000000101101001001 
&110 

! Inp. (8)( 1,4): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
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&1 11101001100101101111111 
&170 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,5): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&0 00010001111000000100100 
&70 
! --------------- ! Inp. (2)( 1,5): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&1 11101111111101101100100 
&170 
1 --------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,5): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&1 11110110011101101010010 
&150 
l--------------- 
! Inp. (4)( 1,5): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&0 00001000011000000010010 
&50 

'"InP (5)( 1,5): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&0 00010111100000000111111 
&110 

--------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,5)- 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
&0 00001110000000000001001 
&50 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 1,5): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
1.1 11110000000101101001001 
&110 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (8)( 1,5): 
0000000000000000100000000010000000000001 
1.1 11101001100101101111111 
&170 

"'--------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,6): 
0000000000000000100000000000010000001000 
&0 00000111101100100111111 
&130 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,6): 
0000000000000000100000000000010000001000 
&0 00011110001100100001001 
&90 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,6): 
0000000000000000100000000000010000001000 
1.1 11100000001001001001001 
&90 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (4)( 1,6): 
0000000000000000100000000000010000001000 
1.1 11111111110001001100100 
&150 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (5)( 1,6): 
0000000000000000100000000000010000001000 
&0 00000001110100100100100 
&70 
e--------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,6): 
0000000000000000100000000000010000001000 
1.1 11100110010001001010010 
&110 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 1,6): 
0000000000000000100000000000010000001000 
&0 00011000010100100010010 
&70 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,7): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&0 00000001000000000000100 
&20 
l--------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,7): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
1.0 00011110111000000101001 
&100 
! --------------- 
! Inp"(3)( 1,7): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&0 00011000100000000110010 
&60 

! Inp. (4)( 1.7): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&1 11100000111101101101001 
&140 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (S)( 1.7): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&1 11100110100101101110010 
&140 

! Inp. (1)( 1,8): 
- 

0000000000000000100000001001000000000000 
&l 00000011111100100101101 
&120 

! ImP. (2)( 1.8): 
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0000000000000000100000001001000000000000 
61 00011010011100100011011 
&12 0 

! --------------- ! lnp. (3)( 1,8): 
0000000000000000100000001001000000000000 
&0 11100010000001001000000 
&60 
! "--------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,8): 
0000000000000000100000001001000000000000 
&0 11100100011001001011011 
&120 

lInp. (5)( 1,8): 
0000000000000000100000001001000000000000 
&1 00000101100100100110110 

&100 
! --------------- ! Inp. (6)( 1,8): 
0000000000000000100000001001000000000000 
&0 11111101111001001101101 
&160 
'"--------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 1,8): 
0000000000000000100000001001000000000000 
&1 00011100000100100000000 
&60 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 1,9): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&0 00000001000000000000100 

&20 
! -------------- ! Inp. (2)( 1,9): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&0 00011110111000000101001 
&100 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,9): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&0 00011000100000000110010 
&60 

! Inp. (4)( 1,9): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&1 11100000111101101101001 
&140 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (5)( 1.9): 
0000000000000000100000000000100001000000 
&1 11100110100101101110010 
&140 

! Inp. (1)( 1,10): 
0000000000000000100000000001000000010000 
&0 00011101111000000100101 
&100 

! Inp. (2)( 1,10) 
0000000000000000100000000001000000010000 
&1 11100011111101101100101 
&160 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,10)- 
0000000000000000100000000001000000010000 
&0 00000100011000000010011 
&60 

! Inp. (4)( 1,10): 
0000000000000000100000000001000000010000 
&1 11111010011101101010011 
&160 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (5)( 1,10): 
0000000000000000100000000001000000010000 
&0 00000010000000000001000 
&20 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,10): 
0000000000000000100000000001000000010000 
&1 11111100000101101001000 
&120 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 1,10): 
0000000000000000100000000001000000010000 
&1 11100101100101101111110 
&160 

'Inp. (1)( 2,1)- 
0000001000000000000000000010000100000000 
&1 11110000011101111011011 
&160 

! Inp. (2)( 2,1)_ 
- 

0000001000000000000000000010000100000000 
&0 00010001100000010110110 
&80 

! Inp. (3)( 2,1): 
0000001000000000000000000010000100000000 
&0 00001000000000010000000 
&20 
'"--------------- 
! Inp. (4)( 2,1): 
0000001000000000000000000010000100000000 
&0 01110001111011001101101 
&140 
! --------------- 
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! Inp. (5)( 2,1): 
0000001000000000000000000010000100000000 
&0 01101000011011001011011 
&120 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 2,1): 
0000001000000000000000000010000100000000 
&1 10010000000110100000000 
&60 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 2,1)- 
0000001000000000000000000010000100000000 
&1 10001001100110100110110 
&120 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (1)( 2,2): 
0000001000000000000000000100000010000000 
&0 00100000000001000000000 
&20 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 2,2): 
0000001000000000000000000100000010000000 
&0 01000000011010011011011 
&100 

--------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 2,2): 
0000001000000000000000000100000010000000 
&0 01011001111010011101101 
&140 

! --------------- ! Inp. (4)( 2,2): 
0000001000000000000000000100000010000000 
&1 11011000011100101011011 
&140 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (5)( 2,2). - 
0000001000000000000000000100000010000000 
&1 11000001111100101101101 
&140 

Example with all tracks available and nodes to be linked (3 and 14) 
! Inp. (1)( 1,1): 

0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&1 11101111111100100101101 
&170 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (2)( 1,1)- 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&0 00001110000001001000000 
&50 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (3)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&0 00001000011001001011011 
&90 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (4)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&1 11101001100100100110110 
&130 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (5)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&0 01101000000010010000000 
&50 

--------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&1 10001001111111111101101 
&170 

--------------- 
! Inp. (7)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&0 01110111111010010101101 
&150 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (6)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&0 00010001111001001101101 
&110 

! Inp. (9)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&0 00010111100001001110110 
&110 
'--------------- 
! Inp. (10)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&0 01110001100010010110110 
&110 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (11)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&1 11110000000100100000000 
&70 
! --------------- ! lnp. (12)( 1,1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&1 10010110000111111000000 
&110 
! --------------- 
! Inp. (13)( 1.1): 
0000000000000000000000000010000000000100 
&1 10010000011111111011011 
&150 
! --------------- 
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1.2 Drawings of layouts used 

Training and testing-1 data sets: 
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Testing-2 data set: 
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Appendix B 
Artificial Neural Network Selected 
For Use in the Multi-Vehicle Case 
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The ANN selected for use in the multiple vehicle case is a backpropagation type ANN with an 

architecture based on REPRESENTATION 2, and LAYOUT 
-3 order numbering, and is represented 

in the Figure below. Only a few connections are represented and the elements are numbered as in the 

tables representing the weights associated with each connection. The ANN has 34 input elements (2, 

..., 
35), 20 hidden elements (36,... 55), and two output elements (56,57). There is also a BIAS 

element which is connected to all other elements in the hidden and output layers. All other details are 

described in the following listing obtained from the package used to develop the ANN. 

Hidden layer 

Input layer 

bias 23 25 26 30 31 

Figure B- 1: Schematic representation of BP ANN selected for use in the multi-vehicle case. 
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Title: NxyFBc3. nnd (FEUP240395): Hl-20; IN-34; OUT=2 (L-0.3; Mom=0.6; Epo=50) 
Display Mode: Network Type: Hetero-Associative 

Display Style: default 
Control Strategy: backprop L/R Schedule: backprop 

100002 Learn 0 Recall 0 Layer 
50 Aux 10 Aux 20 Aux 3 

L/R Schedule: backprop 
Recall Step 10000 

Input Clamp 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Firing Density 100.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Temperature 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Gain 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Modifier 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Learn Step 5000 0000 
Coefficient 1 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Coefficient 2 0.6000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Coefficient 3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Temperature 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

10 Parameters 
Learn Data: File Rand. (trfbw2lc) 

Recall Data: File Seq. (tefw2lc) 
Result File: Desired Output, Output 

UserlO Program: userio 
I/P Ranges: 0.0000,1.0000 
O/P Ranges: 0.0000,1.0000 

I/P Start Col: 1 O/P Start Col: 35 
MinMax Table: default f entries: 0 

Layer: 1 
PES: 1 Sum: Sum 

Spacing: 5 F' offset: 0.00 Transfer: Linear 
Shape: Square Output: Direct 
Scale: 1.00 Low Limit: 0.00 Error Punc: standard 

Offset: 0.00 High Limit: 9999.00 Learn: --None-- 
Init Low: -0.100 Init High: 0.100 L/R Schedule: (Network) 
Winner 1: None Winner 2: None 
PE: Bias 

1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 1.000 Transfer 1.000 Output 

0 Weights -105.941 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Layer: In 

PSS: 34 Sum: Sum 
Spacing: 1 F' offset: 0.00 Transfer: Linear 

Shape: Square Output: Direct 
Scale: 1.00 Low Limit: -9999.00 Error Func: standard 

Offset: 0.00 High Limit: 9999.00 Learn: --None-- 
Init Low: -0.100 Init High: 0.100 L/R Schedule: (Network) 
Winner 1: None Winner 2: None 
PE: 2 

1.000 Error Factor 
1.000 Sum 1.000 Transfer 1.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.003 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 3 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.005 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 4 
1.000 Error Factor 
1.000 Sum 1.000 Transfer 1.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.005 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 5 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.014 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 6 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.001 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 7 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.002 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 8 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.000 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 9 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.000 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 10 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.006 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 11 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.001 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 12 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.005 Error 0.000 Current Error 

PE: 13 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.006 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PB: 14 
1.000 Error Factor 
1.000 Sum 1.000 Transfer 1.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.002 Error 0.000 Current Error 

PE: 15 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.000 Error 0.000 Current Error 
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Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
PE: 16 

1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.012 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 17 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.007 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 18 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.006 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 19 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 weights 0.008 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 20 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.015 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 21 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.009 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 22 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.009 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 23 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.022 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 24 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.000 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 25 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.016 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 26 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.148 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 27 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.065 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 28 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.020 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 29 
1.000 Error Factor 
1.000 Sum 1.000 Transfer 1.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.043 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 30 
1.000 Error Factor 
1.000 Sum 1.000 Transfer 1.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.011 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 31 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.119 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 32 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.055 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 33 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.008 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 34 
1.000 Error Factor 
1.000 Sum 1.000 Transfer 1.000 Output 

0 Weights 0.016 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

PE: 35 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.000 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 

0 Weights -0.017 Error 0.000 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

Layer: Hidden 1 
PEs: 20 Sum: Sum 

Spacing: 1 P" of fset: 0.00 Tr ansfer: Sigmoid 
Shape: Square Output: Direct 
Scale: 1.00 Low Limit: -9999.00 Err or Func: standard 

Offset: 0.00 High Limit: 9999.00 Learn: Delta-Rule 
Init Low: -0.100 Init High: 0.100 L/R Schedule: (Network) 
Winner 1: None Winner 2: None 
PE: 36 

1.000 Error Factor 

-3.617 Sum 0.026 Transfer 0.026 Output 
35 Weights -0.000 Error -0.002 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0 000 -1.0668 V-a +0.0014 

2 +1.0 000 -0.4809 V-a -0.0000 
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3 +0.0000 -0.7730 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.4476 V-a -0.0000 
5 +0.0000 -0.3065 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.1028 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.2356 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.1545 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.6942 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.5234 V-a -0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.4207 V-a -0.0001 
12 +0.0000 -0.0358 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.0882 V-a -0.0001 
14 +1.0000 +0.0508 V-a -0.0001 
15 +0.0000 +0.0239 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 +0.0364 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -0.3317 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.2053 V-a -0.0001 
19 +0.0000 +0.0805 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.2331 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.1650 V-a -0.0001 
22 +0.0000 -0.0560 V-a -0.0000 
23 +0.0000 -0.3590 V-a -0.0000 
24 +0.0000 -0.1800 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.2080 V-a +0.0016 
26 +0.0000 -0.7782 V-a -0.0001 
27 +0.0000 -0.6810 V-a +0.0015 
28 +0.0000 -1.0251 V-a -0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -0.9004 V-a -0.0000 
30 +1.0000 +0.5998 V-a +0.0015 
31 +0.0000 +0.5493 V-a +0.0016 
32 +0.0000 +0.3655 V-a -0.0002 
33 +0.0000 -0.5425 V-a -0.0001 
34 +1.0000 -1.3694 V-a -0.0002 
35 +0.0000 -0.3990 V-a +0.0000 

PE: 37 
1.000 Error Factor 

-4.511 Sum 0.011 Transfer 0.011 Output 
35 Weights 0.000 Error 0.042 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -7.8892 V-a +0.0000 

2 +1.0000 -0.9810 V-a +0.0001 
3 +0.0000 -0.7849 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -1.6155 V-a +0.0001 
5 +0.0000 -0.4572 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 -1.9364 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.6955 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.3677 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -0.6501 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.4091 V-a -0.0000 
11 +0.0000 +0.0650 V-a -0.0000 
12 +0.0000 -0.5825 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.3359 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.2957 V-a +0.0001 
15 +0.0000 -0.2921 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -1.7831 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -0.5384 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 +0.1614 V-a -0.0000 
19 +0.0000 -0.1688 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.3956 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.3320 V-a -0.0000 
22 +0.0000 +0.8515 V-a -0.0000 
23 +0.0000 +0.5836 V-a -0.0001 
24 +0.0000 -1.0199 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -0.5747 V-a -0.0000 
26 +0.0000 -1.5014 V-a -0.0000 
27 +0.0000 +1.6436 V-a -0.0001 
28 +0.0000 +4.9230 V-a -0.0001 
29 +1.0000 +4.8420 V-a +0.0001 
30 +1.0000 +1.7957 V-a +0.0001 
31 +0.0000 -7.0644 V-a +0.0000 
32 +0.0000 -2.9957 V-a -0.0001 
33 +0.0000 -1.2643 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 -0.3668 V-a +0.0000 
35 +0.0000 -0.3720 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 38 
1.000 Error Factor 

-7.329 Sum 0.001 Transfer 0.001 Output 
35 Weights 0.000 Error 0.107 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -1.6700 V-a -0.0000 

2 +1.0000 -0.5104 V-a -0.0001 
3 +0.0000 -0.5993 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.4704 V-a +0.0000 
5 +0.0000 -1.3943 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.2745 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 +0.0208 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.7279 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -0.0123 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 +0.3056 V-a -0.0001 
11 +0.0000 -0.7762 V-a -0.0003 
12 +0.0000 -0.5999 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.1018 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 +0.3798 V-a -0.0002 
15 +0.0000 +0.2373 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 +0.1287 V-a -0.0001 
17 +0.0000 -0.8275 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.3735 V-a -0.0000 
19 +0.0000 +0.0368 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.0706 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.7624 V-a -0.0000 
22 +0.0000 +0.2139 V-a -0.0001 
23 +0.0000 -0.0152 V-a -0.0000 
24 +0.0000 -0.3002 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.0361 V-a +0.0003 
26 +0.0000 +3.6579 V-a -0.0000 
27 +0.0000 +2.7082 V-a -0.0001 
28 +0.0000 -4.4114 V-a -0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -4.0402 V-a +0.0000 
30 +1.0000 +0.1526 V-a +0.0001 
31 +0.0000 -5.0034 V-a +0.0003 
32 +0.0000 -1.7809 V-a -0.0004 
33 +0.0000 -0.1214 V-a -0.0003 
34 +1.0000 -1.1714 V-a -0.0004 
35 +0.0000 -0.0767 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 39 
1.000 Error Factor 

-12.022 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 
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35 Weights 0.000 Error -0.037 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

Bias +1.0000 -4.1677 V-a -0.0000 
2 +1.0000 -0.3143 V-a +0.0007 
3 +0.0000 -0.3232 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 +0.1953 V-a +0.0000 
5 +0.0000 +0.1876 V-a +0.0000 
6 +0.0000 -0.5359 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.5083 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.3328 V-a +0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.2474 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.4321 V-a +0.0007 
11 +0.0000 -4.0780 V-a +0.0000 
12 +0.0000 +0.3302 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.1208 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.3068 V-a +0.0000 
15 +0.0000 -0.3258 V-a -0.0000 
16 +0.0000 +0.2656 V-a +0.0007 
17 +0.0000 +0.3665 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.1392 V-a +0.0000 
19 +0.0000 -0.8396 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.5313 V-a -0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.8424 V-a +0.0000 
22 +0.0000 -0.4063 V-a +0.0007 
23 +0.0000 -1.2576 V-a +0.0000 
24 +0.0000 -0.1059 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -1.4072 V-a -0.0007 
26 +0.0000 +0.0823 V-a -0.0000 
27 +0.0000 +1.8627 V-a -0.0000 
28 +0.0000 -5.2121 V-a +0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -5.1077 V-a -0.0000 
30 +1.0000 -3.2453 V-a -0.0007 
31 +0.0000 +3.4661 V-a -0.0007 
32 +0.0000 +2.1385 V-a +0.0007 
33 +0.0000 +1.1357 V-a +0.0000 
34 +1.0000 +0.9248 V-a +0.0007 
35 +0.0000 -0.2878 V-a +0.0000 

40 
1.000 Error Factor 

-3.619 Sum 0.026 Transfer 0.026 Output 
35 Weights -0.004 Error -0.138 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 +2.0397 V-a -0.0010 

2 +1.0000 +0.2080 V-a -0.0011 
3 +0.0000 -1.0988 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.6035 V-a -0.0010 
5 +0.0000 +0.1353 V-a +0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.7041 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.2120 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.5678 V-a +0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.4456 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 +0.1467 V-a -0.0001 
11 +0.0000 +0.2592 V-a -0.0000 
12 +0.0000 +0.0754 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -1.0995 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 +0.4136 V-a -0.0010 
15 +0.0000 +0.1184 V-a -0.0000 
16 +0.0000 +1.0441 V-a -0.0001 
17 +0.0000 -0.6252 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.7073 V-a -0.0000 
19 +0.0000 -0.4905 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.8040 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.3438 V-a -0.0000 
22 +0.0000 -0.0911 V-a -0.0001 
23 +0.0000 -1.5516 V-a +0.0000 
24 +0.0000 +0.2254 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -0.6431 V-a +0.0002 
26 +0.0000 +1.0905 V-a -0.0000 
27 +0.0000 +1.1723 V-a +0.0001 
28 +0.0000 -2.8701 V-a -0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -1.5579 V-a -0.0010 
30 +1.0000 -2.7702 V-a -0.0009 
31 +0.0000 +0.1420 V-a +0.0002 
32 +0.0000 -0.4261 V-a -0.0001 
33 +0.0000 -5.9191 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 -1.3558 V-a -0.0012 
35 +0.0000 -5.3742 V-a -0.0000 

41 
1.000 Error Factor 

-8.009 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 
35 Weights -0.000 Error -0.155 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -1.7947 V-a -0.0001 

2 +1.0000 +0.3442 V-a -0.0000 
3 +0.0000 +0.1646 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 +0.6852 V-a -0.0000 
5 +0.0000 -1.6885 V-a +0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.0159 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 +0.6877 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.6098 V-a +0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -0.5971 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 +0.4496 V-a -0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -1.6876 V-a -0.0000 
12 +0.0000 -0.3307 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.1996 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 +0.3383 V-a -0.0000 
15 +0.0000 -1.4385 V-a -0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.5345 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 +0.0616 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.0596 V-a -0.0000 
19 +0.0000 -0.3361 V-a -0.0000 
20 +0.0000 +0.7926 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.4890 V-a -0.0000 
22 +0.0000 -0.1123 V-a -0.0000 
23 +0.0000 +0.4293 V-a -0.0000 
24 +0.0000 +0.1883 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -1.2557 V-a +0.0000 
26 +0.0000 -1.2774 V-a +0.0000 
27 +0.0000 -1.2221 V-a -0.0000 
28 +0.0000 +1.3156 V-a -0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -2.7208 V-a -0.0000 
30 +1.0000 -3.3291 V-a -0.0000 
31 +0.0000 -0.2661 V-a +0.0000 
32 +0.0000 +0.1519 V-a -0.0000 
33 +0.0000 +0.5900 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 -1.5326 V-a -0.0001 

PE: 

PH: 
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35 +0.0000 -0.8779 V-a +0.0000 
PE: 42 

1.000 Error Factor 

-8.367 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 
35 Weights 0.000 Error 0.092 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 +2.7463 V-a -0.0006 

2 +1.0000 +0.0335 V-a +0.0003 
3 +0.0000 -0.2289 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.0928 V-a +0.0000 
5 +0.0000 +0.0705 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.7411 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.3239 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.1929 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.2764 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.0873 V-a +0.0002 
11 +0.0000 -0.0865 V-a -0.0000 
12 +0.0000 -0.8232 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.8241 V-a +0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.0092 V-a +0.0000 
15 +0.0000 -0.6945 V-a -0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.5654 V-a +0.0002 
17 +0.0000 +0.7445 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.2243 V-a +0.0000 
19 +0.0000 -0.9202 V-a -0.0000 
20 +0.0000 +0.1801 V-a -0.0000 
21 +0.0000 +0.2918 V-a +0.0000 
22 +0.0000 +0.6829 V-a +0.0003 
23 +0.0000 +0.2895 V-a -0.0000 
24 +0.0000 +0.3851 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -0.0884 V-a -0.0008 
26 +0.0000 +2.6572 V-a -0.0000 
27 +0.0000 +1.1798 V-a -0.0005 
28 +0.0000 -6.3961 V-a -0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -5.1107 V-a -0.0000 
30 +1.0000 -1.3212 V-a -0.0008 
31 +0.0000 -2.1418 V-a -0.0008 
32 +0.0000 -0.6944 V-a +0.0002 
33 +0.0000 -2.4346 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 -4.6137 V-a +0.0002 
35 +0.0000 +4.1488 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 43 
1.000 Error Factor 

-2.862 Sum 0.054 Transfer 0.054 Output 
35 Weights 0.001 Error 0.018 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -0.9876 V-a +0.0011 

2 +1.0000 -0.3614 V-a +0.0003 
3 +0.0000 -0.1736 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.1147 V-a +0.0003 
5 +0.0000 -0.1263 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 -0.1107 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 +0.0212 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.0504 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -0.0820 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.3726 V-a -0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.0862 V-a -0.0001 
12 +0.0000 -0.2152 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.0618 V-a -0.0001 
14 +1.0000 -0.2160 V-a +0.0002 
15 +0.0000 -0.0519 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.2226 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -0.0248 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.0306 V-a -0.0001 
19 +0.0000 -0.1302 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.5031 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.0609 V-a -0.0001 
22 +0.0000 -0.0152 V-a -0.0000 
23 +0.0000 -0.0882 V-a -0.0001 
24 +0.0000 -0.1759 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.2365 V-a +0.0011 
26 +0.0000 -0.6878 V-a -0.0001 
27 +0.0000 -0.3115 V-a +0.0009 
28 +0.0000 -0.8455 V-a -0.0001 
29 +1.0000 -0.7572 V-a +0.0002 
30 +1.0000 -0.3695 V-a +0.0013 
31 +0.0000 +0.7711 V-a +0.0012 
32 +0.0000 -0.1797 V-a -0.0003 
33 +0.0000 -0.4499 V-a -0.0001 
34 +1.0000 -0.0521 V-a -0.0000 
35 +0.0000 -0.4945 V-a +0.0000 

PE: 44 
1.000 Error Factor 

-11.675 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 
35 Weights 0.000 Error 0.210 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -4.7823 V-a +0.0001 

2 +1.0000 -1.8512 V-a +0.0000 
3 +0.0000 -0.6400 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -1.1648 V-a +0.0000 
5 +0.0000 +0.9702 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.0906 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -1.6480 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.0937 V-a +0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -0.1054 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -1.0056 V-a +0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.0722 V-a +0.0000 
12 +0.0000 -0.3536 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.8178 V-a +0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.9818 V-a +0.0000 
15 +0.0000 -0.4554 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.5539 V-a +0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -1.0720 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 +0.3692 V-a +0.0000 
19 +0.0000 +0.1363 V-a -0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.7909 V-a -0.0000 
21 +0.0000 +0.0486 V-a +0.0000 
22 +0.0000 +0.0882 V-a +0.0000 
23 +0.0000 -1.0271 V-a +0.0000 
24 +0.0000 -0.7648 V-a -0.0000 25 +0.0000 -0.1897 V-a -0.0000 
26 +0.0000 -0.7237 V-a +0.0000 
27 +0.0000 -0.0400 V-a +0.0001 
28 +0.0000 +3.7106 V-a +0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -5.2704 V-a +0.0000 
30 +1.0000 -1.5669 V-a +0.0000 
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31 +0.0000 +0.1191 V-a -0.0000 
32 +0.0000 +0.0879 V-a +0.0001 
33 +0.0000 -1.4335 V-a +0.0000 
34 +1.0000 +3.9426 V-a +0.0001 
35 +0.0000 +1.5553 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 45 
1.000 Error Factor 

-12.236 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 
35 Weights 0.000 Error -0.143 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -3.3969 V-a +0.0002 

2 +1.0000 +0.3066 V-a -0.0000 
3 +0.0000 -1.0669 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.3771 V-a +0.0000 
5 +0.0000 -0.9098 V-a +0.0000 
6 +0.0000 -0.4408 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 +0.3243 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.1820 V-a +0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.0770 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 +0.0495 V-a +0.0002 
11 +0.0000 -0.2190 V-a +0.0002 
12 +0.0000 -0.0485 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.5498 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.1662 V-a -0.0000 
15 +0.0000 +0.0531 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 +0.0873 V-a +0.0002 
17 +0.0000 -0.0058 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.7985 V-a -0.0000 
19 +0.0000 +0.4232 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.0699 V-a +0.0002 
21 +0.0000 -0.1955 V-a -0.0000 
22 +0.0000 +0.2271 V-a -0.0000 
23 +0.0000 +0.3769 V-a +0.0000 
24 +0.0000 +0.5823 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -0.3758 V-a +0.0000 
26 +0.0000 +1.6816 V-a +0.0002 
27 +0.0000 -0.0009 V-a -0.0000 
28 +0.0000 -5.6932 V-a +0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -2.7924 V-a +0.0002 
30 +1.0000 -2.9176 V-a -0.0001 
31 +0.0000 -1.1044 V-a -0.0000 
32 +0.0000 -0.8746 V-a +0.0002 
33 +0.0000 +6.3179 V-a +0.0002 
34 +1.0000 -2.8915 V-a +0.0002 
35 +0.0000 +4.0819 V-a +0.0002 

PE: 46 
1.000 Error Factor 

-2.387 Sum 0.084 Transfer 0.084 Output 
35 Weights 0.003 Error 0.045 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -1.3342 V-a +0.0014 

2 +1.0000 -0.1636 V-a +0.0010 
3 +0.0000 +0.1550 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.1223 V-a +0.0010 
5 +0.0000 -0.0696 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 -0.0688 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.1150 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.0415 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -0.4176 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.0440 V-a -0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.3474 V-a -0.0001 
12 +0.0000 -0.4631 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.0722 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.4732 V-a +0.0010 
15 +0.0000 -0.0958 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.6669 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 +0.1120 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.0596 V-a -0.0000 
19 +0.0000 +0.0160 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.0481 V-a -0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.0019 V-a -0.0000 
22 +0.0000 -0.2310 V-a +0.0000 
23 +0.0000 -0.0267 V-a -0.0001 
24 +0.0000 -0.3876 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.0286 V-a +0.0005 
26 +0.0000 -0.2051 V-a -0.0001 
27 +0.0000 +0.3295 V-a +0.0004 
28 +0.0000 -1.1660 V-a -0.0001 
29 +1.0000 -0.3007 V-a +0.0010 
30 +1.0000 -0.6240 V-a +0.0015 
31 +0.0000 +0.2053 V-a +0.0005 
32 +0.0000 -0.1954 V-a -0.0002 
33 +0.0000 -0.0890 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 +0.6385 V-a +0.0008 
35 +0.0000 -0.6521 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 47 
1.000 Error Factor 
0.942 Sum 0.720 Transfer 0.720 Output 

35 Weights 0.016 Error 0.077 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

Bias +1.0000 -1.6178 V-a +0.0050 
2 +1.0000 -0.1692 V-a +0.0047 
3 +0.0000 -0.5345 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 +0.1032 V-a +0.0047 
5 +0.0000 -0.8605 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 -0.4356 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.5318 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.2473 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.1787 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.9684 V-a -0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.2475 V-a -0.0002 
12 +0.0000 -0.1765 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.1848 V-a -0.0002 
14 +1.0000 +0.2895 V-a +0.0046 
15 +0.0000 -0.4625 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.2546 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -0.2744 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.4286 V-a -0.0002 
19 +0.0000 +0.3218 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 +0.4246 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.3197 V-a -0.0002 
22 +0.0000 +0.2254 V-a -0.0000 
23 +0.0000 +0.2260 V-a -0.0000 
24 +0.0000 +0.1101 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.4919 V-a +0.0006 
26 +0.0000 +2.9484 V-a -0.0002 
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27 +0.0000 +0.6975 V-a +0.0006 
28 +0.0000 -2.3426 V-a -0.0001 
29 +1.0000 -4.0604 V-a +0.0045 
30 +1.0000 +6.2098 V-a +0.0051 
31 +0.0000 -3.4650 V-a +0.0006 
32 +0.0000 -0.7247 V-a -0.0003 
33 +0.0000 -0.9233 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 +0.2199 V-a +0.0044 
35 +0.0000 -0.1505 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 48 
1.000 Error Factor 

-0.179 Sum 0.455 Transfer 0.455 Output 
35 Weights -0.014 Error -0.056 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -6.0805 V-a -0.0049 

2 +1.0000 -0.2127 V-a -0.0041 
3 +0.0000 -0.4046 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.1826 V-a -0.0041 
5 +0.0000 -0.0019 V-a +0.0000 
6 +0.0000 -1.0755 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.5967 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.0023 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.1182 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.7432 V-a +0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.1520 V-a +0.0003 
12 +0.0000 -0.4662 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.3425 V-a +0.0001 
14 +1.0000 -0.0272 V-a -0.0040 
15 +0.0000 -0.5301 V-a -0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.4381 V-a +0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -0.5901 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.1826 V-a +0.0001 
19 +0.0000 +0.3339 V-a -0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.1601 V-a -0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.6018 V-a +0.0001 
22 +0.0000 -0.2413 V-a +0.0000 
23 +0.0000 -0.6407 V-a -0.0001 
24 +0.0000 -0.4183 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -0.1209 V-a -0.0010 
26 +0.0000 -6.7289 V-a +0.0001 
27 +0.0000 -3.4123 V-a -0.0008 
28 +0.0000 -1.2914 V-a +0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -2.6272 V-a -0.0042 
30 +1.0000 +7.5111 V-a -0.0049 
31 +0.0000 +4.5950 V-a -0.0011 
32 +0.0000 +2.5967 V-a +0.0003 
33 +0.0000 +0.8245 V-a +0.0002 
34 +1.0000 +1.4103 V-a -0.0038 
35 +0.0000 +0.9014 V-a +0.0000 

PE: 49 
1.000 Error Factor 

-3.564 Sum 0.028 Transfer 0.028 Output 
35 Weights -0.002 Error -0.086 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -8.6765 V-a -0.0007 

2 +1.0000 -0.1585 V-a -0.0007 
3 +0.0000 +0.4613 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 +0.5633 V-a -0.0007 
5 +0.0000 +0.0456 V-a +0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.6482 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.3902 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 +0.0157 V-a +0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -3.1644 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.1950 V-a +0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.3505 V-a +0.0000 
12 +0.0000 -0.0635 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.3758 V-a +0.0000 
14 +1.0000 +0.1082 V-a -0.0007 
15 +0.0000 +0.2501 V-a -0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.2370 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -0.7561 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 +0.0827 V-a +0.0000 
19 +0.0000 -0.7240 V-a -0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.9342 V-a -0.0000 
21 +0.0000 +0.0120 V-a +0.0000 
22 +0.0000 -1.2016 V-a +0.0000 
23 +0.0000 -1.2429 V-a +0.0000 
24 +0.0000 -1.5571 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.0326 V-a -0.0000 
26 +0.0000 -2.7970 V-a +0.0000 
27 +0.0000 -1.7763 V-a +0.0000 
28 +0.0000 +3.1806 V-a +0.0000 
29 +1.0000 +3.7882 V-a -0.0007 
30 +1.0000 -0.5421 V-a -0.0007 
31 +0.0000 +2.9983 V-a -0.0000 
32 +0.0000 +1.1110 V-a +0.0000 
33 +0.0000 +0.5284 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 +1.3489 V-a -0.0007 
35 +0.0000 +0.2623 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 50 
1.000 Error Factor 

-4.072 Sum 0.017 Transfer 0.017 Output 
35 Weights -0.001 Error -0.031 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -1.1090 V-a -0.0000 

2 +1.0000 -0.2533 V-a -0.0003 
3 +0.0000 -0.3205 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 +0.0774 V-a -0.0002 
5 +0.0000 -0.4883 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 -0.1844 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 +0.1031 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.4179 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.0204 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 +0.0807 V-a -0.0001 
11 +0.0000 -0.4006 V-a -0.0001 
12 +0.0000 -0.2404 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.1718 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.0485 V-a -0.0002 
15 +0.0000 -0.3827 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.1550 V-a -0.0001 
17 +0.0000 +0.0488 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 +0.0147 V-a -0.0000 
19 +0.0000 +0.2013 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.1459 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.2613 V-a -0.0000 
22 +0.0000 -0.1941 V-a -0.0001 
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23 +0.0000 -0.1694 V-a -0.0002 
24 +0.0000 -0.2431 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -0.0687 V-a +0.0005 
26 +0.0000 -0.5303 V-a -0.0000 
27 +0.0000 +0.1412 V-a +0.0001 
28 +0.0000 -0.0011 V-a -0.0002 
29 +1.0000 -1.7510 V-a -0.0002 
30 +1.0000 -0.1510 V-a +0.0002 
31 +0.0000 -0.3165 V-a . 0.0005 
32 . 0.0000 +0.5410 V-a -0.0004 
33 +0.0000 -0.9427 V-a -0.0001 
34 +1.0000 -0.8383 V-a -0.0006 
35 +0.0000 -0.5197 V-a . 0.0000 

PE: 51 
1.000 Error Factor 

-3.885 Sum 0.020 Transfer 0.020 Output 
35 Weights -0.003 Error -0.151 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -1.7762 V-a -0.0009 

2 +1.0000 +0.0330 V-a -0.0009 
3 +0.0000 +0.0619 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.0717 V-a -0.0009 
5 +0.0000 -0.3034 V-a +0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.1581 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.0646 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.1795 V-a +0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -0.1394 V-a . 0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.0129 V-a +0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.5905 V-a -0.0002 
12 +0.0000 -0.2939 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.0933 V-a -0.0001 
14 +1.0000 -0.3561 V-a -0.0009 
15 +0.0000 +0.1069 V-a -0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.2231 V-a +0.0000 
17 +0.0000 +0.3412 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.2258 V-a -0.0001 
19 +0.0000 -0.0772 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 -0.1536 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 +0.2068 V-a -0.0001 
22 +0.0000 -0.5893 V-a -0.0000 
23 +0.0000 +0.0138 V-a +0.0001 
24 +0.0000 -0.0728 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.0508 V-a +0.0001 
26 +0.0000 +0.2825 V-a -0.0001 
27 . 0.0000 -0.5874 V-a +0.0001 
28 +0.0000 -4.5877 V-a +0.0000 
29 +1.0000 +1.3867 V-a -0.0010 
30 +1.0000 +1.9881 V-a -0.0009 
31 +0.0000 -0.1186 V-a +0.0001 
32 +0.0000 +0.5269 V-a -0.0001 
33 +0.0000 +0.2925 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 -5.0954 V-a -0.0010 
35 +0.0000 -2.8000 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 52 
1.000 Error Factor 

-8.739 Sum 0.000 Transfer 0.000 Output 
35 Weights -0.000 Error -0.108 Current Error 

Input FE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -1.5036 V-a -0.0000 

2 +1.0000 -0.6464 V-a -0.0000 
3 +0.0000 -0.1058 V-a -0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.0580 V-a -0.0000 
5 +0.0000 -0.6139 V-a +0.0000 
6 . 0.0000 -0.2249 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 +0.3520 V-a -0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.3156 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 -0.3941 V-a +0.0000 

10 +0.0000 +0.5395 V-a -0.0000 
11 +0.0000 -0.8103 V-a -0.0000 
12 +0.0000 -0.3472 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.2788 V-a -0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.6294 V-a -0.0000 
15 +0.0000 -0.5697 V-a -0.0000 
16 . 0.0000 -0.0701 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -0.1172 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.3567 V-a -0.0000 
19 +0.0000 +0.0073 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 +0.6543 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.5030 V-a -0.0000 
22 . 0.0000 -0.1240 V-a -0.0000 
23 +0.0000 +0.3436 V-a +0.0000 
24 +0.0000 -0.1393 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -0.5644 V-a -0.0000 
26 +0.0000 -0.2516 V-a -0.0000 
27 +0.0000 -0.0953 V-a -0.0000 
28 +0.0000 +1.4451 V-a +0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -2.9063 V-a -0.0000 
30 +1.0000 -1.1038 V-a -0.0000 
31 +0.0000 -0.2006 V-a -0.0000 
32 +0.0000 +0.3153 V-a -0.0000 
33 +0.0000 -1.6051 V-a -0.0000 
34 +1.0000 -1.8914 V-a -0.0000 
35 +0.0000 -1.4063 V-a +0.0000 

PS: 53 
1.000 Error Factor 

-5.475 Sum 0.004 Transfer 0.004 Output 
35 Weights -0.001 Error -0.204 Current Error 

Input PS Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -2.1868 V-a -0.0012 

2 +1.0000 -0.9425 V-a -0.0004 
3 +0.0000 -0.2433 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.5744 V-a -0.0003 
5 . 0.0000 +0.0599 V-a +0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.4902 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.8936 V-a -0.0000 8 +0.0000 -0.1579 V-a +0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.1216 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.3145 V-a -0.0002 
11 +0.0000 -0.3255 V-a -0.0008 
12 +0.0000 -0.4074 V-a +0.0000 
13 +0.0000 -0.0354 V-a -0.0004 14 +1.0000 -0.3258 V-a -0.0007 
15 . 0.0000 -0.4348 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.5761 V-a -0.0002 17 +0.0000 +0.0837 V-a +0.0000 
18 +0.0000 +0.5424 V-a -0.0004 
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19 +0.0000 +0.2101 V-a +0.0000 
20 +0.0000 +0.1278 V-a +0.0000 
21 +0.0000 -0.0797 V-a -0.0004 
22 +0.0000 -0.3675 V-a -0.0002 
23 +0.0000 -0.2855 V-a -0.0000 
24 +0.0000 -0.5362 V-a +0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.4077 V-a +0.0000 
26 +0.0000 +2.0706 V-a -0.0004 
27 +0.0000 +1.5050 V-a -0.0005 
28 +0.0000 -4.6577 V-a -0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -6.3844 V-a -0.0006 30 +1.0000 +4.0154 V-a -0.0010 
31 +0.0000 -1.1497 V-a +0.0000 
32 +0.0000 -0.8846 V-a -0.0010 
33 +0.0000 -0.9003 V-a -0.0004 
34 +1.0000 +0.9181 V-a -0.0012 
35 +0.0000 +0.0065 V-a +0.0000 

PE: 54 
1.000 Error Factor 

-4.847 Sum 0. 008 Transfer 0.008 Output 
35 Weights 0. 001 Error 0.097 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -0.5440 V-a +0.0003 

2 +1.0000 -1.4636 V-a +0.0002 
3 +0.0000 +0.5812 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 -0.3738 V-a +0.0002 
5 +0.0000 +0.4073 V-a -0.0000 
6 +0.0000 +0.0746 V-a +0.0000 
7 +0.0000 -0.1244 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.0180 V-a -0.0000 
9 +0.0000 +0.4395 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.0234 V-a -0.0000 
11 +0.0000 +0.7143 V-a -0.0000 
12 +0.0000 -0.0155 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.1744 V-a +0.0000 
14 +1.0000 -0.8728 V-a +0.0002 
15 +0.0000 -0.8233 V-a +0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -1.5328 V-a -0.0000 
17 +0.0000 -0.2255 V-a -0.0000 18 +0.0000 -0.9907 V-a +0.0000 
19 +0.0000 +0.0113 V-a -0.0000 
20 +0.0000 +0.7109 V-a -0.0000 
21 +0.0000 +0.1548 V-a +0.0000 
22 +0.0000 -0.2293 V-a +0.0000 
23 +0.0000 -0.1006 V-a -0.0000 
24 +0.0000 -0.7222 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 -0.6452 V-a +0.0001 
26 +0.0000 -1.3080 V-a -0.0000 27 +0.0000 -1.7833 V-a +0.0001 
28 +0.0000 -1.1290 V-a -0.0000 
29 +1.0000 -0.0818 V-a +0.0002 
30 +1.0000 -1.2013 V-a +0.0004 
31 +0.0000 +0.6199 V-a +0.0001 
32 +0.0000 -0.5871 V-a -0.0000 
33 +0.0000 -0.7142 V-a -0.0000 34 +1.0000 -0.3077 V-a +0.0002 
35 +0.0000 -0.2326 V-a -0.0000 

PE: 55 
1.000 Error Factor 

-2.246 Sum 0. 096 Transfer 0.096 Output 
35 Weights 0. 009 Error 0.099 Current Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 
Bias +1.0000 -1.2727 V-a +0.0034 

2 +1.0000 -0.1312 V-a +0.0029 
3 +0.0000 +0.5266 V-a +0.0000 
4 +1.0000 +0.0962 V-a +0.0026 
5 +0.0000 -0.0835 V-a -0.0000 6 +0.0000 -0.3611 V-a -0.0000 
7 +0.0000 +0.0726 V-a +0.0000 
8 +0.0000 -0.2771 V-a -0.0000 9 +0.0000 -0.6525 V-a -0.0000 

10 +0.0000 -0.0782 V-a +0.0002 
11 +0.0000 -0.1419 V-a +0.0009 
12 +0.0000 -0.9555 V-a -0.0000 
13 +0.0000 +0.3499 V-a +0.0007 
14 +1.0000 -0.4694 V-a +0.0029 
15 +0.0000 +0.2274 V-a -0.0000 
16 +0.0000 -0.8660 V-a +0.0002 
17 +0.0000 +0.0967 V-a -0.0000 
18 +0.0000 -0.3539 V-a +0.0007 
19 +0.0000 +0.4781 V-a -0.0000 20 +0.0000 +0.1408 V-a -0.0001 
21 +0.0000 +0.5348 V-a +0.0007 
22 +0.0000 -0.2833 V-a +0.0003 
23 +0.0000 +0.1052 V-a +0.0001 
24 +0.0000 -0.9549 V-a -0.0000 
25 +0.0000 +0.6654 V-a -0.0006 26 +0.0000 +1.3874 V-a +0.0006 
27 +0.0000 +0.7244 V-a +0.0002 
28 +0.0000 -2.1221 V-a +0.0001 
29 +1.0000 -1.7942 V-a +0.0031 
30 +1.0000 -0.2975 V-a +0.0030 
31 +0.0000 +0.6888 V-a -0.0006 32 +0.0000 -0.3599 V-a +0.0014 
33 +0.0000 +1.9001 V-a +0.0002 
34 +1.0000 +1.6441 V-a +0.0040 
35 +0.0000 -3.0554 V-a -0.0001 Layer: Out 

PEs: 2 Sum: Sum 
Spacing: 5 P' offset: 0.00 Transfer: Sigmoid 

Shape: Square Output: Direct 
Scale: 1.00 Low Limit : -9999.00 Error Func: standard 

Offset: 0.00 High Limit : 9999.00 Learn: Delta-Rule 
Init Low: -0.100 Init High : 0.100 L/R Schedule: (Network) 
Winner 1: None Winner 2: None 
PE: 56 

1.000 Error Factor 
-1.077 Sum 0.254 Transfer 0.254 Output 

21 Weights -0.048 Error -0.254 Current Error 
Input PE Input Value Weight Type Delta Weight 

Bias +1.0000 -0.3322 V-a -0.0162 36 +0.0262 +0.5511 V-a -0.0003 37 +0.0109 +0.5045 V-a -0.0002 38 +0.0007 -1.0210 V-a -0.0002 39 +0.0000 -1.1201 V-a -0.0003 40 +0.0261 +2.8605 V-a -0.0009 
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41 +0.0003 +3.1951 V-a -0.0000 
42 +0.0002 -2.1260 V-a +0.0000 
43 +0.0541 +0.0089 V-a -0.0008 
44 +0.0000 -4.3171 V-a -0.0001 
45 +0.0000 +3.0464 V-a +0.0006 
46 +0.0842 -0.6524 V-a -0.0014 
47 +0.7195 -1.0171 V-a -0.0120 
48 +0.4554 +0.0682 V-a -0.0072 
49 +0.0276 +0.5193 V-a -0.0004 
50 +0.0167 +0.8864 V-a -0.0004 
51 +0.0201 +3.1093 V-a -0.0002 
52 +0.0002 +2.1596 V-a -0.0000 
53 +0.0042 +4.2184 V-a -0.0008 
54 +0.0078 -1.6291 V-a -0.0001 
55 +0.0957 -2.1958 V-a -0.0025 

PE: 57 
1.000 Error Factor 

-0.306 Sum 0.424 Transfer 
21 Weights 0.019 Error 

Input PE Input Value Weight Type 
Bias +1.0000 -0.2125 V-a 

36 "0.0262 +1.3006 V-a 
37 +0.0109 +3.5974 V-a 
38 +0.0007 +3.1251 V-a 
39 +0.0000 -4.9264 V-a 
40 +0.0261 +0.0053 V-a 
41 +0.0003 -0.0650 V-a 
42 +0.0002 -0.5404 V-a 
43 +0.0541 +1.0160 V-a 
44 +0.0000 +0.0925 V-a 
45 +0.0000 +0.1859 V-a 
46 +0.0842 +0.7117 V-a 
47 +0.7195 *1.5514 V-a 
48 . 0.4554 -2.8014 V-a 
49 +0.0276 -3.3067 V-a 
50 +0.0167 +0.6253 V-a 
51 +0.0201 -0.0789 V-a 
52 +0.0002 -0.2383 V-a 
53 +0.0042 -0.0584 V-a 
54 +0.0078 *0.9967 V-a 
55 +0.0957 -0.3740 V-a 

0.424 Output 
0.076 Current Error 

Delta Weight 
+0.0058 
+0.0020 
+0.0000 
-0.0001 
-0.0000 
+0.0021 
-0.0001 
+0.0029 
+0.0017 
-0.0015 
+0.0000 
+0.0009 

+0.0057 +0.0062 
+0.0001 
+0.0005 
+0.0021 
-0.0002 
+0.0035 
+0.0001 
+0.0015 
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Appendix 
Listing of the Code Used to Implement the 
Interface Program for the Hybrid Solution 
in a Multi-Vehicle case 

This appendix contains a listing of the code used to implement the interface program to the ANN in a 

multi-vehicle case. The code was written and implemented using the Microsoft C package version 6.0 

for MS-DOS (Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399, USA). 

The main phases of this program are described in Chapter 8, which basically provide the possibility to 

test the different strategies based on an ANN which were proposed for the multi-vehicle case. 

The listing includes the main program (section 1.1) developed according to the requirements defined 

by the ANN software package (NeuralWorks Professional II [NeuralWare, Inc., Pittsburgh, USA]) to 

implement a user defined interface to the ANN. A number of functions and variables were defined and 

implemented in a separate file and are also listed in a subsequent section, section 1.2. 
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1.1 Code Listing of Main Program 

/"": """" NN_ALLR6. c 27/08/96 """""::.. / 

#include "userutl. h" 
#include "fuh_allr. c" 
#ifndef SUN 
#ifndef DLC 
#include <stdlib. h> 
#endif 
#endif 

....................................... ... ............... ./ 
/" funcao UsrIO () pars teste da interface com WORKS "/ 

User I/O "Cl Interface 

/" - define input and output vectors "/ 
/" - read ANN output "/ 

/" - interpret and make decisions "/ 
/" - update ? diN input 

(funcionamento em continuo com geracao automatica e "/ 

/" aleatoria dos NOS origem a destino pars coda veiculo) "/ 

/" NAO USAR OS NOMES DE VARIAVEIS: record, x_tenqp, y_temp "/ 

static int flag_inicio - (0); /" permits identificar a primeira (inicio)"/ 

/" especificacao de dados "/ 

static char flag_veiculo " ('N'); 

static int InitFiag - (0); 

static long int Num_Iter " (0); 

static long int tpo_abs - (0); 

static int Semente -(1); 

static int Lockstep "{0); /"referencia pars deadlocks: aax. percurso ate dest. "/ 

static int N_Array Dim a (15); /* dimensao definida pare os arrays melNOl/NO2/T"/ 

static long int DeadV_Cont - (0); 
static long int flag DCont 1111 -(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 
static long int NotSolved (111 -(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 
static long int NotSoly - (0); 

static long int Solved (111 -(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 
static long int Solv_Tot - (0); 
static long int NotGood (111 -(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 
static long int Note Tot - (0); 

static int flag_Vcont (ill - (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 

static int flag NOSO (111 - (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 
static int flag_esp 1111 - (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 

static int LimLesp - (0); 

static int No_lixo - (0); 

static int MAQ_NOS (16)= (1.2,4,5.6,7,8,10.12,16,15,16,17,18,20,21); 

static int ALEATOR -(0); 
static float MNLPOI - 32767.00000; 

int UsrIO() /" handle NWORKS requests "/ 

char "sp, "spl, Dir_tesp, flag_lixo; 
int lixoNV, xforMl, M_wx, N_wy, M_wxl, nolyiain, jfMl, zfMl, no_t1M, lix_contP; 
int no_t2M, tr usa_t, ind_kl, ind 1c2, ind_k3, ind_k4, ind_k5, ind_k6; 
int movN02MO, lixoMl, lix_LM1, zero_lix, ifMl, ifM2, ifM3, f_Rl, f_R2, tpo_lixo; 

double saida-x, saiday; 
char but (100]; 

PILE "fich_001; /""" FILE pointer a ser usado ficheiro de resultados""/ 
FILE "fich_002; /""" FILE pointer a ser usado ficheiro de resultados""/ 
FILE `fich_003; /`"" FILE pointer a ser usado ficheiro de resultados**/ 

if ( Initelag -- 0)( 

/***" open any files which may be required at this point """"/ 
fich_001 - fopen ("filetesl. nnr", "a"); 
fich_002 - fopen ("filete0l. nnr", "a"); 
fich. 003 - fopen ("fileteO3. nnr", "a"); 
if Mich-001 -- NULL)II(fich_002 -= NULL)II(fich_003 =- NULL))( 

PutStr (" nao consequi abrir ficheiros "); 

/" definir aqui o numero de veiculos que queremos considerar "/ 
PutStr ("Num-VeiT (min: 1, max: 10). \n"); 
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sp " GetStr (); 
NunL-VeiT - atoi(sp); 
sprintf (but. "%d». NunLVeiT); 
PutStr (but); 
sp - GetStr (). 

/" definir aqui o numero aaximo de iteracoes da rede neuronal 
PutStr ("Num_Iter da rede neuronal ??? - '); 

sp - GetStr O; 
NumLlter - atol(sp); 
sprintf (buf, "%\ld ', NumLIter); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStr U; 

/" escolher a seed pars geracao dos numeros pseudo-aleatorios "/ 

PutStr ('Seed ???? - "); 
sp - GetStr O; 
Semente - atoi (sp); 

sprintf (buf. "%\d ', Semente); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStr (); 

Brand (Semente); 

/* escolher o numero awcimo pars referencia de possiveia deadlocks 
PutStr ("Mov/Wait Max. to Dealock (10.... 501??? " "); 
sp - GetStr (); 
Lockstep - atoi (sp); 

sprintf (buf, 'i\d -, Lock-step); 
PutStr (but); 
sp - GetStr (); 

P definir o tempo de espera saximo de um veiculo num NO am 
fazer reset dos tramos usados "/ 
PutStr (-Reset dos tramos apos Tempo espera 11... 501 ??? 

sp - GetStr (); 
Lim. 

_esp - atoi (sp); 

sprintf (buf, '%\d ', Lim-esp); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStr (); 

/" escolher a eatrategia de look-ahead pretendida "/ 

PutStr ('ESTRATEgia look_ahead: ALL(0). ONE(1), NONE (9)"); 

sp - GetStr 0; 
ESTRATE - atoi (sp); 

sprintf (buf, '%\d ". ESTRATE); 
PutStr (buf); 

sp - GetStr (); 

/" escolher a saida da rede como aleatoria "/ 

PutStr ('ANN output a random ? (Yes-1. No-011); 

sp - GetStr (); 
ALEATOR - atoi (sp); 

sprintf (buf, "i\d '. ALEATOR); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStr (); 

fprintf (Eich-001, "\n Num. Vehicles: %d\t Num. Iteracoes Rede NN: %\1d", NuoLVeiT, NusLIter); 
fprintf (fich_001, "\n Seed: td\n Max. Iter. to Dealock: Ed\n', Semente, Lock_step). 
fprintf (fich_001, '\n Reset dos tramps usados apps: %d\n', Lim. esp); 
fprintf (Eich-001,1\n ESTRATEgia- %d\n", ESTRATE); 

fprintf (fic1L002, "\n Num. Vehicles: %d\t Num. Iteracoes Rede NN: %\1d', NuULVeiT, NufLlter); 

fprintf (fich_002, "\n Seed: td\n Max. Iter. to Dealock: Ed\n', Semente, Lock_step); 

fprintf (fict-002,1\n Reset dos tramps usados apps: %d\n", LisLesp); 

fprintf (fich_002, "\n ESTRATEgia- %d\n', ESTRATE); 

fprintf (fich_003. \n Num. Vehicles: %d\t Num. Iteracoes Rede NN: %\1d", NurLVeiT, NunLlter); 

fprintf (fich_003,1\n Seed: %d\n Max. Iter. to Dealock: %d\n', Semente, Lock_step); 

fprintf (fich_003,1\n Reset dos tramps usados apps: %d\n', Lim_esp); 

fprintf (fich_003, "\n ESTRATE4ia- %d\n". ESTRATE); 

Initelag - 1; 

IORTNCDE " 0; 

if ((NuULVeiT < 1) 11 (NunLVeiT > Num 
. 
M=V))( 

PutStr (" Error in NuDLVeiT "); 

sprintf (buf, "NUm. VeiT - %d \n", Num VeiT); 
PutStr (buf); 

sp " GetStrl); 
IORTNCDE = -1; 

switch ( IOREQCDE) 
case RQLýTTENTION: 

break; 
case RQ_REWIND: 

break; 
case RQLJ. ST)RT: 

break; 
case RQLEARNIN: 

break; 
case RQ_LEARNOUT: 

break; 
case RQLEARNRSLT: 

break; 
case R(-, LEND: 

break; 
case RQ_RSTART: 

break; 
case RQ_READ: 

/rrr"r r"re""r"err" rrr r rrr rrrrr rrrrrr"rrre" r rrrr"rrrrrrrr rr/ 

/" reset das variaveis de usadas no program "! 
/" r/ 
/rrrrr rrrrr rr rrrr"rrrrrrrrrrrrr"rrrr rrrrrrrrr"rrrrrr rrr""r/ 

sy N", 
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if (flag_inicio -- 0)( 

tpo_lixo = 0; 
Veic_cont = 0; 
Veic_id = 0; 
nol. pain = 0; 
tpo = 0; 
tpo_abs = 0; 
ftramo_zero (); /' reset das matrizes qua representam 
mat_RLUD(); /* o estado dos tramos (MATTM/VE e 
mtra_RLUD(); MATR R/L/U/D, MATR/L/U/D 

fnos_tlivl); /* inicializacao das matrizes qua contem "/ 
f tra_liv O; 
fnos_tblo(); /* num do saidas possiveis de cad& no "/ 
fsaip_ini(); 

f-)Locup (); /* inicializacao de NOS_OCUP [1[] 
finest_no 0 (1; /' reset da matrix estado dos nos (MEST_NO(][1) "/ 

fmat_noVO (); /' reset da matriz veiculos em nos (MVEI_NO[1I1)*/ 

for (Lvx = 0; M_wx <M1 rray-Dim; M__wx++) ( 
for (N_wy = 0; N_wy < NumJ(axV; M_wy++)( 

vei_Pr [M_wx]IM_wyl = 0; 

vei_Pr_id [M_wx](M_wy1 = 0; 

me1M01 [N_wx1 [ZLMy] = 0; 

me1N02[M_vx1 [M_Ny] = 0; 

melT (TLwx1 tM_wy) = 0; 
tipo_so1V [ALwx1[x_wY1 = 0; 

} 
array_tra[M_wxl - 0; 

flag_vei - 0; 
flag_vpri = 0; 
tipo_sol = 0; 
for (Lvrn - 0; l_wx < Num_MaxV; M-wx ++)( 

staint_noV [1Lwxl = 0; 

endint_noV (M_wxl - 0; 
temp_seq [M_wx1 = 0; 
int_ordA (M_wx)[01 = 0; 
int_ordA tM_wxl(11 s 0; 
flag_esp (I_vx1 = 0; 

} 

for (M_wx = 0; M_vx < 5; M_vx ++)( 
registo (M_vxl = 0; 
flag_est IM_wx] = 0; 
curr_nod [M_wxl = 0; 
start_nod[M_rncl = 0; 
end-nod [X-wxl 0; 

} 

/* nos engem pare os AGVs 
M_wx - 0; 
for (ifMl - 0; ifMl < Nus__VeiT; ifMi ++)( 

Salto-1: 
M_vx = MAQ_IOS If_randoes (1,16)-11; 

ifM3 - 0; 
for (ifM2 - 0; ifM2 < Num_ZaxV; ifM2 ++)( 

if ((K--vx ss staint_noV(ifM2])&&(ifMl != ifM2))( 
ifN3 - 1; 

} 

if (ifM3 == 1)( 
goto Salto_1; 

staint_noV [ifMl] - M_wX; 

/* nos destino para os AGVS 
M_wx = 0; 
for (ifMl = 0; ifMl < Num_VeiT; ifMl ++)( 

Salto-2: 
M_wx - MAQ_NOS (f_randoes (1,16)-11; 

ifM3 - 0; 
for (ifM2 = 0; ifM2 < Num NaxV; ifM2 ++)( 

if ((M_wx==endint_noV(ifM2])Il((M_wx == staint_noV[ifM2])&&(ifMl ifM2)))( 
ifM3 = 1; 

} 
if (ifM3 == 11( 

goto Salto 2; 
} 

endint_noV [ifM1l - M_wx; 

actualizar posicoes iniciais de coda veiculo "`"*/ 

for (M_vx - 0; M_tm < Num_VeiT; M_wx ++)( 
melNOl (0)[M_wx] = staint_poV RLwx1; 

/"" actualizar o estado dos nos correspondentes 
as posicoes de cad& veiculo **"/ 

for (M_wx = 0; M_wx < Num_VeiT; M_wx ++)( 
finest_o_l (melNO1 [0)IM_wxl, 1); 
fmat_noV (melNO1 (01tN_wx), I_wx+l); 

} 
atribuir prioridades iniciais a cads veiculo "/ 

for (M_wx = 1; M_wx <= Num_VeiT; M_vx ++)( 
vei_Pr 10)(M_wx-1I - M_wx; 
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vei Pr_id [0] ßm-vx-1) - K-wx; 
3 

/"* actualizar os valores iniciais de numero de no inicio e destino 
a ser usado no vector de entrada de acordo com o veiculo escolhido"""/ 

zero_lix - f_dec2-bin(staint_oV[vei_Pr(O][0]-11); 
if (zero_lix < 0)( 

PutStr ('error in zero_lix"); 

for (M_vx - 0; M_wx < 5; X_wx++)( 
start-nod (M_wx] - DEC2BIN IM_wx1; 

zero_lix - f_dec2 bin (endint-noV[vei_Pr[0)(0)-111; 
if (zero_lix < 0)( 

PutStr ('error in zero_lix"); 

for (lLvx - 0; M_wx < 5; )_wx++){ 
end_nod [N_wx) - DEC2BIN (M_wx); 

for (Wwx v 0; M_, vx < NumVeiT; ALwx++) ( 

curint_noV[)Lwx) - staint_noV[vei_Pr[O)[M-wx]-1); 

flag_vei - vei_Pr [0](0); 
flag vpri- vei_Pr_id[O](vei Pr[0](01 -13; 
Veic_id - flag vei; 

/"" actualizacao dos nos curr-nod e next-nod "/ 

for (K-wx - 0; M 
. wx<5" N-wx++) ( 

curr. nod (M wx1 - start-Aod [tLwxl; 
} 
sprintf(buf, "Eld \n", cont_casos); 
PutStr(buf); 
flag_inicio - 1; 

if ((tpo_abs " NuuLVeiT) > Nuxn lter)( 
fprintf (fic2L001, "\nFIM DA SINIJLACAO: "); 
fprintf (fich_001, "Eld\t %ld\n', tpo_abs, cont_casos); 
for (DLwx - 0; 1Lwx < NUSLNaXV; )Lwx++)( 

fprintf (fich. 00l, "Veic(%d1"%ld\t -%ld\n", )Lwx+l, flag_DCont[M_wx), NotSOlved(N_wx]); 

NotSOly - NotSolv + NotSolved[M-wx1; 
DeadV_Cont - DeadV_Cont + flag_DCont [)&_wx1; 

Solv_Tot " Solv_Tot + Solved [PLwx1; 

NotG_Tot - NotG_TOt + NotGood[M_wxl; 

fpzintf (fictL001, "Totala - %ld\t %ld\t %ld\t Eld\n", Solv_Tot, DeedV_Cont, NotG Tot, NotSolv); 

fprintf (ficb-002,1\nFIN DA SINOLACAO: "); 

fprintf (fich_002, "Eld\t Eld\n", tpo_abs, cont_casos); 
for (M_wx - 0; M_wx < Num_MaxV; M_vx++)( 

fprintf (fich_002, "Veic[%d]"Eld\t . %ld\n", l_wx+l, flag_DCont[M_wx], NotSolved[m_wx1); 

fprintf (ficly.. 002, "Totals . %ld\t %ld\t %ld\t Eld\n", Solv_Tot, DeadV_Cont, NOtG Tot, NotSolv); 

fprintf (fich_003, "\nFIM DA SINULACAO: '); 
fprintf (fich_003,1%ld\t %ld\n", tpo_abs, cont_casos); 
for (Lwx - 0; N_wx < Num_MaxV; N_wx++)( 

fprintf (fic1_003, "Veic[Ed1 %ld\t . %ld\n", M_wx+l, flag_DCont[M_wx], NotSolvedLM_WX1); 

fprintf (fic)_003, "Totals - %ld\t %ld\t %ld\t ild\n", Solv_Tot, DeadV_Cont, NotG Tot, NotSolv); 

IORTNCDE " -1; 
goto Fim_test; 

/ /: r.. r: rrr....:.. r.... r. rr.: err. rrr... rrr.. rrr". ............. 
""'r" fim da entrada dos dados iniciais "'""'""/ 
"r"" e comeco da actualizacao da entrada da rede (input_vec)""/ 

/"................. r.... ...... r ............. rrr: "............... / 
for (lLwx - 0; )Lwx<5; X-wx++) ( 

next-nod [ILwx] " end-nod ()Lwx] ; 

mtratRLUDO; 
mat-RLUD(); 

fnoe_tliv(); 
ftra_liv(); 
fnos_thlo(1; 
fsaip_ini(); 

/"`"" actualizar matrizes que representam o estado dos tramos '"'"/ 
/"as matrizes MATHE e MAT1VE ja devem estar actualizadas nests ponto**/ 
/"actualizar vector cursta_trk com base nos valores contidos em MATTEH/V"/ 

M_wxl . 0; 
for (ILwx " 0; )Lwx<3; )Lwx++) ( 

for (M-WY = 0; M_wy<4; M-WY++)( 
M_vxi - MATTRH [DLwxl [ZLwY1 -1; 
if (Mwxl » 24)( 

PutStr ( "erro na actualizatao de cursta_trk "); 

cursta_trk (Il_wxi] : MA[(Lwx1IM-wY1 7 
} 

for (TLwx - 0; 1LLwx<4; ? (_yx++) 
for (TLwy - 0; K-wy<3; M-wy++)( 

M-wxl - MATPRV [K-wx1(M. wyj -1; 
if (l v; d >- 21)( 

PutStr ( "erro na actualiza*ao de inista_trk "); 

cursta . 
trk [ZLwxl] " MATTVE[l_wx] [1Lrry1 

ýffffffflffffflfffffffffffffffflf! lffffffff iffff!! lffffffffffffflffý 
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/" atribaicao dos valores especificados ao vector de entrada "/ 
/"e ponteiro respectivo e actualizacao das matrizes necessaries "/ 

fvec_inp (cursta_trk, curr-nod, next nod); 
for (TLrx - 0; 1Lwx <IOCOUNT; K-wxa+)( 

IODATA I I&wx] " inp_vec ( )Lvx) ; 

Veic tont ++; 

FinLtest; /" fim da simulacao +/ 

break; 

case RQ_WRSTEP: 
break; 

case RQ_WRITE: 

if (ALEATOR -- 0)( 
out_vec [0) " IODATA 101; 

out_vec (1) - IODATA [1J; 

else if (ALEATOR .ý 1)( 

out vec [0) - (float)rand()/MAX_PO1; 
out_vec (1) - (float)rand(/MAX-POI, 

else( 
PutStr (-error in ALEATOR"); 
IORTNCDE - -1; 

saida_x - convl (out vec (0)); 
saiday - convi (out_vec 111); 

no_tlld " f_IntS_2dec (2); /" 2: curr_, nod "/ 
no_t2M . f_IntS_2dec (3); /" 3: and-nod "/ 

/-" identificar o ultimo tramo que ainda nao as repetiu sabendo 
qua um tramo usado mais do quo uma vez sera bloqueado (. 1) 
(nests caso mufti-veiculos nao so bloqueiam os tremos repetidos polo 
qua se escolhe o ultimo tramo livre. quo devera ser o penultisw 
tramo usado) ""'/ 

tr_usaj! = 0; 
if (tpo == 0)( 

tr usaJI . 0; 
} 
else( 

ICwxl - tpo - 1; 
while (ICwxl >- 0)( 

if ((melT(&wxl)[Veie_id-1) > 0)&&(melT[)Lwxlj[Veic_id-1] <- 24))( 
)LwY " M_wxl; 
tr_usaJI " melTIM wy)[Veic_id-1); 
X_wxl - -10; 

else if (melTtM wxl)[Veic_id-1) - 0)[ 
tr_usa_l " 0; 

else 
PutStr (, error in tr_usaj(: "); 
sprintf (buf, "%d", tr_usaj[); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStr (); 
IORTNCDE - -1; 

)Lwxl - m-wxl -1; 

/- escrever iaformacao no ficheiro do resultados */ 
fprintf (fich_002,1\n i1d\t %d %d\t", tpo_abs, Veic_id, vei_Pr_id[tpo}[Veic_id-11); 
fprintf (fich_002, "%d %d\t td\t", no_tlM, no_t2M, tr_usajl); 
if (tpo == 0)( 

fprintf (fich_002, "td\t", me1T[tpol[Veic_id-1]); 
} 
else if (tpo > 0)( 

fprintf (fich_002,1%d\t", melT[tpo-1][Veic_id-l]); 

fprintf (fich. 002, "%. 6f %. 6f\t", said&.. x. saiday); 

if (tpo_lixo =- 1000)( 
sprintf (but. "t: tld\n . tpo_abs); 
PutStr (buf); 
tpo_lixo - 0; 

if ((no_t1M <i)II(no_tü >21)ll(no_t2M <1)11(no_t2H >21))( 
PutStr ('error in no-ti/2M"); 
sprintf (buf, "td\t Ed\n", no_tiM, no_t2M); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp " GetStr(); 
IORTNCDE - -1; 

eva-stratl (no_t1M, no_t2M, tr_usa_t, saida_x, saida_y, 0.0000); 

fprintf (fich_002, "td\t", tipo_sol); 
fprintf (fich. 002. %d\t %d\t %d\t %d\t 

%d\n", registo(Ol. registo(1], registo[21, registo[7). registo[41); 

/"" curr_nod .. no destino ??? ""/ 
flag_est (0) - 0; 
if(registo(O) .- f_IntS 2dec (3))( 

flag_est[0] - 1; 
] 
else( 
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flag_est[OJ - 0; 
} 
/*" verificar se indica paragem (S) """""*/ 
flag_est (1) " 0; 
if (registo [1] -- 0)( 

flag_est(l) " 1; 

else( 
flag_est(l) - 0; 

} 
/* testar se o tramo seguinte esta bloqueado, nao exists 
na grelha, nao e indicado, ou esta livre *'/ 
flag_est[3] " 0; 
if (registo[3] _- 0)( 

flaq_est[3} - 0; /' livre "/ 

else if (registo (3) -= 1)( 
flag_est(3) - 1; /' bloqueado "/ 

else if (registo (3) - -1 11 registo (3) -2){ 
flag_est[3] " 2; 

s 
/* nao exists na grelha "/ 

} 

else if (registo (3) _ -3)( 
flag_est[3] - 3; nao e indicado porque pars 

} 
else { 

flag_est(3J - -1; /" erro na variavel registo(J"/ 

/"" actualizar a posicao do veiculo nos arrays melN01, 
melN02, melT'"/ 
tipo_solV [tpo](Veic_id-1] - tipo_sol; 
aelNOl [tpo][Veic_id-l1 - registo (01; 

if ((flag_est[31--0)&&(flag_est(l -0)&&(flag_est[0]=-0))( 
me1M02 (tpol(Veic_id-1] - registo[4); 
melT [tpo][Veic_id-1] - registo[2]; 
ftrasw val (registo[2], 1); 

else if ((flag_est(0] -= 1) 11 (flag_est(l] _- 1)11(flag_est[3] "= 1))( 
melN02 [tpo](Veic_id-11 - registo(0); 
melT (tpo](Veic_id-lI - 0; 

else { 
PutStr (" error in flag_est()"); 
for (ifMl - 0; ifXl < 5; ifMl ++)( 

sprintf (buf. %d\t", registo(ifMl)); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStrl); 

IORINCDE - -1; 

if ( ESTRATE - 9)( 

me1NO1 [tPo + 1][Veic_id-11 " melNO2 [tpo][Veic_id-1); 

finest-noJJ (me1NO1 [tpo)(Veic_id-11,0); 
fmat noV (me1NO1 [tpo([Veic_id-11,0); 
fsrostjo-N (me1NO1 (tpo f1((Veic_id-11,1); 
fmatjoV (me1NO1 [tpo +1][Veic_id-1], Veic_id); 

/* ultimo veiculo a user a rede ? */ 
/" SIX: analisar todas as situacoes de movimento, 
actualizar percursos e alternar prioridades / 

ind_kl - 0; 
ind_k2 - 0; 
ind_k3 - 0; 
ind_k4 - 0; 
if (Veic_cont -- NunLVeiT)( 

/" escrever informacao no ficheiro de resultados "/ 
fprintf (fiüL001, "\n%ld\t", tpo_abs); 
for (M wy - 0; ). wy < NuiLVeiT; l vy ++)( 

fprintf (fidL001, "%2d %2d %2d", me1N01[tpo][Mvy], me1No2(tpo][14_vy], vei_Pr_id(tpo][)Cry]); 
fprintf (fich. 001, " %2d\t", tipo_so1V[tpo][I! 

_wy]); 
fprintf (fidL001, "\n"); 

if ((ESTRATE _. O)II(ESTRATE .= 1)l( 
f_st_ahead (ESTRATE); 

else if (ESTRATE _- 9)( 
/" nao chama f_st_ahead(1"/ 

else( 
PutStr ('error in ESTRATE"); 
XORTNCDE - -1; 

/* reset do elemento tpo dos arrays TRAMOS dos veiculos 
qua param a contabilizar 0 tempo do espera no NO ACTUAL 

for (ifNl " 0; ifMl < Num_VeiT; ifMl++)( 
if (me1NOlltpo+l][ifMl] _. melNOl(tpo](ifxl])( 

melT [tpo][ifNl] " 0; 
flag_esp [ifMl] = flag_esp (ifMl) +1; 

else if (melNO1[tpo+l][ifMl] !- nelNO1(tpo][ifMl])( 
flag_esp (ifti] " 0; 

if (flaq_esp (ifMll > Lim-esp )( 
flag_esp [ifMl) - 0; 
for (M_ey ° 0; LLry < M_. Array_Dim; M_WY ++)( 

melT [N_wy)[ifM11 - 0; 
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/" verificar Be he dois veiculos num mesmo no, -/ 
/" ou Be aue1MO1[t+1] <1 ou > 21 "/ 
for (ifMl " 0; ifMl < NUM_VeiT; ifMl++)( 

for (jfMl = ifM1+1; jfMl < Mus. VeiT; jfMl++)( 
if ((me1MO1 [tpo+1J[ifMl] > 0) && (me1M01 [tpo+l][ifMl] < 22))[ 

if (me1NO1(tpo+11(ifMl] _= me1M01[tpo+1)[jfM1])( 
PutStr ("ERROR IN me1NO1 (tpo +1]"); 
sp = GetStr(); 
sprintf (buf, "cont_casos=%\d\n", cont_casos); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp = GetStr ([; 

sprintf (buf, "me1Nol(%d][%d)= %d\n", tpo+l, ifMl, me1NO1[tpo+1J(ifM1]); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStr (); 
sprintf (buf, "me1MO1(%dJ(%d]= %d\n", tpo+l, jfMl, me1N01(tpo+l)[jfMl]); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStr (); 

IORTNCDE " -1; 

] 
else [ 

PutStr ('ERROR: NEGATIVE me1NO1 [][]"); 
sp - GetStrO; 
sprintf (buf, "cont casos=%\d\n", cont_casosl; 
PutStr (buf); 
sp = GetStr (); 
sprintf (buf, "me1NO1[td][%d]= td\n", tpo+l, ifXl, me1No1(tpo+l](iflil)); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp - GetStr 0; 
sprintf (buf, "me1NO1[%d](%d]= %d\n", tpo+l, jftl, me1No1[tpo+1][jfml]); 
PutStr (buf); 
sp . GetStr (); 

IORTNCDE - -1; 

} 

/" escrever informacao no ficheiro de resultados 
fprintf (fich_001, "%1d\t", tpo_abs); 
for (N-wy - 0; )Mwy < NuULVeiT; l(-wy ++)( 

fprintf (fich_001, *%2d %2d t2d\t", me1N01[tpo+l) ßN_vy], endint_noV ßK-vy], flag_esp[X_vy]); 

contabilizar cosprimentos dos percursos/passos de cada veiculo "/ 
/* distinguir entre tempo de movimento e tempo de espera/paragem ? "/ /* para analise posterior ? */ 

P ha veiculos que param no destino ? Gerar aleatoriamente um 
novo NO destino e actualizar variaveis correspondentes "/ 

/* ha veiculos que ultrapassam o limite de terVo para atinpir 
o NO destino ? "/ 

for (ifMl 1 0; ifMl < NusLVeiT; ifMl++)( 

flag Vcont (ifMil - flag Vcont (if11J +1; 

if ((me1N01[tyotl][ifMl]--endint_noV[ifM1Jº44(flaq_Vcont[ifMl]<Loch_step))( 

/' chegou so destino em tempo <. 49 
cont_casos ++; 
staint_noV(ifMil . endint_noV(ifM1J; 
endint_noV[ifX1J . 0; 
flag_Vcont[ifMl) = 0; 
/-reset dos arrays TRAmos*/ 
for (t_wy = 0; t_vy < M_Array_Dim; M_wy.. )( 

me1T [M_wyj[ifM1J = 0; 

Solved[ifMi) . Solved[ifMil +1; 

} 
else if ((me1Nolttpo+l)(ifHi)==endintsoV[ifMl])Gi(flay_Vcont[ifMl)==Lock_step)){ 

/' chegou ao destino em tempo =: 50 
cont_casos ++; 
staintjoV(ifN1] - endint_noV[ifmi]; 
endint-noV[ifM1) - 0; 
flag_Vcont(ifMl) . 0; 
/-reset dos arrays TRAMOS"/ 
for (ltwy - 0; MLvy < M_Array_Dim; )Lwy++) ( 

melT [M_vy][ifMl) . 0; 
] 
flag. JCont[ifMl] . flag_. DCont[ifMi) +1; 

] 
else if 

((me1M01[tpo+l)(ifMl].. flag_tOSO[ifMl])i6(flag-iOSO[ifMl]>0)i6(flag Vcont[ifMl]<100))( 

P chegou(passou) so destino original antes do no destino 
temporario em tempo <. 99 *! 
cont_casos ++; 
staint_noV[ifMIJ - flag17OSO [ifMi]; 
endint_noV [ifMl) . 0; 
flag_lOSO[ifMl] = 0; 
flag_Vcont (ifM1J - 0; 
/*reset dos arrays TRAMOS*/ 
for (H_wy . 0; H_wy < H, Array_Dim; M_wy++)( 

melT [M_wy][ifMl) . 0; 

flag DCont[ifMl] - flag_DCont[ifMl) +1; 

else if ((melNOl(tpo+l][ifMl)=. endint_noV[ifMl])&&(flag__NOSO[ifMll>0))( 

/" chegou ao no destino intermedio em tespo <. 99 
endint. oV[ifMl) - f1agJOS0[ifX1J; 
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tlag_MSO(ifMl] - -1; 

else if ((me1NO1[tpoa1)(ifMl]=-endint. noV[ifMi])&&(flag . 
NOSO[ifHl]=. - 

1)&&(flaq_Vcont(ifMl]c100))( 

/" chegou so no destino original depois de ter encontrado 
o no destino ten orario em tesco < 49 "/ 
cont_casos . +; 
staint_noV[ift1I - endint-noV [ifMl]; 
endint-noV [ifMl] - 0; 
flagJ4OSO[ifMl] - 0; 
flag_Vcont [ifxl] - 0; 
/*reset dos arrays TRAMOS`/ 
for (14-vy - 0; ILwy < M_Array_Dim; N_wy++) 

me1T (M_wy] (ifMl] - 0; 
} 
ilag_DCont[ifMl] - fla9_DCont[ifMlJ +1; 

else if 
((me1M01[tpo+l][ifMl]-=flag-IOSO[ifMll)G4(flaq_7050[ifMlj>0)i8(flaq_Vcont[ifMl)--100))( 

/" cbegou co no destino em tempo a: 100 
sem ter encontrado o no tesporario "/ 
cont_casos ++; 
staint_noV(ifMl) - flag_IOSO[ifMl]; 
endint_noV (ifNl] - 0; 
flagJIOSO[ifMl] - 0; 
flag_Vcont [ifMl] - 0; 
Preset dos arrays TRAMOS-/ 
for (M_wy - 0; I_wy < M_Array Dim; l_wy++)( 

melT (I_wy](ifMl] - 0; 
] 
NotGood(ifMl] - NotGood[ifMl] +1; 

] else if ((me1N01(tpo+l][ifMl]=-endint noV(ifMl])&&(flag-NOSO[ifMl]==- 
l)&&(flag_Vcont[ifMl]-. 100))( 

/" chegou so no destino em tempo -- 100 
depois de ter encontrado o no temporario "/ 
cont_casos ++; 
staint_noV(ifMl] - endint-noV(ifMlJ; 
endint_noV (ifMl] - 0; 
flag_NOSO[ifMl] - 0; 
flag_Vcont (ifMi] - 0; 
/*reset dos arrays TRAMOS"/ 
for (M_wy - 0; M_wy < K.. Array-Dim; M wy++) L 

me1T (DLwy] [ifM1] - 0; 
} 
NotGood[ifMlJ - NotGood[ifMl] +1; 

} 

else if ((melROl(tpo+lJ[ifMl].: endint_noV[ifM1])&&(flag-NID50[ifMl7-=- 2)&&(flag_Vcont(ifMl]<200))( 

/" chegou so no destino original em tevpo <= 199 "/ 
cont_casos aa; 
staint_nov[ifM1) - endint_noV (ifMl]; 
endint_noV (ifMl] 0; 
flag_tOSO[ifMl] s 0; 
flag_Vcont (ifMl] . 0; 
/'reset dos arrays TRAMOS"/ 
for (M_wy . 0; M_wy < M_Array_Dim; M_wy*+)( 

melT [M_wy](ifMl] . 0; 

NotGood(ifM1] - NotGood[ifMl] f1; 

/" casos nao terminados: controlo do tempo gasto na procure do NO destino 
pars atribuicao a actualizacao das variaveis necessaries-/ 
if ((flag Vcont[ifMl]>(Lock-step-1))&&(flag woso [ifMlJ==o))( 

/* nao encontrou o no destino antes de 50 iteracoes "/ 
flag_NOSO[ifM1J - endintnoV[iftl]; 
endint_noV(ifMl] - 0; 

} 
else if ((flag_Vcont[ifMl]>99)&&(flag_NoSO[ifylJ>0))( 

/" se nao encontrou o no dest. temp. em -= 49 
tents voltar de novo so no dest. original "/ 
endint_noV[ifMl] = flag 

. 
NOSO[ifMlJ; 

flagJJOSO[itMlJ a -2; 
} 
else if ((flag_Vcont[ifMl]>99)&&(flag os0(ifxl]==-l))( 

/` ou/e se ja encontrou o no destino temp. mas ultrapassou 
os 49 passos sem encontrar o no destino "/ 
flag_NOSO[ifMl) s -2; 

else if (flag Vcont[ifM1J>199)( 

cont_casos ++; 
staint_noV (ifM1J - endint noV IifMlJ; 
endint_noV [ifMl] - 0; 
flag_HOSO [ifMl] - 0; 
flag_Vcont [ifMlJ - 0; 
NotSolved [IM) - NotSolved (ifM1J +1; 

} 
] 

for (ifM1 - 0; IM < NUULVeiT; ifMl++[( 

if ((endintjioV[ifMll--O)&&(flag-NOSO(ifM1)!. 0))( 
/" escolher o no +proximo do no destino em deadlock 
nao podendo ser nenhum dos ja escolhidos ou em liste 
de espera. Primeiro escolhe-se um dos qua esteja a 
um tramo do no destino, se nao for possivel escolhe-se 
aleatoriamente "/ 

in&k5 - indexi(flagJ4OSO(ifK1J); 
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ind_k6 = indexj(f1ag J OSO(ifM1]); 
No-lixo - MATNOS (ind-k5+11(in&k61; 
lixoNV - 0; 
if ((in&k5 >- 0)&&(ind-k5 < 4))( 

if (No_lixo>O)( 
for (zfXl - 0; zfMl < NunLVeiT; zfMi++)( 

if 
((No_lixo==endint-noV(zfM1])ll(No_lixo=-flag NOSO(zfM1))ll(No_lixo=-me1N01(tpo+1](ifMl]))( 

UXONV - 1; 

else( 
lixoNV - 1; 

endint-noV(ifMl] = No_lixo; 

No_lixo - MATNOS (in&k5-1](in&. k6]; 
if (lixoNV == 1)( 

lixoNV = 0; 
if ((in&k5 >= 1)&&(ind_k5 < 5))( 

if (NO_lixo > 0)( 
for (zfMl - 0; zfMl < Nucq_VeiT; zfMl++)( 

if 
((No_lixo==endint_noV(zfN1])ll(No_lixo==flag NOSO(zfMl])ll(No_lixo-=me1N01(tpo+1](ifMl]))( 

lixoNV = 1; 

else{ 
lixoNV - 1; 

endint_noV[ifN. ) : No_lixo; 

No_lixo a MATNOS (ind_k5][ind_k6+1); 
if (lixoNV -- 1)( 

lixoNV " 0; 
if ((ind_k6 » 0)&&(in&k6 < 6))( 

if (No_lixo > 0)( 
for (zfMl - 0; zfMl < Nom_VeiT; zfMl++)( 

if 
((No_lixo==endint_noV[zfMl])lI(No_lixo-. flag_NOSO(zfMl])ll(No_1ixo, ýe1N01[tpo+1][ifM1]))( 

lixoNV " 1; 

} 
else( 

lixoNV . 1; 
} 
endint-noV(ifMlj - No_lixo; 

} 
} 

No_lixo " MATNOS [ind_k5][ind_k6-1J; 
if (lixoNV == 1){ 

lixoNV = 0; 
if ((ind_k6 > 0)&&(ind_k6 < 5)){ 

if (No_lixo > 0){ 
for (zfMl = 0; zfMl < Num_VeiT; zfMl++)( 

if 
((No_lixo==endint-noV[zfM1])ll(No_1ixo: =f1ag--NOSO[zfM1J)lI(No_lixo=-e1N01[tpo+l][ifMl)))( 

lixoNV = 1; 

else( 
lixoNV - 1; 

endint-noV[ifMll - No_lixo; 

if (lixoNV -- 1)( 
endint, noV[ifM1J . 0; 

if ((endint noV(ifMl)<0)lI(endint-noV[ifMl]>21))( 
PutStr ('error in endint-noV(ifMl]"); 
ep - GetStr(); 
IORTNCDE - -1; 

No_lixo - 0; 
lixoNV - 0; 
inc k5 - 0; 
ind_k6 - 0; 

/" escolha aleattria pars os veiculos ainda sem no destino 
if ((endint-nov(if)aI-. O))( 

/" no ORIGEM dos 16 nos mag. Be possivel "/ 
li*_contP - 0; 
for (f_R1 - 0; f_R1 < Num_MaxV; f_R1++)( 

for (f_R2 - 0; f_R2 < 16; f_R2++)( 
if ((endint_noV[f_R1]==MAQ NOS (f_R2])Il(flag_. NOS0[f R1]==MAQ_IOS[f_R2)))( 

lix_contr++; 

Salto-21: 
if (lix-contF > 14)( 

M-wx - f_randoes (1,21); 

else( 
)Lwx a MAQ_NOS (t_randoes (1,16)-11; 
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ifM3 - 0; 
for (ifM2 - 0; ifM2 < NumJ4axV; if)2 ++)( 

if 
((MLw; c- flag tOSO(ifM2])l I (tLwx=-endint_noV[ifM2])(((M_wx--staint-noV[ifM2]) (X-vx-- e1M01(tpo+1)(ifM2[))&&(ifM 
1--ifM2)))( 

ifM3 - 1; 

if (ifK3 -- 1)( 
goto Salto 21; 

endint_oV (itmi) - M_wx; 
lix_contP - 0; 

tpo_abs +t; 
tpo a+; 
tpo_lixo ++; 

/" rotatividade dos veiculos e prioridades: pri N: N*1 "/ 
for (m_ x-l ;t vx <. Num-VeiT; ILax ++)( 

if (N_wx .. 1 1[ 
vei_Pr [tpo][)Lvx-11 - vei_Pr [tpo-1][Num_VeiT-1]; 

else if ((ILvx>l) && (M wx<- NumLVeiT))( 

vei_Pr [tpo)[)Lwx-11 - vei_Pr [tpo-1] ßM_vx-21; 

for (1(_wx=0 ; N_wx < Nuv. VeiT; M-wx ++) 
vei_Pr id (tpo][vei_Pr [tpo](M_wx]-1] -M wx+1; 

Veic_id - vei_Pr[tpo]101; 
if (vei_Pr_id [tpo][Veic_id-1] I- 1)( 

PutStr ('error in vei_Pr_id\n"); 

IORTNCDE 
} 
flag_vei . Veic_id; 
flag_vpri - 1; 

/" reset de tpo e variaveis associadas "/ 

if (tpo > (K-Array Dim-2))( 
for (X-wy = 0; M. wy < (M_, Array_Dim-1); )Lwy ++) 

for (M_wx - 0; M_wx < Nun-Veil; M vx ++)( 
me1NO1 [M_wy1(M_wx) - me1NO1 [N-wy+1]LM_wxl; 
me1NO2 [K-wy][)Lwx] - me1NO2 [M-wy+ll(N wxl; 
melT [MLwy1 (M_wxl - melT [M_wy+1][MLwx1; 
vei_Pr [M_wy)[M wx1 - vei_Pr (M_wy+11[aLwxl; 
vei_Pr_id (M_vy] (N_vx] = vei_Pr_id (M_wy+l] (M 

_vxl; 

} 
for (Lwx - 0; ILwx < Num. VeiT; tLwx ++){ 

me1NO1 [XJ. rray-Dim-1) 1 Lwxl - 0; 
me1NO2 [N-Array Dim-11[PLwx1 - 0; 
melT [M)rray_Dim-11 [lvxl - 0; 
vei_Pr [lJrray_Dim-11 [ZLvx1 " 0; 
vei_Pr_id [N_rray_Dim-11 ($vx) " 0; 

[Do " 2LArray-Dim - 2; 

/" escrever informacao no ficheiro de resultados "/ 
fprintf (fici-001, '\n%d\t', tpo); 
for (N_wy " 0; N_wy < Nun_VeiT; N_wy ++)( 

fprintf (fich_001, '%2d %2d %2d\t', me1NOlltpo][N_wy), endint oVIN_ y), flag_NOSO[I_wy]); 

fprintf (fich_001, '\n'); 

Veic_cont " 0; 
ftramo_zero (); 

, MAO: actualizar curr. nod, end nod pars o proximo veiculo "/ 
else if (Veic_cont < Num_VeiT)( 

/" escolber o proximo veiculo "/ 
if (Veic_id Num_VeiT)( 

Veic_id = 1; 

else 
Veic_id ++; 

flag vei = Veic_id 
flag_vpri - vei_Pr_id (tpoj(Veic_id -1); 

nol-main - 0; 
nol_main = melNOl (tpo)[Veic_id -11; 
if ((noljaain < 1) H (noljnain > 21) )( 

Putstr ('error in nol-plain'); 
sp = GetStr(); 

IORINCDE - -1; 

/'"' actualizar surr nod ... / 
zero_lix " f_dec2_bin (nol. jzain); 
if (zero_lix < 0)( 

PutStr ('error in zero_lix"); 

for ()Lwx - 0; I-wx < 5; if_wx++) 
curr, nod (M_ j- DEC2BIN [ZLwx1; 

/'" actualizar endod '"/ 
if ((endint noV [Veit id-1] < 1) 11 (endintsoV [Veit id-1] > 21))( 

PutStr ('error in end noV[Veic_id-11"); 
sp . GetStr(); 
IORTNCDE - -1; 
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zero_lix - f_dec2_bin (endint_noV[Veic_id-1]); 
if (zero_lix < 0)( 

PutStr (-error in zero_lix"); 

for (M_wx . 0; l_wx < 5; T_wx++) ( 
end_nod [M_wx] - DEC2BIN (M_wx]; 

/*" actualizar e array_tra ""/ 
for (2_wx . 0; 2_wx < HJxray_Dim; t_wxra) 

array_tra [M_wx] - me1T [I_wx][Veic_id-1); 

break; 

case RQ RCLTST: 
break; 

case RQ. REND: 
break; 

case RQ_TERM: 
/"" """" " close any files which may be open eýýýýeý. ý"ýýý/ 
fclose (fich_001); 
fclose (fich_002); 
fclose (fich_003); 

PutStr ( "byefbye\n"); 
break; 

return; 
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1.2 Code Listing of Functions and Variables Used in Main Program 

/""""* PU$_A. LR. c 23/08/96 """""""/ 

#include <stdio. h> 
#include ®ath. h> 
#include <stdlib. h> 
#include <string. b> 
/" inieializacao de variaveis que caracterizam o estado estatico "/ 

#define PI 3.14159265359 

/' NAO USAR OS NOMES DE VARIAVEIS. record, x. tesp, y_terp "/ 

static int ESTRATE 

static int Nwm-NaxV - {11); 

/" matrixes qua representam a numeracao dos elementos da grelha "/ 
/" matrix no's origem destino e nos cruzamento "/ 

static int MATNOS(5)(5) 
(1,2,3,4,5), 
(6,0,7,0,8), 
(9,10,11,12,13), 
(14,0,15,0,16), 
(17,18,19,20,21) 

/" matrix quo represents o estado livre(-0) ou ocupado(-1) do cads no-/ 

static int MESTSro[5] [5) 
(0,0,0,0,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0,0,0,0,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0,0,0,0,0) 

/' matrix qua identifica o veiculo qua as encontar em cads no"/ 

static int NVEI_NO(5](5] 
(010,0,010), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0,0,0,0,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0,0,0,0,0) 

/* matrizes qua representam o numero do saidas possiveis, a as /" que ja foram usadas, de cads no do acordo com o estado "/ /* dos tramos adjacentes a coda no 

static int NOS_TSA1[5][5] . 
(2,2,3,2,2), 
(2,0,2,0,2), 
(3,2,4,2,3), 
(2,0,2,0,2), 
(2,2,3,2,2) 

static int NOS_SAIP(5)[5] _ 
(2,2,3,2,2), 
(2,0,2,0,2), 
(3,2,4,2,3), 
(2,0,2,0,2), 
(2,2,3,2,2) 

/' matrix pars contabilizar o numero de intencoes do ocupacao do nos pelos veiculoe "/ 

static int NOS_OCVP[5][5) 
(0,0,0,0,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0,0,01010), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0,0,0,0,0) 

/" matrix para contabilizar o numero do intencoes do ocupacao 
do nos pelos veiculos e pars ser usada em f_st_ahead "/ 

static int NOS-AHEAD [5)(5) . 
(0,0,0,0,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0,0,0,0,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0,0,0,0,0) 

/" matrix trams horizontais 

static int NATTRN[3][4] 
(1,2,3,4), 
(11,12,13,14), 
(21,22,23,24) 
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/" matriz tramps verticais "/ 

static int MATTRV[4][3) 
(5,6,7), 
(8,9,10), 
(15,16,17), 
(18,19,20) 

matrizes estado ocupado (=1) ou livre (-0) dos tramos "/ 
tramos horizontais (-0, todos livres por defeito) "/ 

static int MATPHE(3][4] 
(0,0,0,0), 
(0,0,0,0), 
(0,0,0,0) 

/* tramos verticais (-0, todos livres por defeito) "/ 

static int MATTVE[4] [3] = 
(0,0,0), 
(0,0,0), 
(0,0,0), 
(0,0,0) 

/" matrizes[5][5] qua identificam 0 estado dos tramos (R, L, U. D) "/ 

que saie® do cada no 
/' matriz R: num. trans quo sai do no pela direita "/ 

static int MATR(5](5) - 
(0,0,0,0, -1), 

(0,0,0101-1), 

(0,0,0,0, -1) 

/" matriz L: num. tramo qua sai do no pela eaquerda "/ 

static int MATL[5][5) -{ 

(-1,0,01010) 

/" matriz U: num. tramo qua sai do no para cima "/ 

static int MATU[5][5] -{ 

(0, -2,0, -2,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0, -2.0, -2,0), 
(0. -1.0. -1,0) 

/" aatriz D: num. trans qua sai do no para. eima "/ 

static int MATD[5](5] .{ 

(0, -2,0, -2,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0, -2,0, -2,0). 

/" matrizes[5][5] qua identificam o numero do ordern de cads trans (RLUD) "/ 
/' que sai do cads no "/ 
/' matrix R: num. trans que sai do no pals direita "/ 

static int lATR_RIS][5] -{ 
(0,0.010. -1). 

(0,0.0,0, -1) 

/" matriz L: num. tramo qua sai do no pela esquerda 

static int MAT)_L[5](5) 
(-1,0,0,0,0). 

(-11010.010) 

/" matriz U: num. tramp qua sai do no para. cima 

static int MATR_U(5][5] - 

(0. -2,0, -2,0). 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0, -2,0, -2,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0) 

matrix D: num. trasa qua sai do no para aima "/ 

static int MATR_D[5][5] _ 

(0, -2.0, -2,0), 
(0, -1.0, -110), 
(0, -2,0, -2.0). 

/" matrizes[5][5] quo identificam os tramos (R. L. U. D) "/ 
/" disponiveis (nap usados) qua saiem do cada no "/ 

("0: ainda nao foi usado, > 0: num do vases usado) "/ 

/" matrix R: num. tramp qua sal do no pals, direita "/ 
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static int TRADIS_R[5)[5] - 
(0,0,010, -1), 

(010,0,01-1), 

(0,01010. -1) 

/" matriz L: num. tramo quo sai do no pals esquerda "/ 

static int TRADIS__X, [5][5) = 
(-1,0,0,0,0), 

/" matriz U. num. tram qua sai do no para circa "/ 

static int TRADIS U[51151 

(0, -2,0, -2,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0, -2,0, -2.0). 
(0, -1,0, -1,0) 

matriz D: num. tramo qua sai do no pars circa 

static int TRADIS_D[5](5) " 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0, -2.0, -2,0), 
(0, -1,0, -1,0), 
(0. -2,0, -2,0), 

arrays representing: "/ 
(binary) - start, end, current and next nodes "/ 

/" (start-nod 11, end-nod (]. curr_nod (1, next-nod (]) "/ 
(binary) - initial, current and next track states "/ 

(inista_trk [1, cursta_trk 11, nextsta_trk (]) "/ 
/" (input vector) - all 34 elements (track states, start and end nodes) "/ 

(inpvec_ini ( 1), apenas inicializar(0) todos os elementos "/ 
/" (output vector)- two elements representing x, y coordinates as they are 
/" obtained from neural net output format 
/" lout vec [ 1), apenas inicializar (0) todos os elementos 

(decimal) - current node, move direction, next track, track state, 
/" and next node (record []) '/ 

/" (decimal) - numero de passos "/ 
(passo_sum) "/ 

/" "/ 
static int start_nod (5) _ (0,0,0,0,0); 
static int end_nod (5] - (0,0,0,0,0); 
static int curr_nod (5) - (0,0,0,0,0); 
static int next nod (5) - (0,0,0,0,0); 

static int cursta_trk [241 -(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 

static float inp_vec [ 34]: (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 0,0); 
static float out vec [ 2) -(0,0); 

static int registo ( 5] - (0,0,0,0,0); 

static int array_nos 1151; /" arrays pars armazenar nos a tramos "/ 
static int array_tra (151; /' percorridos "/ 
static int tipo_sol; /' ou regra usada para sair do no "/ 

/" 1--ANN; 2--ANN /Y; _; - "/ 

static long int cont_casos - (0); /' contagem de todos os casos lidos do fich. 

static int flag_est[5] " (0,0,0,0,0); 
static int flag_ciclo . (0); 
static int flag_exa . (0); 

/***" variaveis adicionais pars o caso de dois, ou mais veiculos (A a B) ... / 
/""""'" a usarem a mesma rede "*/ 
static int Veic_id, Veic_cont; 
static int tipo_solV[15][111; 
static int tpo; 

static int melNOl(15](11], uwlN0211511111, melT[151(11); 
static int vei_Pr (15)[11]; /" Para mais veiculos mudar (11) 
static int vei_Pr_id(151[111; /" identifica a prioridade de cads veiculo em cada passo"/ 
static long ist array_ord (5)(21; /" serve pars guardar sequencias ordenados de 11? numeros "/ 
static int tecp_seq [5] ; /" serve para guarder as sequencias aleatorias dos numeros .: s "/ 
static int steint_noV[11], curint xoV[11], endint_noV(11]; /* nos origem/destino em decimal 

static int flag_vei - (0); 
static int flag vpri - (0); 
static int NuULVeiT - (0); 
static int tip_lixo - (0); 
static int int_ordA (11)121=( 

(0,0), 
(0,0). 
(0,0), 
(0,0), 
(0,0), 
(0,0), 
(0,0), 
(0,0), 
(0,0), 
(0,0), 
(0,0), 
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static int DEC2BTh (5)= 

static int VEI III]- 

/. **. * ............. * ........... ... e ..................... ý 

static char "splixo, buflixo(100); 

void mtra_RLUD (void); 
void tramtec (); 
void tramoe (int); 
void mat_RLUD (void); 
double convl (double coorl); 
double modxy ( double xcoor, double ycoor); 
double angxy ( double xcoor, double ycoor); 
int index] ( int num nol); 
int indexi ( int num_no2); 
void fvec_inp(int *tra$, 

_ptr, 
int *nodei_ptr, int "node2ytr); 

void ftramo val (int tral_num, int tral_est); /' pode substituir ftramo upd*/ 
void ftramo_zero (); 

void eva_stratl (int node_numi. int no_fim, int pre_tra, double xcoor2, double ycoor2, double min. jood2); 
int no_dist (int nodisl, int nodis2); /"" calcular a distancia entre 2 nos c/ grelha livre"*/ 
int ftra_estid(int num_tra); /"" determiner o estado do tramo num_tra ""/ 
void fnos_tblo(1; /*" act. matriz num. total sai. possiveis nos c/tra. act. "/ 
void fnos_tliv(); /"" act. matriz num. total sei. possiveis nos c/tra. livres "/ 
void fsaip_ini (); actualizar NOS_SAIP (1(1 :: NOS_TSAI ()[] ""/ 
void ftra_liv(); /"" inicializacao das matrizes TRADIS_R/L/U/D (1[1 ""*/ 
void forest_no_O (); /" reset da matriz estado dos nos */ 
void finest_no, 

_N 
(int n(%i, int val_est); /'** actualiza na matrix NEST_dO()[) 

o valor do no indicado */ 
void fmat_noVO (); /* reset da matriz veiculos ocupam nos (MVEI_JO[1(1)"/ 
void feat_noV ( int no_ocumat, int vei_jmiat); /""" actualize na matrix NVEI_o[]() 

o valor do no indicado "/ 

void fbtra_adj (int no-dent); /" bloquear tramos adjacentes a um no "/ 

int f_randoes (int min ele, int max-e1e); /* gerar um numero pseudo-aleatorio entre 
os dois valores especficados "/ 

void f_ordem (); /"definir as prioridades dos elementos array (5)(01 
de acordo cam os sews valores -/ 

void f_ordigu(); /" trata dos casos em que ha mais do qua uma solucao iqual "/ 
void f_aleaord (int nus_aleas); /' ordenar aleatoriamente o conjunto de sol. iguais 

/" decidir qual o tramo qua o veiculo pretende utilizar e actualiza 
o valor melNO21)(1 respectivo quo indica qual o no quo pretends 

atingir ao usar ease tramo: "/ 

void f-N_ocup(); 

void f_N_ocpdo (int noJl, int val_estl); 

void f_Ios_ahead(); 
void f_st_ahead (int step_ind); /" analisa o N02 do 15veic. "/ 

int f, NO2}L1 ()i /* analisa o N02 do 2Sveic. "/ 
int f-N02M_2 (1; /" analisa o N02 do 35veic. "/ 
int f-N02M_3 (); /" analisa o N02 do 45veic. "/ 
int f_N02M_4 (l; /" analisa o N02 do 55veic. 
int f-N021-5 (); /* analisa o N02 do 6Sveic. "/ 
int f-N02N 6 (); /" analisa o N02 do 7Sveic. 
int f-N02[4_7 (); /* analisa o N02 do 8Sveic. "/ 
int f_N02M 8 (); /* analisa o N02 do 99veic. "/ 
int f-N02N_9 (); /" analisa o N02 do 105veic. 
int f_NO2N_XAST (); /* analisa o N02 do 115veic. ou ultimo veiculo a 

considerar dependendo da amplitude do passo 
escolhido */ 

int f-No2MJ. A (); /" analisa apenas o N02 do 25veic. (look-ahead limitado)'/ 
int t $02M5 (int jdfM5); 

int f_dec2-bin (int decinum); 
int f_IntS 2dec (int sce_nod); 

/: ............... e........... *e ** S/ 

/" funcao pars converter um numero binario em decimal 
em quo o binario sera 1: start_nod, 2: curr_nod, 3: enc nod 
e usando DEC2BIN(] "/ 

int f_Int5_2dec (int ace-nod 
( int i_b2d, susý_b2d - 0, numdig - 5, flag_choose; 

flag_choose . sce_nod; 
for ( i_b2d s 0; i-b2d < numdig; i-b2d++) ( 

if (flag-choose -- 1)( 
DEC2BIN (i_b2d) " start_nod (i_b2dl; 

else if (flag-choose -- 2)( 
DEC2BXN (i_ 2d) . carr_, od (i_b2d1; 

} 
else if (flag-choose - 3)( 

DEC2BIN (iJ2d) " end-nod ji-b2d]; 

else( 
return (-2); 

if ((DBC2BIN Ii-b2d] < O)II(DEC2BIN [i-b2d] > 1))( 
return (-1); 

] 
suss b2d - sum b2d + (DEC2BIN (Lb2d] - (Dow(2, (4 -i b2d)))); 

] 
return (sum-b2d); 

/" funcao pare converter numero decimal em binario com 5 dipitos a "/ 
/" usando uma variavel global (int DEC28INE51) pare quardar ease valor -/ 
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int f_dec2_bin ( int decinum) 

unsigned index_fdec; 
int resultado, bin_lugar, valor, controlo; 

bin_lugar - 0; 
valor - decinum; 
controlo - decinum; 
for (index_fdec - 16; index_fdec > 0; index_fdec /= 2)( 

DEC2BIN (bin_lugar] - -1; 
resultado = (int) ( valor / index_fdec); 
if (resultado == 1)( 

DEC2BIN [bin_lugar) - 1; 

else( 
DEC2BIN [bin_lugar] = 0; 

if ((DEC2BIN [bin_lugar) < 0)II(DEC2BIN [bin_lugar] > 1)){ 
return (-1); 

bin_lugar = bin_lugar +1; 
valor t= index_fdec; 

if ((controlo < 0)II(controlo > 21))( 
for (index_fdec - 0; index_fdec < 5; index_fdec++)( 

DEC2BIN Iindex_fdec] - -1; 

return (-2); 

if ( bin_lugar =: 5)( 
return (1); 

else{ 
return (-3); 

/" funcao para colocar os valores da matriz ocupacao dos nos (NOS_OCUPI51(51) 
correspondentes a nos existentes todos livres 
void £. J1_ocup () 
{ int i_ocup, j_ocup; 

for (i_ocup = 0; i_ocup < 5; i_ocup ++)( 
for (j ocup - 0; j_ocup < 5; J_ocup ++)( 

if (MATNOS [i_ocupl[i_ocup] >= 1 ii NATNOS (i_ocup](i_ocup) <= 21)( 

NOS_OCUP (i_oc�pl(i_acup] - 0; 
} 
else if (MATNOS (i_ocup](j ocup] _= 0)( 

NOS_OCUP (i_ocup][j ocup] 

else 
/" PutStr ('error in MATNOS "); "/ 

} 
} 

} 
/" funcao pars colocar o valor indicado no elemento 
correspondents da matriz ocupacao dos nos (NOS_OCUP[51151) """/ 
void f-TI_ocpdo (int no_ 1, int val_estl) 
( int i_ocp, j_ocp, no_ocp, esta_ocp; 

no_ocp = no N1; 

esta_ocp - val_estl; 
if (no_ocp >0 && no_ocp <- 21)( 

i_ocp - indexi (no_ocp); 
j_ocp - indexj (no_ocp); 
NOS_OCUP Ii_ocp]Ij_ocpl = esta_ocp; 

else{ 
/"PutStr ('f-N_ocupado, error in node number: "); -/ 

/" funcao pars, colocar os valores da matriz estado dos nos (NEST_iO) 
correspondentes a nos existentes todos livres 
void finest-no-00 
( int i_mest, jest; 

for (i-nest = 0; iymst < 5; i-pest ++){ 
for (joest = 0; ioest < 5; j_mest ++) ( 

if (MATNOS Ii_eest][i_mest] >- 1 && MATNOS (i. mnest)(j_mest) <= 21)( 
NEST-NO [i_. nestl[i_laest) = 0; 

else if (MATNOS ti-)nest] (iJmest) == 0) 
MEST_IO (i_nest](jstl = -1; 

else 
/"PutStr ('error in MATNOS "); "/ 

} 

/" funcao pars colocar o valor indicado no elemento 
correspondents da matriz estado dos nos (MEST_7O) """/ 
void finest_no_l(int no-N, int val_eat) 

int i_meet, i_lsest, no mesN, estaýjnesN; 

nooesN = no-N; 
esta_xftesN - val_est; 
if (no-ineaN >0 && no_meaN <= 21)( 

i-mest - indexi (no mesN); 
i_ eat - index] (no_mesN); 
KEST_O [i_mest](i_aest) - esta_meeN; 

else( 
/"PutStr ("finest_no_t, error in node number: '); -/ 
sprintf( 
buflixo, "%d \n", no_mesN); 
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PutStr (buflixo); 
splixo - GetStr()i"/ 

/* funcao pars colocar os valores da matrix veiculos es nos (MVELNO) 
correspondentes a nenhum veiculo, ou seja todos nos desocupados "/ 
void fmat_noVO() 
( int i mat, J_ mat; 

for (ijnat - 0; i-inat < 5; i-mat ++)( 
for (jet - 0; J_mat < 5; j-mat ++)( 

it (MA'NOS (i_jcat] [ißt) >- 1 a& MAOS (i-nat] [ißt] <- 21) ( 
MVel_Nro [i_mat) [j-jmt) - 0; 

else if (MATNOS [iJnat] (j_Jnat] -- 0) 
MVEI-7O tkinat] (j-Pat] - -1; 

else 
/'PutStr ('error in MATNOS "); "/ 

} 

/* funcao pars colocar o valor indicado no elemento 
correspondents da matrix veiculos em nos (MVEI_NO) """/ 
void fmatjoV ( int no_ocumat. int vei_nmat) 
f int i. jnatN. j_matN. no, pmatN, estayiatN; 

no_; natN - no_ocumat; 
esta_matN - vei-nmat; 
if (no tN >0 && nojaatN -- 21)( 

i_matN - indexi (no_; natN); 
j_matN - index] (noymtN); 
MVEI_NO (iyiatN] [j_. AftatN1 - esta_matN; 

} 

else{ 
/"PutStr ("fmat_noV, error in node number:, ); -/ 

/" sprintf(buflixo, "%d \n", no-numero); 
PutStr (buflixo); 
splixo - GetStr(); "/ 

/*"" funcao para determiner o estado do tramo a partir do seu """""'"*/ 
/"e": """"""". """": numero de ordem """"""""*"********""""""**"""". "/ 

int ftra_estid(int nus_tra) 
( int t_est_id, tramol, i_cic, j_cic; 

tramol - num_tra; 
t_est_id - -9; 

for (i_cic - 0; i_cic *3; i_cic++)( 
for (j_cic - 0; J_cic <4; j_cic++){ 

if 04ATTRH [i_cic][j_cic] -- tramol)( 
t_est_id - MADI'HE (i_cic)[j_cic]; 
goto fun_festid; 

for (i_cic - 0; i_cic <4; i_cic++){ 
for (j_cic - 0; j_cic <3; j_cic++)( 

if (MATTRV (i_cicj(j_cic] -- tramol)( 
t_est_id . KATTVE [i_cic][j_cic]; 
goto fun_festid; 

fun_festid: 

return teat id; 

} 

/'*" funcao para determiner a distancia entre dois nos """'""""/ 

int no_dist lint nodisl, int nodis2) 
{ double i_disxl. i_disx2, i_disyl, i_disy2. distl2, tr_Cdist; 

int nol_Idis, no2_Idis; 

tr_Cdist - 10.0000; 
nol_Ndis - nodisl; 
no2_Ndis - nodis2; 

i_disxl - (double) indexi(nol-Ndis); 
i_disyl - (double) indexj(nol_Ndis); 
i_disx2 - (double) indexi(no2-Ndis); 
i_disy2 - (double) indexj(no2_Ndis); 

distl2 - (fabs(i_disx2 - i_disxl) + fabs(i_disy2 - i_disyl)) " tr_Cdist; 

if ( i_disyl -- i_disy2 && i_disxl !- i_disx2 i6 i_disyl 1- 0 iG i_disyl 1- 2 44 i_disyl !- 4){ 

distl2 distl2 + 2"tr_Cdist; 

if (i_disxl -- i_disx2 && i_disyl I- i_disy2 4i i_disxl 1- 0 4i i_disxl 1- 2 4i i_disxl 1- 4 && distl2 1- 0)( 

distl2 " distl2 + 2"tr_Cdist; 

return (int) distl2; 
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/" funcao Para fazer reset (a zero) dos valores das matrixes 
/" qua representam 0 estado dos tramps (MATrHE e MATTVE) 

void ftramo_zero () 
( int ind_zerol, incLzero2; 

/" reset a zero dos valores des matrizes estado dos trams "/ 

for lind_zerol = 0; ind_zerol < 3; ind_zerol++)( 

for (ind_zero2 - 0; ind_zero2 < 4; ind_zero2++)( 
MATTHE (ind_zeroll[ind_zero2l - 0; 

} 

for (in&zerol - 0; ind zerol < 4; ind zerol++)( 
for (ind_zero2 = 0; ind_zero2 < 3; ind_zero2++)( 

MATTVE (ind_zeroll[ind_zero2l - 0; 

} 
} 

/' funtao Para actualizar o elemento da matriz estado dos tramps "/ 

/" (MATTRH ou MATrRV) correspondents so numero de ordern do tramp 

/" a qua as pretends atribuir um dada estado (ex. 1-bloq.; 0=livre) "/ 

void ftramo val lint tralvum, int tral_est) 
( int trans val, traest_val, indj_val, ind2_val; 

tramo_val = tralvum; 
traest_val = tral_est; 

for (indl val - 0; indl_val <3; indl val++)( 
for (ind2 val = 0; ind2 val <4; ind2 val++)( 

if (MATTRH (indl vall(ind2_vall _= tramo_val)( 
MA7THE(indl vall(ind2 val) = traest_val; 
goto fun_fval; 

} 

for (indl_val = 0; indl`val <4; indl_val++)( 
for (ind2 val - 0; ind2_val <3; ind2_val++)( 

if (MATRRV (indl_valJ(ind2 val] -- tramp val)( 
NAPTVE(indl_valJ[ind2 valJ - traest_val; 
goto fun_fval; 

} 

fun_fval: 
return; 

P funcao para bloquear os tramps adjacentea a um no "/ 
void fbtra_adj (int no_dest) 
( int no_ocadj, i_adj, j_adj, traadj; 

no_ocadj - no_dest; 

i_adj . indexi (no_ocadj); 
j_adj - index] (no_ocadj); 
tra_adj - MATR_R (i_adjl[j_adjJ; 

if (tra_adj >0 && tra_adj <- 24)( 
ftramo val (tra_adj, l)J 

tra_adj - aATR_, (i_adjl[j_adjl; 
if (tra_adj >0 && tra_adj <- 24)( 

ftramo val (tra_adj, 1); 
} 
tra_adj - NATR_U [i_adjl(j adji; 
if (tra_adj >0 && tra_adj <. 24)( 

ftramo val (tra_adj, 1); 

tra_adj - MATR_D (i_adjj(j_adj); 
if (tra_adj >0 && tra_adj <- 24)( 

ftramo val (tra_adj. 1); 

3 

P funcao pars actualizar o valor do vector do entrada a partir dos "/ 
/" dos arrays qua representau o estado dos 24 tracks, o numero do "/ 
/" no da origem a no destino am binario do 5 digitos "/ 

void fvec_£np(int "trak-ptr, int "nodel_ptr, jut "node2_ptr) 
{ jut index-inp; 

for (index-inp - 0; index_£np < 34 r index_inp++)( 
if (index, £np < 24)( 

inp_vec [index-£np] -" (trak. ptr + index_inp); ) 
else if ((index-£np > 23) iQ (index_inp < 29))( 

£np vec (index-inp) " "(nodelptr + (index_inp - 24)); ) 

else if ((index_inp > 28) i& (index_inp < 34))( 
inp_vec (index_inp] " "(node2-ptr + (index_inp - 29)); ) 

else if (£ndex_£np )- 34)( 
printf ('error in fvec_inp"); ) 

/" actual£zacao das siatrizes MATR/L/U/D qua representam o estado "/ 
/" dos tramos quo safest de cads no pars a direita, esquerda, "/ 
/" pars circa, ou pare baixo (R. L. U. D) "/ 
/" ocupado (-1), livre ("0), nao exists na grelha o no ("-2), "/ 
/" naO exists Para equals no o traso ("-l) "/ 

void mat_RLUD(void) 

jut £_RLUD, j_RLUD; 
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for (iJUAD-0; i_RLUD<5; i. RLUD += 2)( 
for (J_RLUD-0; j_RLUD<4; j_RLUD++)( 

MATR(LRLUD) [j U3 = NARTHE[LRLUD/21 [j_RLUD); 
MATL[i_RLUD][j_RLUD+1]=NATTHEIi_RLUD/21 Ij_RLUD]; 

for (i_RLUD=0; i_RLUDc4; iJ LUD++)( 
for (j_RLUD=0; j_RLUD'5; j_RLUD += 2)( 

NATD[i_RLUDI[j_RLUDI = NATTVE[i_RLUDI[i_RLUD/21; 
MATU[ i_RLUD+11[j UDI=NATTVE[i_RLUDI(i-RLUD/21; 

/' initializacao das matrixes qua representam os tramos "/ 
/' ligados a cads no (NATR.. R, MATR_L. NATR_U, MATf_D) "/ 
void mtra_RLUD(void) 
{ 

int iSLRLUD, jv_RLUD; 

for (im_RLUD=O; im_RLUD<5; im_PLUD += 2)( 
for (jvLRLUD=O; jm-RLUD<4; jm_RLUD++)( 

MATR_R I im_RLUD)[jm_RLUD] - ffi+2TRH [im_RLUD/2I(im_RLUDJ; 
MATR_L[im_RLUD][jm_RLUD+11=MATTRR[ im_RLUD/21(jSLRLUD); 

} 

for (ist_RLUD=O; i 
_RLUD<4; 

im_RLUD++){ 
for (jm_RLUD=O; ja_RLUD<5; jm_RLUD += 2)( 

NATR_DIim_RLUD](jm RLUD) _ MATTRV[im_RLUDJ[jm_RLUD/21; 
NATI_U[ iu, _RLUD+lJ [jm RLVD]=NATTRV[ im_RLUDI (jm_RLUD/2); 

} 

} 
} 
/"' inicializacao das matrizes TRADIS_t/L/U/D [J[1 " "/ 

void ftra_liv() 
{ int i_liv, j_liv, imax`liv, jmax_liv; 

imax`liv - 5; 
jmax_liv = 5; 

for (i_liv = 0; i_liv < imax`liv; i_liv += 2)( 
for (j_liv - 0; j_liv < jmax`liv - l; j_liv++)( 

TRADIS_R [i_liv][j_livl = 0; 
TRADIS I. [i_liv] [i liv+l] = 0; 

} 
for (i_liv - 0; i_liv < imax_liv -l; i_liv++)( 
for (j_liv = 0; j liv < jmax_liv; j_liv +- 2)I 

TRADIS_D [i_livJ(j_liv] = 0; 
TRADIS_U [i_liv+l)[i_livi = 0; 

} 

} 

/"* actualizar NOS_TSAI(5115J com o numero possivel de saidas de 
cada no as todos os tramos na grelha estivessem livres 

void fnos_tliv() 
{ int i_tliv, j_tliv, imax_tliv, jmax_tliv; 

imax_tliv = 5; 
imax`tliv = 5; 

for (i_tliv = 1; i_tliv < imax_tliv - 1; i_tliv +- 2)( 
for (i_tliv - 1; j_tliv < jmax`tliv -1; j tliv += 2)( 

NOS_TSAI (i_tliv][j_tliv] = 0; 
} 

for (i_tliv . 1; i_tliv < imax_tliv - 1; i_tliv +. 2)( 
for (j_tliv - 0; j_tliv < jmax_tliv ; i_tliv a- 2)( 

NOS_TSAI [i_tliv][j_tlivi s 2; 
} 

for (i_tliv - 0; i_tliv < imax`tliv ; i_tliv += 2)( 
for (i_tliv - 1; j_tliv < jmax_tliv - 1; i_tliv += 2)( 

NOS_TSAI [i_tliv][j_tliv] = 2; 
} 

} 
for (i_tliv = 2; i_tliv < imax`tliv - 2; i_tliv a- 2)( 

for (j_tliv - 2; j_tliv < jmar_tliv -2; j_tliv += 2){ 
NOS_TSAI [i_tliv][j_tliv) = 4; 

} 

for (i_tliv = 0; i_tliv < imar_tliv; i_tliv a= 2)( 
if (i_tliv == 0 11 i_tliv == imax_tliv -1){ 

NOS_TSAI Ii_tliv](01 e 2; 
NOS_TSAI [i`tlivl[jmax-tliv - 11 - 2; 

else 
NOS_TSAI [i_tliv](0) = 3; 
NOS_TSAI [i_tliv)(jmax_tliv - 11 = 3; 

} 

for (j_tliv - 2; j_tliv < imax_tliv - 2; j_tliv += 2)( 
NOS_TSAI (0)[j_tliv] " 3; 
NOS_TSAI [imaa-tliv][j_tlivi = 3; 

} 

/"' actualizar NOS_TSAIIS][51 corn base no estado dos tramos ligados 
/"' a coda no 

void fnos_tblo() 
t int i_tblo, j_tblo; 

mtra RLUD (); 
fnos_tliv (); 
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for (i_tblo - 0; i_tblo < 5; i_tblo++)( 
for (j_tblo - 0; j_tblo < 5; j_tblo++)( 

if (NATR [i_tblo)(j_tblo) s. 1)( 
NOS_TSAI [i_tblol(j_tbloJ . NOS_TSAI [i_tblo)[j_tblol - 1; 

if (NATL (i_tblo)(j_tblol -- 1)( 
NOS_TSAI (i_tblo](j_tblol - NOS_TSAI [i_tbloj(j_tblo) - 1; 

if (NATO [i_tbloj(j_tblo) ". 1)( 
NOS_TSAI [i_tblo)[j_tblol - NOS TSAI (i_tblo][i_tbloj - 1; 

if (NATD [i_tbloj(J_tblo) ". 1)( 
NOS_TSAI (i_tblol[j_tbloj " NOS_TSAI [i, 

-tbloJ[j_tblo) - 1; 

} 

/"" " inicializar a matriz NOS_SAIP [5115) com os valores da "/ 
/"" """"' matriz NOS_TSAI [5)[51 ,o quo correspondera so inicio do ciclo "/ 

void fsaip_ini () 
{ int i_sini. j_sini; 

for (i_sini - 0; i_sini < 5; i_sini++)( 
for (j_sini - 0; j sini < 5; j_sini++)( 

NOS_SAIP [i_sinil[j_sinil - NOS_TSAI (i sini)[i_sini); 

} 

/'* "" funcao pars actualizar NOS_SAIP [1(1 com base no trans usado ""/ 
/'" saindo do no especificado ""/ 

void fsaip_upd tint no_dado, int tra_usado) 
{ int no_supd, tra_supd, ni_supd, nj_supd; 

no_supd - no_dado; 
tra_supd - tra_usado; 

ni_supd - indexi (no_aupd); 
ni_supd - indexj (no_supd); 

if (MATR_R (ni_supd) [nj_supd) "- tra_supd)C 
TRADIS_R (ni_supd](ni_supol - TRADIS_R [ni_supd)[ni_supol + 1; 

if (NATR_L (ni_supd)[nj_supol -- tra_supd)( 
TRADIS_L [ni_supd)[ni_supdj - TRADIS_L [ni_supollni_supol + 1; 

if (NATR_U [ni_supd](nj_supd) -- tra_supd)( 
TRADIS_v [ni supd)[ni_aupd) " TRADIS V [ni_supd)(nj_supd] + 1; 

if (MATR_D [ni_supo)[nj_supd] -= tra_supd)( 
TRADIST [ni_supd][ni_supol . TRADIS_D (ni_supd)(nj_supo] + 1; 

NOS_SAIP [ni_supd])ni_supol " NOS_SAIP (ni_supd)[ni supol - 1; 

/" converter valores das coordenadas x ou y de (0,11 pars 1-1,11 "1 
double convl(double coon) 

double coor2_tvl; 
coor2_nvl - (coorl-0.5)*2; 
return coor2_ovl; 

/" determiner o modulo e anyulo do vector associado as coordenadas xey "/ 
double modxy(double xcoor, double ycoor) 

double modu_dxy; 
modu_dxy " sgrt(xcoor"xcoor + ycoor"ycoor); 
return modu_dxy; 

/" para (x, y) - (0.0) a funcao nao esta definida, mas essa situacao "/ 
devera ser prevista quando se calcular a modulo "/ 

double angxy(double xcoor, double ycoor) 

double angu_gxy; 
angu_gxy - atan2(ycoor, xcoor)*180.0/PI; 
return angu_qxy; 

/" definir matrizes qua caracterizam o estado dinamico 
/" (ex. ocupado/livre ) dos tramps da grelha ) "/ 

/" atribuicao dos tramoc ocupados (NATTRH/V . 1) "/ 
void tramoe(int num_ord) 

int iy; oe. i_moe; 

for (iJooe-0; iýoecsti. ýoe++l( 
for (j-. uoes0; i-moe<5; j_moe++)( 

if (NATFRK(i-inoe][j_moe) -" num_ord)( 
MATTHE[i. noel [j_moe) - 1; 

for (i_ooe"0; iJooe<5; i_moe++)( 
for (i-moe"U; j_moe<4; i_jmoe++)( 

if (NATTRV[i aoe](i-jowe) ". nurn_ord)( 
MATTV6[i-mGe)[i. Aoe1 - 1; 
1 
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/" determiner os indices i, j da MATNOS a partir do numero do no "/ 
int index j (int mstinol ) 
{ 

int i_exj, j_exj, c_exj; 

for (i_exj. 0; Lexj<5; i exj++)( 
for (j_exj-O; j_exj<5; j_exj++)( 

if(MATNOS[i_exj) [j_exj I _- nub no1)( 
c_exj ` ]_exj; 

return c exj; 

int indexi(int num-no2) 

int i_exi, j_exi, c_exi; 

for (i_exi-O; i_exi<5; i_exi++)( 
for (j_exi-O; j_exi<5; j_exi++)( 

if(MATNOS(i_exi](Lexi) _= num-no2)( 
c_exi - i_exi; 
} 

} 

return c_exi; 

/""' funcao que is, plementa a estrategia de movimentacao na grelha 
em quo a saida da rede e reanalizada se indicar paragem cu movimento 
para um tramo quo nao existe ou esta bloqueado. A situacao de paragem 
nao e admitida excepto so o modulo do vector XY <- mix mod2. Neste caso a 
rede escolhera o tramp disponivel quo esteja mais perto. So indicar 
tramp bloqueado ou inexistente so so considera a saida da rede quo for 
for possivel de implementar (X ou Y). ` ... */ 

void eva_stratl (int node--puml, int no_fim, int pre_tra, double xcoor2, double ycoor2, double min_prod2) 
{ int nl_atl, n2_atl, tra0_atl, il_atl, i2_atl, if_atlj 

int noß_atl , noI. _atl, noU_atl, noD_ati, cRLUD_atl, disR_atl, disI_ati, disU_atl, diaD_ati; 
int tr_noatl (4)(21- { 

(0,0), 
(0.0), 
(0,0), 

int disde_atl[4](21s( 

(0,0), 

(0,0) 
int contl_ati - 0, yrdr_atl - 0; 
double vsaixatl, vsaiy_atl, sadO_atl; 
double angulati, angu2atl, angu3atl, angu4atl, adxy2_atl, agxy2_atl; 
char Mov_Sol2, CharDir -'A'; 

int noseg_atl, trseg_atl, trest_atl, ndir_atl . -1; 

tipo_sol - 0; 
cRLUD_atl = 0; 
nl_atl s node_numl; 
n2_atl - no_fim; 
tra0_atl - pre_tra; 
vsaix_atl - xcoor2; 
vsaiy_atl - ycoor2; 
modO_atl - min_; nod2; 

if ((nLatl < 1)11(n2_atl < 1)11(nl_atl > 21)ll(n2_atl > 21))( 
nl_. at1 - -9; 
noseg_atl " -9; 
ndir_at1 " -9; 
trseg_atl - -9; 
trest_atl - -9; 
goto Fisk_evastra; 

il_atl - indexi (nl_atl); 
i2_atl - index] (niratl); 

Mov_So12 - '8'; 
angulatl - 45.00001; 
angu2atl - -44.99999; 
angu3atl - 135.00001; 
angu4atl - -134.99999; 

sdxy2_atl - modxy (vsaix_atl, vsaiy_atl); 
agxy2_atl - 0.00000; 

...... * antes de determinar "RLUDS" verifico os tramos do nol "**/ 
/"" verificando tambem Qual dos trasas(direccao) pode corresponder""/ 
/""""""*"""""""""""`"""* so ultimo tramo usado **/ 

/" sem verificar o estado de ocupacao dos Nos correspondentes 
aos tramos em consideracao (a usar com NNRANN77. c. NNHAN773. c, ou NNHEUAB7. c ... )"/ 

if ((ESTRATE -- 0)11(ESTRATE -- 111( 

for (if_at1=O; if_atl<4; if_atl++)( 
if (if_atl--O)( 

traoatl[if_atl][O] - MATPLR [ii_atl](i3 at1J; 
traoatl[if_atl][1] - )ATR [il`atl][i2_atl]; 
if (trsoatl[if_atl][O] - traO_atl)( 

CharDir - 'R-; 
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prdr_atl = 1; 

) 
== 1)( else if (if-atl 

traoatl[if_atl)[0] s MATR_L (il_atil(i2_atl]; 
traoatl[if_atl][l] _ MATE [il_atl](i2_atl); 
if (traoati(if_ati][0) _= tra0_atl){ 

CharDir = 'L'; 
prdr_atl = 3; 

else if (if-atl == 2)( 
tr_noatl[if_atl](0] - 14ATR_U (il_atl](i2_atl]; 
tr_noatl(if_atl][ll = MATU (il_atl)[i2_atl]; 
if (traoati[if_atl][0) _- tra0_atl)( 

CharDir - 'U'; 

prdr_atl = 2; 

else if (if-atl -- 3)( 
traoatl[if_atl][01 = MATR_D (il_atl](i2_atl); 
traoatl(if_atl](1) = MATD (i1_atl](i2_atl]; 
if (tr_noatl(if_atl][0] _- tra0_atl)( 

CharDir - 'D'; 

prdr_atl = 4; 

else if (ESTRATE 9)( 
/" verificando o estado de ocupacao dos Nos correspondentes 
aos tramos em consideracao (a usar cm NNHM&78. c )ea estado 
dos tramos pars definir o estado dos tramos 

for (if_atl-O; if_atl<C; if_atl++)( 
if (if_atl==0)( 

tr noatl[if_atl)(0] = MATR_R jil_atlj[12_atl]; 
tr_noatl[if_atl](1) = MATR (il_atl](i2_atll; 
if (trsoatl[if_atl][0] -- tra0_atl)( 

CharDir = 'R'; 

prdr_atl = 1; 

if (traoatl (if_atl](01 >0 && tr_noatl [if_atl][0] 25)( 
if (MEST_NO [il_atl][i2_atl +1] != 0)( 

tr_noatl(if_ati](11 - 1; 

else if (if_atl -= 1)( 
tr_noatl[if_atl](01 = MATR-L (il_atl](i2_ati]; 
tr_noatl(if_atl][1] - MATZ [il_atl][i2_atl]; 
if (traoatl[if_atl](Ol == tra0_atl)( 

CharDir = 'L'; 

prdr_atl = 3; 

if (tr_noatl (if_atl]101 >0 && tr_noati [if_atl](0] < 25)( 
if (MEST_IO [il_ati](i2_atl -1) !- 0)( 

traoatl[if_atl][i] = 1; 

} 
else if (if-atl == 2)( 

traoatl[if_atl](0) - MATR_U (i1_atl][i2_ati]; 
tr_noatl[if_atl](1] = MATU (il_atl](i2_atl]; 
if (traoatl[if_atl][01 -- tra0_atl)( 

CharDir = 'U'; 

prdr_atl = 2; 

if (tr_noatl (if_ati][0] >0 && tr_noati (if_atl][0] < 25)( 
if (MEST_7O (il_atl-l](i2_atl] !- 0)( 

tr_noatl[if_atl][l) = 1; 
} 

} 

else if (if-atl == 3)( 
traoatl[if_atlj [0] = MhTR`D (il_atl] (i2_ati]; 
tr_noatl(if_atl](1) - MATD [il_atl][i2_atlj; 
if (tr noatl(if_atlj(0) _= tra0_atl)( 

CharDir = 'D'; 
prdr_ati = 4; 

if Itr noatl (if_atl](0] >0 && tr_noatl (if_atl](0] 25)( 
if (MEST_NO (ii_atl+l)[i2_ati] 1+ 0)( 

tr_ oatl(if_atl](11 - 1; 

else( 
/* PutStr ('error in ESTRATEI); */ 

} 

/*"`" determinar os nos mais proxisos do nl_atl e as suas distancias*/ 
/"** so no destino (W rnesmo qua bloqueados: al???? nao comp estal)""""/ 

if ( tr_noatl (0)(11 -- 0 )( 
noR_atl s MATNOS (il_atij(12_atl + 1]; 
dieR_atl = no_dist (noR_atl, n2 atl); 
cRLUD_atl++; 

else( 
noR_atl = 0; 
disR_atl = -1; 

if ( tr_noatl [1)(11 .. 0 )( 
nol, _ati = MATNOS (il_atll(i2_atl - 11; 
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disL_atl - no_dist (noL. _atl, n2_atl); 
cRLUD_atl++; 

else( 
noI-atl - 0; 
disItatl - -1; 

if ( tr_noatl [2](11 -- 0 )( 
noU_atl " MAIKOS (il_atl - 1)(i2_atll; 
disU_atl - no_dist (noU_atl, n2_atl); 
cRLUD_atl++; 

} 
else( 

noU_atl - 0; 
disU_ati - -1; 

} 
if ( tr-noatl (3)[1) -- 0 )( 

noD_ati - MAIKOS [il_atl + 11[i2_atll; 
disD_atl " no_dist (noD_atl, n2_atl); 
cRLUD_atl++; 

else{ 
noD_atl = 0; 
disD_atl " -1; 

] 

/'""""""" ordenar os nos por distancias ao no destino """""""""/ 

disde_atl[01(01 - disR_atl; 
disde_atl[0][11 = 1; /"" 1=R, 3=L, 2=U, 4=D """"/ 
disde_atl[1)[01 = dieL_atl; 
disde_atl[11[1] - 3; 
disde_atl[2110] - disU_atl; 
disde atl[21[1] = 2; 
disde_atl[3][01 - disD_atl; 
disde_atl[31[1] = 4; 

for (if_atl = 0; if_atl < 4; if_atl ++)( 
if (disde_atl (if_atl][0] -1)( 

array_ord (if_stl](0] = 1000; 

else( 
array_ord (if_atl]101 disde_atl [if_atl](0); 

array_ord (if_atl](1) - disde_ati [if_atl](11; 

array_ord 141101 - 100000; 
array_ord (41[1] = 5; 

f_ordem (); 
f_ordiqu (); 

for (if_atl = 0; if_atl < 4; if_ati ++)( 
if (array_ord [if_atl]101 == 1000){ 

disde_atl (if_atl][01 _ -1; 

else { 
disde_atl (if_atl](0] = array_ord (if_atl][0]; 

disde_atl (if_atl](1) = array_ord [if_atl](1]; 

contl_atl = 0; 
for (if_ati = 0; if_atl < 4; if_atl++)( 

if (disde_atl(if_atl)[0] __ -i)( 
contl_atl++; 

} 

/"" ' determinacao da direccao de aside da rede ""'*""" """""" "/ 
if (adxy2_atl <- mod0_atl)( 

Mov_So12 - 'S'; 
tipo_sol = 10; 

else if (adxy2_atl > mod0_atl)( 
agxy2_atl " angxy(vsaix_atl, vsaiy_atl); 

if ((agxy2_atl <= angulati) && (agxy2_atl > angu2atl))( 
Mov_So12 = 'R'; 
tipo_sol - 1; 
if (tr noatl[0][1] !=0 Mov_So12 == CharDir fl TRADIS R[il_atl](i2_atl] > 0)( 

if (vsaiy_atl < 0.000)( 
if (trsoatl (3][11 _= 0 && CharDir I. 'D' && TRADIS_D[il_atl][i2_atl] 0)( 

Mov_So12 - 'D'; 
tipo_sol = 2; 

) 
else if (tr_noatl (3)(11 1=0 11 CharDir =_ 'D' 11 TRADIS_D(il_atl][i2_atl] > 0)( 

if(tr-noatl[2](11 _= 0 && CharDir I- 'U' && TRADIS_U[il_atl](i2_atl] _= 0){ 
Mov_So12 - 'U'; 
tipo_sol = 3; 

else if (trjoatl[1](1) _= 0 && CharDir I- 'L' && TRADIS_X, (il_atll[i2_atl] 0)( 
Mov_So12 - 'L'; 
tipo_sol - 4; 

else 
Mov_Sol2 = CharDir; /""anda pars tras ""/ 
tipo_sol - 5; 
if (Mov_So12 =_ 'R')( 

tipo_sol = 1; 

if (vsaiy_atl > 0.000){ 
if (tr_noatl (2)(1) _= 0 && CharDir [_ 'U'&& TRADIS_U[il_&tl][i2_atlj 0)( 

Mov_So12 = 'U'; 
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tipo-sol - 2; 

else if (tr noatl (21111 1=0 11 CharDir =_ U' 11 TRADIS_U[il_atl1[i2_atl1 > 0)( 
if(tr-noatl[31(11 == 0 && CharDir != D' && TRADIS_D[il_atl][i2_atl] _= 0)( 

Mov_So12 - D'; 
tipo_sol = 3; 

else if (tr_noatl[1](1] _= 0 && CharDir !_ 'L' && TRADIS_. [il_atl][i2_atll = = 0)( 
Mov_So12 = 'L'; 
tipo_sol = 4; 

else 
Mov_So12 = CharDir; /""ends para tras ""/ 
tipo_sol = 5; 
if (Mov_Sol2 =_ 'R')( 

tipo_sol = 1; 
} 

} 
else if ((agxy2_atl <= angu3atl) && (agxy2_atl > angulatl)){ 

Mov_So12 = 'U'; 
tipo_sol = 1; 
if (tr_noatl[2](11 !=0 11 Mov_Sol2 == CharDir 11 TRADIS_U[il_atlj(i2_atl) > 0)( 

if (vsaix_atl < 0.000)( 
if (tr, noatl (1][11 _= 0 && CharDir I- 'L' && TRADIS_L[il_atl](i2_atl] 0)( 

Mov So12 = 'L'; 
tipo.. sol = 2; 

} 
else if (tr-noatl [11111 1=0 11 CharDir =_ "L' 11 TRADIS_L(il_atl](i2_atl] > 0)( 

if(tr_noatl[oj[11 _= 0 && CharDir != R' && TRADIS_R[il_atl][i2_atl] _= 0)( 
Mov_So12 - 'R'; 
tipo_sol - 3; 

else if (tr_noatl(3](1] _= 0 && CharDir !_ 'D' && TRADIS_D[il_atl)(i2_atl] 0)( 
Mov_So12 = D'; 
tipo_sol - 4; 

else 
Mov_Sol2 = CharDir; /""and& para tras ""/ 
tipo_sol = 5; 
if (Mov_So12 =_ 'U')( 

tipo_sol = 1; 

if (vsaix_atl > 0.000)( 
if (tr noatl [0)(1) _= 0 && CharDir !_ 'R' && TRADIS_. A(il_atlj[i2_atl] 0)( 

Mov_Sol2 = 'R'; 
tipo_sol = 2; 

) 
else if (tr_noatl (0)(11 1=0 11 CharDir - R' 11 TRADIS_t(il_atl](i2_atl] > 0)( 

if(tr_noatl(1][lj -= 0 && CharDir !_ 'L' && TRADIS_. (i1, 
_atll[i2_atl] -- 0)( 

Mov_Sol2 - 'L'; 
tipo_sol = 3; 

else if (tr_noatl(3)(l) == 0 && CharDir I. 'D' && TRADIS_D(il_atl)[i2_atl] 0)( 
Mov_Sol2 = D'; 
tipo_sol = 4; 

else { 
Mov_So12 = CharDir; /""anda para tras ""/ 
tipo_sol = 5; 
if (Mov_Sol2 =_ 'U')( 

tipo_sol = 1; 

else if ((agxy2_atl > angu3atl) 11 (agxy2_atl <= angu4atl))( 
Mov_Sol2 = 'L'; 
tipo_sol = 1; 
if (tr-noatl[1](l !-0 11 Mov_Sol2 == CharDir 11 TRADISy[il_atl][i2_atl] > 0)( 

if (vsaiy_atl < 0.000)( 
if (tr noatl [31(11 == 0 && CharDir != 'D' && TRADIS D[il_atl](i2_atl] _= 0)( 

Mov_So12 - 'D'; 
tipo_sol = 2; 

) 
else if (trjoatl (31(11 ! =0 11 CharDir =_ 'D' 11 TRADIS_D[i1_atl)[i2_atl1 >0 )( 

if(tr_. Po&tlj21(11 _= 0 && CharDir !_ U' && TRADIS U(il_atl][i2_atl) _- 0)( 
Mov_So12 = U'; 
tipo_sol - 3; 

} 
else if (tr noatl(0j[1] _= 0 && CharDir I- 'R' && TRADIS_R(il_atl](i2_atl] 0)( 

Mov_Sol2 - 'R'; 
tipo_sol = 4; 

else 
Mov_Sol2 = CharDir; /""and& pars tras ""/ 
tipo_sol - 5; 
if (Mov_So12 =_ 'L')( 

tipo_sol = 1; 

if (vsaiy_atl > 0.000)( 
if (tr_noatl [21[11 -- 0 && CharDir !_ 'U' && TRADIS_U(il_atl](i2_atl] 0)( 

Mov_SO12 = 'U'; 
tipo_sol = 2; 

} 
else if (tr_noati (2](1) 1=0 11 CharDir =_ 'U' 11 TRADIS_U[il_atl](i2_atl1 > 0)( 

if(tr_noatl(31111 _= 0 && CharDir I- D' && TRADIS_D[il_atl][i2_atll -- 0)( 
Mov_Sol2 = D'; 
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tipo_sol - 3; 

else if (tr. noatl(0111) -= 0 && CharDir !- 'R' && TRADIS Rjil_atl1[i2_atlJ =. 0)( 
Mov_So12 - 'R'; 
tipo_sol " 4; 

} 
else { 

Mov_So12 - CharDir; /""and& pars tray "`/ 
tipo_sol - 5; 
if (MovvSo12 -- 'L')( 

tipo_sol - 1; 

} 

} 
else if ((agxy2_atl > anau4atl) && (agxy2_atl angu2atl))( 

Mov_So12 - 'D'; 
tipo_sol " 1; 
if (tr_noatl(31111 !=0 11 Mov_So12 "- CharDir TRADIS_D(il_atl](i2_atl3 > 0)( 

if (vsaix_atl < 0.000)( 
if (tr_noatl (1111) "- 0 && CharDir !- L' && TRADIS_. (il_atl](i2_atl) a- 01( 

Mov_So12 - 'L'; 
tipo_sol - 2; 

else if (tr_noatl (1)(1] 1=0 11 CharDir -- 'L' 11 TRADIS-L[il_atl)[i2_atl) > 0)( 
if(tr_noatl(0][1) -= 0 && CharDir !a 'R' && TRADIS_R[il_atl][i2_atl] ea 0)( 

Mov_So12 - 'R'; 
tipo_sol - 3; 

} 
else if (tr_poatl[21111 -- 0 && CharDir !_ 'V' && TRADIS V[il_at1}[i2_atll -ý 0)( 

Mov_Sol2 'II'; 
tipo_sol - 4; 

} 

else { 
Mov_Sol2 " CharDir; /""anda pars tray ""/ 
tipo_sol - 5; 
if (Mov_So12 "- 'D')( 

tipo_sol - 1; 

] 
if (vsaix atl > 0.000)( 

if (trnoatl (0](1] _= 0 && CharDir I. 'R' && TRADIS_Riil_atl](i2_atl] _= 0)( 
Mov_So12 = 'R'; 
tipo_sol - 2; 

else if (tr noatl (0](1] 1-0 11 CharDir -- 'R' 11 TRADIS R(il_atl][i2_atl] > 0)( 
if(trsoatl(1][13 -- 0 && CharDir !_ 'L' && TRADIS_L(il_atl][i2_atl] -- 0)( 

Mov_So12 = 'L'; 
tipo_sol = 3; 

else if (tr_. Aoatl[2][1] -- 0 && CharDir I= 'V' && TRADIS_U(il_atl](i2_atl) 0)( 
Mov_So12 - 'V'; 
tipo_sol = 4; 

else 
Mov So12 = CharDir; /"ands pars tree ""/ 
tipo_sol = 5; 
if (Mov_Sol2 =_ 'D')( 

tipo_sol = 1; 
} 

else( 
Mov_So12 - 'E'; 
tipo_sol = -1; 
PutStr ("error: Mov_So12 (E)"); 
GetStrOj */ 

else { 
Mov_So12 ='e'; 
tipo_sol - -2; 
PutStr ('error: Mov_So12 (e)"); 
GetStr(); "/ 

/ate:.. e.... ".. " eu**a............ *5******e**e: **s****e**/ 
/* actualizacaodavariavel global 

registo[no actual, dir. saida, num. tramo seg., est. tramo, no seguintej""/ 

for (if_atl-0; if_atl<5; if_atl++)( 
registo (if_at1J " 0; 

if (Mov_So12 -- 'R' && TRADIS_R[il_at1J[i2_atl) :. O)( 
ndir_atl - 1; 
trseg_atl a tr_noatl (0)[01; 
trest_atl tr noatl (0)(11; 
if (trest ati -: 0)( 

noseg_atl - MATNOS(il_atl)[i2_atl + 11; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR-R [il_atl)(i2_atlI); 

else( 
noseg_atl - nl_atl; 

} 

else if (Mov_So12 -- 'L' && TRADIS_L(il_atll[i2_atl) 0)( 
ndir_atl - 3; 
trseg_atl - tr oatl [11[011 
trest_atl . tr_oatl (11[11; 
if Itrest_atl =. o)( 

noseg_atl - MATMOS[il_at1)[i2_atl - 11; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR-L (i1_atlJ(i2_atl(); 
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else( 
noseg_atl nLatl; 

else if (Mo 
_So12 =: IU && TRADIS_V[i1_at11[i2_at1J -. 0)( 

ndir_atl = 2; 
trseg_atl - tr-noatl (21101; 
trest_atl . tr noatl 121111; 
if (trest_atl == 0)( 

noseg_atl : MATNOS[i1_atl - 1](i2_atll; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MAT_U (il_atlJ(i2_atlJ); 

else( 
noseg_ati . nl_at1; 

else if (MOV_So12 =. 'D' && TRADIS-D[il_atl)[12_at1) a. 0)( 
ndir_atl " t; 
trseg_at1 a tr_noatl (3][O); 
trest_atl = tr noatl (3)(1); 
if (trest ati == 0)( 

noseg_atl = MAIWOS[il_atl + 1J(i2_atlJ; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR_D (il_atl)[i2_atl)); 

} 
else( 

noseg_atl s n1_atit 

else if (Mov_So12 =_ 'S')i /`"" no sem saida """""/ 

it (contl_atl == Of 
ndir_atl = 0; 
trseg_atl . 0; 
trest_atl = -3; 
noseg_atl = nl_atl; 
tipo_sol = 10; 

else if(conti_atl < 1)( 
ndir_atl = diade_atl (contl_atIjjlj; 
tipo_sol - 11; 
if (disde_atl[contl_atljflj ==1 && TRADIS_R [il_atl](i2 

_atl] _= 0 && noR_atl I. 01( trseq ati - tr_noatl [0)(0); 
treat_atl = traoatl (0)(11; 
noseg_atl - noR_atl; 
fsaip upd (ni_atl, RATl_R jil_atl3j12_atIj); 

else if (disde_atl[contl_atl)[l] _= 3 && TRADIS_L (il atl)(i2 atl) _= 0 && not_atl ! = 0)( 
trseg_atl = tr_noatl (1)(0); 
trest_atl - traoatl (1)(1); 
noseg_atl = noItatl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, ! ATR_L (il_atl)[i2_atl)); 

else if (disde_atl(contl_atl)[l1 == 2 && TRADIS U (il_atl)(i2_atl) 0 && noU_atl ! - 0)( trseg_atl = traoatl [2](0); 
trest_atl = tr_noatl (21(1); 
noseg_atl = nou atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl atl, NATR_U (il_atl)(i2_atl)); 

else if (disde_atl[contl_atl)(11 == 4 && TRADIS_D jil_atl)(i2 atl) 0 && noD_atl ! = 0)( trseg_atl - traoatl (31(01; 
trest_atl = tr_noatl 131111; 
noseg_atl = noD_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR_D (il_atll(i2 atll); 

else 
if ( conti_atl +1<M 

contl_atl = contl_atl + 1; 
ndir_atl = disde_ati jcontl_atl](1); 
tipo_sol = 12; 
if (disde_atl[contl_atll(1) =. 1 && TRADIS_R (il_atl)(i2_atIj 0 && no3Lptl != 0)( trseg_atl = tr_noatl [0](01; 

trest_atl - traoatl (0)(1); 
noseg_atl = noR_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR_R [il_atl)(i2_atlj); 

} 
else if (disde_atl(contl_atlj(11 == 3 && TRADIS_L [il atl)(i2 atl) -- 0 && noL atl _ _ != 0)( _ 

trseg_atl = tr_noatl 11110); 
trest_atl - trsoatl (11111; 
noseg_atl - noL_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR_L (il_atl)[i2_atll); 

} 
else if (disde_atl[contl_atlj(lj == 2 && TRADIS U (il atl)(i2 atl) 0 && noU atl _ _ 1. O)t _ 

trseg_atl = tr_nostl (2110); 
trest_atl = tr_noatl (2)(1); 
noseg_atl = noU_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR_U (il_atl)(i2_atll); 

else if (disde_atl[contl atl][1) -- 4 && TRADIS_D (i1_atll(i2_atl) -- 0 && noD_ati 
trseq_atl - tr noatl 131101; 
treat atl - tr noatl (31(17; 
noseg_atl - noD_atl; 
fsaip_upd (n1_at1, )WrR_D (i1_atl)(i2_atl)); 

else( 
if ( contl_ati +1< d)( 

contl_atl - contl_ati + 1; 
ndir_atl disde_at1 [contl_atl)[1); 
tiyo_sol - 131 

0)( 
if (disde_atl(contl_atlJ(lJ --1 && TRADIS_t (il_at1J(i2_atl] -- 0 && noR _atl 

!. 

trseq_atl   tr j oat1 (0](0]; 
trest_atl - tr, noatl (0](1]; 
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noseg_atl = no! _atl; fsaip_upd (nl_, atl, MAT! _R (il_atl1[i2_atl]); 

else if (disde_atl[contl_atl)[1) == 3 && TRADIS,. L (il_atll[12 atll == 0 && 
nol atl != 0)( _ 

trseg_ati - tr noatl (11[01; 
trest_atl = tr_noatl (1][11; 
noseg_ati - not_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR, L (il_atl][i2_atlJ); 

else if (disde_atl[contl_atl][1] _= 2 && TRADIS_U (il_atll(i2_atl] _= 0 && 
noU atl != 0)( 

trseg_atl - tr_noatl (21[01; 
trest_atl = tr_noatl (2)(11; 
noseg_atl - noU_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_ati, MAT! _U (il_atl][i2_atl]); 

else if (disde_atl(contl_atlJ[1] -- 4 && TRADIS_D (il_atl](i2_atl) _= 0 && 
noD_atl != 0){ 

trseg_atl = tr_noatl (3)(0); 
treat ati = tr_noatl (3](11; 
noseg_atl = noD_ati; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR_D (il_atl](i2_atl)); 

} 
else{ 

if ( contl_atl +1c 4)( 
conti_atl = contl_atl + 1; 
ndir_atl = disde_atl (contl_atlJ111; 
tipo_sol - 14; 
if (disde_atl[contl_atl][1] ==1 && TRADIS_R [il_atl](i2_atl] 0 && 

noR_atl != 0)( 
trseg_atl = tr_noatl (0](01; 
trest_atl = traoatl (01111; 
noseg_atl - no! _atl; fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATR R (il_atl)(i2_atl]); 

else if (disde_atl(contl_atl)[l] == 3 && TRADIS_, (il_atll(i2_atl) 
0 && noL_atl != 0){ 

trseg_atl - tr_noatl [1)(01; 
trest_atl = tr_noatl [1](1); 
noseg_atl = noL_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MAT! _L [il_atll(12_atl]); 

else if (disde_atl[contl_atl][1J == 2 && TRADIS_U [il_atl](i2_atl] 
0 && noU_atl != 0)( 

trseg_atl = tr_noatl (21(01; 
trest_ati = tr_noatl (21[1]; 
noseg_atl = noU_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MAT! _U [il_atl)[12 atlJ), 

else if (disde atl(contl_atl](ll == 4 && TRADIS_D (il_atl][i2_atl] 
0 && noD_atl != 0)( 

trseg_atl = tr_noatl [3](0); 
trest_atl - traoatl (3)(1); 
noseg_atl - noD_atl; 
fsaip_upd (nl_atl, MATI_D Eil_atl](i2_atll); 

else( 
trseg_atl = 0; 
trest_atl - -3; 
noseg_atl= nl_atl; 
ndir_atl - 0; 
tipo_sol - 15; 

} 
else( 

tipo_sol . 16; 

else( 
PutStr (*No RLUDS possible-); "/ 

trseg_atl - 0; 
treat_atl - -3; 
noseg_atl- nl_atl; 
ndir_atl - 0; 
tipo_sol . 17; 

Pim_evastra 

registo (0) . nl_atl; 
registo [1) - ndir_atl; /"* 0=S, 1=R, 3-L, 2=U, 4-D *"*"""/ 
registo [2] trseg_atl; 
registo (3] - trest_ati; 
registo (4] = noseg_atl; 

/" sprintf (buflixo, "reg(0... 4]: Ed\t %d\t %d\t %d\t %d\t 
tipoSol-td\n", registo(0], registo[1], registo[2], registo(3], registo[6], tipo_sol); 

PutStr (buflixo); 
splixo : GetStr(); "/ 

/" funcao pars gerar um numero inteiro pseudo_aleatorio entre 2 numeros 
especificados -/ 

int f_randoes (int min. _ele, 
int siele) 

( int ele_1, ele_2, randin; 

ele_i - min_ele; 
ele_2 - max_ele; 
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randin " rand(%(e1e 2 f1 - ele_1) r ele_1; 

return (randin); 

/" funcao yara ordenar por ordern crescents os elementos no array_ord(][) 
de acordo corn a grandeza do valor em array_ord[][0] "/ 
void f_ordem () 
{ int if_ord, jf_ord, icl_ord; 

long int maxo_ord, lixo_ord (5](2); 

for (if_ord - 0; if_ord < 5; if_ord ++)( 
for (jf_ord - 0; jf_ord < 2; jf_ord ++)( 

lixo_ord (if_ord)(jf_ord] - 0; 

ici_ord - -1; 
maxo_ord - 99999; 
for (if_ord " 0; if_ord < 5; if_ord ++)( 

if (array_ord (if_ord)[0) < maxo_ord)( 
maxo_ord - array_ord [if_ord][01; 
icl_ord = if_ord; 

if (icl_ord » 0)( 
lixo_ord [01(01 - array_ord (icl_ordj[0J; 
lixo_ord (0)(11 " array_ord [icl_ordl[1]; 

array_ord [icl_ordl(01 - 100000; 

} 
icl_ord : -1; 
maxo_ord - 99999; 
for (i£_ord - 0; if_ord < 5; if_ord ++)( 

if (orray_ord (if_ord](01 < maxo_ord)( 
maxo_ord - array_ord [if_ord)(0]; 
icl_ord - if_ord; 

} 
if (icl_ord » 0)( 

lixo_ord (11(0] " array_ord (icl_ord](0J; 
lixo_ord (1)[1] - array-Ord licl_ord](11; 
array_ord [icl_ord][01 " 100000; 

icl_ord - -1; 
maxo_ord - 99999; 
for (if_ord " 0; if_ord < 5; if_ord ++)( 

if (array_ord (if_ord](01 < maxo_ord)( 
maxo_ord - array_ord (if_ord)[01; 
icl_ord - if_ord; 

if (ici_ord >- 0)( 
lixo_ord (2)(0) - array_ord (icl_ord](0); 
lixo_ord [2][1] - array_ord [icl_ord](11; 
array_ord (icl_ord][0) - 100000; 

icl_ord - -1; 
maxo_ord 99999; 
for (if_ord - 0; if_ord < 5; if_ord ++)( 

if (array_ord (if_ord)(01 < maxo_ord)( 
maxo_ord a array_ord [if_ord)[01; 
icl_ord " if_ord; 

} 
if (icl_ord >- 0)( 

lixo_ord 13](01 - array-Ord licl_ord)(0]; 
lixo_ord (31[1] - array_ord [icl_ord](11; 
array_ord [icl_ordj(01 - 100000; 

icl_ord " -1; 
maxo_ord a 99999; 
for (if_ord - 0; if_ord < 5; if_ord ++)( 

if (array_ord [if_ord](01 < maxo_ord)( 
maxo_ord " array_ord (if_ord)(01; 
icl_ord - if_ord; 

if (icl_ord >- 0)( 
lixo_ord (4](01 - array_ord [icl_ord](0); 
lixo_ord (41[11 - array_ord (icl_ordl(1]; 
array_ord (ici_ord][01 - 100000; 

ici_ord " -1; 

for (if_ord - 0; if_ord < 5; if_ord++)( 
for (jf_ord - 0; jf_ord < 2; jf_ord++)( 

array_ord (if_ord][jf_ordl - lixo_ord [if_ord](jf_ord); 

/" na funcao f_ordiouf) sao resolvidas as situacoes de 
elementos com o mesmo valor "/ 

/- funcao pars verificar a resolver casos em que haja mais do qua 
um elemento com o mesmo valor em array_ord (1(0). ja com os seus elementos 
ordenados per ordern crescents "/ 
void f_ordiqu () 
{ int iguCnt_l, iquCnt_2, igucnt_3, iguCnt_4, iguCnt_5, if_igu, j f_igu; 

int il_igu. 12_igu, i3_igu, i4_igu, ili_igu; 

long int ord2_igu (5)[21, tli_igu; 

for (if igu - 0; if_igu < 5; if_igu ++1( 
for (jf_igu - 0; jf_igu < 2; jf_igu ++)( 

ord2_iyu[if_iquj(jf_iquj = array_ord (if_igu)(jf_igul; 
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tli_igu . ord2_igu [0](0); 
iguCnt_1 - 0; 
for (if_iqu - 0; if_igu < 5; if_igu ++)( 

if (ord2_igu (if_iqu)[0] .. tli_iqu)( 
iguCnt_1 ++; 

} 

tli_igu - ord2_iqu [11[0]; 
iguCnt_2 - 0; 
if (iguCnt_l > 1)( 

il_iqu . 5; 

else( 
il_igu - iguCnt_1; 

for (if_igu . il_igu; if_iqu < 5; if-igu ++)( 
if (ord2_igu [if_igu)[0) _. tli_igu)( 

iquCnt_2 ++; 

tli_iqu s ord2_igu [21(01; 
iguCnt_3 s 0; 
if (iguCnt_1 >2 11 iquCnt_2 > 1){ 

i2_iqu - 5; 

else( 
i2_igu . iquCnt_2+iguCnt_1; 

for (i£_igu - i2_iqu; if-igu < 5; if_igu ++)( 
if (ord2_igu [if_igu][0) .. tli_igu){ 

iguCnt_3 ++; 

tli_igu - ord2_iqu [3][01, 
iguCnt_4 - 0; 
if (iguCnt_1 >3 11 iguCnt_2 > 2 11 iguCnt_3 > 1){ 

i3_igu - 5; 
} 
else( 

i3_iqu . iquCnt_3 + iguCn t_2 + iguCnt_1; 

for (if_iqu . i3_igu; if-igu < 5; if_igu ++){ 
if (ord2_iqu (if_igu)[0] .. tli_igu)( 

iguCnt_4 ++; 

tli_iqu . ord2_igu [4] [0]; 
iguCnt_5 - 0; 
if (iguCnt_1 >4 11 iguCnt2 > 3 11 iquCnt2 >2 11 iquCnt 4> 1)( 

14_igu - 5; _ 

else( 
i4_igu . iquCnt_4 + iguCn t_3 + iguCnt2 + iguCnt 1; 

} _ 
for (if_igu - i4_iyu; if-igu < 5; if_igu ++)( if (ord2_igu [if_iqu][0] _. tli_igu)( iquCnt_5 ++; 

} 
} 

/" todos os cinco elementos LEO iguais "/ 
if (iguCnt_1 .. 5)( 

f_aleaord (5); 
for (if_igu . 0; if_igu < 5; if-igu ++)( 

array_ord [if_iqu](01 . ord2_igu [temp_seq[if_igu)-1][0]; 
array_ord [if_iqu](1J - ord2_iqu [temp_seq(if_iguJ-1][1]; 

} 

/" quatro dos cinco elementos sao iqueis "/ 
if (iquCnt_1 .=4 11 iguCnt_2 . . 4)( 

f_aleaord (4); 
if (iguCnt_1 "- 4]( 

ili_igu = 0; 

else if (iguCnt_2 .. 4)( 
ili_igu s 1; 

for (if_iqu - ili_iqu; if_iqu < (ili_igu + 4); if_igu ++)( 
array_ord [if_igu]101 - ord2_igu [ili_igu+tevp_seq[if_iqu - ili_iqu]-1)(0); 
array_ord (if_igu](1] . ord2_igu [ili_igu+tev, 

_seq[if_iqu - ili_igu]-1](1]; 
} 

/" tree dos cinco elementos sao iguais "/ 
if (iguCnt_1 .. 3 11 iquCnt2 - 3 11 iguCnt_3 =s 3){ 

f_aleaord (3); 
if (iqucnt_1 - 3){ 

ili_iqu . 0; 

else if (iguCnt2 "" 3)( 
ili_iqu - 1; 

else if (iquCnt_3 3){ 
ili_igu . 2; 

} 
for (if_igu . ili_igu; if_iyu < (ili_iqu + 3); if-igu ++)( 

array_ord [if_igu][01 . ord2_igu [ili_iqu+teap_seq[if_igu - ili_iqu)-1)101; 
array_ord (if_igu](1J - ord2_igu [ili_igu+tesp_seg[if_iqu - ili iqu]-1]111; 

_ 
} 

/" dois dos cinco elementos sao iquais "/ 
if (iguCnt_l ". 2)( 

f_aleaord (2); 
for (if_igu - 0; if-igu < 2; if_igu ++)( 
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array_ord (if_igu][0] . ord2_igu (tenp_seq[if_igu]-1][0]; 
array_ord [if_igu][1] - ord2_igu [tevp_seq[if_igu]-1][1]; 

if (iguCnt_2 -- 2)( 
f_aleaord (2); 
for (if_igu - 1; if_igu < 3; if_iqu ++)( 

array_ord [if_igu][0] - ord2_igu (1+tesp_seq(if_igu-1J-1)[O); 
array_ord (if_iqu][1] - ord2_igu (l+temp_seq[if_iqu-1)-1][11; 

if (iguCnt_3 -. 2)( 
f_aleaord (2); 
for (if_iqu - 2; if_igu < 4; if_igu ++)( 

array_ord (if_igu)[O) - ord2_igu (2+temp_seq(if_iqu-2]-1](01; 

array_ord [if_igu)(11 s ord2_iqu [2+tesp_seq[if_iqu-2)-1][1]; 

if (iguCnt 4- 2)( 
f_aleaord (2); 
for (if_igu - 3; if_igu < 5; if_igu ++)( 

array_ord (if_iqu][0] - ord2_igu (3+temp_seq(if_igu-3)-1)[0); 
array_ord (if_igu](1] a ord2_igu [3+temp_seq[if_igu-3]-11[1]; 

/" funcao para atribuir conjuntos de numeros aleatorios todos S=s "/ 
void f_aleaord (int nuaLaleas) 
( int nig_aord, alea_1, aleaL. 2, alea_3, alea_4, alea_5, if_aord, ili_aord; 

niq_aord - num aleas; 

for (if_aord - 0; if_aord < 5; if_aord++)( 
if (if_aord < niy_aord){ 

tesp_seq (if_aord) - if_aord+l; 

else( 
temp_seq (if_aord] " 0; 

if (nig_aord > 1)( 
alea_1 - f_randoes(i, niq_aord); 
ili_aord - temp_seq (alea_1-l]; 
for (if_aord - alea_1; if_aord < nig_aord; if_aord ++)( 

tesp_seq (if_aord-1] - temp_seq [if_aord); 
] 
temp_seq (nig_aord-1] a ili_aord; 

] 
if (nig_aord > 2)( 

alea_2 - f_randoes(l, nig_aord-1); 
ili_aord = temp_seq (alea_2-1]; 
for (if_aord - alea_2; if_aord < (nig_aord-11; if_aord ++){ 

tesp_seq [if_aord-1] " temp_seq [if_aord]; 

temp_seq [nig_aord-2] - ili_aord 
] 
if (nig_aord > 3)( 

alea_3 - f_randoes(l, nig_aord-2); 
ili_aord - temp_seq (alea_3-1]; 
for (if_aord a alea_3; if_aord < (niq_aord-2); if_aord ++)( 

temp_seq (if_aord-1] " temp_seq (if_aord]; 
] 
temp_seq (nig_aord-3] - ili_aord 

if (niq_aord > 4){ 
alea_4 - f_randoes(l, nig_sord-3); 
ili_aord - temp_seq [alea_4-1]; 
for (if_sord - alea_4; if_aord < (nig_aord-3); if_aord ++)( 

temp_seq (if_aord-1] - temp_seq (if_aord]; 
] 
teap_seq [niq_aord-4] - ili_aord 

/" funcoes auxiliares pare testar as implicacoes do movimento 
de um veiculo! A user na estrategia step-ahead. On valores dos 
argumentos jafM.... jdfM coorespondem aos indices dos ciclos exteriores 
so ciclo em an lise `/ 

/" funcao pare tester N02(v5) 
int f_N02M5 (int jdfM5) 
( int jdM5M, i_5M, j_5M, p_5M, q_5M; 

int mov3_5M, mv4_5M, for5M; 

jdN5M - jdfM5; 
mov4_5M - 0; 
mov3_5M - 0; 

i_5M - indexi(me1NO2 [tpo)[jdM5M]); 
j_5M - indexj(me1NO2 [tpo)[jdM5M]); 
/" existe um veiculo no N02(v5) ? "/ 
mov4_5M - 0; 
for (for5M - 0; forSM<Nus_VeiT; for5M+a)( 

if (for5M !- jdMSM)( 
if (((MATNOS(i_5M][j_5M]. =me1NO1[tpo][for5M])&&(me1NO2(tpo][for5M]>0))Il(NOS-) EAD[i_5M][j_5M]<-1))( 

mov4_5M - 1; 

] if (mov4_5M -- 0)[ 
for (for5M - 0; for5M < NunL_VeiT; for5M++)( 

if ((MATMOS[i_5M][j_5M]==me1NO2[tpo][for5M))&&(for5M!. jdM5M))( 
p_5M - indexi (melNOl [tpo](for5M]); 
q_5M s indexj (melNOI (tpo][for5M]); 
me1NO1 [tpo+lI[for5M] - MATMOS [p_5M][Q�5M]; 
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me1NO2 (tpoJ(forSM] . -112; 
NOS AHEAD [P_5M] [qL-5MJ - -112; 

] me1N01 [tpo+l][jdM5M] s MATNOS [i_SM][j 5M]; 
melN02 (tpo][jdM5M] _ -112; 
NOS AHEAD [i_5M] [j 5M] a -112; 
mov3_5M - 0; 

} 
else if (mov4_5M -= 1) 

mov3_5M - 1; 
} 
mov4_5M - 0; 
return mov3_5M; 

/" funcao para testar N02 em look-ahead limitado "/ 
int f_I022_1A () 
( int i_. Atl, jJ+M, pJ. M, q AM, mov9j, M, movAM_AM, forAM, f1, M, flag_ M; 

mov9_AM - 0; 
f1agJM - 0; 

i-M . indexi(melNO2 Itpo)(VEI(1JJ); 
j-AN . indexj(me1NO2 [tpol[VEI[1]]); 
/" existe um veiculo no N02(vL) ? '/ 
awvAN-AM = 0; 
for (forAM = 0; forAM<Num-VeiT; forAM++)( 

if (forAM != VEI[1])( 
if (((NATNOSIi AMII 

-AN]=-me1NO1[tpoJ(forANl)&&(me1NO2Itpo1[forAN]>0))Il(NOS_A{EAD(i, N]Ij,, NJ<-1))( 
flag-AM - 0; 
for (f1-M = 0; flJM < NuILVeiT; fl-M++)( 

if (forAN == VEI [flJM1)( 
flagJ+M = 1; 
if (fl-AM -- 0)( 

flag_ M= -1; 

} 
if ((NOS. BEAD[i-MJ Ij 1<-1) ( (flag-Am -- 1) ) 

movAM-M = 1; 
} 
else 

SAN-{ : 0; 
} 
flag- M: 0; 

if (movAm-Am == ol( 
for (forAN - 0; forAN < Nun, VeiT; forAN++)( 

if (NATNOS[i_AN][j_AN]-=me1NO2[tpo][forAN])( 
flagj, M - 0; 

( for (f1AM - 0; f1-AN < NuHLVeiT; f1JH++) 
if (forAN =- VEZ [fl-AM])( 

flag AN - 1; 

] if (flag-Am I. 1)( 
pJAN . indexi (me1NO1 [tpo][forAM]); 
Qj. M - index] (me1NO1 [tpo][forAM]); 
me1NO1 [tpoal][forAN] . MAOS [p_+M][g1+N]; 
me1NO2 [tpo][forAN] - -112; 
NOSJ. NF. AD [p_AM] [qAM] - -112; 

] 
flag-AN . 0; 

melNOi (tpo+l][VEX [1]] - MATNOS [iJAM](jJ, NJ; 
melN02 (tpo](VEI[1]] - -112; 
NOS AHEAD (i-AMI [J-Am) _ -112; 
mov9JAN = 0; 

} 
else if (movAMJN =- 1)( 

mov91 s 1; 

movAM-AN . 0; 
return mov9_M; 

/" funcao para testar N02( (f-I02t-10] ultimo veiculo, max. 115) "/ 
int f_I02M. LAST () 
{ int i_LM, j., M, pJ, M, cl-LM, mov9_LM, movLMJ. M, forLM, fl_LM, flag.. M; 

mov9_LM " 0; 
flag-LM - 0; 

i_LN . indexi(me1NO2 [tpo][VEI(loll); 
j_LM - indexj(melN02 [tpo](VEI(10]]); 
/" exists um veiculo no N02(vL) ? -/ 
movL1_LM - 0; 
for (forLM - 0; forLM<Num_VeiT; forLM++)( 

if (forLM !- VEI[10])( 
if (((NATNOS[i. yM]Ij ]=ý1NO1[tpo][forLN])i4(me1NO2[tpo][forLnl>O))II(NOS-INEAD[i_LN][ jam]<-1l)( 

flag_LH . 0; 
for (f1_LM = 0; fl-. LM < Num_VeiT; fl_LM++)( 

if (forth -- VEI (tl_LMl)( 
flag_, N - 1; 
if (fl_LM =- 0) ( 

flag_LN - -1; 

} 
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if ((NOSJJiEAD[i_LMJ (j ]<-1) 11 (flag-. LM -- IM 

awvLTLLN - 1; 

else 
movL[LUI " 0; 

flag.. N - 0; 

} 
if (movI2LJ, N =- 0)( 

for (forLM - 0; forLM < Num. VeiT; forLM++) ( 
if (NATNOs[i_LM}[j_i. M1-ý1NO2[tpo)[forLMl)( 

flag-LM - 0; 
for (fl_LN - 0; fl-LM < Num_VeiT; fl_LMM++)( 

if (fortM "- VEI [fl-. LM)) ( 
flag_-X. N - 1; 

} 

if (flag_1. N [= 1)( 
p_. N - indexi (melNOl [tpo}[fortMl); 

q_LN - indexj (melNOl [tpol(forLMJ); 

melN01 [tpo+lllforLMl - NAThOS [p )[Q_1M1; 

melN02 [tpojlfortMl - -112; 
NOSED [p_tM)[Qý ]- -112; 

flag_tM " 0; 
} 

me1NO1 
(tpo+l] (VEI [10]] " MATNOS (L. LMI (jam]; 

melN02 [tpo][VEIIIO]] _ -112; 
NOSJNEAD [i}, MI [j_LMI -112; 
mov9. .M"0; 

] 
else if (movLm- LM - 1) 

mov9_LM - 1; 
} 
movL)LLM - 0; 
return mov9_, M; 

} 

/" funcao para. testar N02 do 105 veiculo "/ 
int f_ 02M_9 () 
( int i_9M, j_9M, p_9M, qL-9M, mov9_9M, mov8_9M, for9M, fl-9M, flag_9M; 

mov8_9M = 0; 
flag-9m - 0; 

i_9M - indexi(melNO2 [tpo)[VEI(911); 
j_9M - indexj(melNO2 [tpo][VEI[9]]); 
/" exists um veiculo no N02(do veic. l0) ? "/ 
mov9_9M - 0; 
for (for9M - 0; for9M < Nunk-VeiT; for9M ++)( 

if (for9M I- VEI[9])( 
if (((NATNOS(i_9N][j_9M] «melNOl(tpo](for9M])&&(me1NO2(tpo](for9M]>0))Il(NOS-AHEAD(i_9M](j_9MI<-1))( 

flag_9M - 0; 
for (fl_9M - 0; fl_9M < NuiLVeiT; fl_9M++)( 

if (for9M -- VEX (fl_9M])( 
flaO_9M - 1; 
if (fl-9m -- 0)( 

flag_9M - -1; 

] 
if ((NOS--AFIEAD[i_9M][j_9M]<-1) 11 (flag-9M - 1))[ 

mov9_9M " 1; 

else if (flag-9K -- -1)( 
siov9_9M - 0; 

else { 
VEI [10] - for9M; 
mov9_9M = f-N02M-. AST (º; 

flag-9m " 0; 

} 
} 

if (mov9_9M =- 0){ 
for (for9M - 0; for9M < NunLVeiT; for9N++)( 

if (MATNOS[i_9M][j_gM]--ne1NO2[tpo](for9M])( 
flag_9M - 0; 
for (fl-9M - 0; fl-9M < NumLVeiT; fl_9M++)( 

if (for9M -- VEX (fl-9M])( 
flag_9M " 1; 

} 

if (flag_9M !- 1)( 
p_9M - indexi (melNOl Itpo][for9M]); 
q_9M - index] (me1NO1 [tpo](for9M)); 
melNOl (tpo+l](for9M] - MATNOS [D_9M][q_9M]; 

melNO2 (tpo](for9M] - -112; 
NOS_ANEAD (D-9M] (29M] - -112; 

flag_9M - 0; 

melNOl (tpo+l](VEI[91] - MATNOS (i_9M](j_9M]; 

melNO2 Itpo1(VEI[91) - -112; 
NOS-AHEAD (i_9M](j_9M) " -112; 
mov8_9M - 0; 

else if (mov9_9M -- 1)( 
mov8_9M - 1; 

siov9_9M - 0; 
return mov8_9M; 
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/" funcao pare testar N02 do 9S veiculo "/ 
int f-iO2ML8 () 
{ int i_8M, j_8M, p _8M, ABM, mov8 8M, mov7_8M, for8M, fl_8M, flag_8M; 

mov7_8H - 0; 
flaq_8H - 0; 

i_8M : indexi(melN02 [tpo1IVEI(811); 
j_8M " indexj(melN02 [tpo1IVEI1811); 
/" existe um veiculo no N02(do veic. 9) ? "/ 

mov8_8M - 0; 
for (for8N - 0; for8M < NuaLVeiT; for8M ++)( 

if (for8M I. VEIIB))( 
if (((MATNOS[i_8M](j 8M]=_me1NOl[tpoI(for8MJ)&&(me1NO2(tpol(forSM]>O))II(NOS_. AMEAD[i_8M1(j 8M)<-1))( 

flag_BM - 0; 
for (fl_8M - 0; fl_8M < Num.. VeiT; fl_BM++)( 

if (for8M -. VEI (fLBMJ)( 
flag-sm - 1; 
if (fl_8M -= 0)( 

flag_8M - -1; 

] if ((NOS_ABEAD(i_8M](j_8M)<-l) 11 (flag_BM == 1))( 

mov8_8M 1; 
] 
else if (flag_BM =_ -1)( 

mov8_8M = 0; 

else 
VEX [9] = forBM; 
mov8_8M = f-iO2M-9 (); 

flag_SM - 0; 

] 
if (mov8_8M == 0)( 

for (for8M - 0; forSM < Nuje VeiT; forBM++)( 
if (MATNOS[i_BM][j_8M]= 1N02[tpo1(forBM])( 

flag-8M = 0; 
for (fl_8M = 0; fl-SM < Nun__VeiT; fl_SM++)( 

if (for8M == VEI [fl-BM])( 
flag_8M = 1; 

] 

if (flag_SM I. 11( 
p_8M = indexi (melNO1 (tpoj(forBM]); 
q_BM - indexj (melNOl [tpoj(forSM]); 
melNOl (tpo+l][forBMJ = MATNOS [p_SM][q_8M]; 
melN02 (tpo][for8M] - -112; 
NOS_AMEAD (p_8M] [q_SMJ = -112; 

] 
flag-BM - 0; 

] melNOl (tpo+1][VEI(8]] a MAIKOS [i_8M][j_8M]; 
melNO2 (tpo](VEI(8]] _ -112; 
NOSJ1{EAD [i_8M][j 8M] _ -112; 
mov7_8M = 0; 

] 
else if (mov8_8M == 1]( 

mov7_8M = 1; 
] 
mov8_8M = 0; 

return mov7_8M; 

/" funcao pare testar N02 do 85 veiculo "/ 
int f-N02M_7 () 
i int i_7M, J 

_7M, p_7M, q_7M, mov7_7M, mov6_7M, for7M, fl_7M, flag_7M; 

mov6_7M - 0; 
flag_7M : 0; 

i_7M - indexi(me1N02 [tpo][VEI[7J]); 
j_7M = indexj(melNO2 [tpo)(VEI[711); 
I. existe um veiculo no N02(do veic. 8) ? 
mov7_7M - 0; 
for (for7M = 0; for7M < Num_VeiT; for7M ++)( 

if (for7M I- VEI[7]){ 
if (((MATNOS(i_7M)(j_7MJ==me1NO1[tpoJ[for7M])&&(me1N02[tpo][for7M]>O))II(NOS_AHEAD[i_7M][j_7M]<-1))( 

flag_7M = 0; 
for (fl 7M - 0; fl_7M < Num_VeiT; fl_7M++)( 

if (for7M -- VEI [fl-7M])( 

flag-7M = 1; 
if (fl-7m == 0)( 

flag_7M = -1; 

if ((NOS_AHEAD(i_7N][j 7M]<-1) 11 (flag-7M .. 1))( 

mov7_7M . 1; 

else if (flag_7M "" -1)( 
mov7_7M . 0; 

} 
else 

VEI [81 - for7M; 
mov7_7M - f-NO2IL8 (); 

flag_7M - 0; 

if (mov7 7M .: 0)( 
for (for7M . 0; for7M < Num_VeiT; for7M++)( 

if (MATNOS[i_7M][j 7M]--1NO2[tpo][for7M])( 
flag_7M - 0; 
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for (fl-7M - 0; f1_7N < NUSLVeiT; fl-7M++)( 
if (for7M == VEX [fl_7M])( 

flag-7M - 1; 

if (flag-7K I- M 
p_7M - indexi (melNOl (tpo][for7M]); 
qL_7M - indexj (melNOl [tpo1(for7M]); 

me1NO1 [tpo+i)(for7M] = MATNOS [p 7M)[q_7M]; 
melNO2 [tpo][for7M] _ -112; 
NOS_fHEAD (p_7M][Q_7N] - -112; 

flag-? M - 0; 

} 
melNO1 (tpo+l][VEX (711 - MATNOS [i_7M][j 7M1; 

melN02 [tpo](VEI[7)1 = -112; 
NOS-AHEAD [i_7M][j 7M] _ -112; 
mov6_7M = 0; 

else if (mov7_7M == 1[( 

mov6_7M = 1; 

mov7_7M = 0; 

return mov6_7M; 

/" funcao para testar N02 do 75 veiculo "/ 
int f. 02M_6 () 
( int i_6M, j_6M, p_6M, q_6N, mov6_6M, mov5_6M, for6M, fl_6M, flag_6M; 

mov5_6M = 0; 
flag_6M - 0; 

i_6M = indexi(me1NO2 [tpo](VEI 161)); 
j_6N - indexj(melNO2 [tpo](VEI[61)); 
/" existe um veiculo no N02(do veic. 7) ? "/ 
mov6_6M - 0; 
for (for6M = 0; for6M < Num. VeiT; for6M ++)( 

if (for6M I. VEI(6))( 
if (((MATNOS[i_6M](j_6M]==me1NO1(tpo)[for6M])&&(melN02[tpo][for6M]>0))Il(NOS_IHEAD(i_6M][j_6M]c-1))( 

flag_6M = 0; 
for (fl, 

-6M = 0; fl_6M < Num_VeiT; fl_6M++)( 
if (for6M == VEI [fl_6M])( 

flag_6M = 1; 
if (fl_6M == 0)( 

flag_6M - -1; 

if ((NOS_AHEAD(i_6M][j 6M]c-1) 11 (flag_6M == 1))( 
mov6_6M - 1; 

} 
else if (flaq_6M =_ -1)( 

mov6_6M = 0; 

else 
VEX (7) - for6M; 
mov6_6M - f_H, 021_7 (); 

flag-6M - 0; 
} 

if (mov6_6M == 0)( 
for (for6M = 0; for6M < Nua_VeiT; for6M++)[ 

if (MATNOS[i_6M](j_6M]=-m1N02[tpo][for6M))( 
flag_6M - 0; 
for (fl-6M = 0; fl-6M < Nun_VeiT; fl-6M++)( 

if (for6M == VEX (fl_6M])( 
flag-6m = 1; 

} 

if (flag-6m I- M 
p_6M - indexi (melNOl (tpo](for6M]); 

q_6M - indexj (melNOl (tpo)(for6M)); 
melN01 [tpo+l][for6M) = MATNOS [p_6M][q_6M); 

melN02 (tpo][for6M) _ -112; 
NOS-AHEAD (p_6M] (a_6M) _ -112; 

flag-6M - 0; 
} 

melNOl (tpo+l][VEI(6]] = MATNOS (i_6N][j_6M]; 

melN02 (tpo][VEI[6]] _ -112; 
NOS_AHEAD (i`6M)[j_6M) _ -112; 
mov5_6M = 0; 

else if (mov6_6M == 1)( 
mov5_6M = 1; 

mov6_6M = 0; 
return mov5_6M; 

/" funcao pars testar N02 do 65 veiculo "/ 
int f_N02M_5 () 
( int i_5M, J 

_5M, p_5M, Q,. 5M, mov5_5M, mov4_5M, for5M, fl_SM, flag_5M; 

mov6_5M - 0; 
flag_5M - 0; 

i_5M - indexi(me1NO2 [tpo)(VEI[51]); 
j_5M - indexj(me1NO2 (tpoJ[VEI(SJJ); 
/' existe um veiculo no N02(do veic. 6) ? 
sav5_5M - 0; 
for (for5M - 0; for5M < NUSLVeiT; forSM *t)( 

if (for5M I. VEI[SJ)( 
if (((MATNOS[i_5M][j_5M]--me1NO1(tpoJ(for5MJ)ü(me1MO2(tpo][for5M]>0))ll(NOSI+HEAD[i_5N][j_SMJ<-1))( 
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flag_5M - 0; 
for (fl_5M - 0; fl_5M < NuvL_VeiT; fl_5M++)( 

if (for5M == VEI [fl-5M])( 
flag_SM = 1; 
if (fl-5m -- 0)( 

flag-5M = -1; 
} 

} 

if ((NOS_AREAD(i_5M][j 5M]<-l) 11 (flag-5M == 1))( 
anv5_5M = 1; 

else if (flag-5M -1)( 
iov5_5M = 0; 

} 
else 

VEX [6] = for5M; 
mv5_5M - f_102M_6 (); 

flag-5M = 0; 

if (mov5_SM == 0)( 
for (for5M = 0; for5M < Num_VeiT; forSM++){ 

if (MATNOS(i_5M][j_5M]=-melNO2(tpo][for5M]){ 
flag-Sm - 0; 
for (fl_5M = 0; fl_5M < Num_VeiT; fl_5M++)( 

if (for5M == VEX [fl_5M])( 
flag-Sm - 1. 

} 

if (flag-5m I- M 
p_SM = indexi (melNOl (tpo][for5M]); 

q_5M = indexj (me1NOl [tpo][for5M]); 

melNOl [tpo+i)[for5M] = MATNOS [p_5M][Q_5M]; 

melN02 [tpo][for5M] - -112; 
NOS_AHEAD (p_5M][q_5M] - -112; 

flag_SM - 0; 

melNOl (tpo+1][VBI[5]] - MATNOS (i_5M][j 5M1; 

melN002 [tpol[VEI[511 - -112; 
NOS-, AHEAD (i-5M][j-5M] " -112; 
mov4 5M " 0; 

else if (mov5_5M "- 1){ 
mov4_5M - 1; 

} 
mov5_5M . 0; 
return mov4_5N; 

} 

/' funcao pare tester N02 do 55 veiculo 
int f-iO2K-4 () 
( int i_4M, J 

_4M, p_4M, q_4M, mov4_4M, mov3_4M, for4M, fl_4M, flag_4M; 

mov3_4M - 0; 
flag_4M - 0; 

i_4M - indexi(melNO2 [tpol[VEi[41)); 
J 

_4M " indexj(melN02 (tpol[VEI(411); 

/" exists um veiculo no N02(do veic. 5) ? "/ 
inov4 4M . 0; 
for (for4M - 0; for4M < NuoLVeiT; for4M ++)( 

if (for4M !- VEI[41)( 
if (((MATNOS[i_4M][j_4MI- me1NO1(tpo](for4M])&&(melNO2[tpo)(for4M]>0))II(NOS_ EAD[i_4M][j_4M]<-1))( 

flag_4M - 0; 
for (fl-4M - 0; fl_4M < Nuss-VeiT; fl_4M++)( 

if (for4M -- VEI (fl-4M]){ 
flaq_4M - 1; 
if (fl-4N -- 0)( 

flag_4M - -1; 

] 
) if ((NOS. HEAD(L4M1[j 4M]<-l) 11 (flag_4M == 1))( 

mov4_4M . 1; 

else if (flag-4M -1)( 
mov4_4M = 0; 

else 
VEI (5] - for4M; 
mov4_4M . f_t02M_5 O; 

flag_4M - 0; 
} 

} 
} 
if (mov4_4M .. 0)( 

for (for4M = 0; for4M < MumLVeiT; for4M++)( 
if (MATMOS[i 4M)(j_4M]-=melNO2(tpo][for4M])( 

flag_4M . 0; 
for (fl-4M = 0; fl-4M < NumLVeiT; fl-4M++)( 

if (for4M .= VEX [fl_4M])( 
flaq_4M = 1; 

if (flag_4M !- 1)( 
p_4M - indexi (melNOl (tpo][for4M]); 
Q_4M . indexj (melNO1 [tpo)(for4M]); 
melNOl (tpo+l][for4M] = MATMOS (p_4M) [Q, 4M]; 
melNO2 [tpo](for4M) . -112; 
NOS-AHEAD [p-4M) [qL. 4M] - -112; 

flag_4M . 0; 
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melNO1 Itpo+1I[VEI[4]] - MATNOS [i_4M](j 4M]; 
melN02 [tpol(VEI[41] - -112; 
NOS-AHEAD [i`4M)Ii_4M7 - -112; 
mov3 4M - 0; 

else if (mov4_4M -= 1)I 
mov3_4M - 1; 

mov4_4M - 0; 
return mav3_4M; 

/* funcao para tester N02 do 45 veiculo "/ 
int ß102M_3 () 
( ist i_3M, j_3M, p_3M, q_3M, mov3 3M, mov23M, for3M, fl_3M, flag_3M; 

mov2_3M - 0; 
flag-3M - 0; 

i_3M " indexi(me1N02 [tpo1[VEI[3))); 
j_3M - indexj(melN02 [tpo1(VEI[311); 
/" existe um veiculo no N02(do veic. 4) ? "/ 
mov3_3M - 0; 
for (for3M - 0; for3M < Num_VeiT; for3M ++)( 

if (for3M !a VEI13]º( 
if (((MATNOS(i_3M][j 3M1='melNol[tpo][for3M))&&(melNO2[tpol[for3M1>0))II(NOS_AHEAD[i_3M1(j 3M1<-l))( 

flag-3M - 0; 
for (fl-3M - 0; fl_3M < Num_VeiT; fl-3M++)( 

if (for3M -- VEI (fl-3M))( 
flag_3M - 1; 
if (fl-3X -- Of 

flag_3M - -1; 

if ((NOS MEAD[i_3M [i 3M1<-1) (flag-3N =- 1)) 
mov3_3M = 1; 

else if (flag-3M -= -1)( 
amov3_3M " 0; 

) 
else [ 

VEI [41 = for3M; 
mov33M = f_NO2M_4 (); 

} 
flag-3K - 0; 

if (mov3_3M -- 0)( 
for (for3M - 0; for3M < NuDLVeiT; for3M++) ( 

if (MATMOS[i_3M][j 3M]--melNO2(tpo](for3M])( 
flag_3M " 0; 
for (fl-3M - 0; fl_3M < Num_VeiT; fl_3M++)( 

if (for3M - VEX (fl_3M])( 
flag 3M - 1; 

] 
if (flag_3M != 11( 

p_3M - indexi (me1NO1 (tpo][for3M]); 

q_3M - index] (me1NO1 [tpo)(for3M]); 

melN01 [tpo+l][for3M] - MATWOS tp 3M][Q_3M]; 

me1N02 [tpo][for3M] - -112; 
NOS-AHEAD [p_3M][q 3M] a -112; 

] 
flag_3N : 0; 

melNOl (tpo+11(VEI(31) = MATNOS (i_3M1[i 3M1; 
melNO2 (tpol[VEI[3]1 = -112; 
NOS-AHEAD (i3M] [i3M] _ -112; 
mov2_3M = 0; 

else if (mov3_3M == 1)[ 
mov2_3M = 1; 

mov3_3M = 0; 
return mov2_3M; 

/' funcao pare testa( N02 do 35 veiculo "/ 
int f 2M-2 () 
( int i_2M, L2M, p_2M, q2M, mov2 2M, movl 2M, for2M, f1-2M, flaq_2M; 

movl_2M - 0; 
flag 2m - 0; 

L2M " indexi(melNO2 [tpo](VEI(211); 
j_2M - indexj(melN02 [tpo][VEI1211); 
/" exists w veiculo no N02(do veic. 3) ? 
sov2 2M " 0; 
for (for2M - 0; for2M < NumLVeiT; for2X ++)( 

if (for2M I- VEI[21)( 
if (((MATNOS[i2M][j2M]'me1NO1[tpol(for2M])&&(melN02(tpo][for2M]>O))II(NOS2BEAD[i2N1[72M]<-1))( 

flag_2M - 0; 
for (fl2N - 0; fl_2M < Num_VeiT; fl_2M++)( 

if (for2M - VEI [fl2M]) ( 
flag_2M - 1; 
if (fl2M -- 0)( 

flag 2M " -1; 

} 
if ((NOS, IHEAD[i_2M](j-2M1<-1) 11 (flag_2K == 1l1{ 

aOV2,2M = 1; 
} 
else if (flag 2M _. -1){ 

mov2 2M - 0; 
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else 
VEI [3] . for2M; 
mov22M - f-N02N-3 (]; 

flaq_2M = 0; 
} 

} 
if (mov22M "" 0) 

for (for2M " 0; for2M < NumLVeiT; for2N++)( 
if (MATNOS[i_2M](i_2M]. -mmiNo2[tpo)(for2M))( 

flag-2K . 0; 
for (fl 2M - 0; fl_2M < NuaLVeiT; f1-2M++1( 

if (for2M "= VEI [f12M1)( 
flag2M - 1; 

} 
if (flag_2M != 1)( 

p_2M " indexi (me1N01 (tpo](for2M]); 
q _2N . indexj (me1N01 (tpol(for2M]); 
me1NO1 (tpo+l][for2M] " MATNOS (p_2M](Q 2M); 
melNO2 [tpo][for2M] " -112; 
NOS_ i EAD (p2N] (gL. 2M] " -112; 

flag-2M - 0; 

melNOl (tpo+1][VEI(211 - MA' S (i_2M][i_2N1; 

melNO2 (tpo][VEI[211 - -112; 
NOS-, AHEAD (L2M] (j_2N1 - -112; 
movl_2N . 0; 

else if (mov2_2N -= 1)( 
movl_2N - 1; 

mov2_2N - 0; 
return movL2N; 

funcao pare tester N02 do 25 veiculo "/ 
int f-702! 

_1 
() 

( int i_1ä, j_1M, p_1M, 9_1N, mov1_1N, ssw0_1N, forlri, fl-Im, fla4_lN; 

mov0_1M - 0; 
flag-lm - 0; 

i_lM - indexi(melNO2 (tpo)(VEI1111); 
j_1M . indexj(me1NO2 (tpol(VEI[111); 

/* exists um veiculo no N02(do veic. 2) ? 
movl_IM . 0; 
for (for1N - 0; for1N < Num_VeiT; forlM ++)( 

if (forlö 1 VEI(11)( 
if (((NAINOS(i... 1M1(j_IN1--elNOl(tpol(forlMl)68(melNO2[tpol[forlN)>0))II(NOS_ANBAD[i_1M1(j_IN1<-1))( 

flag-IN - 0; 
for (fl_IN - 0; fl_11l < Nui_VeiT; fl_1N++)( 

if (for1N == VEI (fl-lä])( 
flag_1N - 1; 
if (fl_1M =- 0)( 

flag_1N - -1; 

} 
if ((NOS_fHEAD[i_1N][j-IM)<-1) 11 (flag-IM == 1))( 

movl_1N = 1; 

else if (flag-IN -11( 
movl_1M - 0; 

} 
else 

VEI121 = foriN; 
aavLlN - f_NO2N_2 (); 

flag_IN = 0; 

} 

if (movl_11t == 0)( 
for (forlK = 0; forlM < Nun_VeiT; forlM++)( 

if (NATNOS(i_1H1[j_1N1= lNO2ltpol[forIN])I 
flag-IN - 0; 
for (fl_IN - 0; fl_1N < Num_VeiT; fl-1N++)( 

if (forIM -- VEX [fl-1M11( 
flag_IN = 1; 

} 
1)( if (flag-lm I. 

y_1M - indexi (melNOl Itpol(forlMl); 
QIN = indexj (melNO1 [tpol(forlMI); 
me1NOl (tpo+l](for1MI = NATNOS [P_lX][q_lN]; 

melNO2 [tpollfor1M] _ -112; 
NOS-AHEAD [p_lM] (a lN) - -112; 

} 
flag-IN - 0; 

ne1NO1 (tpo+11 IVEI(11 I- MA NOS ti-IN] [j_iN1; 
ne1N02 (tyo1IVEIIII] _ -112; 
NOS-AHEAD ti-114)(J-1m) - -112; 
mavo_1m = 0; 

also if (movl_1M == 1)( 
mov0_1N = 1; 

movl, _1M = 0; 
return mov0_1M; 

I 
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/- funcao qua isplementa as regras heuristicas (look-ahead, prio. nos dest. ) 
ccasns as varias estrategias (ANN, Greedy Pol., Benv. Pol. ) 
passo_ahead - 0: considera todas as implicacoes possiveis em todos os veiculos, 
passo_ahead - 1: APFNAS UK PASSO A PRELATE (se 0 Segundo NO em analiae estiver 
ocupado PAR& o primeiro veiculo) "/ 

void f_st_ahead (int step_ind) 
( int stNl, stM2, stzl, st_for, st_kl, st_k2, st_k3, st_kl, mst O2N0, step_flag; 

step_flag - step_ind; 

/- inicializar matrix NOS-AHEAD (5)[51 */ 

f-Nos_ahead () ; 

for (stKI - 0; stM1 < NugllaxV; stMl ++)( 
VEI tstXl] - -1; 

for (still - 0; stKl < Rum-VeiT; still ++)( 
st_kl = indexi(melNO1 [tpo][still)); 
st_k2 = indexj(me1NO1 [tpo](stlri]); 
NOSJ+[O'AD [st_kl][st_k2] = NOS_AHEAD [st_kl][st_k2] + 1; 
if (sne1NO1 (tpo] [still) !- melN02 (tpo) (stil)) ( 

st-k3 - indexi(me1NO2 (tpo][still)); 

st-k4 = indexj(me1N02 [tpo](still)); 
NOS_1EAD (st_k3](st_k4) - NOS-AHEAD (st_k31(st k4] + 1; 

/- quantos e quaffs os veiculos que tern o mesmo N02 ? como decidir 

quais os que irao pars eases nos e quais os que esperam onde estao? 
(a)- se um veiculo esta bloqueado entao tern prioridade aobre qq outro. 
(b)- as um veiculo chega so destino com esse no tern prioridade seguinte, 
(c)- nos outros casos vale a prioridade que cads veiculo tern atribuida. -/ 

/" quaffs os veiculos qua estao bloqueados ? "/ 
for (stMi - 0; stM1 < NusLVeiT; stll ++)( 

if (me1N02 (tpo](sti1] -- me1NO1 [tpo](still])( 

st_kl = indexi (me1NO1 [tpo][stil]); 
st-k2 - index] (me1NO1 [tpo](stil)); 
Nos-AHEAD (st_kl](st_k2] - -333; 
me1NO1 [tpo+11 (still] - me1NO1 [tpo] (still); 

me1NO2 [tpo][stil) - -333; 

] 
quais os qua preiendem it pare um NO destine ? 

NOTA: o no destine nao pole ser o mesmo para varios veiculos 
( ordenados pelas suss prioridades) '/ 
for (stxl - 0; stMl < NumJ(axV; stIl ++)( 

int_ordA [stIl)[01 " 0; 
int_ordA [stIl)[1] - 0; 

stzl - 0; 
for (stIl - 0; stIl < Nun_VeiT; stIl ++)( 

if(me1N02 [tpo)(vei_Pr[tpol[stI11-1] - endint_noV (vei_Pr[tpo][stxl)-1I)( 
int_ordA [stzl][0) - vei_Pr [tpo][stI11; 
int_ordA [stzl][1J - vei_Pr_id [tpo][vei_Pr [tpo][stXl]-1]; 
stzl " stzl +1; 

/' comecar a atribuicao de lugares pelos mais prioritarios 
a qua preiendem qua o proximo NO seja o NO destino "/ 

stzl " 0; 
while (int_ordA (stzl](0) > 0)( 

if ((me1NO2[tpo](int_ordA[stzl][0]-l] > 0) && (melN021tpol(int_ordA[stzl][0]-l] < 22))( 
/" no destino livre ? (ou seja apenas a pretendido polo veiculo em analiee)"/ 
st_kl " indexi(melN02 [tpo][int_ordA[stzl](0]-l]); 
st_k2 " indexj(melN02 [tpol[int_ordA[stzl)(0]-1]); 
if ( (NOS_AHEAD [at_kl](st_k21 -- 0) 11 (NOS_AHEAD (st_kl][st_k2] -= 1))( 

melNOl [tpo+l][int_ordA[stzll(01-1] - melNO2 [tpo](int ordA(stzl][01-1]; 
NOS_AHEAD [st_kl1[st_k2] - -444; 
st_k3 - indexi(melNOl (tpo][int_ordA[stzl](01-1]); 

st_k4 - indexj(melNOl [tpol[int_ordA[stzll101-11); 
NOS_ HEAD [st_k31[st_k4] " NOS_AHEAD(st_k3](st k41 -1; 
melN02 [tpojtint_ordA[stzll[0)-l] _ -444; 

/" no destino ja ocupado em definitive? "/ 
else if (NOS-AHEAD [st_kl][st_k21 < -1)( 

melNOl [tpo+11[int_ordA(stzl][01-1] " melNOl (tpo][int. 
_ordA[stzl](01-11; 

st-k3 - indexi(me1NO1 [tpo][int_ordk[stzl](01-111; 
st_k4 - indexj(melNOl (tpo][int_ordA[stzl](01-11); 
NOS_AHEAD [st_k3](st_k41 = -555; 
melNO2 [tpol(int_ordA[stzl][01-l] " -555; 

/" no destino ocupado por um veiculo qua ainda nao 
decidiu. ou no destino tambem pars outro veiculo ? 
(a decisao tomada de evancar tem qua garantir qua se 
esse no estivesse ocupado por um veiculo ale tern quo 
sair e ocupar outro no, ou as esse no fosse um no 
pretendido por outro veiculo esse outro veiculo tore 
Quo ficar imobilizado ende se encontra). "/ 
else if (NOS_AHF. AD (st_kl](st_k21 > 1)( 

/"registo do primeiro veiculo analisado 
VEI (01 - int_ordA (stzl][0]-1; 

/" identificar o veiculo que ainda se encontra 
no NO pretendido "/ 
mst_IO2MO - 0; 
for (st_for e 0; st_for < Nuu__VeiT; st_for++)( 

if (st-for I- VEIlOD( 
/" existe um veiculo no N02 ? "/ 
if ((MATNOS[st_k1][st_k2)= 1NO1[tpo][st_for))&&(me1NO2[tpo][st_for]>0))( 

VEI [I] - st_for; 

if (step-flag =. o)( 
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mst_NO2MO = f_N02M_1 (); 
} 
else if (step_flag == 1)( 

mst_NO2MO = f_N02M5 (st-for). 
} 

else( 
/" PutStr ('error in step_flag'); "/ 

} 

] if (mst_702NO .- o)( 
/" no inicial pode avancar e actualizar apenas os 
veiculos que pretendiam o mesmo no, uma vez quo 
o quo la estivesse ja foi actualizado atras"/ 
for (st_for - 0; st-for < Nus_VeiT; st_for++)( 

if (st-for !- VEI [0])( 
/* exists um veiculo no N02 ? -/ 
if (MATNOS [st_kl](st_k2] _- melN02 [tpo](st_for])( 

st_)c3 " indexi (me1NO1 (tpo](st_for]); 
st_k4 - index] (me1N01 [tpo](st_for]); 

me1N01[tpo+1][st_for] " NATNOS (st_k3][st_k4]; 

me1N02(tpo](st_for] _ -222; 
NOS_ANEAD [st_k3](st_k4] - -222; 

] 
melNOl (tpo+l][VEI (011 - MAIKOS (st_kl][st_k2); 

me1NO2 (tpol(VEI [O11 - -222; 
NOS-AHEAD [st_kl](st_k2) _ -222; 
st_k3 = indexi(me1NO1 (tpo][VEI 10)1); 

at-k4 = indexj(me1N01 [tpo](VEI 10)1); 
NOS-AHEAD [st k3][st_k41 - NOS-HEAD (st_k3)[st_k4) - 1; 

else if (mst_NO2MO == 1)( 
/' no inicial nao pods avancar 
st_k3 = indexi(me1NO1 [tpo)(VEI (O1)); 

st-k4 : indexj(me1NO1 (tpo)(VEI (01)); 

me1NO1 [tpo+l)(VEX (0]1 = MAThOS [st_k3)(st_k41; 

melNO2 (tpol[VEI (011 = -222; 
NOS_HEAD (st_k31[st k41 - -222; 

] 
mst_1O2M0 = 0; 
for (stM2 = 0; stM2 < Num_)IaxV; stM2 ++)( 

VEI [stN2) - -1; 

stzl ++; 

I- analise do movimento dos veiculos qua nao foram afectados 
pela analise anterior (veiculos bloqueados ou veiculos qua 
terminam o seu percurso com o no pretendido) 
(agora apenas temps qua identificar quaffs os veiculos ainda em 
definicao de movimento a destes quais os qua pretendem os messos 
nos). '/ 

st_kl - 0; 
st_k2 - 0; 
st_k3 - 0; 
st_k4 s 0; 
for (stXl - 0; stN1 < NuZLVeiT; stMl++)( 

if ((melN02 (tpo][vei_Pr[tpo][stMl)-11 > 0) && (melN02 (tpo)[vei_Pr(tpol(stx1J-1J < 22))( 
st_kl e indexi(me1N02 [tpo)(vei_Pr(tpol[stNll-1]); 
st-k2 = indexj(me N02 [tpol[vei_Pr[tpol[stMll-1J1; 
/" verificar se o no pretendido esta livre (ou seja apenas e 
pretendido pelo veiculo em analise) ? "/ 
if ( (NOS-AHEAD [st_klJ[st_k2] _- 0) 11 (NOS-AHEAD (st_klllst_k2] -- 1))( 

melN01 [tpo +lIIvei_Pr[tpo)IstMlJ-l) - MATNOS [st_klJ[st_c21; 
me1NO2 [tpof[vei_Pr(tpo)IstMl]-l] - -777; 
st_k3 - indexi(melNO1 [tpo](vei_Pr[tpo][stHl]-lJ); 
st_k4 " indexj(melNOl [tpo][vei_Pr[tpo1[stHll-11); 
NOS_AHEAD [st_k3JIst k4] e NOS_ HEAD Ist_k31[st_k41 -1; 
NOS_AHEAD (st_kl]Ist_k2] " -777; 

eats ocupado em definitivo ? "/ 
else if 1 NOS_AFffAD [st_klJ(st_k2] < -1)( 

st_k7 - indexi(melNO1 (tpo][vei_Prltpol[stMl]-1]); 
st_k4 - indexj(me1N01 ( tpo](vei_Pr[tpo3[stNlJ-l1); 
melNOl [tpo +lf(vei_Pr(tpoJ[stMl]-1) " NATNOS(st_k3)Ist_k4J; 
melN02 Itpo3[vei_Pr(tpo][stMiI-lJ - -888; 
NOS_7. READ (st_k3][st_k4) - -888; 

} 
ocupado por um veiculo que podera sair, ou com pretendentes so no? 

else if (NOS_AHEAD [st_klllst_k2] > 1)( 

/"registo do primeiro veiculo analisado "/ 
VEI [0] - vei_Pr[tpo][stxll-1; 

/" identifiear o veiculo quo ainda se encontra 
no NO pretendido -/ 
mst2N0 = 0; 
for (st_for = 0; st_for < Num_VeiT; st_for++)( 

if (at-for !_ (VEI [O]))( 
/" existe um veiculo no N02(vl) ? "/ 
if ((NATNOS[st_kl][st_k2]==me1NO1[tpo][st_for])&&(me1N02(tpo][st_for]>O))( 

VEX [I] - st_for; 

if (step flag - 0)( 
mst_102MO - f_I02M_l (); 

else if (step-flag =. 1)( 
mst_N02MO - f_N02M5 (st-for); 

else( 
/" PutStr ("error in step-flag ); */ 
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] if (mstý. N02M0 == 0)( 
/" no initial pode avancar a actualizar apenas os 
veiculos qua pretendiam o mesmo no, uma vez qua 
o quo la estivesse ja foi actualizado atras+/ 
for (st_for - 0; st_for < Num_VeiT; st_for++)( 

if (st_for !_ (VEI (0]))( 
/" existe um veiculo pare o N02 ? "/ 
if (MATNOS (st_kl][st_k2] _= aelN02 [tpo][st_for])( 

st-k3 . indexi (me1NO1 [tpo][st_for]); 
st-k4 - index] (me1N01 [tpo][st_for]); 

me1NO1[tpo+l][st_for) - NATNOS [st k3][st k4]; 

me1N021tpo][st_forl _ -222; 
NOS_AHEAD (st_k3][st_k4] - -222; 

melN01 [tpo+l](VEI (0)1 - MAIKOS (st_kl)[st_k2); 

melNO2 (tpo)[VEI [O]) " -222; 
NOS_AiEAD (st_kll[st_k2) - -222; 
st c3 - indexi(melNO1 [tpo1(VEI [0))); 

st-k4 - indexj(melNO1 [tpo)[VEI [0])); 

NOS AD [st-k3)[st k4] - NOSED (st_k3](st_k4) - 1; 

else if (mst-NO2M0 "- 1) 
/- no inicial nao pole avancar `/ 

st-k3 - indexi(me1NO1 [tpo][VEI (011); 

st_k4 - indexj(melNO1 (tpo)[VEI (011); 

sielNO1 (tpo+1)[VEI (0)1 " MATNOS [st_k3](st_k4); 

me1N02 [tpo)(VEI (01) - -222; 
NOSJ. tiEAD (st_k3] [st_k4) - -222; 

} 
mst_ 02M0 . 0; 
for (stM2 * 0; stM2 < NuDLMaxV; stM2 ++)( 

VEI (st12) - -1; 

} 
2 

P funcao pars colocar os valores da matriz ocupacao dos nos (N_OCUP1[5J(51) 
correspondentes a nos existentes todos livres 
void f_tos_aheadC) 
{ int i_ahe, j_ahe; 

for (i_ahe - 0; iahe < 5; iahe "+)( 
for (i_ahe = 0; j_ahe < 5; j_ahe «r){ 

if (MATNOS [i_ahe)[i_ahe) >= 1 44 MATNOS [i_ahe)[j_ahel <= 21)( 
NOS-AHEAD ti-ahelli-ahel 0; 

else if (MA NOS [i_ahel[j_ahel == 0){ 
Nos-AHEAD (i-ahe][J-ahe) -1; 

else 
/' PutStr ('error in MATNOS "); "/ 
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Appendix 

Program Developed to Analyse 
Results in the Multi-Vehicle Case 

In this appendix the computer program that was used to analyse and quantify the results obtained from 

the tests done with the multi-vehicle case, is described. The same program was used to analyse all 

tests performed with the different strategies and discussed in Chapter 9. It was convenient to separate 

data generation from data analysis because it took longer to generate data, and the two processes being 

independent different analysis on the data could be performed without the need to repeat the 

experiments which generate data. The data analysed by this program consists of the details of the 

paths registered at each time instant of the duration of the test and using the program which 

implements each specific strategy, such as the interface program listed in Appendix C for the ANN 

based solutions. These details are stored in a particular format in a data file as shown by the example 

presented in section 1.1.1. The program used to analyse data consists of reading the data from that file 

and performing the required analysis. The results of this analysis are written to two files, one which 

contains the details of each path (example in section 1.1.2), and another which only contains a 

summary of the global results. The four measures of performance described in Chapter 9 were 

obtained using this program; the 'metric' and 'number of bad paths' are obtained directly, and the 

'throughput' and 'k-ratio' are obtained by manipulating in a spreadsheet package (EXCEL, from 

Microsoft Corporation) the results file containing the details of each path (example in section 1.1.2). 

In the next sections a description of the program is presented with the help of a flowchart and 

examples of the data files generated by the program and the files containing the information required 

by the program. The code was implemented using the Microsoft C package version 6.0 for MS-DOS 

(Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399, USA), and a listing of the 

main program is also included in section 1.2. 
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1.1 Details of the program 

The flowchart in Figure D- 1 represents the main phases of the program used to analyse the results 

obtained when testing each strategy in a multi-vehicle case. These phases are described as follows. 

Phase A= In this initial phase the variables defined are reset to the initial default values, and 

the files used for reading data from and writing data to are open. All the information concerning the 

results of the test performed is read from a file. As is shown by the example presented in next section, 

section 1.1.1, this file starts with information relative to general aspects of the test performed which is 

followed by a set of lines with information associated with the status of the system at each time instant. 

In this first phase only the general information is read and it consists of (see section 1.1.1): the 

number of vehicles (10), the total number of iterations of all vehicles (100000), the seed number (5) 

used for the pseudo-random numbers generator, the maximum number of time units (50) allowed for a 

vehicle to find its destination before specific attention is given to it, the number of time units (3) a 

vehicle can be blocked at a node, before the last track used is no longer considered as a moving 

backwards alternative, and finally the type of "look-ahead" strategy used (i. e. 0, representing complete 

"look-ahead"). 

Phase B= This phase corresponds to the start of a loop that is repeated as many times as the 

number of time units of the duration of the test. In this phase three lines of the data file containing the 

results from the test are read in each iteration of the loop. Because the data file is read sequentially 

these three lines are each time the lines associated with each time instant of the test performed. Except 

for the first column, the information on this lines is associated with each vehicle in the system. The 

first element on the first line corresponds to the time instant and is followed by four types of 

information for each vehicle: the current node, the node wanted by the vehicle as a result of its 

decision on that time instant, the priority of the vehicle, and a number associated with the type of 

solution corresponding to that decision. The first element on the second line is also the time instant, 

and is followed by three more types of information for each vehicle: the node allocated to the vehicle, 

the destination node, and the number of time units the vehicle has been blocked at that node before 
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moving backwards is no longer considered as such. The first element on the third line represents the 

number of previous steps of each path that are still kept in memory. The other three elements of 

information for each vehicle on this line, indicate information relative to the next time instant: the 

current node, the destination node, and a number which is used to identify different path lengths. The 

specific value of this number is used in the identification of the following situations of each path at 

each time instant: 

- the path length is less or equal to 50 (value = 0) 

- the vehicle is looking for a temporary destination node (value = original node number) 

- the temporary node number is found in time less or equal to 100 (value = -1) 

- the path length is above 100 (value = -2). 

Phase C= The information about the current path of each vehicle collected in the previous 

phase (Phase B) is now used to identify and classify each of these paths. Each path, or vehicle, is 

analyzed at each iteration of a loop with as many iterations as the number of vehicles involved. This 

analysis consists of identifying whether the path terminates or not, and updating the variables used to 

store the information required for data analysis. A path which does not terminates at the current time 

requires only to check and account for its movement or stopping situation. A path is considered as 

terminated if it reaches 200 time units, or finds its original destination node. The paths completed are 

further classified according to the path lengths: 

- counted as a "very good solution", if path length is less than 50 

- counted as "good solution", if path length is greater or equal to 50 and less than 100 

- counted as "not good solution" if path length greater or equal to 100 and less than 200 

- counted as "bad solution" if path length is 200 

These results are stored individually for each vehicle and also for the total of all vehicles. In section 

1.1.2 these values are represented as 'VGood', 'Good', NGood', Mas', and totals 'Som VGo', 

'Som_Goo', 'Som NGo', 'Som Mas', respectively; and 'cont_casos' as the total number of paths 

completed. When a path is completed the results file is updated with the following information: the 

time instant, the identification of the vehicle, the origin node number, the destination node number, the 

number of tracks used, the number of waiting times due to blockage at a node, and the minimum 
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geometric distance. These values are identified in section 1.1.2 in a line starting with a number (time 

instant), and then followed by 'AGV: ', NOR: ', NOD: ', TRA', ESP, and 'OPT. The totals of the 

values of these last three elements for each vehicle are also calculated ('STR', 'STE, MDIS' 

respectively in section 1.1.2). 

In addition to these results the program also calculates the number of paths with time lengths (travel 

plus waiting) exceeding the respective minimum geometric distances by a specific number of times 

(i. e. 0 to 200) and which are represented by '[0... 200]' 'HIS =' in the last set of elements in section 

1.1.2.. The information for each of these classes of paths was also complemented with the average of 

the path lengths corresponding to the minimum geometric distances, and the maximum of the 

minimum geometric distances ('ACMP =', and MAX =' respectively in section 1.1.2). The last 

element calculated at this stage was the number of paths with a time duration equal to a specific value, 

ranging from the minimum (1) to the maximum (200) and represented in section 1.1.2 as'CASOS ='. 

Phase D This last phase follows after all time instants of the duration of the test are analyzed 

in phases B and C. It consists of calculating and writing to the results files (i. e. section 1.1.2), first the 

total values for each individual vehicle and subsequently the values associated with the total number of 

paths performed by all vehicles. One of the results is the 'metric' performance measure which can be 

identified as METRICA ==in section 1.1.2., and which is calculated using the total number of tracks 

used in all paths ('Soma_TT ='), the total number of waiting times ('Soma_TE ='), and the total number 

of tracks used if the paths were completed along the minimum geometric distance without traffic 

congestion ('Soma ='). 

The total values for each individual vehicle (i. e. number of paths completed by each vehicle, the total 

time of these paths) were used to calculate the 'throughput' performance (Chapter 9) using a 

spreadsheet package. The calculation of the 'k-ratio' performance measure (Chapter 9) was also 

performed using a spreadsheet package and the values of each individual path (i. e. the total time, time 

associated with the minimum geometric distance). 
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Figure D- 1: Flowchart representing the main steps of the program implemented to analyse data. 
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1.1.1 Example of Data File Containing Information From Tests 

Num. Vehiclec10 Num. Ita 
Sad: S 
Max. her. to Dealak: 50 

Reset dos camas usadoz epos: 3 

ESIRA7Egia= 0 

0 813 117321 
0 13150 350 
1 13150 350 

º 131221 3431 
1 12150 450 
2 12150 450 

2 121131 4541 
2 12151 550 
3 1215 05 18 0 

3 121141 5851 
3 11150 8180 
4 1115 0 818 0 

4 1115 51 813 61 
4 11 15 1 1318 0 
5 11150 13180 

5 111061 131271 
5 10150 12180 
6 10150 1218 0 

6 10974 121381 
6 9150 13180 
7 9150 13180 

7 91482 13894 
7 14150 $150 
8 14150 8180 

8 141791 85103 
8 17150 S180 
9 17150 5180 

9 1718101 5411 
9 1915 0 4190 
10 1915 0 4190 

10 181911 4321 
10 19 15 0 318 0 
11 1915 0 318 0 

11 191521 3731 
11 15150 7180 
12 15 80 718 0 

12 1511 31 711 41 
12 1180 7181 
13 11 807 18 0 

13 111241 71151 
13 12 80 718 2 
13 1280 7180 

14 121351 71161 
14 1380 11180 
13 13 80 ills 0 

15 13861 111071 
15 880 10180 
13 870 10180 

16 81372 10981 
16 1370 9180 
13 1370 9180 

17 131281 91491 
17 1371 9181 
13 1370 9180 

IS 13895 914101 
18 870 1418 0 
13 870 14180 

19 85104 141711 
19 570 17 18 0 
13 570 17180 

20 5411 171821 
20 470 18180 
13 470 1880 

21 4321 181931 
21 471 1980 

., oo Rcdc NN: 1(X)001) 

211631 2341 171851 101161 
16160 281 18210 1170 
16170 280 18210 1170 

162141 2351 181961 11772 
21170 380 19210 770 
21170 380 19210 740 

212051 3461 192071 7382 
20170 480 19211 340 
20170 480 19210 340 

2019 61 4571 1915 83 3491 
19170 580 1521 0 4 40 
19170 580 15210 4140 

191572 5882 151591 43101 
1917 1 880 15 21 1 414 1 
19170 8160 15210 4140 

191583 81392 1511104 431 1 
15170 13160 11210 3140 
15170 13160 11210 3140 

1511 94 1316103 1112 12 3721 
11170 16160 1221 0 7140 
11170 1680 12210 7140 

11 1010 1 1613 11 1213 24 7 11 31 
10170 1380 1221 1 11140 
10170 1380 1221 0 11140 

10911 13821 121331 111041 
9170 880 13210 10140 
9170 820 13210 10140 

91421 81331 131641 10951 
14170 1320 1621 0 9140 
14170 1320 1621 0 9140 

141731 131242 162151 91461 
17170 1220 2121 0 14 14 0 
1740 1220 21160 14170 

171441 121151 211661 14973 
1440 1221 16160 9170 
1440 1220 16210 9170 

14951 1211 61 162171 9684 
1441 1222 21210 6170 
1440 1220 21140 6170 

14961 121371 212081 6194 
1442 1320 20140 1170 
1440 1320 20140 1170 

14972 13881 201991 12103 
940 820 19140 2170 
940 820 19140 2170 

9681 8591 1918101 2314 
640 520 18140 3170 
640 520 18140 3170 

6191 54101 181711 3721 
140 420 17140 7170 
140 420 17140 7170 

12101 4311 171421 71131 
141 3 20 14140 11170 
140 320 14210 11170 

1211 3221 141731 111541 
142 321 17210 15170 
140 320 17210 15170 

1221 3231 171841 151951 
143 322 18210 19170 
140 320 18210 19170 

1231 3241 181951 192064 
140 323 19210 20170 
140 320 19210 20170 

1241 3251 192061 2021 74 
141 320 20210 21170 

1 672 1511 81 181994 69102 
6140 1511 1920 9200 
6140 1510 1920 9200 

6981 151191 1915102 9141 1 
9140 1110 1520 14200 
9140 tl 10 1520 14200 

91491 111010 1 151111 1417 21 
14140 10 10 11 20 17 20 0 
1470 1010 1120 17200 

1417102 1091 1 11721 171831 
1770 910 720 18200 
17 70 910 7 20 1820 0 

1718 12 9621 7331 181941 
1771 610 320 18201 
1770 610 320 18200 

171822 6131 3241 181953 
1870 110 220 19200 
1870 160 210 19200 

181931 1641 2151 192061 
1970 6 60 110 20200 
1970 650 160 20120 

191541 61 51 1 262 2021 71 
1570 150 260 21120 
1570 150 260 21120 

151151 1 261 2374 211682 
1170 250 360 16120 
1170 250 360 16120 

111061 2371 3781 162191 
1070 350 760 21120 
1070 350 760 21120 

10974 3783 71192 2120101 
970 750 1160 20120 
970 750 1160 20120 

9682 71192 1110101 201914 
670 1150 1060 19120 
670 1150 1060 19120 

6193 1110104 1091 I 1915 22 
170 1050 960 15120 
170 1050 960 15120 

12101 10914 9621 151131 
270 950 660 11120 
270 950 6150 11120 

2311 9622 6134 111241 
370 650 1150 12120 
370 650 1150 12160 

3721 6133 1242 121351 
770 150 2150 13160 
780 150 2150 13160 

71134 1241 2351 131661 
1180 250 3150 16160 
1180 250 3150 1610 

111241 2351 3761 161371 
1280 251 7150 1611 
1280 250 7150 1610 

121351 2265 71171 161381 
1380 252 11150 1612 
1380 250 11150 1610 

13861 2275 111581 161391 
880 253 15150 1310 
860 250 15200 1310 

81372 2285 151992 1312101 
1360 250 15201 1210 
1360 250 15200 1210 

13128 1 22917 1519101 1211 11 
1260 251 15202 1110 
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13 470 1980 140 320 20210 21170 1260 250 15200 1110 

22 4331 192042 1251 3261 2021 71 211682 121191 221017 151911 11721 
22 472 2080 142 321 21210 16170 1160 252 19200 710 
13 470 2080 140 320 21140 16170 1160 250 19200 710 

23 4341 202131 1261 33717 211692 161393 1110101 23 11 192021 7331 
23 47 3 2190 1 43 322 16140 13170 1060 253 20200 711 
13 470 2190 140 320 16140 13170 1060 250 20120 710 

24 435 1 211661 1 271 33817 161393 1312102 1091 1 2321 2021 32 7341 
24 470 1610 140 323 13140 12170 960 250 21120 712 
13 470 1680 140 320 13140 12170 960 250 21120 710 

25 4361 161371 1281 33917 1312101 1211 11 9621 2331 2116 41 7351 
25 471 1320 141 320 12140 11170 660 251 16120 713 
13 470 1360 140 320 12140 11170 6200 250 16120 710 

26 4371 13181 1691 331017 121111 111521 6931 2341 161354 7361 
26 472 680 640 321 11140 15170 9200 252 13120 710 
13 470 $150 640 320 11140 15170 9200 250 13120 710 

27 4582 81391 69102 3211 111021 151931 91441 2154 131261 7371 
27 570 13150 940 220 10140 19170 14200 150 12120 310 
13 570 13150 940 260 10140 19170 14200 ISO 12180 310 

28 5891 1312101 91012 2121 101135 191941 141751 1662 121171 3281 
28 870 13151 1040 1 60 11140 19170 17200 650 12181 2 10 
13 670 13150 1040 160 11140 18170 17200 650 12180 210 

29 813104 13121 1 1011 21 163 1 111542 181751 171465 6973 1211 81 21 91 
29 1370 12150 1041 660 15140 17170 14200 950 11180 1 10 
13 1370 12150 1040 620 15140 17120 14200 950 11180 1 60 

30 13121 1 1211 21 1011 31 6941 151953 171461 14973 91082 111591 1 6101 
30 1371 12151 11 40 980 19140 17121 14201 1050 15180 660 
13 1370 12150 1140 960 19140 17120 14200 1030 15180 6210 

31 131221 121131 11741 91051 191861 171871 14933 101191 1519101 691 1 
31 1372 12152 740 1080 18140 17122 14202 11 SO 19180 9210 
13 1370 12150 740 1080 18140 17120 14200 11 50 19180 921 0 

32 131231 121141 7331 101161 181771 171481 14993 117102 1918 11 91021 
32 1373 12153 340 1180 17140 14120 9200 750 18180 10210 
13 1370 12150 340 11 t0 17140 14120 9200 750 igloo 10210 

33 131241 1211 51 3461 11772 171481 14993 910103 731 1 181721 1011 31 
33 1370 12150 440 780 14140 9120 10200 350 17100 11210 
13 1370 12150 4180 780 1420 9120 10200 350 17100 11210 

34 13125 1 1211 61 4574 7384 14991 910101 1011 12 3421 1714 31 111541 
34 1371 12151 5190 330 920 10120 11200 450 14100 15210 
13 1370 12150 5130 330 920 10120 11200 450 14100 15210 

35 131261 121171 5981 3491 910101 10111 1 111521 4531 14942 151951 
35 1372 12152 $180 480 1020 11120 15200 550 9100 19210 
13 1370 12150 1180 480 1020 11120 15200 310 9100 19210 

36 131271 1212817 81391 43105 1011 12 111221 151931 5441 91051 192061 
36 1373 12153 1181 380 1021 11121 19200 410 9101 20210 
13 1370 12150 (180 380 1020 11120 19200 410 9100 20210 

37 13122 1 1212917 813101 371 2 101122 111231 192041 4354 91061 202171 
37 1370 12150 8192 730 1022 11122 20200 310 9102 21210 
13 1370 12150 $180 780 1020 11120 20160 310 9100 21140 

38 131291 12121017 813 11 711 24 1011 31 111241 2021 51 3261 91071 211682 
38 1371 12131 1183 791 1023 11123 21160 210 9103 16140 
13 1370 12150 8180 790 10 20 11120 21160 210 9100 16140 

39 1312101 1211 11 81321 71134 101141 111552 211661 2 17 1 9108 1 161393 
39 1270 11150 alto 782 1020 15120 16160 110 9100 13140 
13 1270 11150 3180 780 1020 15120 1610 160 9100 13140 

40 121111 111521 21331 71144 1011 S1 151964 161371 1 68 1 91091 1312101 
40 12 71 15150 $11 1 793 11 20 19120 16 11 6 60 10100 1314 1 
13 1270 1550 8180 760 1120 19120 1610 6160 10150 13140 

41 1211 21 1511 31 91341 711 54 111065 19207 1 1613 81 699 1 109104 1312 11 
41 1170 1551 13180 780 1020 20120 1612 6161 9150 12140 
13 1170 1550 13180 780 1020 20120 1610 6160 9150 12140 

42 1173 1 151141 131651 7364 10974 2021 81 162194 69101 91412 1211 21 
42 770 1552 16180 360 920 20121 2110 6162 14150 11140 
13 7200 1550 16180 310 920 20120 2110 6160 14150 11140 

43 71141 151151 162161 3471 91494 202192 2121105 6911 141723 111031 
43 11200 1553 1618 1 460 14 20 20122 21 11 916 0 1715 0 10140 
13 11200 1530 16180 480 1420 20120 2110 9160 17150 10140 

44 111531 131964 162172 4581 141794 2019101 212011 91021 171831 101145 
44 11201 1530 21180 580 1720 19120 2010 9161 18150 10141 
13 11200 1550 21180 580 1720 19120 2010 9160 18150 10140 

45 111261 151171 2120E 1 5892 1718102 1915 12 201921 91031 181941 1011 55 45 12200 1150 20180 8t0 1721 15120 1910 916 2 18151 10142 13 122130 11 30 20190 8170 1720 15120 1910 9160 18150 10140 
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46 121372 11128 1 201991 813101 1718 12 1511 21 
46 13200 1250 2018 1 817 1 17 22 11120 
13 13200 1230 20180 8170 1720 11120 

47 131681 121391 2019101 8131 1 171822 111231 
47 16200 1350 20182 8172 1723 12120 
13 

... 

16200 1350 20180 8170 

...... 

1720 

...... 

1280 

9964 

...... 

1511 51 

...... 

2361 

...... 

141772 S 181 1717917 

....... 

813101 
9994 11 70 340 1417 1 520 1 1721 1 8 12 1 
13 1170 340 11170 5200 17210 8120 

9985 11761 3471 141732 5891 17171017 81311 
9985 770 440 14172 8200 17212 13120 
13 7160 4100 14170 8200 17210 13120 

9986 71171 4584 111791 813101 17181 1 131221 
9986 11160 5100 17170 820 1 1821 0 12120 
13 11160 3100 17150 8200 18210 1220 

9987 1110114 329 1 171810 1 813 11 18 19 21 1211 31 
9987 10160 810 0 1711 1 13200 18 21 1 1120 
13 10160 &100 17150 13200 1821 0 11 20 

9988 10994 813101 1718 11 13162I 181931 11741 
9988 9160 13100 18150 16200 1921 0 7 20 
13 9160 13100 13150 16200 1921 0 720 

9989 914102 1312 11 1819 21 16 21 31 19204 1 7351 
9989 14160 12100 19150 21200 20210 320 
13 14160 12100 19150 21200 2021 0 320 

9990 14171 1 121121 191531 212041 201955 3261 
9990 17 16 0 12101 15130 20200 1921 0 2 20 
13 17160 12100 1570 2060 19210 250 

9991 1711121 1211 31 151141 201951 191562 2371 
9991 18160 11100 1571 2061 1921 1 350 
º3 18160 11100 1570 2060 19210 350 

9992 181931 111041 1311 51 201961 191572 348 1 
9992 18161 10100 15 72 2062 1921 2 450 
13 18160 10120 1570 2060 19210 450 

9993 181941 1011 51 151964 20197 1 191911 4591 
9993 18162 10121 1573 2063 19213 550 
13 18160 10120 1570 2060 19210 5140 

9994 181931 l0964 1511 71 201981 191592 58101 
9994 19160 9120 1170 2060 15210 $140 
13 19160 9120 1170 2060 15210 8140 

9995 192061 9672 11 781 202194 1511104 8131 1 
9995 20160 6120 770 2160 11210 13140 
13 20160 6120 710 21 60 11210 13140 

9996 202171 6124 7392 2116102 111212 131221 
9996 21160 1120 711 1660 1221 0 1314 1 
13 21160 1120 7 10 1660 1221 0 13140 

9997 211681 1292 73101 161311 121324 (3835 
9997 16160 2120 3 10 1360 1221 1 8140 
13 16200 2120 310 1360 12210 8140 

9998 1621 91 21103 321 1 131221 121135 8544 
9998 21200 1120 210 1260 11210 8141 
13 21200 1120 210 1260 11210 8140 

9999 212010 1 1612 2121 1211 31 11 15 41 8354 
9999 20200 6120 1 10 11 60 15210 5140 
13 20150 6120 1 40 1160 15210 5140 

1(14*1 20191 1 6921 1 231 111041 151951 5462 
1011* 19150 9120 240 1060 1521 1 4140 
13 19150 9120 240 1060 15210 4140 

Fill DA S1M)JLACAQ KUlI 9574 
Vaq t j»l0 .0 
Vec(2}10 -0 
Veicj3). 7 .0 
Vag1j. 12 .0 
Vc*t51.9 .0 
Vuc161.6 .0 
Vec171.6 .0 
Vuci81. R . ll 
Veic191.10 .0 
Vecl HM=7 . 11 
Ve¢(11]. 0 . 11 
Tals=9485 25 4 0 

19 18 31 91041 I8 18 53 1011 65 
19 11 916 3 1815 2 1014 3 
1910 9160 Isis 0 10140 

191841 91051 Iß1865 101175 
1912 10160 18153 11140 
19 10 

.. ... 

10160 

... .. 

1915 0 

....... 

11140 

.. . . . 

181711 

. 

191821 11731 

. . . 

121341 
1811 19181 750 13160 
1810 19180 750 13160 

181721 191831 7341 131651 
1812 19182 350 16160 
1810 19180 350 16140 

181934 191542 3451 161362 
1910 15180 450 13140 
19 10 1518 0 4 so 13 14 0 

191542 151154 4561 131271 
1911 15181 550 12140 
19 10 15 18 0 512 0 12140 

191552 151162 5871 121181 
1510 11180 8120 12141 
15 10 Ills 0 3120 12 14 0 

151161 11 10 71 813 81 1211 91 
15 11 10180 13120 11140 
15 10 10190 13120 11140 

151171 10991 131291 1110101 
1110 9180 13121 10140 
11 10 9180 13 12 0 10140 

111081 91491 1312101 10911 
1010 14180 12120 9140 
1010 14180 12170 9140 

1099 1 1417102 1211 11 9142 1 
910 17 18 0 11170 14 14 0 
910 17 18 0 11170 14200 

96101 171811 111521 141732 
610 17 18 1 11 17 1 1420 1 
610 17180 11170 14200 

61 11 171821 111031 141741 
110 18180 10170 17200 
130 1820 10170 17200 

1221 181931 10941 171851 
250 1920 9170 18200 
250 1920 9170 18200 

2331 191542 91451 181961 
350 1520 14170 19200 
350 1520 14170 19200 

3441 1511 51 141761 192071 
450 1120 17170 20200 
450 1120 17100 2080 

4551 111061 171471 201981 
550 1020 14100 1980 
570 1020 14100 1980 

3461 10974 14984 191592 
470 920 14101 1981 
470 920 14100 1980 

4371 91483 141795 1918104 
370 1420 17100 1880 
370 1420 17100 19 80 
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1.1.2 Format of Data Files Containing Results of Data Analysis 

Nt V I0 
S d 

N. Ii cca Rate NN: 100000 
ee 

MaL la, b Dc, 1. k 50 

Reef duo somas allos apac 3 

FSTRATE6ý O 

O AGV3 NOR21 NOD 16 IRA. 1 ESP. O OPT: i 

I AGVS NOR: 10 NOOe 7 7RA: 2 ESPO OPf: 2 

2 AGU1 NO :7 NOD: S 7RA: 3 ESPO OPT: 3 

2 AGV: 7 NOR: I NOD. 4 TRA3 ESPO OPi: 3 

3 AGV. 6 NOR 7 NOD: 4 TBA2 ESP: 0 OPI': 2 

4 AGV: 4 NOR: 2 NOD I 7RA4 ESP. 1 OPT: 4 

5 AGV3 NORIS NOV, I IRA-3 ESP. I OP[3 

S AGV9 NORII NOD: 2 1RA6 ESPO OPT. 6 

6 AGV: 4 NO: $ NW. º6 1RA. 2 ESPO 0T: 2 

6 AGV: S NOR. INOD- 6 7RA1 ESP: ) OPT: I 

6 AGV9 NOR- 2 NOD. I 7RA1 ESP: O OPC: I 

6 AGV: 10 NOR. 6NOD10 TRA. 6 ESPI OPT: 6 

$ AGV: 4 NOR: 16 NOM I ThA: 2 ESP. O OP :2 

10 AGV: 3 NOR i6 NOD, 17 7AA9 ESP. 1 OPr3 

10 AGV 5 NOR: 17 NOD-11 TRAT ESP. 3 OP :4 

º0 AGV 6 NOR: I NOD-14 7RA6 ESPA OPi: 6 

AGV: I NOR: $ NOM 15 7RA IO ESP. 2 OPT: 4 

11 AGV3 NOR. 21 NOD: 16 7AA. 1 ESPO OPf: 1 

12 AGVS NOR: $6NOD21 7RA1 ESPO OPT: I 

13 AGV 9 NOR: I NOD: 6 7RA7 ESPO OPT: 1 

14 AGV: 10 NOR 20 NM. 12 7RA9 ESPO OPT: 4 

IS AGV: 1 NM- 15 NOD $ ThA4 ESPO OPC: 4 

15 AGV: 7 NOR: 14 NOM 7 TRA: 12 ESPI OPT: 4 

16 AGV: 10 NOR 12 N013.16 TRA: 2 ESPO OPT: 2 

17 AGV: 3 NOR21 NOD-14 TRAS ESPO OPIS 

19 AGV: 7 NOR 7 NOD: 9 tRA4 ESP 0 OPT: 4 

19 AGV9 NOR 6 NOO: IS IRA-6 ESP: O OPT: 4 

20 AGV2 NOR: S NM. IS 1ß/-13 FSPt3 OPT: 7 

22 AGV3 NOR-14 NOP21 7ßA3 ESPO OPTS 

23 AGV1 NORI$NOD. 20 IRA-. 2 ESPi OPT2 

25 AGV: 7 NOR: $ NOD 6 7RA. 6 ESPO OPT: 6 

26 AGV2 NORIINOR$ ThA6 ESPO OPi: 6 

27 AGV: 1 NOR $ NOD: 2 1W ESP11 OPT: 4 

27 AGV. 9 NM-20 NOD., 12 7ßA4 ES" OPT: 4 

29 AGV: 4 NOR 2 NW. 6 7ßA3 ESPO OPT: 2 

29 AGV6 NOR$4NOU. 17 1RA19 ESPO OPT: 1 

29 AGV: 10 NOR 16 NOD, I TRA7 ESP. 6 OPL7 

30 AGV: 10 NOIC t NOD 6 TRA1 ESPO OPf: 1 

32 AGV1 NORI2 NOO: I* 7ßA4 ESP1 OPT: 4 

33 AGV. 3 NOR17NOD, 4 TRAM ESP: 12 OPT: 7 

33 AGV3 NOR-21 NOD,, 14 TRA11 ESP. O OPT3 

35 AGV. $ NOR: 6 NM 3 TRA: 19 ESP. 10 OPIS 
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37 AGV: 7 NOR 6 NOD W TRA 10 ESP. 2 OPT: 6 

37 AQV: lO NOR 6 NOD-21 TRA: 7 ESPO OPT: 7 

39 AGV: 7 NOR20NOD: 16 TRA2 ESPO OPTi 

39 AGVA NOR 5 NOD I TRA: 1 ESP I) OPT: 4 

40 AGV 2 NOR: $ NOD: IS TLA: 1 ESPAO OPT: 4 

40 AGV A NOR I NOD 6 TRA: 1 ESP O OPC: I 

40 AGV9 N0R11 NOD: I0 TRA: 4 ESP. 4 OPT: / 

42 AGV: 1 NOR $ NOD: 7 TRAM ESP. l7 OP[: 4 

45 AGV: 4 NOR: 6NOD: $ TRAM ESF14 OPT-6 

47 AGV. 6 NOR17 NOD_12 TRA: 11 ESP7 OPTS 

9993 AGV: 1 NORI6NMAS TRA: 4 ESP2 OPC: 1 

9993 AGVi NOR: 6 N0Q 2 7RA2 ESPO OPT2 

9963 AGV: 3 NOR12 NOD: 14 TAA4 ESPO OPT: 4 

9995 AGV: l NOOL15 NOD- 7 7RA: 2 ESPO OPT: 2 

9%S AGV3 NOR: 2NOD: 4 TRA2 ESP. O OPT: 2 

9995 AGV: 10 NORI$NOD16 TRA: i ESPO OPT: 4 

9966 AGV3 NOR: 14 WO 17 TRAT ESP. 2 OPf: I 

9966 AGVA NOR: 7 NODA2 TRA-6 ESP: l OPf: 2 

9997 AGV9 NOR: 20 NOD: S TRA9 FSP: 0 OP[: S 

9990 AGV: 3 NOR17 NOO: 15 1RA. 3 ESP: I OPTJ 

9991 AGV: 4 NOR: 4 NOD20 IRA-6 ESP-. 2 OPT: 6 

9990 AGVA NM- t2 NOD: 2 TR i4 ESPO OP[: 4 

9991 AGVi NOR: S NOD: 12 TRA: 3 ESP. I OPT: 3 

9992 AGV3 NOR. 4NOQIO TRA: 6 ESP: l OPC: 4 

9992 AGV: 10 NM-16NOD- 14 TRA: 6 ESP: I UPT: 6 

9993 AGV: 6 NOR: 2 NOD: 5 IRA-. 3 ESP) Off-. 3 

9994 AGV:? NOR: 13 NOD: I TRA-13 ESP. I0 OPTS 

9994 AGV: $ NOR: S NOI$ TRA: 13 ESP: 4 OPT. 7 

9995 AGV: 3 NORAS NOD: 7 TRAZ ESP. 3 OPf: 2 

9997 AGVA NOR:? NOD I6 TRA10 ESP-2 OPT: 4 

9997 AGV9 NOR: 12NOD. 17 TRA: S ESPI OPTS 

9941 AGV: 10 NOR 14 NOD20 TRAT ESP: I OPP: 4 

9998 AGV: 7 NOR: I NOD: S TRA: 1 ESP 
.0 

091: 4 

9999 AGVA NOICI6NOD-20 TRA2 ESPO OPT: 2 

99" AGV3 NOR: 7 NOD I T Ai ESPA OPC: 3 

RESLLTADC$ DA ANALLSE DOS DAMS 
POR CADA VEICVI O 

AGV(11 NP. 9S1 STR. 6 8t STE. 3S16 MDIS=3696 
VQcnd. 944 Gnd. 10 NGnod4 MRS-0 Tipo_wRIZ. 491 

AGV12k NP-946 S11.6372 579.3621 MD1S-3722 
VGood. 936 (axd-I0 NGuad. 1 L1av4 TpPo. *K1.2h" 517 

A0V13k N'P. 9S9 $TR. 6556 SIE-3444 MDIS-3756 
VGnod. 4S2 Good-7 NGmd) Mao) Ttpo aok12»493 

AGVIII NP. O*A STR. 6352 STE. J639 MD1S. 3S70 
VGud. s97 Cwd. 12 NGot Mr4 Tipold(l. 2). 446 

AGV15k NI-W. 5 STR. 6432 S1t4341 MIDIS-3850 
VGmd-955 Goo" NGoa8.1 Mas"0 TgnJoK1,2). 507 

AGVI 61 NP. 979 571.6147 S 9.3547 MNS-3733 
VGnnd. 972 Goo" NGood. 1 ºIs. 0 Tipo l(IZ 509 

AGV(7k NP. 965 *11.6450 511.3549 MDISs3954 
VGD. dw"s Goa" NGod. l MM-0 Tgwjmk12)-514 

AGVIfk Nr. 967 511.6476 511W3519 MD1S. 3693 
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Vc.. u. 9s9 Go" NOW" M. +. O Tiq. _jK, uI. 2) 494 
AGVI9[: NP=93R STH. 6197 STE. 3i Il MDIS-3? 93 
VGood. m Gad. 10 NGood-I MS. O Tqo K1.2). 499 

AGVII0 ". 972 51-6474 511.3524 MINS=3736 
VGnod=963 Gnd. 7 W. . 00" Mao Tipo_sd(l. 2). 504 

AGVIIIt%M-Q S1R. 0 SM-0 MDI. S. 0 
VGM. " Goody NG J. 0 Mao0 Tipo_toKl. 2)-0 

TOTALS CLOBA6: 
oeqjuaot . 9574 
Soy_1T. 64540 Same-1 -3 -108 Soos. 9994S 
SagMD. 37QlR 

MEZRICA. 267193 
S_l_VCwi. 9485 Sao_Goo. 95 Son-740o-4 

Sa. Tpol2.4974 
ARRAY_NOS p-2170{: 
101 HIS-3l31 AQ1P. 7.015 MAX. I CASOS=0 
III HIS=7-15 ACUP=4.050 MAXI CASOS=503 
12J HIS. 64SAC? [P=4253 MAX. R CASOS=917 
13V HIS. SOS AC34P. 4.642 MAX. 8 CA-SOS . 697 
141 HIS = SOT Aü[P = 4387 MAX -& CASOS . 9ä 
ISr HIS=3M AQ4P=4320 MAX=R CASOS. 615 
161: HIS. 41S ACMP=4.123 MAX=S CASOS. SB 
171: HIS. 316 ACMP. 419S MAXS CASOS=524 

11F HIS. S23 RCMP=4248 MAX=9 CASOS=525 
I9: HIS=291 ACMP. 4326 MAXI CASOS=467 

1uq"HIS. 26 Aa4P. 4344 MAX-3 CASOS. 420 
II II: HIS. 199 ACMP=4.2 66 MAX=R CASOS=349 
1121"HIS. 171 ACUP-4361 MAX=S CASOS=357 
1111HIS. 174 AO4P=43 11 MAX=S CASOS=312 
1141: HIS . 143 ACMP=4.406 MAXS CASOS. 246 
1151: HIS. 136 ACMP. 4.654 MAXS CASOS. 218 
1161: HIS=116 ACMP-43ßS MAXS CASOS=175 

1171: HIS =Itt: ACMP=421i MAX=S CASOS. 174 
IIRI: HIS . 101 ACMP. 4. X* MAR=R CASOS. ISS 
1191: HIS. 75 AOAP-4.013 MAXS CASOS=137 
1'ß/I: HIS =M AO. 1P .4 4M MAX. I CASOS -147 
1211: HIS. NAcMP. 4S42 MAX-7 CASOS-120 
1-1: HIS. 56 A MP. 4.393 MAXS CASOS-94 
I23I: HIS. SS ACMP. 46II MAX-7 CASOS=IS 
124I: HISs61 RCMP=4.656 MAX=S CASOS-67 
1251: HIS=44 ACMP. 4523 MAX. 7 CASOS. 61 
1261: HIS . 43 ACMP. 4.699 MAX- 9 CASOS=53 
271= HIS. 40 AC MP. 4. XU MAX=S CASOS-56 

1$1 HIS-32 ACMP-4.623 MAX-9 CASOS. 34 

1291: HIS=32 ACMP. 4. S0 MAX. 7 CASOS. 59 
Vigil: HIS= 19 ACMP. 4.158 MAX. 7 CASOS. 47 
1311: HIS. 23 ACMP. 4.433 MAX. 7 CASOS. 39 
1321: HIS . 2R ACM P. 4.786 MAX .R CASOS . 40 
1331: HIS. 25 ACMP. 4240 MA. X=R CASOS=23 
1341: HIS. 19 ACMP. 4526 MAX. 7 CASOS. 28 
1351: HIS. ZS ACMP. 4. MO MAX-9 CASOS=31 
1361: HIS. 13 ACMP=4231 MAX-S CASOS. 29 
1371: HIS. IR ACMP. 4.111 MAX. 6 C. ASOS-23 
13"I: HIS-6 ACMP=3.533 MAXS CASOS. 17 
CWI: HIS=7 ACMP. 4AJU MAX-6 CASOS. 22 
1-811: HIS-5 ACMP. 4.611 MAX. 7 CASOS- 14 
1II: HIS. S AC? IP. 2. NU MAX. 4 CASOS. 19 

1421: HIS. 1I ACMMP=3.3 MAX. 7 CASOS- 12 
14%1: HIS. 5 ACMP. 3.000 MAX=6 CASOS=16 
1441: HIS. 3 ACMP. 4fn1 MAX. 6 CASOS. 3 
14c1: HIS. 7 ACMP. 5 71 MAX-$ CASO. S=S 
1461: HIS. 6 ACMP. SJlU MAX.? CASOS-6 
1411: HIS. 3 ACMP. 3333 MAX-6 CASOS=3 
1441: HIS-2 ACMP. 311U MAX=4 CASOS. 4 
I++CHIS. I AC%IP. 3. nU MAX-3 CASOS-7 
Iv11: HIS. 2 ACMP. 4_an MAX-6 CASOS-7 
SII: HIS. 5 ACMP 4. Nn MAX.? CASOS-2 

1521: HIS. I ACMP. 701) MAX. 7 CASOS. S 
IS II: HIS. t ACMP SAItl MAX.? GSOS=4 
I! 41: HIS. ti AOIP. 4. M7 MAX. R CASOS. 0 
1551 HIS. 4 AC%IP. 4-'9) MAX-S CASOS=I 
Iwl: HIS. I ACMP. AIIU MAX. 6 CASOS. 3 
IrI: HIS. 3 ACMP. (ton MAX. 7 CASOS. 4 
I5RI: HIS. 4 AC? IP. S. II MAX. 7 CASOS-3 
Iwl: HIS. 1 ACMMP. 7011 MAX. 7 CASOS=4 
IHII: HIS. 3 AC%1P. S. M7 MAXS CASOS-2 
1611: HIS. 2 AC IP. 3 _9 1 MAX-? CASOS=1 
It: 1: HIS. I ACLMP. Rt>tt) MAX. R CASOS-S 
1611: HIS. 1 ACMP. 4. aU MAX. 4 CASOS. 1 

MI: HIS. 2 ACMP. S oU MAX. 6 CASOS. 3 
Ih5I: HIS. 2 ACMP. 7. nf MAXS CASOS-3 
IM): HIS. I ACMP. S. OU MAXS CASOS. I 
I": HIS. I ACSMP. taIU MAX. 6 CASOS. I 
Iexg HIS=U ACMIP. 4WI11 MAX. 0 CASOS .2 
lea: HIS. I ACMP. S. ttn MAXS CASOS-I 
f"111- HIS. 2 ACMP. 4(ºtl MAX. 4 CASOS-2 

1711: HIS. I ACNIP. S. 0ID MAXS CASOS. 2 
1'21: HISS ACI"IP. 4. HU MAX. 6 CASOS-0 
1711: HIS. U ACMP. ttnU MAX .0 CASOS. 2 
1741: HIS. I ACMP. 7l1111 MAX.? CASOS. 4 
I^'I: HIS. 2 AC%IP. SXIU MAXS CASOS-0 
f`FI: HIS. IA 61P=4.4IU MAX. 4 CASOS. 2 
IT. "I: HIS. 2 AQIP. 4,5U MAX. 6 CASOS- 1 
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1761: HIS .2 AC30.33W MAXS CASOS -2 
1791: HI3.2 AQIP. l. OID MAX.? CASOS. 0 
IM1kHtS. l ACUP-4IXU MAX=4 CASOS-5 
11111: H1S. O AL? IP. OlH1 MAX. O CASOS=I 
IICI: Ins .2 AC3w1P=33M MAX=4 CASOS. I 
1231: HIS. O ACMP. OAID MAX=O CASOS-2 
1141-HIS. 0 AcMP. OIIID MAX-0 CASOS-1 
1951: HIS=0 ACMP. O. nD MAX=0 CASOS. I 
I66I: HIS=O ACMP. O. a0 MAX-0 CASOS-2 
X71--HIS=O ACMP. O. aU MAX=0 CASOS=0 

(UI HIS-O ACMP. O. aD MAX. O CASOS-O 
11191: HIS=O AcMP-Oi10 MAX. O CGSOS. O 
(S0(: HIS. 2 AOIP. 4.111) MAX=4 CASOS=0 
(911: HIS. 0 ACMP-OAU) MAX-a CASOS=0 
(l`I: HIS. O AOIP. Ql1 MAX=0 CASOS=0 
1931: H1S. I Alä1P. 2S111) MAX. 2 CASOS-0 
WI: HIS. 0 ACMP=4(IID MAX. O CASOS. 2 

M- I HIS-0 ACfMP. O. aU MAX-0 CASOS=l 
1`. I: HIS. I AC161P=3. (WD MAX-3 CASOS. O 
1": HIS. 0 ACMP. OAHJ MAX-0 CASOS-0 
1991: HIS. 0 ACNIP. O. O U MAX-0 CASOS=0 
pº'l: H1S. 0 ACMP. 0(WD MAX-0 CASOS. 1 
(Inp HIS. OACMP. O. IuU MAX. O CASOS-0 
1101 k HIS =0 ACM P. aaU MAX. 0 CASOS. 0 
11021: HIS. O ACMP. OaD MAX. 0 CASOS=0 
11031: HIS. I AcMP=2(I1) MAX. 2 CASOS=0 
11041: HIS =OACMP. O. (W MAX. 0 CASOS=0 
(1051: HIS. O ACMP. O. QD MAX. 0 CASOS-I 
(I06I: HIS =O ACMP. O. üD MAX-0 CASOS .0 
11071: HIS .O ACMP . U. II D MAX-0 CASOS .0 
11(191: HIS. O ACMP=Q(MU MAX-0 CASOS-0 
11 (NJ: HIS. 0 ACMP. 0. I*U MAX. O CASOS. 0 

11101: HIS. O ACMP=QQD MAX. 0 CASOS=O 
11111-HIS-0ACMP. (Lai 1 MAx. 0 CASOS=0 
11121: HIS -o AcMP. QOtD MAX. O CASOS. O 
11131: HIS. 0A MP. QaD MAX. 0 CASOS-0 

11141: HIS= I ACMP=AAD MAX. 4 CASOS. O 
(I 151: HIS. I ACMP. S. (ID MAXS CASOS. O 
1116(: HIS. O AQIP=4(D MAX. 0 CASOS. 0 
11171: HIS .0 ACMP . QQ D MAX-0 CASOS .0 
11191: HIS -0 ACMP. 4t1. D MAX. 0 CASOS-1 
11191: HIS. O ACMP. 40. D MAX. 0 CASOS. 0 
11311: HIS. O ACMP. 0.4D MAX. 0 CASOS- 1 
11211: HIS .0 AC161P = W1i 

.......... ......... ....... 

M. 4X. 0 

....... 

GSOS =O 

........ 

II MI: HIS .O AO4P . 0.000 MAX-0 CASOS =0 
(1671: HIS .I AQ4P . 3-0110 MAR .3 CASOS -0 
11661: HIS .O AC? 1P .O lU1 MAX =O CASOS -0 
It 691: HIS. 0 ACMP. GO K) MAX-O CASOS=0 
11701: HIS. 0 AcMP. OLMD MAX. O CASOS. I 
(1711: HIS. OACMP. 0.0110 

.......... ......... ....... 

MAX. O 

....... 

CASOS=0 

........ 

11991: HIS. O AOB. 0.0[D MAX-O CASOS. O 
120DL' HIS .0 AC 34P . MOM IMAX. O CASOS =0 
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1.2 Code Listing 

/""""" DAT-A=O. c 5/09/96 """""/ 

""""'"""" I= SEPAx& C1SOS RAO RESO(AIDOS (>-200) 
DOS cAsos RESOLVIDOS ZK means de 200 iteracoes '"""" 

#include "10B, at. a. c" 

static ist fla0_inicia - (0); /" permit* identificar a priaeira (iniciol"/ 
/" especificacao da dodos "/ 

static char flaKL-veiculo - ("M"); 

static ist Inittlag " (0); 

static long ist Ilmk_Iter " (0); 

static long int tpo_abs " (0); 

static int Samens " (1); 

static int Lockstop - (0); 
static ist DeadV2_Cont " (0); 

static long int DeadV_Coot - (0); 
static long int flagj)Cont [111 "(0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0.0.0); 
static long int fla0_D2Cont[11) "(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); 
static long int aotSolved (111 "(0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0); 
static long int IbtSoly e (0); 

static iat flagVcont (11] " (0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0); 
static int flag 0 (11) " (0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0); 
static int flaq_esp (11) " (0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0); 

static int LiaLesp - (0); 

static int ISO-liso " (0); 

static int. MAO-I" 1161" (1,2,4.5,6,7,8,10.12.16,15,16,17,18,20,21); 

static long ist ASJM.. I3 (2011; non. casos cost dif. perc. real-opt "/ 

static lone int APIkT_CPK 12011: 
static int ARRATJtAI 12011; 

static long ist ARRAT GISO. S [201]; /" num. casos resolvidos cast coop. respectivos "/ 

static float ARRAT_AGPM (2011; 

static Lot DIP_! TDOt " (0); 

main () 

tot No_* . no_dois. Notres, Do_Quatr. No_eine, No leis. No_sete, tpo_lixo; 
int Ve_Pri. Top-esp. Tpo_sol. Tpo_acu, Wei; 
long int Tempo. Itera. TPaspo, srai_NIt. nsi_tesp0. a, ai_J; 

int aat_, i. asijiv. aa. LSeed, aai_rLok. asi_. esp. staL_PSfPA; 

tot NORIO [11). MODEST [11). Ii)SEO (11). NOPRET (111, AOT&MP (111. WOTARGET [11); 
Lot VOCURR fill. TPOSOQ. [111. C_PASSO 111). TRA cM [111; 
int IP)S 1 (111. NODPST11111. P[J. G TSOL (11); 
long int PSYeR*RSO (11). Saq_TRA (11). SCaq_PSP (11). C_000D[i11. C, 

_HC, 
OOD(111. C_)DA51111; 

long iot C_WOW(111. TENPO-ARS. TRA_DSA 1111. THLESP (11). Sona_TT. Soea_TE. Soma; 
long int SOMkJCDIS(111. Sass_ID). SOELXas. So=L)1GO. So 

_Goo. 
SosL_VGo. San_Tipol2; 

long int C_TPOSOL (11): 

PILL "ler_001; /""" FIE pointer a ser usado ficheiro da resultados-"/ 
FIIA "ese_001.1 PILE pointer a ser usado fieheiro da resultados"*/ 
rn. a "ese_002; 1. " PILZ pointer a ser usado ficheiro da resultados"/ 

tpo_lizo " 0; 
TD PO_LZS " 0; 
Saswk_2T   0; 
Sawa-TS " 0; 
Sonajw " 0; 
Sage . 0: 
Sca_00o e O: 
San-Woo - 0. 
Saw- o"0: 
SOS_Was " 0: 
Scan_Tipoi2.0: 
sat-MN " 0: 
ari_Seed " 0: 
ani. _ ok . 0: 

. +s_u. p " 0: 
5ai, Jflt " 0: 
ara_t+po " 0: 
DIP_TtTZOP " Of 
DeedV Cont " 0; 
D". dV2 tont " 0; 
NotSoly " 0; 

for (nat_i - 0: ski " 11; s, ai, _i ') 
flea-DCont (art_i) " 0; 
9104. D2Cont(aa _i1 " 0: 
NetSolvad Issi�, 11 e 0: 
"A to (a+Lil " 04 
NOD[ST (asLil " 0: 
Moss3 (ssiri) " 0. 
WOS1061 (sal-il " 0; 
5, DZST1 [naLi) - 0, 
NOPSIT (east) " 0. 
WOTO? (sax-il " 0. 
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NOTARG ET(Mai-il = 0; 
TEt_ESP (mai_il = 0; 
NOCURR [mai_i) - 0; 
TPOSOL [Mai-ii - 0; 
FLAG_TSOL[mai_i1= 0; 
TRA_USA (mai_il " 0; 
TRA_NIN [Mai-il " 0; 
PERCURSO [Mai-i)- 0; 
SOMA_TRA [Mai-il- 0; 
SONI_ESP (mai_il" 0; 
SON7jMDIS (mai_i 1.0; 
C_TPOSOL [Mai-il- 0; 
C_PASSO (mai_il = 0; 
C 

-GOOD 
(mai_i1 = 0; 

C_7000D [mai_i) . 0; 
C_VGOOD [mai l=0; 
C_MAS [wei_il = 0; 

for (mai_i =0; mai_i<201; mai_i ++)( 
ARRAY_iIS (mai_i1 = 0; 
ARRAY_CPK [Mai-il = 0; 
ARRAY-MM [Mai-il - 0; 
ARRAY-ACPN (Mai-il = 0; 
ARRAY_CASOS (mai_i) = 0; 

ler_001 - (open ('filetesl. nnr", 'r'); 
esc_001 - fopen ('resl. nnr', "a'); 
esc_002 - fopen ('resll. nnr'. 'a'); 
if ((ler_001 -- NULL)II(esc_001 -- NULL)II(esc_002 -- NULL))( 

printf (' nao consegui abrir ficheiros '); 

fscanf (ler_001, "\n Num. Vehicles: %d\t Num. Iteracoes Redo NN: %\ld", &NVei, &Itera); 

mai NV - NVei; 
mai_NIt - Itera; 

fprintf (esc_001, "\n Num. Vehicles: td\t Num. Iteracoes Rede NN: %\1d", mai.. N, mai_Nlt); 

aai_tempo - mai-yit/maiS1V; 

fscanf (ler_001, "\n Seed: %d\n Max. Iter. to Dealock: %d\n", &mai_Seed, &mai-DLok); 
fprintf (esc_001, "\n Seed: %d\n Max. Iter. to Dealock: %d\n", mai_Seed, maiDLok); 

fscanf (ler_001,1\n Reset dos tramos usados apos: %d\n", &mai_Lesp); 
fprintf (esc_001, "\n Reset dos tramos usados apos: id\n', mai-Lesp); 

fscanf (ler_001,1\n ESTRATEgia- %d\n", &mai_ESTRA); 
fprintf (esc_001, "\n ESTRATEgia. %d\n", mai_ESTRA); 

/" ter dodos do ficheiro -/ 

for (mai_j - 0; mail <- mai_teapo; mai. J ++)S 

fscanf (ler_001,1%ld\t', &Tempo); 

TIIPO ABS " Tempo; 

if (tpo_lixo .. 100)( 
printf ('\n%ld\n", TEMPOJBS); 
tpo_lixo - 0; 

tpo_lixo ++; 

for (mai_i - 0; mai_i < mai_7V; mai_i ++){ 

fscanf (ler_001, "%2d %2d %2d", &No_um, &No_dois, &Ve_Pri); 
fscanf (ler_001,1 %2d\t", &Tpo_sol); 
if (C_PASSO [Mai-il -. OH 

C_TPOSOL (mai_i) - C_TPOSOL [mai_i] f1; 
NORIG [mai_iJ " No-um; 

NOCURR (msi_il - No_um; 
NOPRET [siai_il - No_dois; 
TPOSOL (Mai-il - Tpo_sol; 

fscanf (ler_001, "%ld\t", &Tempo); 

for (maid - 0; mai_i < mai-Nrv; mai_i ++)( 

fscanf (ler_001, "%2d %2d %2d\t", &No_tres, &No_quatr, &Tnp_esp); 

NOSEG [mai_i] = No_tres; 
NODEST(mai_iJ - No_quatr; 
if (C_PASSO (mai_iJ == 0){ 

NOTARGET[mai_i) - NODEST (mal-il, 
TRA MIN (mai_iJ = (no_dist (NORIG[mai_ij, NOTARGET(mai_iI))/10; 
if (TRA-MIN (Mai-il -- OH 

printf ("erro na contagem do percurso minimo"); 
fprintf (esc_001, "erro na contagem do percurso minimo"); 
fprintf (esc_001,1\n%ld\t AGV: %d\t NOR: %2d NOD: %2d\t", TEMPO_ABS, mai_i+l, NORIG[mai_i], 

NOTARGET(mai_i]); 
fprintf (esc_001, "TRA: %ld\t ESP: %ld\t OPT: %d\n", 

TRA_USA[mai_ij, TEH ESP(mai i), TRA_MIN[mai_i1); 

FLAG_TSOL(mai_ij = 0; 

facanf (ler_001, '%d\t", &Tpo_acu); 

for (mai_i - 0; mai_i < mai JW; mai_i ate)( 

fscanf (1er_001, "%2d %2d %2d\t", &No_cinc, &No_seis, &No_sete); 

NOSEGI Imsi_il s No_cinc; 
NODESTI [mai_i]. No_seis; 
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NOTQ4P Imai_i] " No_sete; 
C_PASSO [mai_i] C_PASSO [Mai-il f 1; 

1 

P analisar dados do ficheiro "/ 

for (mai_i - 0; maLi < mai-. N; mai_i ++) 

/* chegou so fim do ficheiro com percursos em aberto ? */ 
if ((TEMPO. J+BS=Ymai_tempo)&&(NOSEG[maiLi]! -NOTARGET[mai_i]))( 

TRk-USA (mai_i] - 0; 
TEM_ESP[mai_i] - 0; 
TR&J(IN [mai i] - 0; 
C_PASSO [mai_i] - 0; 

/* ultrapassou o tempo limits de 199 iteracoes ? 
else if (C_PASSO[mai_i]>199){ 

cont_casos ++; 

/" parou ? "/ 
if (NOCURR (mahl == NOSEG [mai_i))( 

TE[. ESP [mai_iJ - TEIZESP [mai_iJ +1; 
} 
/" movimentou-se ? "/ 
else if((NOSEG[mai_iJ==NOPRET(mai_iJ)&&(NOSEG[mai_iJ I-NOCURR[mai_il))( 

TR& USA [mai_il - TRA.. USA [mai_il +1; 

fprintf (esc_001, "\n%ld\t AGV: %d\t NOR: %2d NOD: %2d\t", TENPOJBS, mai_i+1, NORIG(mai_i], 
NOTARGET(mi_i]); 

fprintf (esc_001. TRA: % d\t ESP: i1d\t OPT: %d\t SOL. NA\n", 
TRA. USA[mai_iI. TE&. ESP[mai_i], TRA (IN[mai_il); 

PERCURSO [mai_i] - PERCURSO (mai_i] +1; 
SOM&. TRA [msi_i] - SOMA TRA (mai i) + TRA USA (msi_i1; 
SOMA ESP [mai_il - SOMA. ESP [Mai-il + TEK-ESP (msi_i]; 
SO RJ1IS(mai_il - SOMA-PIDIS Imai_i] + '1RAJ4IN [Mai-il; 

DIF_TRTEOP - 200; 

ARRAY_AIS (DIF_TRTEOP) " ARRAYJIS (DIF_TRTEOPI +1; 
ARRAY_CPN [DIP TRTEOP] - ARRAY_CPM (DIP_TRTEOP] + TRA_HIN (mei_il; 
if (TRAJ(INfmai_i] > ARRAY-MAX (DIF-TRTEOPI)( 

ARRAYJSAX (DIP_TRTEOPI - TRA IN Imai_i]; 
} 
ARRAY_CASOS IDIF TRTEOP] - ARRAY_CASOS (DIP_TRTEOP] +1; 

DIP_TETEOP - 0; 
TRILUSA Imai_i] - 0; 
TE24-ESP Imai_i] " 0; 
TR&$IN [Mai-i) " 0; 
if (PLAG_TSOL [mai_i] "- 11( 

C_TPOSOL [mai_i] " C_TPOSOL (Mai-il -1; 

FLAG_TSOL [Mai-il - 0; 

CJSAS [mai_i] - CJIAS [-i-il +1; 
C PASSO (Mai-il " 0; 

/" NAO ultrapassou o tempo limite de 199 iteracoes ? "/ 
else if (C_PASSO(mai_i]<200)( 

/" Parou ? */ 
if (NOCURR [Mai-il -= NOSEG (Mai-il)( 

TEtLESP (msi_i] - TEIZESP [msi_i] +1; 

/` movimentou-se 1"/ 
else if((NOSEG[msi_i]-sNOPRET[mai_i])&&(NOSEG[mai_i]l. N000RR[mai_1]))( 

TRI. USA [mai_i] - TRA USA [mai_i3 +1; 

if ((TPOSOL (Mai-il !- 1) && (TPOSOL (Mai-il I- 2))( 
PLAG_TSOL [Mai-i) - 1; 

/* chegou ao no destino ? */ 
if (Nos$G(mai_iJ--NOT7RGET(mai_i))( 

cont_casos ++; 
fprintf (esc_001, "\n%ld\t AGV: %d\t NOR: %2d NOD: %2d\t", TEMPO-. ABS, mai_i+l, NORIG[mai_iJ, 

NOTARGET(mai_iJ); 
fprintf (esc_001, "TRA: %ld\t ESP: %ld\t 

OPT: %d\n", TRA_USA[mai_iJ, TEM_ESP[mai_i], TRF_MIIN(mai_iJ); 

PERCURSO (Mai-il - PERCURSO (Mai-il +1; 
SOMA_TRA [mai_iI s SOMA_TRA (mai_il + TRA_USA (mai_i I; 
SOMk_ESP (mai_iI - SOM&. ESP [mai_i] + TEN ESP (mai_il; 
SOMA_MIS[mai_il - SOMI,. t DIS [mai_i) + TRFLMIN [mai_il; 

DIE_TRTEOP " (TRA_USA [mai_i] + TE 
-ESP 

(mai_i]) - TRAJ(IN (mai_i]; 

ARRAY_HIS [DIF_TRTEOPJ - ARRAY_HIS IDIP TRTEOP) +1; 
ARRAY_CPH [DIP_TRTEOPJ - ARRAY_CPM [DIP_TRTEOP) + TRA-MIN (mai_i); 
if (TRA_MIN(mai_iJ > ARRAY_HAX (DIF_TRTEOP])( 

ARRAY-MAX IDIP_TRTEOPI " TRA_MIN (mai_iJ; 

ARRAY_CASOS (TRA_USA(mai_i)+TEM_ESP[mai_i) I- ARRAY_CASOS [TRA_USA(mai_i)+TE24_ESP[mai_i)) 
+1; 

DIF_TRTEOP - 0; 
TP&. USA (mai_i) - 0; 
TEM. ESP [mai_i) - 0; 
TR7_MIN [mai_il - 0; 
if (PLBG_TSOL [Mai-il -- 1)( 

C TPOSOL C_TPOSOL (mai i) -1; 

PLAG_TSOL (mai_i) - 0; 
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/" em tempo < 50 "/ 
if(C_PASSO[mai_i]<50)( 

C_VGOOD (mai_i] -C VGOOD [sai_i] +1; 

/" em tempo >= 50 e< 100 "/ 
else if ((C_PASSOImai_i) > 49)&&(C PASSO[mai_i] < 100))( 

C_GOOD [mai_i) " C_GOOD (mai_i) +1; 

/" em tempo > 100 e< 200 "/ 
else if ((C_PASSO [mai_i]>99)&&(C_PASSO [mai_i]<200))( 

CJ GOOD [mai_i] = C.. $000D [mai i] +1; 

C_PASSO (Mai-il - 0; 

fprintf (esc_001, "\nRESULTADOS DA ANALISE DOS DADOS\n"); 
fprintf (esc_001, "POR CADA VEICULO: \n"); 
fprintf (esc_002, "\nRESULTADOS DA ANALISE DOS DADOS\n'); 
fprintf (esc_002, "POR CADA VEICUTA: \n"); 
printf ("\nRESULTADOS DA ANALISE DOS DADOS\n'); 
printf ('POR CADA VEICULO \n"); 

for (mai_i - 0; mai_i < 11; mai_i ++)( 

fprintf (esc_001, "\nAGV(%d]: NP-%ld\t STR=%1d\t STE=%1d\t MIDIS-tld\n", n%si_i+l, 
PERCVRSO[mai_i], SO147L7RA(mai_i], So)LLESP[mai_i], SOMA_XDIS[mai_i]); 

fprintf (esc_002,1\nAGV[%d]: NP-Ild\t STR-%ld\t STE-%ld\t MDXS-%ld\n', msi_i+1, 
PERCURSO[msi_i], SOMIL, TRA(mai_i], SOMk-ESP[msi_i], SOMI-MDIS[mai_i]); 

printf ("\nAGV(%d]: NP=%1d\t STR-%ld\t STE=%1d\t MIDIS=%1d\n", msi_i+l, PERCURSO[mai_i], SOMTLTRA[sini_i1, 
SOMA-ESP[msi_i], SOMAJ DIS[mai_i]); 

fprintf (esc_001, "VGood=sld\t Good=%1d\t NGood-%ld\t 
Mas-%ld\t", C_V000D[mai_i], C_GOOD[mai_i], C. NGOOD[msi_i], C,. MAS[msi_i]); 

fprintf (esc_002, 'VGood=%ld\t Good %ld\t NGood=%1d\t 
Mas-%ld\t", C_V000D[mai_i], C_GOOD[mai_i], C- GOOD[msi_i], C, 

_MAS[msi_i]); printf ("VGood=tld\t Good=%1d\t NGood-tld\t 
Nas-%1d\t`, C_VGOOD[msi_i], C_000D[msi_i], CJIGOOD[mai_i], C MAS[msi_i]); 

fprintf (esc_001, "Tipo_sol(1,2)- %ld\n", C_TPOSOL (msi_i]); 
fprintf (esc_002, "Tipo_sol(1,2)- tld\n*, C_TPOSOL [Mai-il); 
printf ("Tipo_sol(1,2)- %ld\n", C_TPOSOL [mai_i]); 

Soma-TT - Soma 
_TT + SOHA_TRA [mai i]; 

Soma_TE - Sosut_TE + SOMA ESP (mai_i1; 
Soma-kID - soma-. Mm + SOMA-. M IS(mai_il; 
So¢LMas - Sou_Mas + C_MAS [mai_i]; 
Soa. IGo - Som_NGO + C_IGOOD (mai i]; 
Son_Goo - Sock-Goo + C_GOOD (mai_i]; 
Sorn VGO - SomVGo + C_VGOOD [Mai-il; 
Som_Tipol2 - So; q, Tipo12 +C TPOSOL (mai_i]; 

Soma . Soma_TT + Sosa, 
_TE; 

fprintf (esc_001, '\nTOTAIS GLOBAIS: \n'); 
fprintf (esc_001, 'cont_casos -%ld\n', cont casos); 
fprintf (esc_001, 'Soma-TT=%1d\t Soma_TE-%ld\t Soma=%1d\n', Soa&TT, Som&. TE, Soma); 
fprintf (esc_001, 'Soma-)ID=Eld\nMETEICA=i. 5f\n', SomaJW, (float)(((float)Soma)/((float)Soma_M)))i 
fprintf (esc_002, '\nTOTAIS GLOEAIS: \n'); 
fprintf (esc_002, 'cont_casos "%1d\n', cont_casos); 
fprintf (esc_002, ' Soma_TT-%Id\t Soma_TE=tld\t Soma=%1d\n', Soma_1T, Som&. TE, Soma); 
fprintf (esc_002, "Soma}XID=ild\nME. TRICA. i. Sf\n', SomaJD, (float)(((float)Soma)/((float)Somaj ))); 
printf ('\nTOTAIS GLOEAIS: \n'); 
printf (*Soma_7T-%ld\t Soma_TE=tld\t Soma=$ld\n', Soma_1T, Soma_TE, Soma); 
printf ('Soma. MID=ild\rMETRICA-%. 5f\n', SomaJ D, (float)(((float)Soma)/((float)Soma-)4D))); 

fprintf (esc_001, 'SoniVGo-%ld\t Som-Goo. %ld\t Som 
. 
NG0. %ld\n', So 

_VGo, 
Som_Goo, Sos%-, tlGo); 

fprintf (esc_001, 'Som_mas=tld\n', Som_Mas); 

fprintf (esc_002, 'Sos_VGo, %1d\t Sos_Goo=%ld\t SonLMGo=%1d\n', Som VGo, Som_Goo, Soin_NQo); 
fprintf (esc_002, 'SosL)4as=ild\n'. SoaL, Mas); 

printf ('Som VGo-%ld\t Som Goo=%1d\t Som_NGo=ild\n', Soal_VGO, Som_Goo, So; _NGo); 
printf ('Som_Mas-%ld\n'. Sov{ffas); 

fprintf (esc_001, 'Som_Tipol2= %ld\n', Som_Tipol2); 
fprintf (esc_002, 'SomLTipol2- %ld\n', SorLTipol2); 
printf ('Soa(_Tipo12= %ld\n", SoaLTipo12); 

fprintf (esc_001, 'ARRAY_HIS (0... 200]: \n'); 
fprintf (esc_002,, ARRAY_HIS (0... 200]: \n'); 

for (mai_i - 0; mai_i<201; mai_i++)( 
if (ARRAY_HIS [mai_i]>0)( 

AERAY_ACPM [mai_i] - (float)(((float)ARRAY_CPM(mai i])/((float)ARRAYJüS[mai_i])); 
] 
fprintf (esc_001, "[%d]: HIS - %ld\t ACMP - %. 3f \t MAX . %d\t CASOS . %ld\n', mai_i, ARRAY_HIS 

(mai_i], ARRAYJ. CPM(mai_i], ARRAY_f(AX[mai_i], ARRAY_CASOS[mai_i]); 
fprintf (esc_002, "(%d]: HIS = %ld\t ACMP = %. 3f \t MAX - %d\t CASOS . %ld\n', mai_i, AERAY_HIS 

(mai_i], APRAYJ. CPM(mai_i), ARRAY_SAX(mai_i], ARRAY_CASOS[mai_i]); 

fclose (esc_001); 
fclose (esc_002); 
fclose (ler_001); 
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Appendix 

Graphs of 'K'ratio 
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- DISTRIBUTION of K-RATIO, represents the number of paths that can be included in one of the classes 

defined for the 'K'ratio. The 'K'ratio represents the value obtained when dividing the time required to 

execute a path, using one of the strategies tested, by the time of the path along the minimum geometric 

distance without traffic congestion. The classes considered for the 'K' ratio are represented by the 

values ranging from 1.0 (minimum) to 200.0 (maximum), with increments of tenth (0.1). This 

distribution is represented as an accumulated (%) distribution. The 'K'value for a path (i) is calculated 

by the following expression, and included in the nearest of the 'K' classes considered: 

TimePathi 
ki __ T. Min. Pathi 

Where, 

TimePath: is the total time (travel + waiting) to execute path's" 

T. Min. Path: is the time to travel the path along minimum geometric distance without traffic 

congestion, linking the origin and destination nodes as in path T. 

The following figures represent the set of graphs containing the curves obtained when testing the 

various strategies with the number of vehicles varying from one to ten. First the graphs containing all 

strategies (Figure E- 1 to Figure E- 10) are presented, followed by the graphs with complete 'look- 

ahead' (Figure E-11 to Figure E-20), limited 'look-ahead' (Figure E-21 to Figure E-30), and no 'look- 

ahead' strategies (Figure E-31 to Figure E-40). 
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Figure E- 1: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis NO. Values of 

Vin vertical axis. When 'K' =I the paths were completed in the time required to complete the path 

along the minimum distance without stopping. All strategies, one vehicle. 
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Figure E- 2: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (c/). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. When 'K'= I the paths were completed in the time required to complete the path 

along the minimum distance without stopping. All strategies, two vehicles. 
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Figure E- 3: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis Oc). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. When V= I the paths were completed in the time required to complete the path 

along the minimum distance without stopping. All strategies, three vehicles. 
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along the minimum distance without stopping. All strategies, six vehicles. 
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FiL, urc E- 9: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (c1c). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. When 'K' =I the paths were completed in the time required to complete the path 

along the minimum distance without stopping. All strategies, nine vehicles. 
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Figure E- 10: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. When V= I the paths were completed in the time required to complete the path 

along the minimum distance without stopping. All strategies, ten vehicles. 
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Figure E- 11: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

K' in vertical axis. Complete 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 

One vehicle. 
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Figure E- 12: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Complete look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 

Two vehicles. 
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Figure E- 13: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. Complete 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVOLHO). 

Three vehicles. 
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Figure E- 14: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. Complete 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 

Four vehicles. 
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Figure E- 15: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of' 

'K' in vertical axis. Complete 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 

Five vehicles. 
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Figure E- 16: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (clc). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. Complete 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 

Six vehicles. 
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Figure E- 17: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

K' in vertical axis. Complete look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 

Seven vehicles. 
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Figure E- 18: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Complete look-ahead strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 

Eight vehicles. 
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Figure E- 19: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%, ). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. Complete 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LH(1). 

Nine vehicles. 
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Eieure E- 20: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. Complete 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHO, GREED_LHO, BENVO_LHO). 

Ten vehicles. 
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Figure E- 21: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LHI, GREED_LHI, BENVO_LH I ). 

One vehicle. 
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Figure E- 2'?: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (17, (, ). Values of 

Vin v ertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH 1, GREED_LH 1, BENVO_LH 1). 

Two vehicles. 
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Figure E- 23: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (1k). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH I, GREED_LH I. 1L: NVft I. H I). 

Three vehicles. 
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Figure E- 24: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH 1, GREED_LH 1, BF. NVO_I, H 1). 

Four vehicles. 
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Figure E- 25: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (17c). Values of 

K' in vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH I. GREED_LH 1, BI: NVO I. LI I ). 

Five vehicles. 
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Figure E- 26: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%%). Values of 

'K' in vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH I, GREED_LH 1, BENVO_LH 1). 

Six vehicles. 
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Figure E- 27: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%7c). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH1, GREED_LH I. B1, NVO_I H I). 

Seven vehicles. 
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Figure E- 28: Cumulative distribution of ''ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%7%). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH I, GREED LH I, BLN VO I+11 ). 

Eight vehicles. 
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Figure E- 29: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%%0. Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH 1, GREED_LH 1, BENVO_ 1,11). 

Nine vehicles. 
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Figure E- 30: Cumulative distribution of ''ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (cl ). Values of 

Vin vertical axis. Limited 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_LH 1, GREED_LH 1, BENVO 
_LI 

II). 

Ten vehicles. 
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Figure E- 31: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%7%). Values of 

K' in vertical axis. No 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED_POL, BENVO_POL). 

One vehicle. 
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Figure E- 32: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%rý). Valucs of 

Vin vertical axis. No 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED- POL, BENVO-POL). 

Two vehicles. 
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Figure E- 33: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%%%). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. No 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED_POL, BENVO_POL). 

Three vehicles. 
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Figure E- 34: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%7c). Values ol' 

'K'in vertical axis. No'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED-POL, BENVO_POL). 

Four vehicles. 
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Figure E- 35: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (°I, ). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. No 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED_POL, BENVO_POL). 

Five vehicles. 
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Figure E- 36: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. No'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED_POL, BENVO_POL). 

Six vehicles. 
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Figure E- 37: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (cl'O). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. No 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED_POL, BENVO_POL). 

Seven vehicles. 
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Figure E- 38: Cumulative distribution of 'K' ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of' 

'K' in vertical axis. No 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH. GREED_POL, BENVO_POL). 

Eight vehicles. 
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Figure E- 39: Cumulative distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

'K'in vertical axis. No 'look-ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED-POL, BENVO_POL). 

Nine vehicles. 
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Figure E- 40: Cumulamc distribution of 'K'ratio. Number of cases in horizontal axis (%). Values of 

K' in xertical axis. No'Iook -ahead' strategies (ANN_H_NLH, GREED_POL, BENVO_POL). 

Ten vehicles. 
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